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Editorial

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have attracted significant interest from both academia and industry
because of the challenging research questions they pose and the novel applications and services they
can provide. In Wireless Mesh Networks, mesh routers relay packets wirelessly towards the destination
or an internet gateway. Compared to Ad-Hoc or Sensor Networks, routers in Wireless Mesh Networks
have constant power supply and very limited mobility, which limits the problem scope and allows more
practical solutions to be developed. As a result, several vendors are actively developing products based
on mesh technology The low cost of devices combined with the distributed and self-organised
management possibilities enable rapid deployment and simple maintenance of an operational network.
WMN based networks provide novel solutions for wireless last mile access, wireless broadband home
networks, wireless enterprise backbone networks, user community wireless networks or wireless
municipality networks. Also, such mesh networks enable interesting services such as content sharing,
multicast video delivery, sensor network backhaul, and vehicular network infrastructure support in
addition to wireless Internet access.

This Special Issue focuses on recent advancements in the area of Wireless Mesh Networks. It brings
together a set of articles that provide a good balance between experimental and more theoretical
aspects of various issues related to Wireless Mesh Networks. For this issue, five contributions have been
selected based on a rigorous review process, which involved mostly three but at minimum two reviews
per paper. Every review was cross-checked by the editor in order to ensure a high quality.

The first paper in this special issue is Collision Reduction in Cognitive Wireless Local Area Network over
Fibre by Haoming Li, Alireza Attar, Victor Leung and Qixiang Pang. The work proposes to use remote
antenna units (RAU) connected to a centralized cognitive access point using optical fiber. The
architecture supports multiple independent channels at each RAU and transmitter and receiver
diversity. Due to the reduction of collisions, substantial improvement in throughput and reduction of
packet loss under dynamic traffic conditions is achievable.

The second paper in this special issue is On Optimization of Wireless Mesh Networks using Genetic
Algorithms by Rastin Pries, Dirk Staehle, Barabara Staehle and Phuoc Tran-Gia. The work investigates the
usage of genetic algorithms to optimize large wireless mesh network deployments. Based on the
collision domain concept, different fitness functions are evaluated which allow optimizing the network
for different purposes. While genetic algorithms might solve the complex structure of WMNs in small
computation time, the parameters of the genetic algorithm have to be carefully chosen and adapted to
the given topology.

The third paper in this special issue is A multiple channel selection and coordination MAC Scheme by
Mthulisi Velempini and Mqhele. E. Dlodlo. While multichannel MAC protocols based on dedicated
control channel approach are interesting solutions to increase capacity, the common control channel
could be the bottleneck. In this work, authors investigate this in more detail and propose a new cyclic
scheduling scheme, which schedules data transmission in phases. As a result, signalling overhead in the
control channel can be reduced which leads to higher capacity for data transmissions.

The forth paper in this special issue is Service area deployment of IEEE 802.16j wireless relay networks:
service area coverage, energy consumption, and resource utilization efficiency by Shoichi Takemori, Go
Hasegawa, Yoshiaki Taniguchi and Hirotaka Nakano. The work presents three methods which allow



determining the service area of IEEE 802.16j wireless relay networks. The methods differ in the amount
of knowledge required regarding neighboring nodes. Based on extensive simulation experiments
authors determine different parameters such as coverage ratio, service area overlap characteristics,
energy consumption, and utilization efficiency of wireless network resources.

The fifth paper in this special issue is Capacity Improvement by MIMO in Wireless Mesh Networks by
Sebastian Max and Bernhard Walke. The work combines a realistic MIMO model with a capacity
calculation framework to estimate the capacity of a meshed deployment of MIMO based mesh routers.
The results show that while the link capacity increase of MIMO cannot be exploited fully in the mesh
context, WMNs still benefit from the MIMO gain. However, it remains unclear what real gains can be
achieved if a realistic MAC protocol is run on top of such MIMO system.

The sixth paper in this special issue is Behind-the-Scenes of IEEE 802.11a based Multi-Radio Mesh
Networks: A Measurement driven Evaluation of Inter-Channel Interference by Sebastian Robitzsch, John
Fitzpatrick, Seán Murphy and Liam Murphy. The work explores interference problems of multi-radio
meshed systems which occur if two or more radios within close vicinity operate in parallel on adjacent
channels (ACI). Based on extensive measurement results, the paper shows that such ACI may severely
limit the performance of multi-radio mesh network deployments. Authors conclude that achievable
performance depends on many effects such as transmission power, modulation coding scheme, channel
separation and physical layer effects such as carrier sensing, retransmissions and packet distortion.

The seventh paper in this special issue is IEEE 802.16 Wireless Mesh Networks Capacity Assessment
Using Collision Domains by Rafal Krenz. The work applies the concept of collision domain modelling to
IEEE 802.16 based WMNs. While the paper considers only a simple chain topology, the method can be
extended to arbitrary topologies and real world impairments such as interference or fading can be easily
incorporated.

Finally, we would like to thank the authors who have submitted their work to this Special Issue. We also
would like to thank the reviewers for their invaluable contributions to the review process. We hope that
you will enjoy the contents of this special issue and find it useful for discovering more about the
challenges and approaches for Wireless Mesh Networks, and that you will be inspired to contribute to
IARIA’s conferences that include topics relevant to this journal.

Andreas J. Kassler, Editor-in-Chief
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Abstract—Cognitive wireless local area network over fiber
(CWLANoF), which employs remote antenna units (RAUs)
connected to a central cognitive access point through optical
fibres, can provide a cost-effective and efficient architecture for
devices to equally share the industrial, scientific, and medical
band by taking advantage of cognitive radio capabilities. Based
on the CWLANoF architecture, we propose two methods to
reduce collisions among stations, with multiple independent
channels operating at each RAU, and transmitter and receiver
diversity through cooperation of adjacent RAUs. Multi-channel-
operation method is enabled by wide-band optical fibres and
diversity method is enabled by distributed RAUs in the
CWLANoF architecture. Extensive simulations show substantial
improvements in Transmission Control Protocol throughput and
packet error rate reduction of constant-bit-rate traffic streams,
especially under dynamic traffic conditions.

Keywords- cognitive radio; radio over fibre; WLAN; diversity;
capture effect

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless local area networks (WLANs) are widely used for
connecting computing equipment in homes and offices to the
Internet. Cognitive wireless local area network over fiber
(CWLANoF) is a new architecture [1] that applies advanced
cognitive radio [2] and broadband radio over fiber (RoF) [3]
technologies to infrastructure-based IEEE 802.11 WLAN
Extended Service Sets (ESSs) comprised of multiple access
points (APs), each forming its own Basic Service Set (BSS).
This architecture is intended to provide centralized radio
resource management and access control through cooperative
spectrum sensing.

Since WLANs share the industrial, scientific, and medical
(ISM) band with other independently-operated license-free
devices such as Bluetooth radios and microwave ovens, they
must tolerate interference from these devices. Cognitive radio
techniques have been recently proposed for secondary users to
exploit spectrum holes left unused in licensed frequency bands
by primary users of the allocated spectrum. In this paper, we
exploit cognitive radio techniques in the CWLANoF
architecture for equal access in the license-free ISM band to
enhance system performance via spectrum sensing,
interference avoidance and coexistence.

Successful simultaneous transmissions of multiple WLAN
channels over low-cost multi-mode optical fibres [4]-[7] and
clarification of WLAN medium access control (MAC)
operation in RoF structures [8]-[10] motivate the proposal of
CWLANoF as an architecture that offers huge potentials to
increase system capacity and improve quality-of-service. The
ever-decreasing cost of optical fibers and wavelength-division
multiplexing components has resulted in commercial fiber-
based indoor wireless networks being deployed to penetrate
large buildings such as stadiums [11], hospitals [12], business
buildings and shopping malls [13]. It would be expensive to
cover these buildings with cable-based networks due to the
ever-increasing cable cost. It is also difficult to monitor and
manage the radio environment within such large buildings if
antennas cannot be efficiently coordinated. The success of
these commercial indoor wireless networks further
demonstrated potential markets for CWLANoF networks.

In this work, we focus on how to reduce access collisions in
a WLAN through methods made possible by the CWLANoF
architecture, which would be difficult if not impossible to
realize in a conventional WLAN.

In a conventional WLAN, each AP performs carrier sensing
independently and only over the channel it operates on. In
contrast, CWLANoF applies cognitive radio techniques to
enable a WLAN ESS to more efficiently utilize the ISM band.
The centralized architecture of CWLANoF systems enables
cooperative sensing and consequently reduces the interference
detection time while improving the detection accuracy.
Moreover, the multi-channel carrying capability of advanced
broadband RoF systems can significantly increase available
radio resources at each WLAN AP. By implementing dynamic
radio resource management based on accurate spectrum
sensing, interference avoidance or mitigation can be easily
accomplished. Effectively, the CWLANoF architecture enables
the new concept of applying cognitive radio techniques for
equal spectrum access in the ISM band.

In a conventional WLAN, each AP has an 802.11 radio
modem and is digitally bridged to the distribution system,
usually an 802.3 Ethernet. In a CWLANoF, radio modems and
bridges in the APs are moved to a centralized unit referred as
the cognitive access point (CogAP); the resulting simplified
APs are now named as remote antenna units (RAUs). RAUs
are connected to the CogAP via analog radio frequency signals
transmitted over optical fibers. By centrally processing
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broadband RF signals received from the RAUs, the CogAP has
a complete picture of the radio spectrum usage in the coverage
area of the WLAN ESS. The Distributed Coordinated Function
of 802.11 MAC employing carrier-sensed multiple access with
collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) is carried out at the CogAP
instead of at individual APs as in a conventional WLAN. These
changes enable a CWLANoF to more effectively combat
packet collisions that inevitably occur over a random-access
channel. A typical CWLANoF system and the structure of the
CogAP are illustrated in Fig. 1.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review
related work on how to improve WLAN system capacity. In
Section III, two methods are proposed to reduce collisions
among WLAN stations: load balancing to reduce collisions
caused by heavy traffic, and transmitter and receiver diversity
to reduce the effects of collisions. The performance of
proposed methods is evaluated through extensive Monte-Carlo
simulations in Section IV. We conclude by summarizing the
paper and discussing future work in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK ON WLAN

Much recent research on WLANs aims to increase system
capacity of individual WLAN BSSs, and reduce co-channel
interference (CCI) and adjacent-channel interference (ACI)
among BSSs in WLAN ESSs.

The system capacity of a WLAN BSS can be increased
through three methods: enhancing existing MAC protocols by
either adjusting parameters or adding new MAC flavors to
achieve a higher MAC efficiency, exploiting capture effects,
and introducing multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) to

exploit spatial multiplexing. Enhancing the WLAN MAC
protocol usually requires an update of station hardware or
firmware. We therefore mainly review recent advances on
exploiting capture effects and employing MIMO in WLAN.

The capture effect has been initially studied within the
context of an ALOHA network [14]. It refers to the fact that
when two packets arrive at one station at the same time, the
packet with stronger signal strength will be synchronized and
“captured” by the station. Luo and Ephremides [15] showed
that with the capture effect, system throughput is maximized
when all nodes transmit at maximum power. This conclusion,
however, is based on an optimistic assumption that any packet
can be successfully received as long as it has the highest power
level at the receiver, regardless of how many overlapping
packets are being received at lower power levels. After taking
interference into account, Hadzi-Velkov and Spasenovski
investigated the capture effect and its interaction with
RTS/CTS (request to send/clear to send) in 802.11b networks
[16]. Kochut et al. studied the capture effect by comparing
system throughput at the physical and transport layers in
802.11b networks [17]. Their comparisons showed that capture
effect is magnified through variations of contention window
size in the MAC layer and congestion window size in the
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) layer. Based on Bianchi's
model [18], WLAN performance is derived in [19] by
considering the capture effect. Capture effect and successive
interference cancellation were later studied in a direct sequence
spread spectrum (DSSS)-based ZigBee network [20].

RAU
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RF / Baseband
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Fig. 1 A typical CWLANoF system and CogAP structure. E/O: electrical-optical converter. O/E: optical-electrical converter.
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Capture effect in 802.11a networks was studied in
[21][22] through real-world experiments using commercial
WLAN devices. It was shown that with an arrival time
difference of up to 50 µs, the stronger 802.11a packet can
still be captured. Different from previous 802.11b capture
effect studies where the stronger frame has to arrive within
the preamble time of the weaker frame, this observation
suggests that even when the arrival time difference of two
packets is larger than the preamble length of the first packet,
the stronger packet could still be captured. Such phenomena
have been observed in commercial 802.11a/b/g adapters
working in either DSSS mode or orthogonal frequency
division modulation mode.

The capture effect was further exploited in the form of
“message in message” (MIM) to increase system throughput
[23][24]. The AP sends the message with smaller channel
gain first and the message with larger channel gain later such
that the weaker packet’s preamble can be successfully locked
by one recipient and the stronger packet can also be locked
by another recipient. The AP abuses CSMA rule and stations
use delayed ACKs. Using MIM requires the AP to update the
system interference map periodically.

Exploiting diversity in WLAN is classified into micro-
diversity and macro-diversity. The IEEE 802.11n standard is
developed to enable micro-diversity in WLANs using
MIMO. Previous work on macro-diversity includes the
concept of distributed radio bridges proposed in [25] and
their subsequent applications in WLAN [26][27].

A WLAN ESS is a multi-cell WLAN system in which
the WLAN controller assigns channels and sets maximum
AP transmit power to different BSSs to reduce CCI and ACI
among them. Sub-optimal radio resource management
algorithms have been extensively studied for this purpose.
These algorithms address three basic problems: channel
allocation across APs [28], user association (or load
balancing) [29], and AP transmit power control [30]. The
conflict set coloring method jointly optimizes channel
allocation and load balancing [31]. Measurement-driven
guidelines in [32] provide a heuristic method to jointly
address the three basic problems. However, due to the
limited number (usually one) of channels that each BSS can
support, these algorithms have limited abilities to handle
dynamic traffic, and become extremely complicated when
channel allocation, load balancing and AP transmit power
control are jointly considered. Authors of [33] investigated
how to coordinate MAC mechanisms across multiple APs in
the ESS by switching from contention-based access to time-
slotted access when the ESS is heavily loaded with audio and
video streams. The MAC switching reduces packet collisions
and thus provides better quality-of-service for multimedia
streams. However, the signaling protocol required by the AP
coordination was not given in [33].

III. COLLISION REDUCTION

A collision happens when two stations access the channel
at the same time, or when one station fails to sense an on-

going packet transmission due to fading or hidden terminal
problem and starts a new transmission. Based on the
CWLANoF architecture, in this paper we propose a load-
balancing method to reduce collisions caused by heavy
traffic, and a transmitter and receiver diversity method to
reduce the impact of packet collisions by increasing the
chance of successful reception. The two methods used to
reduce collisions in CWLANoF are illustrated in Fig. 2.

A. Load Balancing Method

A practical load balancing technique facilitated by the
CWLANoF architecture is to distribute the total traffic load
in the frequency domain. The broadband RoF connection
between each RAU and the CogAP allows more than one
channels to be allocated to any RAU. Consider the case of
two RAUs covering a given area: RAU1 operates on the
channel f1 and RAU2 operates on f2. When the collision rate
on f1 is higher than a target threshold, the CogAP can use the
“disassociation” process to force some of the stations to be
dissociated from this channel, while simultaneously sending
beacons on a different channel f3. Stations dissociated from f1

will then have two options. If a dissociated station receives
beacons on channel f2 from RAU2, it can request to associate
with RAU2 on this channel. This effectively transfers a
portion of the traffic load of RAU1 to RAU2, creating a
distributed load balancing solution among RAUs.
Alternately, a dissociated station will receive beacons on
channel f3 from RAU1, and request to associate with RAU1
over this channel. In this case, load balancing occurs over the
frequency domain within the same RAU, where a portion of
the traffic at RAU1 is switched from overloaded channel f1 to
channel f3. The second case is particularly made possible by
the broadband RoF connections between RAUs and CogAP.
In contrast, conventional WLAN APs are generally not
equipped for multi-channel operations.

Two-channel operating

Stations

RAUs

CCI

Diversity method

Packet 1
Packet 2

Packet 1 Packet 1

BSS 1 BSS 2

BSS 1
Fig. 2 Collision reduction: diversity and two-channel-operation
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The gain in system throughput in the above example is
two-fold: one from increased MAC efficiency due to
decreased contention among stations accessing the same
channel, and another from the use of three channels instead
of two. We are more interested in the latter owing to its
potential of linearly increasing system throughput. However,
to fairly compare a CWLANoF with a conventional WLAN,
we investigate the worst case where the new channel
assigned to RAU1 is the same as that assigned to RAUs, i.e.,
f2. We shall examine the throughput gain that can be
achieved in the presence of co-channel-interference on f2.

WLAN operations on f1 and f2 can be independent and as
such we refer to this load-balancing method as multiple-
independent-channel-operation. Let us compare a two-AP
conventional WLAN, where AP1 operates on f1 and AP2
operates on f2, with a two-RAU CWLANoF, where RAU1
operates on f1 and f2 and RAU2 operates on f2. We can
certainly focus on the throughput on f2. It is clear that the
CWLANoF provides the worst throughput on f2 when the
spatial frequency re-use is impossible, i.e., when all stations
associated on f2 can perfectly hear each other. We now argue
that even in such a situation, the CWLANoF could provide a
higher throughout than a conventional WLAN. For
simplicity, we only consider downlink traffic. In the
conventional WLAN, AP2 can only send one data packet at a
time. In the CWLANoF with RAU1 and RAU2
independently operated, they might simultaneously send two
data packets on f2. Owing to capture effects, the two packets
may both survive from the collision, thus generating a
throughput gain.

B. Transmiter and Receiver Diversity Method

Besides operating channels independently, the CogAP
can also manage channels to exploit macro-diversity since
signals received from widely separated RAUs tend to be
uncorrelated. If each RAU is also equipped with multiple
antennas, we can further implement micro-diversity in
conjunction with macro-diversity. However, if we keep the
number of fibers between each RAU and the CogAP the
same, i.e., one to transmit and one to receive, wavelength
division multiplexing would then be required to deliver RF
signals from/to different antennas attached to the same RAU.
Here we focus on macro-diversity enabled by distributed
RAUs.

1) Receiver Diversity

Consider an area covered with two RAUs, using the same
set of frequencies to serve a group of stations. If maximum-
ratio combining (MRC) is used at the CogAP for uplink
signals, not only do we achieve an array gain of 3 dB due to
the increased receive antenna gain, but also obtain a diversity
gain if the two paths from the station to the two RAUs
experience independent fading. Both gains will help reduce
the effects of packet collisions, resulting in increased
throughput and reduced packet error rate (PER). When the
number of RAUs increases to four, we expect a higher
performance improvement due to 3 dB more in array gain
and a higher diversity gain.

An immediate effect of receiver diversity is an
improvement in sensing capability at the CogAP, and hence
a reduction in WLAN packet collisions between downlink
packets and uplink packets. Another effect of diversity gain
is to reduce unfairness among stations in terms of their
chances to access the channel due to their different distances
from the RAUs.

2) Transmitter Diversity

For the downlink, we can use transmitter diversity to
improve signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at the stations without
requiring them to have additional capabilities. Multiple
copies of each packet are distributed to RAUs and then to the
destination such that when some copies are largely
attenuated due to poor channel conditions, other copies can
still reach the destination; hence, transmitter diversity. By
reciprocity of the channel, transmitter diversity at the CogAP
through multiple RAUs achieves the same SNR gain as
receiver diversity, subject to a total transmit power constraint
on all RAUs.

We investigate equal-gain combing (EGC) and MRC
using transmitter diversity. In EGC scheme, each RAU is
subject to a given per-RAU transmit power constraint, which
reduces distortions due to nonlinearity at optical-electrical
converters of RAUs. In MRC scheme, RAUs are only
subject to a total transmission power constraint, and
therefore have a larger freedom on transmission power
allocation across RAUs, providing a larger SNR gain than
EGC.

Both EGC and MRC require that signals from different
RAUs can be added coherently at the receiving station.
Therefore, the CogAP must have exact channel state
information (CSI) from all participating RAUs to the
receiving station right before a packet is sent, such that
signal phases can be properly shifted at the different RAUs.
This makes CSI estimation for transmitter diversity more
difficult than receiver diversity, where the CogAP can
always rely on the physical-layer header of WLAN packets
to estimate CSI.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

We utilize the NS-2.33 simulator [34] with its
dei80211mr WLAN rate adapter package [35] to evaluate the
performance of the proposed methods. The interference-
recorded channel model incorporated in this package greatly
enhances the accuracy of simulations involving channel
capturing.

A. Simulation Model

The simulation model includes two RAUs connected to
one CogAP, which is then connected to a fixed host
computer. Stations are either uniformly or non-uniformly
placed in a 30-by-60 m2 area. When no diversity is used, the
CogAP communicates with stations through their closest
RAUs. Traffic streams only flow between stations and the
fixed host. The wireless propagation model is a simplified
pathloss model [36] with shadowing and Rayleigh fading.

The WLAN uses 802.11g and two non-overlapping
channels are used. Each AP in the baseline conventional
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WLAN operates on one channel only, while the CogAP in
CWLANoF operates on both channels through the two
RAUs either co-operatively for macro-diversity or
independently. Data mode used by each station and the
CogAP is determined by the signal-to-noise-ratio-based
dynamic rate adaptor in dei80211mr package. No RTS/CTS
is used. Perfect CSI is assumed to be available at the CogAP.

The frequency plan used in the simulations is shown in
Fig. 3 and simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. The
synchronization interval (SI) is used to model the capturing
process. When the arrival times of two packets are within the
SI, it is assumed that the receiver is able to synchronize to
the packet with the stronger receive power.

The simulations employ two types of traffic that
represent increasingly popular Internet applications: File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) over TCP in downlink representing
traffic from file downloading applications, and constant bit-
rate (CBR) traffic in both uplink and downlink representing
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) and IP television
(IPTV). FTP over TCP traffic is saturated, i.e., stations
always have packets to send. VoIP and IPTV, as multimedia
traffic, have the same fixed packet interval yet different
packet length due to different amount of information
contained in their packets. We are mainly interested in file
downloading speed and voice and video quality; thus, TCP
downlink throughput and CBR PER are chosen as our main
performance evaluation criteria. To evaluate proposed
methods for file sharing applications, we also evaluate TCP
uplink throughput in some simulation scenarios.

TABLE 1. SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Propagation
Pathloss exponent = 2.5
Reference distance, d0 = 2 m
Standard deviation of shadowing = 3.5 dB

PHY
Transmission power, Pt = 10 mW
Carrier-sensing threshold = -70 dBm

MAC
Synchronization interval = 5 s

aSlotTime = 20 s
CWMin/Max = 31 / 1023

FTP traffic TCP/Reno. Packet size = 1000 bytes.

CBR traffic
Packet interval 20 ms. 1000-byte packets for
IPTV; 40-byte packets for VoIP.

B. Effects of Receiver Diversity

We first investigate the effect of receiver diversity, i.e.,
receiving packets transmitted from one station using more
than one RAU. Assuming the channel gain of each path is
Rayleigh distributed, we know that the received signal power

at a given RAUi, ),( yxP i
r , is an exponentially distributed

random variable with the probability density function (p.d.f.)
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where ),( yxP i
avg is the averaged power of signals received

by RAUi from a station located at ),( yx and reflects the

pathloss between them. Thus, at the CogAP that receives the
signals from both RAUi and RAUk, the p.d.f. of the total
received signal power is given by
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where cap
rP is the power of the combined signal at the CogAP

(by combining signals from RAUi and RAUk) and the

notation )(,,
cap

ryxcap Pf implies the p.d.f. of cap
rP is a

function of (x,y), the geographical coordinate of the
transmitter. When the station has the same average pathloss

to the two RAUs, )(,,
cap

ryxcap Pf becomes an Erlang

distribution with the shape factor N=2. Given different
locations of stations, the CogAP and individual RAUs
exhibit different outage probabilities Prob( rP threshold)

over the whole area, as shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows the
reduction on the outage probability when MRC or EGC is
used, compared to the case where diversity is not employed.
In both figures the blue surfaces correspond to EGC and the
red ones correspond to MRC. The black surface corresponds
to conventional WLAN in Fig. 4 and serves as the zero-
reference plane in Fig. 5. Results are based on simulations
using parameters in Table 1. Two RAUs (or APs in the
conventional WLAN) are fixed at locations (15, 15) and
(15, 45) in units of meters.

We observe that MRC always reduce outage probabilities
more than EGC, especially for stations at corner areas where
the pathlosses to the two RAUs largely differ. From Fig. 4,
we also observe that compared with EGC, MRC has a flatter
distribution of outage probabilities across the area, so that
stations located farther away from the RAUs will still be
heard by the CogAP. Therefore, their uplink packets will less
likely collide with downlink packets, and consequently their
contention windows will not suffer as much from
exponential increases. With receiver diversity at the CogAP,
stations farther away from the RAUs still have good chances
to access the channel compared with those closer to the
RAUs.

f1 f2

Conv. WLAN

f1
f2

f1
f2

Two-channel

f1
f2

f1
f2

Transmitter and
Receiver diversity

CWLANoF systems

Fig. 3 Frequency plan in simulations
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C. Spatially Uniformly Distributed Traffic

Stations are uniformly placed over the whole area to
represent spatially uniformly distributed traffic. For a given
number of active stations, 20 different station locations are
randomly generated. Simulated results under these scenarios
are then averaged for evaluations. From Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we
observe that under two types of spatially uniformly
distributed traffic, operating two channels in both RAUs
increases TCP throughput by 14%~18% when only 8
stations are active. When the number of active stations
increases, the TCP throughput gain also increases, reaching
36% for VoIP uplink/downlink plus FTP downlink traffic
and 20% for IPTV downlink plus FTP downlink traffic when
the number of active stations is 32. Downlink PER for CBR
traffic is also reduced by 50%. Uplink PER for CBR is zero
and thus not presented here. The reason is that uplink is not
heavily loaded without presence of saturated FTP over TCP
traffic. The performance gain of two-channel-operating can
be attributed to channel capturing effects on downlink data
packets in CWLANoF (see Section III.A).

Note that we use the number of stations to indicate the
intensity of traffic since all of stations have always-on CBR
and FTP/TCP traffic.

The confidence interval of obtained average PERs can be
estimated by berconfint function in MATLAB, provided that
the number of packet errors follows binomial distribution.
Each simulation run lasts 120 seconds with 20 ms packet
interval. Therefore, in 12-station case, 36,000 downlink and
36,000 uplink packets are generated, resulting a 95%
confidence interval [0.93%, 1.08%] at 1% average PER, and
[0.08%, 0.13%] at 0.1% average PER. A higher number of
stations or a higher average PER generates a tighter
confidence interval. To avoid clutter, we do not superpose
the confidence intervals on PER figures.

Comparing the diversity methods we have investigated,
using only MRC for uplink diversity slightly increases TCP
throughput and reduces downlink PER for CBR traffic, while
engaging additionally downlink EGC or MRC transmit
diversity further improves performance by providing a
higher TCP throughput gain and lower PER for CBR traffic.
The results also show that two-channel-operation always
outperforms the diversity methods in either TCP throughout
or downlink PER for CBR traffic. The advantage of multi-
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channel operation originates from additional operation
channels, which can linearly increase system capacity
(assuming no CCI), while diversity methods we investigate
here only logarithmically increase system capacity. When
the always-on VoIP traffic is not present, our simulation
results showed similar TCP throughput gains from both
multi-channel operation and diversity methods. The results
are not presented here to avoid repetition.

As shown in Fig. 8, heavy traffic streams like VoIP
uplink/downlink and FTP uplink/downlink largely increase
CBR PER. We observe that diversity methods still
consistently improve TCP throughput when the number of
active stations changes. CBR PER, however, is only slightly
affected, and we regard the small difference of CBR PER
between conventional WLAN and diversity methods as
random effects in the simulations. In fact, our simulations
show little difference among diversity methods; therefore,
only MRC-uplink/MRC-downlink method is plotted in the
CBR PER figure to avoid clutter. The two-channel-operation
method improves TCP throughput and outperforms diversity
methods when the number of active stations is less than 10.
When the network contains more than 10 active stations,
TCP throughput of two-channel-operation method decreases
and even becomes worse than conventional WLAN when
there are 24 active stations.

To identify the reason of TCP throughput degradation of
two-channel-operation, we plotted the TCP uplink and
downlink throughput separately in Fig. 9. We observe that
two-channel-operation generates the highest TCP downlink
throughput but the lowest TCP uplink throughput, which
taken together causes the lowest total TCP throughput. To
explain the reason of TCP uplink throughput degradation, we
notice that when two-channel-operation method is used,
stations being served in one channel are found in areas twice
as large as those in the conventional WLAN, and therefore
suffer more packet collisions due to the hidden terminal
problem. The above observation suggests that when there are
too many active stations in the CWLANoF ESS, enough
number of channels should be operated to ensure proper file
sharing efficiency.

Compared with diversity methods and conventional
WLAN, the two-channel-operation method generates the
highest CBR PER when the number of active stations is less
than 12, and the lowest CBR PER when the number of active
stations is larger than 12. This phenomenon is not easy to see
in scenarios under VoIP traffic. To see it more clearly,
observe scenarios under IPTV downlink and FTP downlink
traffic, enlarged in Fig. 10. When two-channel-operation
method is used in lightly loaded networks, CBR PER is
increased because capturing a new packet causes a loss of
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previously being received packet; in heavily loaded
networks, however, the reduced packet collisions due to
extra channels outweighs the disadvantage of CBR packet
loss due to channel capturing, causing lower overall CBR
PER than diversity methods and conventional WLAN.
Although two-channel-operation caused a bit higher CBR
PER for uplink packets, CBR PER in downlink is largely
decreased. For VoIP application, such balanced CBR PERs
provided by two-channel-operation would be very useful.

1) Explanations on the performance improvement

TCP throughput gain and CBR PER reductions of
diversity-based CWLANoF systems come from independent
channel fading and more antennas involved at the receiver or
transmitter. Gains of two-channel-operating CWLANoF
systems come from channel capturing and channel fading
effects. We now further explain where these gains come
from.

Suppose a conventional WLAN ESS serves 10 stations
on channel 1 of AP1 and another 10 stations on channel 2 of
AP2. Assume these stations are associated to the AP closer
to them. Two-channel-operating actually splits the 20
stations into 4 groups, each assigned to one channel through
one RAU. The resulting CWLANoF system can be viewed
as four independently-operated conventional BSSs. Although
CCIs exist between these BSSs, we still gain system capacity
due to the linearly increased bandwidth while the signal-to-
interference-noise ratio is only logarithmically degraded. On
the other hand, a diversity-based CWLANoF controls RAUs
and forms BSSs with distributed antennas, serving stations
that spread out in the whole area.

An intuitive example can observed from Fig. 2:
apparently stations located in the middle of the area will
favor diversity technique since they have similar average
pathlosses to the two RAUs, while stations at corner areas
will favor multiple-independent-channel-operating method
since there will be less CCIs between corners. This
observation reminds us that when the location information of
stations is available at the CogAP, advanced location-aware
channel management techniques can provide even higher
system capacity. How to achieve a balance between
multiple-independent-channel-operating method and
diversity techniques to better serve stations with dynamic
traffic would be our next research topic.

It should be noted that when uplink or downlink diversity
is used, if two or more packets collide, we discard both of
them in simulations. Therefore, the performance shown is
the lower bound of MRC or EGC performance in practice.
And once multi-user reception techniques such as sequential
interference cancellation are applied, diversity could obtain
higher TCP throughput and decrease the CBR PER more.
However, in multi-user access, the MAC layer needs a
careful joint-design with sophisticated signal processing at
the physical layer.

2) Effects of SI values

Results in [1] only showed scenarios using SI = 5 µs. We
examine effects of different SI values on TCP throughput
under three types of traffic, as shown in Fig. 11. Effects of
SI on CBR PER is very small and thus omitted. Since
different SI values only affect two-channel-operation; only
one diversity method (MRC in uplink and downlink) is
plotted for comparison purpose.

We observe that by using SI = 1432 µs, TCP throughput
can be increased by 5.6%~10% when compared with SI = 5
µs, owning to the fact that larger SI values cause more
packet capturing than smaller SI values. However, we also
notice that there is little difference between SI = 1432 µs and
SI = 100 µs, indicating that by only looking for the strongest
signal during SI = 100 µs, a WLAN receiver can achieve
most of throughput gain due to capture effect. For the rest of
this work, 100 µs is used as SI value.
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D. Spatially Non-uniformly Distributed Traffic

When a hotspot area has much larger traffic demand than
other areas, we face a spatially non-uniformly distributed
traffic. We split the 30-by-60 m2 area into 3-by-6 sub-areas
and place the hotspot into one of these sub-areas to simulate

non-uniformly distributed traffic. Totally 8 stations are used
for background traffic and 4 other stations are placed in
certain hotspot location, as shown in Fig. 12. By geometric
symmetry, we only need study hotspot locations from 1 to 6.
To concentrate on studying the effects of dynamic traffic, we
fix the locations of background-traffic stations at the centers
of sub-areas 2, 4, 6, etc. Stations that generate hotspot traffic
are also fixed in the center part of their respective sub-area.
Only one set of station locations is used for simulations
followed.

As shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, compared with
conventional WLAN, diversity methods in CWLANoF
achieve 10%~62% higher TCP throughput and two-channel-
operation achieves 17%~48% higher TCP throughput,
whereas only 14%~36% gain is achieved when the traffic is
spatially uniformly distributed (comparing Fig. 6 to Fig. 8).
CBR downlink PER is also largely reduced. This
demonstrates CWLANoF’s enhanced capability to handle
dynamic traffic.
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Not surprisingly, two-channel-operating achieves a larger
throughput gain when the hotspot is in the corners (e.g.,
location 1), while diversity methods achieve larger gains
when the hotspot is in the overlapping area of RAU1 and
RAU2 (e.g., location 3 and 6). In fact in such areas, MRC in
both uplink and downlink achieves higher TCP throughput
than two-channel-operating when the standard deviation of
shadowing increases to 10 dB.

When the hotspot moves to location 5, stations at the
hotspot are closer to RAU1. Therefore, CCI from stations in
BSS2 to those in BSS1 is less likely due to the capture effect.
Thus, we observe a larger TCP throughput gain in the tow-
channel-operation method, as shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.

Focusing on spatially non-uniformly distributed traffic,
we further study the effects of RAU-distance (i.e., the size of
BSS) and the maximum transmission power of cooperating
RAUs.

1) Effects of RAU-distance

The RAU-distance is also the physical size of a BSS in
our simulations. Comparing Fig. 15 with Fig. 14, we observe
that both diversity and two-channel-operation methods
provide larger TCP throughput gains when the RAU-distance

is increased to 45 or 60 meters. SNR gains generated by
diversity methods have larger effects on throughput due to
increased RAU-distance and consequently increased
pathloss. Two-channel-operation method provides higher
throughput gains due to increased RAU-distance and
consequently reduced CCI, especially at hotspot location 5
where stations are less susceptible to CCIs from stations
being served by the neighboring RAU.

2) Effects of total transmission power constraint of
cooperating RAUs

In previous simulations, the maximum transmission
power of each conventional AP is 10 mW. When MRC or
EGC is employed at an RAU, the maximum transmission
power of each RAU is set as 5 mW for a fair comparison
with conventional WLAN. However, an RAU is covering the
same area as a conventional AP. Therefore, an RAU can
transmit at 10 mW without causing excessive interference to
other ISM devices or health concerns on human bodies.
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Effects of RAU-distance and RAU transmission power
constraints should be examined jointly since both parameters
affect system performance by changing SNR at receiver. Our
results in Fig. 16 indicate that for usual office WLAN
deployment (RAU-distance = 30~60 meters), both proposed
methods improve TCP throughput. Compared with diversity
methods subject to normal transmission power constraint,
when the RAU-distance is small, increasing RAU
transmission power constraint has negligible effects on TCP
throughput.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

CWLANoF systems can provide a cost-effective and
efficient method for devices to equally share the ISM band
by taking advantage of cognitive radio capabilities. In this
paper, we have proposed two methods that utilize the
specialized capabilities of the CWLANoF architecture to
improve system capacity by reducing packet collisions
through load balancing and employing diversity to reduce
the effects of packet collisions. By exploiting the wideband
RoF connections between RAUs and the CogAP in a
CWLANoF, multiple-impendent-channel-operation at each
RAU has been proposed to reduce the collision probability in
each channel by moving stations to different channels. By
configuring RAUs as distributed antennas in a CWLANoF,
we have demonstrated the use of macro-diversity to increase
the sensing capability of the CogAP. Simulation results show
that both methods can achieve 14%~18% TCP throughput
gain and 10%~50% CBR PER reductions for spatially
uniform traffic in an IEEE 802.11g network, and up to 62%
TCP throughput gain when hotspots exist. We also studied
effects of different SI values, RAU-distance, and total
transmission power constraint of cooperating RAUs. Similar
TCP throughput gain and CBR PER reduction are observed
in all scenarios.

While the CWLANoF architecture raises a rich set of
research problems, there is one promising direction to further
reduce WLAN packet collisions, using location-aware radio
resource management at the CogAP while employing
collision reduction among stations. By taking advantage of
its centralized signal processing capability, the CogAP can
determine the locations of the stations. Obviously, heavy
traffic from stations located in the overlapping area of RAUs
are better served by applying diversity methods, whereas
stations that do not benefit much from diversity can be off-
loaded to new channels. This strategy is a simple example of
how to dynamically exploit the performance gains between
macro-diversity and multiple-independent-channel-
operation. Further research is needed to jointly design signal
processing techniques in physical layer and the MAC in
CWLANoF systems such that multiple collided packets can
be successfully received and acknowledged in time.
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Abstract—Next generation fixed wireless networks are most
likely organized in a mesh structure. The performance of these
mesh networks is mainly influenced by the routing scheme
and the channel assignment. In this paper, we focus on the
routing and channel assignment in large-scale Wireless Mesh
Networks to achieve a max-min fair throughput allocation. As
most optimization approaches fail to optimize large wireless
mesh network deployments, we investigate the usability of
genetic algorithms for this approach. The results show the
influence of the genetic operators on the resulting network
solution and underline the advantages of a genetic optimization
when applied carefully.

Keywords-Wireless Mesh Networks, Planning, Optimization,
Routing, Genetic Algorithms

I. I NTRODUCTION

The complex structure of Wireless Mesh Networks
(WMNs) require a careful network planning and optimiza-
tion. Our goal is to increase the throughput of the complete
WMN while still sharing the resources fairly among the
nodes. The planning of WMNs is in contrast to traditional
wireless networks much more complex. On the one hand,
a WMN consists of a multi-hop structure where not only
interference on neighboring paths but also self-interference
occurs. On the other hand, each node in the network can
be equipped with multiple interfaces operating on different
channels. The interference problems are covered by using the
concept of collision domains. For the routing and channel
allocation, an optimization method is required, which is
fast enough to optimize even large WMNs. In our previ-
ous papers [1], [2], we evaluated the usability of Genetic
Algorithms (GAs) for this optimization approach. GAs are
based on the idea of natural evolution by simulating the
biological cross of genes. Although GAs are generally not
able to find the best solution, they provide near-optimal
results in relatively small computation time. In this paper,
we extend the evaluation by analyzing the influence of the
genetic operators during the evolution and by introducing
the concept of local optimization.

Our goal is to increase the throughput of the complete
WMN while sharing the resources fairly among the nodes.
This is achieved by applying a max-min fair share algorithm
presented in [3] and by tuning the genetic parameters. A

solution is max-min fair if no rate can be increased without
decreasing another rate to a smaller value [4]. A max-min
fair share algorithm is used instead of proportional fairness
because the main goal is not to optimize the maximum
overall throughput on the cost of fairness but to ensure a
fair resource distribution between the users.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we first give an introduction to wireless network
planning, comparing traditional cellular network planning
with wireless mesh network planning. This is followed by a
short overview of global optimization techniques, which are
applied in the related work section for optimizing WMNs.
In Section IV, we describe our genetic algorithms for
routing and channel assignment in detail. The performance
of different genetic operators is evaluated in Section V and
we optimize the genetic algorithm by introducing a local
optimization approach in Section VI. Finally, conclusion are
drawn in Section VII.

II. N ETWORK PLANNING AND OPTIMIZATION ISSUES

Network planning and optimization can be done using
several techniques. On the one hand, signal quality mea-
surements can be performed, which is very time-consuming
and necessitates the access to all areas in which the network
should be supported. On the other hand, a demand node
concept can be used. This mechanism is often applied to
cellular network planning. Furthermore, network planning
can be done using an optimization mechanism. Meanwhile, a
huge number of optimization techniques have been proposed
and we decided to use genetic optimization due to its
simplicity and the ability to plan even large networks.

A. Wireless Network Planning

The planning of wireless mesh networks can be applied
to a variety of wireless networks, like WiMAX, WLAN,
and sensor networks. Although the network technology
changes, the planning challenges remain similar. In contrast
to traditional cellular network planning, the planning and
optimization of WMNs is much more complex. A widely
used concept for cellular network planning is the demand
node concept introduced by Tutschku [5] and illustrated in
Figure 1(a).
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(a) Cellular network planning. (b) WMN planning.

Figure 1. Comparison of traditional cellular network planning and wireless
mesh network planning.

The algorithm first looks for the demands of cellular ser-
vices. Therefore, different demographic areas are taken into
account. For example, more phone calls occur in urban areas
than in rural areas. According to these demographic regions,
a different number of demand nodes are set up like shown
in Figure 1(a). In addition to the demand nodes, candidate
sites for base stations are inserted into the optimization
algorithm. As each base station is able to support a fixed
amount of users in cellular systems of the second generation,
candidate sites are selected for base station placement in
such a way that all demand nodes can be served with a
certain probability.

In contrast, the planning of WMNs is much more com-
plex. Not only the covered area or number of end users has
to be considered, but also the capacity and the interference
of the relaying links. The capacity of a link does not only
depend on the distance between two mesh points, but also
on the interference, which in turn depends on the used
channels. Looking again at Figure 1(a), we can see that the
channel assignment has to be performed in such a way that
neighboring base stations do not use the same channel. In
WMNs, such as shown in Figure 1(b), each mesh point can
be equipped with multiple interfaces, which can be assigned
one channel each.

In addition to the more complex channel assignment in
WMNs compared to traditional cellular networks, also the
routing has to be considered. In a fixed wireless mesh
network where each mesh point is equipped with multiple
interfaces, the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS), the
interference from neighboring nodes, and the number of
flows traversing a link have to be taken into account for
the routing decision.

B. Global Optimization Techniques

Due to the complexity of routing and channel assignment
in WMNs, global optimization techniques are applied. Until
now, over 90 different optimization techniques have been
proposed, ranging from ant colony optimization to tabu
search. We only describe four of them, which are used for

the planning and optimization of wireless mesh networks,
namely tabu search, branch and bound, simulated annealing,
and genetic algorithms.

1) Tabu Search:Tabu search is an extension of the local
search technique for solving optimization problems. The
algorithm was introduced by Glover in 1986 [6]. It enhances
the local search method by using a memory structure. To
avoid cycles of the possible solutions found by the algorithm,
the solutions are marked as “tabu”. All solutions on the tabu
list can not be used for the next iteration step.

The tabu search algorithm starts by using either a random
solution or by creating a solution with a heuristic. From
this initial solution x, the algorithm iteratively moves to
a solution x’ in the neighborhood of x. From all possible
solutions in the neighborhood of x, the best one is selected
as the new solution if it is not on the tabu list. Afterwards,
the tabu list is extended and the algorithm proceeds until a
stopping criterion is reached.

2) Branch and Bound:The branch and bound method
generally finds the optimal solutions with the disadvantage
of being slow. In general, it is a search and comparison
of different possibilities based upon partition, sampling,
and subsequent upper bounding procedures. The first step,
the branch, is used to split a problem into two or more
subproblems. The iteration of the branch step creates a
search tree. To avoid the calculation of all subtrees, the
algorithm uses the bound step. It searches for the first valid
solution whose value is the upper bound. All following
calculations are canceled if their costs exceed the upper
bound. If a new, cheaper solution is found, the upper bound
will be set to the value of this new solution. Thus, the branch
step increases the search space while the bound step limits
it. The algorithm proceeds until either all subtrees have been
evaluated or a threshold is met.

3) Simulated Annealing:The goal of simulated annealing
is to find a good solution rather than to find the optimal
solution like branch and bound. The name of the algorithm
comes from metallurgy. Metal is heated up and then cooled
down very slowly. The slow cooling allows to form larger
crystals, which corresponds to finding something nearer to
a global minimum-energy configuration.

When applying simulated annealing for the channel allo-
cation in a WMN, the algorithm starts assigning channels
randomly. If a small change in the channel assignment
improves the throughput, i.e., lowers the cost or energy,
the new solution is accepted and if it does not improve the
solution it might be accepted based on a random function.
If the change only slightly worsens the solution, it has
a better chance to get accepted in contrast to a solution,
which heavily decreases the performance. Worse solutions
are accepted with a probability given by the Boltzmann
factor

e
− E

kB ·T > R(0, 1), (1)
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where E is the energy,kB is the Boltzmann constant,T
is the temperature, andR(0, 1) is a random number in the
interval [0,1]. This part is the physical process of annealing.
For a given temperature, all solutions are evaluated and
then, the temperature is decremented and the entire process
repeated until a stable state is achieved or the temperature
reaches zero. This means that worse solutions are accepted
with a higher probability when the temperature is high. As
the algorithm progresses and the temperature decreases, the
acceptance criterion gets more and more stringent.

4) Genetic Algorithms:Genetic algorithms are similar
to simulated annealing and are also not applied to find
the optimal solution but rather good ones. In contrast to
the branch and bound method, they are much faster and
therefore applicable for the planning and optimization of
large wireless mesh networks.

GAs are based on the idea of natural evolution and
are used to solve optimization problems by simulating the
biological cross of genes. A randomly created population of
individuals represents the set of candidate solutions for a
specific problem. The genetic algorithm applies a so-called
fitness function to each individual to evaluate its quality
and to decide whether to keep it in the new population.
However, the selection without any other operation will
lead to local optima. Therefore, two operators, crossover
and mutation, are used to create new individuals. These
new individuals are called progenies. Figure 2 shows the
influence of crossover and mutation on the fitness landscape
of two traits. As mutation is just a swapping of one or two
bits, it leads to only small changes in the fitness landscape.
The crossover operator instead can lead to complete new
solutions as indicated in the figure with the creation of
the progeny. Thus, the crossover operator can protect the
genetic algorithm from running into local optima, while a
mutation is just a small step around a previous solution. Both
operators together are used to find a near-optimal solution.

Simulated annealing and genetic algorithms are well
suited for the planning of wireless mesh networks. Applying

best individual

bad individuals

good individuals
(parents)

progeny created
by crossover mutated

individuals

fit
ne

ss

trait 1

trait 2

Figure 2. Influences of crossover and mutation in the fitness landscape.

tabu search and the branch and bound algorithm would
be too time consuming, especially when considering large
WMNs. In the next section, we take a closer look at the
work related to WMN planning and optimization where one
of the described optimization methods is applied.

III. R ELATED WORK

Wireless mesh networks have attracted the interest of
various researchers and Internet providers. Hence, a number
of papers have been published on the problem of planning
WMNs and estimating their performance. We divide the
related work into three parts. The first part shows general
WMN planning approaches. In the second part, the work
related to channel assignment and routing is presented.
Finally, we present papers working with genetic algorithms
for planning radio networks.

A. Wireless Mesh Network Planning Using Optimization
Techniques

Sen and Raman [7] introduce a variety of design con-
siderations and a solution approach, which breaks down the
WMN planning problem into four tractable parts. These sub-
problems are inter-dependent and are solved by heuristics in
a definite, significant order. The evaluations of the presented
algorithms show that they are able to generate long-distance
WLAN deployments of up to 31 nodes in practical settings.

Other related works [8]–[10] deal with creating a wireless
mesh network model, planning its parameters, and evaluating
the solutions via linear programming. He et al. [8] propose
mechanisms for optimizing the placement of integration
points between the wireless and wired network. The devel-
oped algorithms provide best coverage by making informed
placement decisions based on neighborhood layouts, user
demands, and wireless link characteristics. Amaldi et al. [9]
propose other planning and optimization models based on
linear programming. The aim is to minimize the network in-
stallation costs by providing full coverage for wireless mesh
clients. Thereby, traffic routing, interference, rate adaptation,
and channel assignment are taken into account. Another cost
minimizing, topology planning approach is presented by So
and Liang [10]. An optimization framework is proposed,
which combines a heuristic with Bender’s decomposition to
calculate the minimum deployment and maintenance cost of
a given heterogeneous wireless mesh network. Furthermore,
an analytical model is presented to investigate whether a
particular relay station placement and channel assignment
can satisfy the user demands and interference constraints.

B. Routing and Channel Assignment for Wireless Mesh
Networks

One of the first contributions on channel assignment
is presented by Raniwala et al. [11], [12]. The channels
are assigned according to the expected load evaluated for
shortest path and randomized multi-path routing. It is shown
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that by using only two network interface cards per mesh
point, the throughput increases up to eight times. In contrast
to Raniwala et al. [11], [12], Chen et al. [13] do not only
consider the expected load for the channel assignment, but
also consider the link capacities. Based on the link metrics,
called expected-load and expected-capacity, the channel as-
signment is optimized using simulated annealing.

Further papers based on the paper presented by Raniwala
et al. [11] are published by Ramachandran et al. [14] and
Subramanian et al. [15]. Both papers take the interference
between links into account. The first paper solves the chan-
nel assignment using a straightforward approach while the
second one uses a tabu search algorithm. Another paper on
channel assignment and routing is presented by Alicherry
et al. [16]. A linear programming based routing algorithm
is shown, which satisfies all necessary constraints for the
joint channel assignment, routing, and interference free link
scheduling problem. Using the algorithm, the throughput is
fairly optimized. The fairness constraint means that for each
node the demands are routed in proportion to the aggregate
traffic load.

Raniwala and Chiueh [12] and Chen et al. [13] only
consider non overlapping, orthogonal channels. Mohsenian
Rad and Wong [17], [18] instead also consider partially
overlapping channels and propose a congestion-aware chan-
nel assignment algorithm. It is shown that the proposed
algorithm increases the aggregate throughput by 9.8 % to
11.4 % and reduces the round trip time by 28.7 % to 35.5 %
compared to the approach of Raniwala and Chiueh [12].

C. Genetic Algorithms for Radio Network Planning

Genetic algorithms have been used for radio network
planning for years [19]–[23]. Calégari et al. [19] apply
a genetic algorithm for UMTS base station placement in
order to obtain a maximum coverage. It is claimed that
the performance of the GA strongly depends on the fitness
function. Another paper on UMTS optimization with genetic
algorithms was published by Ghosh et al. [20] in 2005.
Genetic algorithms are used to minimize the costs and to
maximize the link availability of a UMTS network with
optical wireless links to the radio network controllers.

Besides Gosh et al. [20], Badia et al. [21] use genetic
algorithms for a joint routing and link scheduling for WMNs.
The packet delivery ratio is optimized depending on the
frame length. It is shown that genetic algorithms solve the
studied problems reasonably well, and also scale, whereas
exact optimization techniques are unable to find solutions
for larger topologies. The performance of the GA is shown
for a single-rate, single-channel, single-radio WMN.

Vanhatupa et al. [22], [24] apply a genetic algorithm
for the WMN channel assignment. Capacity, AP fairness,
and coverage metrics are used with equal significance to
optimize the network. The routing is fixed, using either
shortest path routing or expected transmission times. An

enormous capacity increase is achieved with the channel
assignment optimization. Compared to manual tuning, the
algorithm is able to create a network plan with 133 %
capacity, 98 % coverage, and 93 % costs, while the algorithm
needs 15 minutes for the optimization whereas the manual
network planning takes hours.

Lee et al. [23] perform an AP assignment for users in
smart environments using a genetic algorithm. The AP as-
signment is optimized in such a way that the load is balanced
between the AP and that the bandwidth requirements can
be met. The approach is evaluated in a scenario with 16
APs and 70 users. The results show that the load is almost
balanced between the APs after 300 generations.

In contrast to the related work, we focus not only on
a single-radio or single-rate WMN, but evaluate the per-
formance of a multi-channel, multi-radio, multi-rate WMN
using both channel and route assignment. Our genetic al-
gorithm optimizes the throughput while still maintaining a
max-min fair throughput allocation between the nodes. In
the next section, the complexity of a fair resource allocation
in WMNs is described before introducing genetic algorithms
and its modifications for the planning and optimization of
WMNs.

IV. WMN PLANNING USING GENETIC ALGORITHMS

The objective of this paper is to support the WMN
planning process by optimizing the performance of a WMN.
With the help of genetic algorithms, near-optimal solutions
can be achieved in relatively small computation time. In this
section, we show the parameters, which we have to consider
and to evaluate in order to achieve a near-optimal WMN
solution, meaning that the throughput in the WMN is fairly
shared among the mesh points.

A. Problem Formulation

We assume that each mesh point is connected to only one
gateway with a fixed routing and we can thus define the
mesh network as a directed graphG(V, E), whereV is a
set of mesh pointsn1, ..., nV and E = L is a set of links
connecting the mesh points. A subsetGW ⊆ V contains the
gateways, which are connected to the Internet. Each mesh
point ni ∈ V \ GW has a fixed route and gateway to the
Internet. The route is denoted asRi and consists of a set
of links, Ri ⊆ L. Thus, the mesh points connected to one
gateway can be considered as a tree and the complete WMN
as a forest.

As we do not have a fully meshed network, a link(i, j)
between mesh pointi and mesh pointj only exists, if a
communication between these mesh points is possible within
the mesh network. Letdri,j be the data rate of the link(i, j).
The goal is now to optimize the paths from each mesh point
ni ∈ V \ GW to the gateway so that the throughput in the
WMN is fairly shared among the mesh points.
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B. Fairness and Capacity in Wireless Mesh Networks

To achieve a fair resource distribution among the mesh
points, we use a max-min fair share approach introduced by
Bertsekas and Gallager [4]. A solution is max-min fair if
no rate can be increased without decreasing another rate to
a smaller value. Max-min fairness is achieved by using an
algorithm of progressive filling. First, all data rates are set to
zero. Then, the data rates of all flows are equally increased
until one flow is constrained by the capacity set. This is the
bottleneck flow and all other flows have to be faster than
this one. Afterwards, the data rates of the remaining flows
are increased equally until the next bottleneck is found. This
procedure is repeated until all flows are assigned a data rate.

Before assigning the data rates to the flows, the capacity
of the network has to be estimated. Therefore, we first have
to estimate the link capacities. The capacity of a single
link is determined by the pathloss and the Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR). For the pathloss calculation, we use a modified
COST 231 Hata [25] pathloss model for carrier frequencies
between 2 GHz and 6 GHz. The model is proposed by the
IEEE 802.16 working group as the WiMAX urban macrocell
model, but is also valid for WLAN mesh networks and is
defined as

PL = 35.2 + 35 · log10(d(ni, nj)) + 26 · log10

(

f

2

)

. (2)

Here,f denotes the operating frequency andd denotes the
euclidean distance between mesh pointsni and nj . The
pathloss model is used to calculate the SNR, which is
required to determine the maximum achievable throughput.
The SNR is calculated as

γni,nj
= Tx − PL(ni, nj , f) − (N0 + 10 · log10(W )), (3)

where Tx is the transmit power,N0 is the thermal noise
spectral density (-174 dBm/Hz), andW is the system band-
width. Now, the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) is
selected with an SNR requirementγ∗

mcs that is smaller or
equal to the link’s SNRγni,nj

. The MCS is chosen in such
a way that the frame error rate lies below 1 %. If the SNR
requirement for the most robust MCS cannot be met, the
two mesh pointsni and nj are not within communication
and interfering range.

Having computed the maximum data rate of each link
according to the pathloss, we now have to calculate the
capacity of each link taking interference from neighboring
mesh points into account. Therefore, we use the concept
of Collision Domains (CDs) introduced by Jun and Si-
chitiu [26]. The collision domainDi,j of a link (i, j)
corresponds to the set of all links(s, t), which can not
be used in parallel to link(i, j) because the interference
from a transmission on link(s, t) alone is strong enough
to disturb a parallel transmission on link(i, j). Figure 3(a)
shows the collision domain of link(n2, n5). The one-hop
collision domain illustrated in light-gray denotes the area

for a WLAN-based mesh network without using RTS/CTS.
The dark gray area shows the two-hop area where no station
can transmit a packet when using RTS/CTS.
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(a) One- and two-hop collision do-
main of link (n2, n5).
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(b) Link load calculation depending
on the carried number of flows.

Figure 3. Collision domain and its link loads.

The nominal load of such a collision domain is the number
of transmissions taking place in the collision domain. A
transmissiontrk,i,j corresponds to the hop from mesh point
ni to mesh pointnj taken by the flow towards mesh point
k, i.e., (i, j) ∈ Rk. The number of transmissionsλi,j on
link (i, j) corresponds to the number of end-to-end flows
crossing it:

λi,j =
∣

∣

∣
{k|(i, j) ∈ Rk}

∣

∣

∣
. (4)

Figure 3(b) shows the load per link for the same example
network as before. Each mesh point on the way to the
gateway produces traffic resulting in a traffic load of 5
on the link (n1, g1) and a load of 2 on the link(n2, g1).
Correspondingly, the number of transmissions in collision
domainDi,j is

mi,j =
∑

(s,t)∈Di,j

λs,t. (5)

Thus, the collision domain of link(n2, n5) consists of 13
transmissions in total.

In order to fairly supply all mesh points, we share the
time resources among all transmissions taking place within
the collision domains of the corresponding links. Thereby,
we take the ratesdri,j and the number of flowsλi,j into
account. The throughputti,j of link i, j is then defined as

ti,j =
1

∑

(s,t)∈Di,j

λs,t

drs,t

. (6)

If we assume that link(n2, n5) supports 54 Mbps based
on the pathloss and the SNR, the throughput would be
4.15 Mbps due to a collision domain size of 13. However,
before setting this throughput to noden5 we have to follow
the principle of max-min fairness.

An algorithm to determine the max-min fair throughput
allocation based on the definition of collision domains is
given by Aoun and Boutaba [27]. The algorithm iteratively
determines the bottleneck collision domain and allocates the
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data rates of all flows traversing this domain. If in our ex-
ample in Figure 3 the link(n1, g1) would be the bottleneck,
all mesh points traversing the link would be assigned to this
throughput, in our casen3, n4, n6, n7, n8. As link (n2, n5)
and link (g1, n2) also belong to the collision domain of link
(n1, g1) but do not transmit over the bottleneck link, the
time resources occupied by the bottleneck link are subtracted
from the two links.

In the next step of the iteration process, only the remaining
collision domains are considered. This way, we calculate
the throughput of each flow, which is needed to evaluate
the fitness of the WMN. The iteration stops when all flows
are assigned. If in our example the next bottleneck collision
domain is link(g1, n2), the remaining maximum supported
rates are assigned to the last two links. Algorithm 1 clarifies
the procedure of assigning the rates.

Algorithm 1 Max-min fair resource distribution based on
collision domains.

1: O = F all flows are unassigned
2: L = {(i, j)|ni,j > 0} all active links
3: pi,j = 1, (i, j) ∈ L all links have full

capacity
4:

5: Iteration
6: for all links (i, j) ∈ L
7: mi,j =

∑

(s,t)∈Di,j

λs,t nominal load

8: ti,j = 1
∑

(s,t)∈Di,j

λs,t

drs,t

throughput share per flow

9: end for
10: (u, v) = arg min(i,j)∈L ti,j bottleneck CD
11: B = {k ∈ O|Rk∩Du,v 6= ∅} bottleneck flows
12: bk = r · tu,v for all k ∈ B set bottleneck rates
13: O = O\B adapt unassigned flows
14: pi,j = pi,j −

∑

k∈B |Rk ∩ Di,j | · tu,v adapt free
capacity of all CDs

15: L = L\Du,v adapt active links
16: Stop criterion:O = ∅

C. Optimization Using Genetic Algorithms

After describing the principle of collision domains and
max-min fair throughput allocation, we now explain the
workflow of a genetic algorithm in detail. Figure 4 shows the
complete procedure of a genetic algorithm for the planning
and optimization of WMNs. Firstly, a random population is
created with a predefined number of individuals. The fitness
of each individual is evaluated using the fitness function
and the individuals are ordered according to the fitness
value. The best individuals, the elite set, is kept for the new
population. Afterwards, the crossover and mutation operator
are used to create the remaining number of individuals
for the new population. The procedure is repeated until a

sufficient solution is achieved. In the following, we explain
the steps of our WMN optimization approach in more detail.

In
iti

al
iz

e

Evaluation via
„fitness function“ Crossover

Mutation

Progenies of 
best individuals

Individuals of 
next generation

Best individuals

New population

Random population

Individuals ordered by fitness

Figure 4. Workflow of a genetic algorithm.

1) Network Encoding:Before going through the steps of
the genetic algorithm, the WMN has to be encoded. The
encoding must be simple without any redundancy in order
not to prolong the runtime of the genetic algorithm. As
we assume that each mesh point is connected to only one
gateway, the network encoding has to represent a spanning
tree with the gateway as root, cf. Figure 5(a). This means
that the graph does not contain any cycles and each mesh
point has only one route towards the gateway. Such a tree
structure can easily be encoded in a list, where the next hop
of each mesh point, which the traffic has to take in order to
reach the gateway, is stored. This list representation of the
example network from Figure 5(a) is shown in Figure 5(b).
Considering for example mesh pointn4, the next hop is node
n1 and the next hop of mesh pointn1 is the gateway. Thus,
the complete routing of a WMN is handled with a simple
list representation.

Besides the routing, we also want to optimize the channel
allocation. Although each mesh point can be equipped with
several network interface cards, the channel of the link
towards the gateway is fixed as shown in Figure 5(a). Thus,
the channel allocation can be done in a similar way as the
routing. Therefore, the list is extended with one more row,
showing the channel of the next hop towards the gateway, cf.
Figure 5(b). This simple list represents the tree structureof
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(a) Example network.
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(b) List representation.

Figure 5. Example network and its list representation.
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one gateway and each gateway in the wireless mesh network
is encoded in a similar way. The list representation is later
used to perform the genetic operations and to evaluate the
fitness of the WMN.

2) Evaluation via Fitness Function:The evaluation part
of the optimization is the heart of the genetic algorithm.
Based on the fitness value, the GA decides, which individ-
uals should be kept in the new population. Hence, it rates
the performance of the genes and allows only the best to be
replicated.

The fitness of the WMN is estimated using the allocated
throughputs of each flow. The fitness functionf(N ) of the
evaluation represents the user satisfaction and the fairness of
the resource allocation. Some fitness functions might lead
to a complete unfair resource distribution in the WMN.
Therefore, we evaluate the performance of several different
fitness functions in Section V. Several combinations of
the functionsmin(RN ), median(RN ), mean(RN ), and
var(RN ) are used, which are applied on all routing links
of a network solutionN . The functionmin (RN ) calculates
for example the minimum throughput of all links used in
routing schemeRN . We define the following eight different
fitness functions:

f1(N ) = min(RN ) = minimum throughput(RN )

f2(N ) = median(RN ) = median throughput(RN )

f3(N ) = mean(RN ) = mean throughput(RN )

f4(N ) = min(RN ) +
median(RN )

s
f5(N ) = mean(RN ) − var(RN )

f6(N ) = min(RN ) +
median(RN )

s
+

mean(RN )

|L|

f7(N ) =

|T̃ |−1
∑

i=0

(
∣

∣

∣
T̃

∣

∣

∣
− i) · T̃ (i)

f8(N ) =

|T̃ |−1
∑

i=0

c|T̃ |−i · T̃ (i).

The last two functions weight the link throughputs with
a factor depending on the corresponding throughput value.
Therewith, we aim to achieve a kind of max-min fairness not
only with the throughput allocation made by the evaluating
algorithm but also with the fitness value from a reasonable
fitness function. For this purpose, an ascendingly sorted list
T̃ of the throughputs of all routing links in the solutionN
is used. Each throughput value from̃T is weighted with
a factor depending on its place in the list, giving more
weight to lower positions. This results in a fitness value
with which mainly smaller link throughputs are optimized
at the expense of higher ones. The parameterc of function
f8(N ) is a constant, which we set to 1.5 ands is set to 8
for the experiments in Section V.

3) Selection Principle:After the evaluation of a popu-
lation, we select a set of solutions, which have the highest
fitness of all and keep them in the new generation. This set
is called the elite set. In the results section, we vary the size
of the elite set in order to see the influence on the solution.
As the number of individuals of a population is fixed for all
generation steps, the remaining number of individuals are
created by crossing and mutating the genes.

The selection of the individuals for applying the genetic
operators is thereby based on the fitness and furthermore
depends on the number of needed new individuals. Letw

be the number of needed new individuals ands(x) be the
selection probability for individualx. Then, the number of
progenies generated based on individualx are

g(x) = ‖w · s(x)‖ . (7)

The selection probabilitys(x) depends on the relation be-
tween the fitness of solutionx and the sum of all fitness
values from the complete population, which means that new
individuals are more likely to be created from individuals
with a better fitness. This results in

s(x) =
f(x)

n
∑

j=1

f(j)
. (8)

4) Crossover Types:The crossover operator as well as the
mutation operator are now applied to the selected number
of individuals. For the cross of genes, we use the standard
2-Point Crossover [28] and two other variants, which we
especially created for the planning of WMNs, the Cell and
the Subtree Crossover.

2-Point Crossover

The 2-Point Crossover is a widely used extension of the
1-Point Crossover. While the 1-Point Crossover changes
the list representations of two individuals until a certain
point or from a certain point on, the 2-Point Crossover
exchanges subsets, which are randomly chosen sublists of
the individuals representation, the genotype. Thus, a start
and an end point, denoting the range of the sublist, are
chosen each time the 2-Point Crossover is applied.

An example of the crossover is shown in Figure 6. The
sublists of two individuals should be crossed, namely the
routing and channel allocation of mesh pointsn2 to n5. The
resulting progenies of the individuals show one characteristic
of this reproduction approach. It created solutions, which
contain mesh points with no connection to any gateway.
This happens due to the unregulated and absolutely arbitrary
selection of the gene subset, which is meant to be exchanged.

Looking at the progeny of individual 2, mesh points
n1, n2, n6, n7, n8 have no connection to any gateway and
thus, the crossover results in an unreasonable solution.
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Figure 6. 2-Point Crossover between two individuals.

On the other hand, the 2-Point Crossover has created a
reasonable progeny of individual 1.

Since the 2-Point Crossover may lead to unconnected
solutions, we have to be careful when evaluating the fitness
of the resulting solutions. Thus, we adapt the fitness function
to

f̃(N ) = f(N ) − diss(V), (9)

which includes now thediss(V) term denoting the number
of nodes with no connection to any gateway. Hence, the
throughput contained inf(N ) presents the positive costs of
the network whilediss(V) stands for the penalty costs.

Cell Crossover

In contrast to the 2-Point Crossover, the Cell Crossover
does not exchange sublists but complete cells. The crossover
operator randomly chooses a gateway and exchanges the
entire cell meaning that the routing information as well as
the channel allocation is exchanged.

Figure 7 shows an example for the crossover of two
solutions. Black nodes denote the network gateways and the
light gray areas mark the chosen cell, which is exchanged. In
the resulting progenies, the mesh points that have changed
their connection are marked dark gray. We can see that not
only link connections from mesh points are crossed, but
some mesh points are now also connected to other gateways.
Mesh pointsn10, n12, n17, n18 are connected to gatewayg2

in the progeny of individual 2 while they were attached to
gatewayg1 before. The reason is that the number of mesh
points belonging to one cell differ between the individuals.
Therefore, we also have to attach unconnected nodes after
the Cell Crossover, which can be seen in the progeny of
individual 1. In addition to the exchange of routes, the
assigned channels are exchanged, which is not shown in
the figure for the sake of readability.
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Figure 7. Cell Crossover between two individuals.

Subtree Crossover

The last crossover type is the Subtree Crossover. In
contrast to the Cell Crossover, not a complete gateway tree
is exchanged but only a subtree. Therefore, the Subtree
Crossover chooses mesh points randomly and crosses the
entire subtree with the mesh point as root. Similar to the
Cell Crossover, the channel allocation is exchanged together
with the routing information.

The Subtree Crossover of two subtrees is shown in Fig-
ure 8. The chosen mesh points aren3 andn13. The crossover
of subtreen3 only causes a small change in the tree structure
in contrast to the subtree crossover ofn13. Here, some nodes
of the subtree are connected to different gateways in the two
individuals. After the crossover, mesh pointsn10 and n12

belong to gatewayg2 in the progeny of individual 2. This
reduces the number of long branches of gatewayg1 but there
is still potential for further optimization.
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Figure 8. Subtree Crossover between two individuals.

D. Mutation

While the different crossover variants help to avoid run-
ning into local optima, the mutation operator increases the
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Figure 9. Routing mutation of three mesh points.

performance of WMNs with slightly modifications of the
routing structure and channel allocation. For the optimiza-
tion of WMNs, the number of mutations are chosen based on
the scenario size and the mutation of the routing and channel
allocation are applied independently from each other.

For the routing scheme, the mutation operator substitutes
some randomly chosen positions of the routing code with
new information taken from a set of potential neighbors,
which would not cause the creation of cycles and would not
harm the tree structure of the solution. An example for the
mutation of the routing scheme from three nodes is shown
in Figure 9. Here, the links towards the gateway of the
three gray nodes are mutated. For the channel allocation,
the mutation operator randomly chooses a channel from a
list of possible channels and substitutes randomly chosen
links from the WMN.

According to the workflow diagram shown in Figure 4,
the mutation operator is applied after the crossover on the
progenies of the crossover. The mutated individuals together
with the elite set form then the new population and close
the circle of the genetic algorithm.

V. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

After introducing genetic algorithms in detail and showing
our modifications and extensions for wireless mesh net-
works, we now want to evaluate the performance of the
genetic algorithm. The influence of every part of the genetic
algorithm’s workflow is thereby evaluated separately. First,
we take a look at the influence of the fitness function
on the resulting solution. Afterwards, the size of the elite
set is investigated followed by the population evolution
for the three different crossover types. Finally, we show
the influence of the two genetic operators crossover and
mutation on the resulting network solution.

A. Simulation Settings

For the creation of the results presented in this section,
we use the two scenarios introduced in Table I. Although we
evaluated a large number of different scenarios, we highlight
only the two most different ones here. The first one consists
of 2 gateways and 71 mesh points distributed over an area of
2 km x 1.2 km. Thereby, the minimal distance between mesh
points is 60 m and between the two gateways it is 700 m.
For the sake of readability, we call this scenario G2MP71.

Table I
SIMULATION SCENARIOS.

Parameter Scenario S1 Scenario S2

Topology G2MP71 G6MP38
Population size 150
Elite set size 50
Number of generations 400
Crossover type Subtree Crossover

Cell Crossover
2-Point Crossover

Number of crossed subtrees rand(0,7) rand(0,5)
Number of mutations rand(0,20) rand(0,10)
Fitness function f1(N )

The second scenario contains a smaller number of mesh
points and a larger number of gateways. We choose this
clearly different topology in order to show the influence
of the crossover operators depending on the number of
mesh points. The 38 mesh points and 6 gateways of the
second scenario are allocated in an area of 1.5 km x 1 km.
The minimal distance between users is 60 m and between
gateways 450 m. We call this scenario G6MP38.

The differences in the settings of the two configurations
depend on the used topology of the corresponding scenario.
Due to the larger number of mesh points contained in
G2MP71, we configure Scenario S1 with more mutations
and more exchanged subtrees than Scenario S2. Thereby, we
keep the relation between crossover and mutation at a fixed
level suitable for the investigation of the genetic operators.

Besides the parameters of the genetic algorithm, the
general parameter settings are shown in Table II. These
parameters only affect the characteristics of the network con-
nections. The parameters carrier frequency, channel band-
width, and available channels decide to some extent the
performance of the mesh point connections in a network
solution but they do not have an impact on the effectiveness
of the genetic algorithm. Therefore, we do not consider their
impact on the resulting solutions.

Table II
GENERAL PARAMETER SETTINGS.

Parameter Value

Carrier frequency 3500 MHz
Channel bandwidth 20 MHz
Maximum throughput 67.2 Mbps
Available channels 3500 MHz, 3510 MHz
Antenna power 25 dBm
Pathloss model WiMAX urban macrocell model

B. Influence of Fitness Function

As the fitness function is the heart of the genetic algo-
rithm, we first take a look on the influence of different fitness
functions on the resulting solution. Therefore, eight different
fitness functions, described in Section IV, are applied.
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Figure 10 shows the throughputs of the mesh points of the
best individual after 400 generations of Scenario S1. For the
sake of readability, the curves of the eight different fitness
functions are shown in two separate subfigures. The x-axis
shows the normalized flow IDs, meaning the 71 mesh points
sorted by throughput, and the y-axis lists the throughput in
Mbps of the flows.

A curve completely parallel to the x-axis would mean
a perfect fairness between all flows and a curve whose
minimum throughput is abovef1(N ) would mean that the
solution is max-min fair. This allows to see that the unfairest
resource distributions are achieved with the fitness functions
f2(N ) andf3(N ).

Optimizing only the median withf2(N ), we do not pay
attention to the rest of the throughput allocation. This is
why the left part of thef2(N ) curve stays very low. The
distribution off2(N ) also shows that some mesh points have
a very high throughput compared to others. This happens
accidentally because the fitness function does not control
their behavior as it focuses just on the throughput of the
median.

Fitness function f3(N ), optimizing only the mean
throughput, also results in a very unfair solution. Here, the
number of hops towards the gateway are minimized in order
to get some nodes with very high throughput, which boost
the mean value. In this scenario, four mesh points have a
throughput of over 24 Mbps while the throughput of all other
flows is about 0.05 Mbps.

All other fitness functions result in a max-min fair re-
source distribution with a maximized minimal throughput. In
the resulting solutions off1(N ), f6(N ), andf8(N ), some
flows have a very high throughput but not at the costs of
other flows.

The fairest solution is achieved with fitness function
f7(N ) where all flows have a similar throughput of about 0.7
Mbps. The fitness function weights the throughputs of the
mesh points. Thereby, smaller throughputs have a stronger
influence on the fitness than higher throughputs. This is
achieved by multiplying the throughputs with the inverse
of the ascendingly sorted flow ID.
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Figure 10. Throughput allocation of the best individual.

C. Elite Set Size

In this section, we examine the impact of the elite set
size on the progress of the evolution using Scenario S1 and
applying the Subtree Crossover only. Figure 11(a) illustrates
the minimal throughput of three different elite set sizes
averaged over 15 different initial populations. This time,the
x-axis shows the generation number while the y-axis lists
the minimal throughputs.

From the figure it can be observed that the best perfor-
mance is achieved with a small elite set size. On the one
hand, a large elite set includes a number of bad individuals,
which are kept in the next generation and decrease the
minimal throughput. On the other hand, with an elite set
size of 125, only 25 new progenies are generated. With this
small number of new unexplored genes, the progress of the
genetic algorithm slows down, which can be seen on the
left side of the figure. Similar solutions compared to an
elite set size of 10 might be achieved after several more
generations. This means that the larger the elite set size is,
the slower is the progress of the genetic algorithm. To prove
this statement, we performed the optimization of the same
scenario for more different elite set sizes. The results are
shown in Figure 11(b).
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Figure 11. Comparison of different elite set sizes.

The figure reveals almost the same behavior as the previ-
ous one. Smaller elite sets cause faster evolution and lead to
better solutions. However, a too small elite set size is also
bad as the figure shows for an elite set size of 5. With a
too small elite set, there might be a discrepancy between
the fitness of the elite set and the fitness of new progenies.
Thus, the elite set size should be chosen in dependence of
the population size.

D. Population Evolution

Examining the evolution of the population is an important
consideration needed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
genetic algorithm. Observing the evolution of the population
with every generation step helps to decide when to terminate
the algorithm. When the fitness is not increasing after an
additional number of generations, the genetic algorithm can
be stopped because either a near-optimal solution is found
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or the genetic algorithm is stuck in a local optimum. As
the crossover operator helps to get out of a local optimum,
we take a look at the population evolution for all three
introduced crossover types.

The results shown in Figure 12 are generated with
Scenario S1 from Table I. The x-axis shows the individu-
als sorted by fitness and the y-axis displays the minimal
throughput of each individual. The different curves illustrate
the generation progress during the genetic optimization. The
elite set size is chosen to be one third of the complete
population size.

In order to compare all three crossovers, we did not plot
the fitness but the minimal throughput on the y-axis. As the
penalty costs are included in the fitness function of the 2-
Point Crossover, cf. Section IV, the fitness values would be
much lower for the 2-Point Crossover. Hence, we consider
only the minimal throughputs, which only represent the
positive costs. This is also the reason for the strongly varying
curves on the left side of Figure 12(c). The individuals have
a large minimal throughput but there are a lot of unconnected
nodes, which result in a lot of penalty costs and thus in lower
fitness.
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Figure 12. Generations progress using Subtree, Cell, and 2-Point
Crossover.

In all subfigures, we can observe that the higher the
generation number is, the smaller is the fitness growth. This
slowdown is caused by the similarity of individuals. After
several generations, the individuals are quite similar, which
means that the crossover does not generate new, unexplored
genes. The only possibility to find better solutions is to
apply the mutation operator only. Therefore, we introduce
the concept of local optimization in Section VI.

Evaluating the population evolution in other scenarios
has shown that it highly depends on the topology structure

but a good solution is always found after 400 generations.
We tested the performance of Scenario S1 also after 1000
and 1500 generations, but the performance increase was
negligible compared to the throughput after 400 generations.

A comparison of the three crossover types shows that the
highest minimal throughput after 400 generations is achieved
with the Subtree Crossover, followed by the results of the
Cell Crossover. The network solution with the worst perfor-
mance is achieved when applying the 2-Point Crossover. In
the next subsection, we want to see if this is an exception or
if the Subtree Crossover always leads to the best solutions.

E. Effectiveness of Crossover

In order to show the effectiveness of the crossover type,
we compare the performance of the three crossover operators
depending on the number of mesh points and gateways in
the network. Furthermore, we want to find out if there is
an interaction between the efficiency of the crossover types
depending on the topology.

The results for both scenarios from Table I are presented
in Figure 13. Figure 13(a) shows the evolution of the best
individual during 400 generations with different crossover
types and for not using the crossover operator at all for
Scenario S1. It illustrates the average results of 20 seeds
while applying a 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 13. Effectiveness of the crossover operator.

This scenario includes a high number of mesh points,
which are distributed in the coverage areas of only two
gateways. This results in deep tree structures with long ways
over multiple hops towards the corresponding gateway. Such
network structures seem to be crucial for the effectiveness
of the crossover types. We can observe that the Subtree
Crossover leads to a better solution than the other two
crossover types. The better performance of the subtree
approach is the result of the exchange of small connectivity
components, which causes reasonable gene variations with-
out disturbing the tree structure. The other two crossover
types show a lower performance whereby the unregulated
2-Point Crossover even outperforms the intelligent Cell
Crossover approach. This results from the small number of
gateways, which causes the cross of only one cell per new
progeny and quickly leads to similar individuals.
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The results from Scenario S2 are shown in Figure 13(b).
In contrast to the previous scenario, the higher number of
available gateways leads to a better efficiency of the Cell
Crossover. Moreover, the small number of nodes belonging
to one gateway allows a larger variety of individuals. This
is due to the fact that small changes in the routing structure
cause higher changes in the network performance than
in Scenario S1. However, the Cell and Subtree Crossover,
which exchange only connectivity components have a better
performance than the 2-Point Crossover.

The comparison of the crossover types shows that the
crossover operator should be selected based on the con-
sidered topology to achieve the best solutions. In the next
subsection, we take a look at the influence of the mutation
operator on the evolution of the population.

F. Effectiveness of Mutation

The mutation operator causes small changes in the fitness
landscape and normally does not help to get out of local
optima. However, in the last subsection we have seen that
applying only the mutation operator almost increases the
performance of the wireless mesh network to the same
level as compared to a scenario where both, crossover
and mutation are applied. To investigate the influence of
the mutation operator, Scenario S1 is considered. Both
mutation operations, the routing and the channel mutations,
are applied on the progenies of the crossed individuals. The
number of routing and channel mutations on each individual
are chosen randomly in the interval [0,20]. Figure 14 shows
the minimal throughputs during the progress of the genetic
algorithm for all three crossover types.

Surprisingly, the performance of the genetic algorithm
without mutation is generally low and the genetic algorithm
runs into a local optimum after a few generations. For the
Cell Crossover, the reason is simple because only 2 gateways
are placed in the scenario. The minimal throughputs for the
other two crossover variants are higher compared to the Cell
Crossover but still way below the throughputs achieved when
mutation is used together with crossover. This is because
after a few generations, the created individuals are quite
similar and thus, the genetic algorithm gets stuck in a local
optimum. In contrast, when activating the mutation operator,
the fitness of the solution grows even after 400 generations
and there is still potential for further evolution.

This shows how crucial the mutation operator is for
the evolution of the genetic algorithm. Without using the
mutation operator, similar individuals are created by the
three different crossovers. The best performance is here
seen for the Subtree Crossover as the Subtree Crossover has
the largest possibilities to create new genes. The mutation
operator instead ensures the creation of new unexplored
genes with slight changes in the routing scheme and channel
allocation, which fosters the evolution.
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Figure 14. Mutation ON/OFF in combination with three crossover types
tested on Scenario S1.

VI. OPTIMIZATION OF THE WMN PLANNING APPROACH

In the last section, we have seen the influence of the
genetic operators on the performance of the resulting wire-
less mesh network. In this section, we take a look at the
influence of the genetic operators in dependence of the
GA progress and introduce a local optimization technique
to quickly improve the performance of the wireless mesh
network.

A. Influence of the Crossover on the GA Progress

As crossover operations are very time consuming, we
want to see if the crossover types lead to better network
solutions during all generations. Therefore, we compare the
fitness of the best parent with the fitness of the resulting
progeny for early generations as well as for late generations.
The genetic optimization runs for 500 generations and the
results in Figure 15 show the fitness of the Cell Crossover
and Subtree Crossover of 2000 samples.

Looking at Figure 15(a), we can see that about 10 % to
20 % of all crossover operations lead to better progenies.
Although this amount seems to be very low, we have to take
a look at the exact improvements. One early Cell Crossover
increases the fitness from 0.9 to 1.2. This might be a step
out of two local optima in the fitness landscape. However,
performing a Cell Crossover in the late stages of the genetic
algorithm always leads to worse progenies. The reason is
simple as a Cell Crossover of two near-optimal solutions
are likely to create unreasonable progenies.

When applying the Subtree Crossover, the results are a
little bit different as shown in Figure 15(c) and Figure 15(d).
Although the percentage of better progenies is similar to the
Cell Crossover, the improvements are lower. The reason is
that the Subtree Crossover performs only small variations
by exchanging subtrees, whereas the Cell Crossover changes
two complete cells. However, these small changes also have
a bad influence when performing them at the end of the
generation process and only one or two progenies are better
than their parents.

Thus, the amount of crossovers can be reduced with
increasing number of generations. Before doing this, we
take a look at the influence of the mutation operator in
dependence of the number of generations.
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(a) Early generation Cell Crossover.
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(b) Late generation Cell Crossover.
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(c) Early generation Subtree
Crossover.
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(d) Late generation Subtree
Crossover.

Figure 15. Influence of the crossover on the fitness of the resulting
progenies.

B. Influence of the Mutation Operator Depending on the GA
Progress

The mutation operator conducts only small modifications
of the individuals and it is thus expected that the fitness
only slightly changes after the mutation is performed. Fur-
thermore, we want to evaluate if, in contrast to the crossover,
the mutation also leads to better results when applied on late
generation steps. The results for the two mutation operators,
routing and channel allocation, are shown in Figure 16. The
plots are generated based on 2000 samples taken at the
beginning and at the end of a 500 generation run.

As expected, the change in the fitness value is only
small after the mutation is applied. However, the number of
improved individuals is larger for both mutation operators
compared to the crossover operations. The channel mutation
even yields better results in 50 % of all mutations. Although
the performance of both mutation operators decreases with
an increasing number of generations, still better individuals
are achieved in 5 % to 10 % of all mutations, cf. Figure 16(b)
and Figure 16(d).

Thus, the mutation operator should be applied during the
complete generation process. However, when reducing the
number of crossover operations with an increasing number
of generations, the number of performed mutations are also
decreased. In order to keep the number of mutations, the fol-
lowing mechanism is applied. Firstly, the elite set size is in-
creased with each generation, which means that increasingly
more individuals are kept for the following population. This
reduces the number of crossover and mutation operations.
Secondly, in order to apply the mutation operator during
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(a) Early generation routing muta-
tion.
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(b) Late generation routing muta-
tion.
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(c) Early generation channel muta-
tion.
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(d) Late generation channel muta-
tion.

Figure 16. Influence of the mutation operator on the GA progress.

the complete generation process, both mutation operations
are performed with each individual of the elite set. If the
fitness after the mutation is higher than the fitness before the
mutation, the new individual is taken for the next population
instead of the old one. If the fitness is worse, the new
individual is discarded.

In Figure 17, we compare the fitness values of the ten
best individuals in a scenario with an enlargement of the
elite set size with increasing generation number and without
an enlargement. The values are averaged over 10 simulation
runs with 500 generations. Except for the worst of all 10
individuals, the enlargement of the elite set has a positive
influence on the fitness. On average, the fitness is increased
by 8 %.

Summarizing, a reduction of the number of crossover
operations achieved by a stepwise enlargement of the elite
set size has a positive effect on the fitness value. In addition,
the runtime of the genetic algorithm is reduced due to the
smaller number of complex calculations of the crossover
operations.
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Figure 17. Influence of the enlargement of the elite set.
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C. Local Optimization and Population Size

As we have seen in the previous figures, applying the
crossover operator on late generations almost always results
in worse individuals. However, the mutation operator might
improve the individuals because it only slightly changes
the individuals. To take advantage of this, we introduce
the concept of local optimization. After the normal genetic
algorithm finishes, we take the five best individuals of the
last generation, copy them three times, and perform several
mutations with them. Similar to the previous improvement,
the resulting individual is only kept if its fitness value is
higher compared to the fitness value before the mutation,
else it is discarded. This can be repeated more than a
thousand times because the computation time for mutating
15 individuals is negligible.

In order to investigate the effect of the local optimization,
we take a look at the influence of the population size. The
larger the population size, the more new individuals are
created per generation resulting in a larger number of good
individuals. This means that a large population size has the
potential to get to the optimal solution but requires more
computation time. In order to find a good population size,
we need to look at the fitness of the best individual for a
variety of population sizes and compare it to the runtime.

To see the influence of the population size as well as the
local optimization, a genetic algorithm run with 500 gen-
erations is performed with an additional local optimization
of 2500 generations. We investigate the influence on two
different scenarios, with different average numbers of mesh
points per gateway, and increase the population size from
25 to 200. The results are shown in Figure 18.

The fitness values are averaged values of the best indi-
vidual over ten runs of the genetic algorithm. The runtime
shows the minimal total runtime. In Figure 18(a) the local
optimization only slightly increases the fitness of the best
individual. However, in a scenario with a larger number
of mesh points, the local optimization increases the fitness
between 5 % and 7 % depending on the population size, cf.
Figure 18(b). The reason is that such a scenario offers more
possiblities to assign the routes and channels, which are
evaluated in the local optimization process.

Taking a look at the population size, we want to point
out that the performance increase is only visible up to a
population size of 100. When increasing the population size
to 200, a run takes twice as long as a run with a population
size of 100, while the fitness increases only by 1.5 % at
most. Thus, a population size of 100 is a good compromise
between the runtime of the genetic algorithm and the fitness
of the resulting individuals.

Summarizing, we want to point out that a local optimiza-
tion of the best individuals is a good means to get to better
solutions without significantly prolonging the runtime of the
genetic algorithm. A similar result might be achieved afteran
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(a) Scenario with an average of 18.6
MPs per mesh gateway.
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Figure 18. Relationship between population size, fitness, and runtime.

additional 500 or 1000 generations but this would take much
more time. Also the performance increase by enhancing the
population size is negligible and almost doubles the runtime.

VII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the usability of genetic
algorithms for optimizing wireless mesh networks. Thereby,
we showed that the performance of the genetic algorithm
depends on the applied fitness function. The fitness function
is used to evaluate the resulting network solution. We investi-
gated eight different fitness functions optimizing for example
the minimum, mean, and maximum throughput. The results
show that the fitness function should be chosen with care
because some functions lead to an unfair share of resources.
Using a fitness value built on weighted throughputs of all
network flows results in the best solutions. In addition to
choosing a good fitness function, we illustrated that it is
also important to choose the elite set size according to the
population size. A small population with a large elite set
size often results in a local optimum. The elite set size also
has an impact on the required number of generations to get
to a good solution. We showed that with an elite set size of
one third of the population size, a near-optimal solution is
achieved after 400 generations.

Besides the fitness function and the size of the elite set, the
genetic operators crossover and mutation have to be carefully
applied. We adapted the operators to the requirements of
wireless mesh networks and introduced two new crossover
variants called Cell and the Subtree Crossover. The evalu-
ation of the influence of these operators revealed that the
WMN-specific Cell and Subtree Crossover lead to better
solutions compared to the well-known 2-Point Crossover.
However, they have to be applied according to the network
topology. The Subtree Crossover shows the best performance
in scenarios with a large number of mesh points per gateway
whereas the Cell Crossover leads to the best solutions in
scenarios with a small number of mesh points per gateway.

During the progress of the genetic algorithm, the contri-
bution of the crossover operator to find the optimal solution
decreases. After several generation steps, almost no better
solutions are achieved by applying the crossover operator.
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Here, only mutation leads to a better fitness of the solution.
We have shown that a reasonable network optimization
is only possible by using mutation. The influence of the
mutation operator in combination with all crossover types
was tested and it was proven that in all cases it strongly
fosters the evolution. Even in late generation steps, the
fitness of the resulting solution improved.

In order to benefit from the crossover operator to get out
of local optima at the beginning of the evolution process
and to still get to better solutions at the end of the genetic
optimization, we introduced the concept of an elite set
increase and a local optimization. With every generation
of the genetic algorithm, the elite set is increased, which
decreases the number of crossover and mutation operations.
In order to still mutate the individuals, the mutation operator
is applied to the elite set and if a better solution is found,
it is taken to the next generation. The local optimization
is done after the normal generations procedure finishes.
Thereby, several mutations of the five best individuals are
performed and the resulting individuals are only kept in the
new generation of the local optimization if the fitness value
is higher compared to the fitness value before the mutation.
Using these concepts, the performance of the WMN can
be significantly increased with a minimal computational
overhead.

Thus, we showed that genetic algorithms are well-suited
for the optimization of wireless mesh networks. While other
optimization techniques like linear programming fail to
optimize large WMNs, genetic algorithms solve the complex
structure of WMNs in relatively small computation time.
However, the parameters of the genetic algorithm have to
be carefully chosen and adapted to the applied topology.
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Abstract - The realization that single channel MAC protocols do not
offer adequate end-to-end throughput has prompted researchers to
explore more scalable approaches such as multi-channel MAC
protocols. Multi-channel MAC protocols implementing a dedicated
control channel offer promising solutions. However, it has been
suggested that the use of a single control channel may lead to
saturation problems. The saturation problem needs to be
investigated. The paper proposes a cyclic scheduling algorithm,
which schedules data transmission in phases. The scheme reduces
the signalling overhead of the control channel and improves its
capacity by reducing the effects of the channel switching delay and
the idleness of the control channel. The scheme is connection
oriented and implements the services of a network support systems,
which provides the network with the required intelligence for data
channels reservation. The scheme takes advantage of the
integration of mesh routers and mesh clients in an overlaid wireless
mesh networks (WMN). Mesh routers are also deployed in the ad
hoc network of mesh clients to act as a network support backbone.
The mesh routers forming the network support backbone are
assumed to be within the communication range. We first analyze
the control bottleneck problem of the proposed scheme as a channel
selection and coordination problem requiring an effective channel
scheduling technique. The scheduling techniques should be
designed to minimize the effects of channel switching penalty on the
control channel. The techniques should also increase the scheduling
capacity of control channel. A single dedicated channel with at least
two data channels and one transceiver system was considered in the
analyses. The capacity of a single control channel is investigated as
the number of data channels is increased from two to fourteen.
Channel saturation is observed on data channels. Analytical results
show that a single dedicated control channel causes no bottlenecks.
Its capacity is affected by the saturation of data channels. The
proposed scheme was also evaluated through NS 2 simulations. The
numerical results show that the scheme is effective in reducing the
signalling overhead.

Keywords-Channel bottleneck, Channel coordination, Channel
saturation, Channel selection, Connectivity, Multiple Channel MAC

I. INTRODUCTION

The paper analyzes multi-channel MAC protocols, which
implement a dedicated control channel. The motivation is to
establish the effects of channel saturation on the performance of

the network and the causes of the saturation problem. The choice
of multichannel schemes, which employ a dedicated control
channel as a single signalling channel was motivated by the
ability of these schemes in ensuring total network connectivity.
The schemes under this category do not segment a network into
logical segments.

A scheme, which implements one transceiver, a dedicated
control channel, and at least two data channels is proposed. The
proposed scheme facilitates network connectivity and is designed
to use network resources efficiently. The saturation levels of
channels are first investigated including the capacity of the
control channel. The study seeks to establish through analytical
means whether a dedicated control channel is a bottleneck in
multi-channel systems. It also investigates how channel
switching penalty can be employed effectively in improving the
capacity of a control channel. The proposed scheme also attempts
to reduce the idle periods of the control channel with a view of
increasing its scheduling capacity.

The proposed a multi-channel scheme schedules flows on
data channels in cycles. The scheme incorporates channel
switching delay. Thereafter, through analytical means, the paper
studies the effect of the saturation problem on both control and
data channels. Key to the analysis is the capacity of the control
channel as the number of data channels is increased steadily from
two to fourteen. The paper tries to establish the soundness of this
approach through analytical and simulations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the need for a
new multi-channel MAC scheme is discussed in Section II and
related works are highlighted in Section III. The model is
presented in Section IV and Section V presents the analytical
results. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is evaluated in
Section VI. The simulation model and the numerical results are
presented and discussed in Section VII. Section VIII then
concludes the paper.

II. MOTIVATION

Multi-channel MAC schemes have a potential of increasing
the capacity of current wireless access technologies. A number of
multi-channel MAC protocols show that this increase in capacity
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is possible. However, channel selection and coordination needs to
be addressed if the full potential of multi-channel schemes is to
be realized. The multi-channel MAC protocols, which implement
a dedicated control channel architecture, are promising as they
facilitate total network connectivity.

Furthermore, a single transceiver system employing two data
channels and one dedicated control channel has been investigated
elsewhere. The saturation of the control channel did not impact
severely on the performance. It was established that the control
channel can support a reasonable number of data channels.
However, channel switching penalty has not been adequately
considered in channel coordination and in multi-channel
selection. Its effect has not been considered in the context of data
channels degradation and how it increases the scheduling
capacity of a dedicated control channel. When data transmission
is scheduled in cycles, it is possible to minimize the effect of
channel switching delay and to improve the capacity of the
control channel.

III. RELATED WORK

In this Section, multi-channel MAC protocols, which employ
either a temporary or a dedicated common control channel, are
reviewed. The evaluation focuses on the efficiency of MAC
protocols in reducing the signalling overhead of the control
channel and how they improve the scheduling capacity of the
control channel.

In [1] a temporary signalling channel called a default channel
is implemented. Nodes reserve data channels during the ATIM
window through the default channel. The reservation of the data
channels is done through a data structure called the Preferable
Channel List (PCL). Nodes exchange the ATIM/ATIM-
RES/ATIM-ACK packets during the ATIM window and then the
RTS/CTS packets during the data window to reserve one of the
data channels. The signalling duration is long and its overhead
cost is too high. All the signalling packets have been increased in
size. These challenges impact negatively on the efficiency of the
control channel and its scheduling capacity is reduced. During
the ATIM window, only the default channel is used while all the
data channels lie idle. The bandwidth of the data channels is
therefore, wasted during the ATIM window.

In [2] a temporary common signalling channel is
implemented during the control window. One data channel is
selected by a number of pairs thereby increasing the probability
of data collisions. The sizes of all the control packets have been
increased, which degrades the performance of the control channel
and reduce its capacity to support many data channels. There is
also an additional signalling packet called the reserve (RES)
packet, which increases the signalling payload of the scheme.
The protocol is similar to [1] and it suffers from similar
constraints. The bandwidth of data channels is also wasted during
the control window.

A multi-channel MAC scheme employing a dedicated control
channel is proposed in [3]. The reservation of data channels is
done through the control channel with an aid of the local channel

tables. If a pair fails to reserve a data channel, they are given a
second chance to reserve a free data channel. Assuming that all
pairs succeed in their second attempts, a significant control
channel overhead will be incurred. The nodes also defer for a
DIFS and for the multi-channel switching durations, which
erodes the capacity of the control channel. The reservation of
data channels is done when the current transmissions have ended.
Unfortunately, the control channel lies idle for fairly long
durations, which can be reduced to improve its capacity. The
bandwidth of the control channel is wasted when data frames are
being transmitted on the data channels. On the other hand, the
bandwidth of data channels is wasted as they are queued at the
control channel waiting for their next transmissions.

The feasibility and functionality of the scheme is challenged
in newly deployed networks and by the joining terminals. Joining
nodes have to first set all the channels unavailable until they have
updated their local channel tables. With inadequate network
information, nodes will defer indefinitely their next
transmissions. Nodes returning to the control channel are also
equally affected as they have to set all the channels unavailable
except the ones they have just visited. Nodes have to defer their
transmission until they have acquired adequate information about
the status of the network. This is not possible with a newly
deployed network where all nodes have no knowledge of the
network. In such a situation nodes will defer indefinitely their
transmission resulting in a blocked network state. There will be
no transmission that will take place, until nodes acquire adequate
network information.

CTS packets reserves a data channel, unfortunately they fail
to calm hidden nodes, which are in the sender neighbourhood.
The probability of collisions and destroyed packets will increase
forcing the scheme to retransmit a substantial amount of packets,
which will further degrade the capacity of the control channel.
Furthermore, nodes have limited processing power and storage
capability and cannot process efficiently the local node tables and
store the processed information.

The Dynamic Channel Assignment (DCA) [4] uses two
transceivers, the control channel and the data channels
transceivers. The use of two transceivers is expensive in terms of
hardware costs. It also comes with increased design complexity.
There is also a signal linkage problem where signals from the
adjacent transceivers interfere with each other.

Each node keeps two data structures called the channel usage
list (CUL) and the free channel list (FUL). Their use is similar to
the three schemes above. The introduction of the RES packet also
causes further delays. The control channel and the control
channel transceiver will be idle when all data channel
transceivers are busy on the data channels. The capacity of the
control channel is therefore degraded. The bandwidth of the data
channels is equally wasted when they lie idle waiting for the
control channel to schedule data transmissions.

The scheme proposed in [5] also exploits the common control
channel approach. Nodes listen on the common channel to
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synchronize their hopping sequences. Long signalling durations
are experienced by nodes when they negotiate and share hoping
sequences. Furthermore, nodes send RTR packets without
sensing channels, which may results in RTR collisions. Frequent
hopping involves a sizeable amount of channel switching delays,
which may significantly degrade the performance of the proposed
scheme.

In [6] a dedicated signalling channel is employed. The
dedicated channel is also used as a data channel after the
contention period. The protocol is divided into contention
reservation interval (CRI) and the contention free interval (CFI).
Nodes contend for network resources and data channels during
the CRI and they all defer their transmissions until the beginning
of the CFI. The deferment wastes resources and degrades the
capacity of the signalling channel. The protocol requires global
synchronization a challenge in wireless networks.

In [7] a system employing busy signals is proposed. A single
channel is divided into a control and a data channel. Busy signals
are sent on the control channel while data frames are being
transmitted on the data channels. The scheme assumes that a
node can send and listen at the same time. It also assumes that a
node can transmit on two channels simultaneously. The major
shortcoming of this scheme is the wastage of bandwidth of the
control channel – the busy signal channel.

Nodes in [8] [9] randomly select independent home channels
to listen on when they are idle. This approach segments a
network and does not facilitate network connectivity for effective
communication. The idea of data structures is also employed.

To address the problem of synchronization a guard time is
implemented unfortunately the guard time degrades the
performance of the protocol. On the other hand every packet sent
should include a 32 bit current time and seed. The time stamp
increases the payload of the protocol.

A new node, which has just joined a network, has to first wait
for ten seconds before it establishes and follows its own hoping
sequence. This waiting time increases the signaling overhead
cost. Courtesy HELLO packets are also sent to newly discovered
neighbours. The HELLO messages do degrade the performance
of the protocol and may fail to reach all the nodes on different
channels.

A scheme implementing a separate control channel and N
traffic channels is proposed in [10] and in [11]. A CTS selects the
clearest channel, unfortunately a CTS based data channel
selection scheme fails to calm hidden nodes at the sender’s
neighbourhood as a result there will be numerous
retransmissions, which will degrade the control channel. The
size of the control packets has been increased. The enlarged
packets will further degrade the capacity of the control channel.

The protocol assumes that nodes can sense all the channels
and receive on all the channels simultaneously. Nodes can sense
only one channel at a time and thereafter can switch to the next

channel incurring very high overhead costs in both channel
switching and channel sensing.

A multi-channel MAC protocol called dynamic channel
assignment with power control (DCA-PC) is proposed [12].
However, it uses the same channel access and reservation
mechanisms discussed in [4]. The proposed protocol therefore
suffers from the same challenges.

The paper in [13] proposed a Distributed Queue Dual
Channel (DQDC) scheme, which seeks to increase the utilization
of the data channels and to increase the achieved throughput. The
scheme implements the notion of a control channel however; the
DQDC introduces a four way packet handshake negotiation
scheme. The following packets are exchanged before a data
channel is reserved: Mesh Transmission Opportunity Request
(MTXOP REQ), Mesh Transmission Opportunity Response
(MTXOP RSP), Mesh Transmission Opportunity
Acknowledgment (MTXOP ACK) and Agreement Indicator
(AID). A three way handshake is also possible when the receiver
accepts the MTXOP REQ.

When the channel has been reserved, neighbouring nodes are
notified through the AID, which is sent by the node receiving the
MTXOP ACK. The AID is a broadcast message, which fails to
reach nodes, which are currently transmitting on data channels
and those, which are hidden from the AID broadcasting node.
Returning nodes assume that the data channels are busy until they
receive the reservation messages or after the expiry of a set
threshold. This delays the next transmissions of the returning
nodes and forces the control channel to be idle for longer time
frames. Furthermore the signaling overhead is significant and it
degrades the performance of the control channel. Nodes have to
update their DQ each time they receive an AID or MTXOP ACK
message. The DQ processing requires a node with unlimited
processing power and storage capacity.

The signalling delay should be reduced further. As noted
above, most multi-channel protocols suffer from high control
channel overhead and wastage of bandwidth of both the control
and data channels. These should be reduced to improve the
scheduling power of the control channel and to increase its
capacity. The idle durations of the control channel should also be
reduced for improved control channel performance. The
processing and storage constraints of mobile nodes should also
be considered. A number of other multi-channel MAC protocols
are discussed in [14] to [22]. The scheme proposed in [26] seeks
to address these and other challenges of multi-channel MAC
protocols, which employ the services of a control channel. A
common control channel is presented as a driver that can increase
the capacity of multi-channel MAC protocols.

IV. THE MODEL

A Cyclic Scheduling algorithm (CSA), which is equipped
with network support infrastructure, is proposed. The network
infrastructure is designed to provide terminals with adequate
network information, which is required for the reservation of data
channels through the control channel. The main objective is to
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reduce the signalling overhead of the control channel and
increase its scheduling capacity. The network support
infrastructure is made up of a network of mesh routers overlaid in
the ad hoc network of mesh clients. The mesh routers forming a
network support infrastructure are called the NST nodes. Every
NST node is within the communication range of the next NST
node. The mesh routers are powerful and intelligent. Their
communication ranges are wider and do cover as many mesh
clients as possible.

The proposed scheme requires the services of a single
transceiver and it divides the channels into one dedicated control
channel and n data channels. The number of data channels should
be at least two. The control packets, the Request To Send (RTS)
and the Clear To Send (CTS) will be transmitted on the control
channels. The data frames and the Acknowledgement (ACK)
packets will the transmitted on the data channels.

Data transmission on data channels is scheduled in cycles
when data channels are about to be free to improve the
scheduling capacity of the control channel. The sending nodes
will start contending for the control channel when the first
channel is about to be free. A communicating pair reserves the
next available data channel through the control channel. However
the reservation and the handshake of control packets will be done
before the data channel to be reserved becomes idle. Data
channel reservation starts when the remaining transmission time
of the current transmission on the data channel is exactly equal to
the duration of the control channel handshake. The data channel
will only become free as the new pair is switching onto the
reserved data channel. The switching will be completed when the
data channel is free. To ensure that the timing is perfect, an inter-
cycle duration, which is a function of the number of data
channels, is designed.

The switching penalty is considered in the design of our
scheme. The nodes switch to the reserved data channel after the
exchange of RTS/CTS. They do not defer for the summation of
DIFS and the channel switching duration. When the
acknowledgement has been sent, the nodes will switch back onto
the control channel. Given this double effect of switching delay
on data channels, a control channel is unlikely to result in a
bottleneck. The scheduling capacity of the control channel is
likely to improve as nodes take longer to return to it. The control
channel will have more capacity to service the sender-receiver
pairs, which are currently in the queue. The data channels may
instead create a bottleneck in the system. The scheme takes
advantage of switching penalty to improve scheduling capacity of
a control channel. Carrier sensing and channel contention are
limited to the control channel to improve the capacity of the

protocol. Data channels are reserved thorough the network
support infrastructure.

The inter-cycle duration will separate data transmission
cycles and indicate when control channel reservation should start.
Given the inter-cycle duration, the next pair will initiate
communication on the control channel, exchange control
packages and then switch onto the data channel while it is still
busy sending data. The inter-cycle duration is the duration that
separate two consecutive cycles. Its value varies with the number
of data channels. It is an inter-cycle hold off duration whose
value is determined by (3). The busy data channel will be
expected to be free just before the next pair arrives on the data
channel. The implementation of the network support
infrastructure ensures that there are no retransmissions on the
data channels. Retransmissions are possible on the control
channel which implements the IEEE 802.11 channel reservation
mechanisms.

In a given cycle the first pair to reserve the control channel
will automatically reserve the first data channel; the second pair
will reserve the next data channel while the last pair in a cycle by
default will reserve the last data channel. There will be no
contention required for the data channels however; the nodes
have to contend for the access of the control channel. The
cyclical scheduling algorithm will tie access to data channels to
phases in a cycle to reduce the reservation duration and signalling
overheard. Access to data channels will be linked to the
reservation of the control channel. The access to data channels
will be in phases within a cycle.

The pair, which wins the control channel in phase one will
access the first data channel and in the Nth phase the Nth data
channel will be reserved by the Nth pair. The cyclic scheduling
algorithm will be memory based (network support) keeping track
of all the activities of the data channels, cycles and phases within
cycles. These details will be stored on the network support
infrastructure of multitasking mesh routers in a hybrid Mesh
network.

To explain further the concept behind the cyclic scheduling
algorithm Figure 1 is employed. The diagram though not in scale
is based on the length of control packets, channel switching
duration of 224µs and the length of data packets as stipulated in
the standard. The durations however, were changed to make them
more manageable and easy to work with. For example short
durations were scaled up while longer ones were scaled down.
This manipulation of the durations only reduces the duration of
the inter-cycle hold off time. However, the idea the paper
conveys can still be appreciated.
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Figure 1. Packet switching analytical diagram.

Channel 0 denotes the control channel, while channels 1 and
2 are the two data channels. The red arrow depicts the channel
switching delay. Lastly, the blue arrows represent data and
control packets durations.

In Figure 1 the two communicating pairs (ij) and (xy) will
automatically reserve data channels one and two respectively
during the first cycle. After the first cycle terminals will back off
for an inter-cycle duration to accommodate the switching delay
and to properly mark the beginning of the next cycle. For a three
channel system, the inter-cycle duration will be equal to the total
transmission duration of a data packet plus two switching
durations minus the summation of three control packets
handshakes. The inter-cycle is computed using equation (3).
During the inter-cycle duration, the control channel lies idle until
the onset of the next cycle. The inter-cycle duration will reduce
as more data channels are implemented, which improves the
capacity of the control channel.

In the next cycle, the next pairs (st) and (uv) will reserve the
two data channels while the previous two pairs are still
communicating on the same two data channels. As the next pairs
are switching to data channels, the first pairs will complete their

transmission. The first pairs will then switch back to the control
channel to wait for the next cycle if they still have data to send.
The first pair in each cycle must reserve the first data channel.
This rule ensures a collision free data exchange on data channels.

The design of the hold off duration and the channel
coordination scheme is fundamental to the success of this
scheme. In Figure 1 only channel switching delay to a data
channel is depicted. The reverse channel switching delay is not
shown in the diagram.

In Figure 2, RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK packets are
presented in a form of a block diagram. It can be seen that this
approach waste bandwidth in the data channels during the first
cycle. This is caused by the switching delay and the use of
multiple channels. We call this bandwidth wastage; the multi-
channel scheduling cost (MSC). This degradation is not
avoidable, but can be limited to the first cycle like in our case.
The MSC has been eliminated in the subsequent cycles by our
scheme. In the existing protocols, this cost is periodic and
repetitive. The switching cost and the multi-channel scheduling
cost are not evident in the subsequent phases as our cyclic
scheduling protocol takes advantage of switching penalty
coupled with the inter-cycle duration to schedule concurrent
transmissions in a proactive manner. The multi-channel
scheduling cost is first identified in [26] and is common with
protocols implementing a common control channel.

Figure 2. Packet scheduling block diagram.

To calculate the amount of wasted bandwidth caused by the
multi-channel scheduling cost in our scheme, the following for
loop can be implemented:

This cost is limited to the first cycle in our scheme and its
value depends on the number of data channels N. As the number
of data channels is increased, the multi-channel scheduling cost
will increase as well. In the earlier protocols discussed in the
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for (i =0; i <= n; i++)

x += i;

Wasted bandwidth = x * handshake duration;
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related section, the effect of the multi-channel scheduling cost is
repetitive.

To evaluate the proposed scheme an analytical model was
designed to model channel occupancy and investigate the
capacities of control and data channels. The model examines the
saturation of data channels and the capacity of the control
channel to schedule successful data transmission onto the
available data channels. To test the efficiency and the scalability
of the control channel, the number of data channels was increased
from two to fourteen.

To investigate the capacity of the channels the following
equations based on our proposed idea were employed. The
equations capture the essence of our proposed scheme; they
emulate the allotment of bandwidth. The variables used in the
equations are explained in Table 1. The equations are based on
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Carrier Sensing Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA mechanism. They were adjusted to suit
and meet the specifications of our protocol.

TABLE I. LIST OF VARIABLE USED IN THE EQUATIONS

Variable Variable Meaning

DC Data Channel

Bdc Data Channel Bandwidth

Dl Data packet length

Sw Channel switching delay

DCn Number of Data Channels

Msc Multi-Channel scheduling cost

CC Control Channel

Bcc Control Channel Bandwidth

Hd Control Channel handshake duration

Intcyc Inter-cycle duration

Given the above equations, the capacities of both the control
and the data channels were computed, allotment to nodes done
and channel saturation investigated. All channels were
considered to be having the same bandwidth of 1Mbs. Both data
and basic rates were set to 1Mbs. The number of nodes was
varied between 30 and 210 depending on the number of data
channels. A system with fourteen data channels had the largest
topology. In the analysis, however, an average of 30 nodes and
two data channels was considered in each case. In some cases the
total number of nodes was considered. The data frames were
assumed to be 1000 bytes. Other parameters such as the control

channel scheduling cost is

To evaluate the proposed scheme an analytical model was
designed to model channel occupancy and investigate the
capacities of control and data channels. The model examines the
saturation of data channels and the capacity of the control
channel to schedule successful data transmission onto the
available data channels. To test the efficiency and the scalability
of the control channel, the number of data channels was increased

To investigate the capacity of the channels the following
equations based on our proposed idea were employed. The
equations capture the essence of our proposed scheme; they
emulate the allotment of bandwidth. The variables used in the
quations are explained in Table 1. The equations are based on

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 802.11
iple Access with Collision Avoidance -

IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA mechanism. They were adjusted to suit

(1)

(2)

(3)

EQUATIONS.

Channel scheduling cost

Control Channel Bandwidth

Control Channel handshake duration

Given the above equations, the capacities of both the control
and the data channels were computed, allotment to nodes done
and channel saturation investigated. All channels were
considered to be having the same bandwidth of 1Mbs. Both data

were set to 1Mbs. The number of nodes was
varied between 30 and 210 depending on the number of data
channels. A system with fourteen data channels had the largest

In the analysis, however, an average of 30 nodes and
In some cases the

total number of nodes was considered. The data frames were
assumed to be 1000 bytes. Other parameters such as the control

packet sizes were set to standard lengths specified in the IEEE
802.11 specification.

We now describe the functionality of the network support and
its significance in reducing the signalling overhead. We also
show how it facilitates communication in a newly deployed
network. The network support is also designed to provide joining
and returning nodes with information
initiate their next transmission immediately instead of deferring
them to a later stage. The network support takes advantage of the
composition of the WMN and its different nodes
different capabilities. Of interest is a hybrid WMN
addition to a backhaul of mesh routers and an Ad hoc network of
mesh clients, it has a backbone of fully connected mesh routers
within the ad hoc network of mesh clients.

Each node, which is part of the network
data structure called a Network Status Table (NST). These nodes
are referred to as the NST nodes. The NST nodes will store
information about the availability of data channels, list of data
channels, which are currently in use and when
available. The data channel will be said to be available when the
remaining transmission time is equal to the amount of time
required for the next pair to reserve it. This remaining time is
determined by the inter-cycle duration
earlier. The inter-cycle duration is stored in the NST as the
duration of the data transmission duration of a given data
channel. The network support nodes will also maintain a
sequence of data channels to ensure that data transmission is
scheduled in a round robin bases. The information maintained in
the status tables is made available to any node
NST node.

When a node wishes to send data and does not have a
complete understanding of the network status, it first probes the
nearest NST node. Upon receiving this information it will be
able to exchange the control packets (RTS/CTS) on the control
channel and reserve a data channel,
The reservation is done before it becomes idle after the inter
cycle duration.

The network support system is of paramount importance for a
network, which has just been deployed. In such a scenario nodes
would not have a complete picture of the network status. Instead
of waiting indefinitely in attempt to gather information f
overheard control packets, nodes will simple probe the nearest
NST node. All the nodes current on the control channel and
within the coverage of the NST node will receive the probe
response. The responses will be used by a number of nodes to
update their own local tables. The local tables are expected to be
small and limited in size. This will help nodes with limited
processing power to store and update their local tables
effectively.

The NST information will also be helpful to joining and
returning nodes. A node, which has just been
considered to be a joining node. A joining node could be a node
which has moved from one NST node zone into the zone of the

packet sizes were set to standard lengths specified in the IEEE

ibe the functionality of the network support and
its significance in reducing the signalling overhead. We also
show how it facilitates communication in a newly deployed
network. The network support is also designed to provide joining

th information, which allows them to
initiate their next transmission immediately instead of deferring
them to a later stage. The network support takes advantage of the
composition of the WMN and its different nodes, which have

interest is a hybrid WMN, which has in
addition to a backhaul of mesh routers and an Ad hoc network of
mesh clients, it has a backbone of fully connected mesh routers
within the ad hoc network of mesh clients.

which is part of the network support, maintains a
data structure called a Network Status Table (NST). These nodes
are referred to as the NST nodes. The NST nodes will store
information about the availability of data channels, list of data

which are currently in use and when they will become
available. The data channel will be said to be available when the
remaining transmission time is equal to the amount of time
required for the next pair to reserve it. This remaining time is

cycle duration, which was discussed
cycle duration is stored in the NST as the

duration of the data transmission duration of a given data
channel. The network support nodes will also maintain a
sequence of data channels to ensure that data transmission is

led in a round robin bases. The information maintained in
the status tables is made available to any node, which probes the

When a node wishes to send data and does not have a
complete understanding of the network status, it first probes the

est NST node. Upon receiving this information it will be
able to exchange the control packets (RTS/CTS) on the control

which will be available next.
The reservation is done before it becomes idle after the inter-

The network support system is of paramount importance for a
which has just been deployed. In such a scenario nodes

would not have a complete picture of the network status. Instead
of waiting indefinitely in attempt to gather information from
overheard control packets, nodes will simple probe the nearest
NST node. All the nodes current on the control channel and
within the coverage of the NST node will receive the probe
response. The responses will be used by a number of nodes to

ir own local tables. The local tables are expected to be
small and limited in size. This will help nodes with limited
processing power to store and update their local tables

The NST information will also be helpful to joining and
which has just been registered, is

considered to be a joining node. A joining node could be a node,
which has moved from one NST node zone into the zone of the
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next NST node. Nodes can also join a network from other
adjacent networks when they have been handed over to the next
network. On the other hand, a node is said to be returning if it
was busy transmitting or receiving on a data channel. Upon the
completion of the transmission, it switches back onto the control
channel. This node would have missed the details of data
channels, which were reserved during its visit to one of the data
channels. When the returning node wants to initiate
communication immediate upon its return, they must first send a
probe to the nearest NST node otherwise it will not communicate
due to lack of sufficient network information. The network
support system therefore, prevents the deferment of transmission
and reduces bandwidth wastages due to false blocking of nodes
with insufficient information.

V. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

In this section, the channel saturation problem is investigated
analytical. Both control and data channels are investigated. The
number of data channels was increased from two to fourteen to
investigate how increased capacity and congestion affects the
capacity of the control channel. All the channels were assumed to
have a bandwidth of 1Mbs. The channels were assumed to be
orthogonal for testing purposes. The three equations discussed in
the previous section were used in the analysis of the cyclic
scheduling algorithm.

It was noted that data channels transmit long packets as
compared to the control channel. Data channels are also
by channel switching delays. These two observations do affect
negatively the capacity of the data channels. On the o
short packets provide the control channel with more capacity to
drive many data channels.

In Figure 3 a system with one control channel and two data
channels was considered. The general topology had a total of
thirty nodes. It was noted that the capacity of the two data
channels caused a bottleneck in the system. Their combined
capacity could support up to fourteen nodes. This translates to
seven nodes per a data channel. On the other hand the control
channel had enough capacity for the thirty nodes.

Figure 3. Performance of the control channel when two data channels are
considered

next NST node. Nodes can also join a network from other
have been handed over to the next

network. On the other hand, a node is said to be returning if it
was busy transmitting or receiving on a data channel. Upon the
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In this section, the channel saturation problem is investigated
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number of data channels was increased from two to fourteen to
investigate how increased capacity and congestion affects the
apacity of the control channel. All the channels were assumed to

have a bandwidth of 1Mbs. The channels were assumed to be
orthogonal for testing purposes. The three equations discussed in
the previous section were used in the analysis of the cyclic

It was noted that data channels transmit long packets as
are also degraded

These two observations do affect
On the other hand

short packets provide the control channel with more capacity to

3 a system with one control channel and two data
channels was considered. The general topology had a total of

he capacity of the two data
channels caused a bottleneck in the system. Their combined
capacity could support up to fourteen nodes. This translates to
seven nodes per a data channel. On the other hand the control

nodes.

control channel when two data channels are

The inter-cycle has the longest duration in a two data
channels system. Its duration reduces with the every increase in
data channels. The inter-cycle duration degrades the c
the control channel. Despite this, the capacity of the control
channel was still adequate. It can be seen that the control channel
was underutilized when there were very few data channels. The
number of data channels should be steadily increased
the utilization of the control channel.

Figure 4. Saturation levels in a system with four data channels.

When the number of data channels was increased to four in
Figure4, it was noted that the capacity of the control channel was
still underutilized. On the other hand the number of nodes was
increased to sixty. The data channels saturated first and their
performance was unchanged. However, there was small change
in the performance of the control channel. This proves that the
number of data channels do affect the performance of the control
channel though it this case in is insignificant.

Figure 5. The saturation levels of channels in a network with six data channels.

The number of data channels was further increased to six
while the nodes were increased to ninet
designed to evaluate the effects of the network size and the
number of data channels on the performance and capacity of the

cycle has the longest duration in a two data
channels system. Its duration reduces with the every increase in

cycle duration degrades the capacity of
the control channel. Despite this, the capacity of the control
channel was still adequate. It can be seen that the control channel
was underutilized when there were very few data channels. The
number of data channels should be steadily increased to improve
the utilization of the control channel.

Saturation levels in a system with four data channels.

When the number of data channels was increased to four in
4, it was noted that the capacity of the control channel was

On the other hand the number of nodes was
increased to sixty. The data channels saturated first and their
performance was unchanged. However, there was small change
in the performance of the control channel. This proves that the

affect the performance of the control
channel though it this case in is insignificant.

The saturation levels of channels in a network with six data channels.

The number of data channels was further increased to six
while the nodes were increased to ninety. The increases were

the effects of the network size and the
number of data channels on the performance and capacity of the
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control channel. As can be seen in Figure5 the capacity of the
control channel continues to degrade gracefully
performance of the data channels is unchanged. The performance
of the data channels does not improve as the number of data
channels. It is only affected by the saturation of the control
channel is increased. However, it is important to note tha
control channel at this stage is still has enough capacity for the
six data channels and ninety nodes.

Figure 6. The saturation point of the control channel

In Figure6 the capacity of the control channel continues to
degrade, thought it had enough capacity for the 120 nodes, its
capacity was now limited. It was fast approaching zero.
had eight data channels in total. The control channel still had
enough capacity for the eight data channels.

Figure 7. Performance of the control channel when ten
considered.

In Figure 7 the number of data channels was increased
steadily to ten. The control channel could drive all the data
channels its capacity was not enough for the 150 nodes. The
control channel did not have adequate capacity for all the
available nodes. Interestingly when the data channels were fewer,
the control channel was underutilized. It began degrading as the
number of data channels was increased. To optimize the
performance of the scheme, the number of the data channels

5 the capacity of the
control channel continues to degrade gracefully, while the
performance of the data channels is unchanged. The performance
of the data channels does not improve as the number of data
channels. It is only affected by the saturation of the control
channel is increased. However, it is important to note that the
control channel at this stage is still has enough capacity for the

The saturation point of the control channel

6 the capacity of the control channel continues to
degrade, thought it had enough capacity for the 120 nodes, its
capacity was now limited. It was fast approaching zero. Figure 6
had eight data channels in total. The control channel still had

data channels are

7 the number of data channels was increased
steadily to ten. The control channel could drive all the data

ough for the 150 nodes. The
control channel did not have adequate capacity for all the
available nodes. Interestingly when the data channels were fewer,
the control channel was underutilized. It began degrading as the

To optimize the
performance of the scheme, the number of the data channels

should be increased to a level, which does not underutilize the
capacity of the control channel. On the same token, the control
channel should run at a level, which does not degrad
performance of the data channels. Although, the control channel
began saturating, it did not cause a bottleneck in the system. The
bottleneck was caused by the data channels whose capacity was
just enough for the first seven nodes in each data channe
was no degradation on the data channels
the saturating control channel.

Figure 8. Performance of the control channel when twelve
considered.

The saturation of the control channel becomes more apparent
in a system with twelve data channels. In a general topology with
180 nodes, the capacity of the control channel is limited to only
168 nodes in Figure 8. The impact of the saturation of the control
channel becomes severe as more data channels are added. The
saturation of the control channel at this stage does not degrade
the performance the system. The performance of the system
would have long been degraded by data channels
system bottleneck after the 7th node on each data channel. To
improve the system performance, higher data rates should be
considered for the data channels.

Figure 9. Performance of the control channel when
considered.
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control channel when fourteen data channels are
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In Figure 9 similar observations were made. In this case a
total of fourteen data channels were considered. The general
topology had 210 nodes. The combined capacity of data channels
was only enough for ninety-eight nodes. The control channel
could support 182 nodes instead of 210. The control channel
began saturating after the 182nd node mark. This was t
general topology, which was investigated. The network provided
the shortest inter-cycle duration in our experimentation. The
inter-cycle reduces with every increase in the data channels as
more capacity is required by the control channel to sche
more transmission and drive more data channels. The control
channel becomes busier servicing an increasing load of data
channels. Furthermore, the multi-channel scheduling cost had its
biggest impact on the network with fourteen data channels.

Figure 10. Analysis of the saturation levels of data channels

A snap shot of the seven different data channels systems
ranging from the two data channels to the fourteen data channels
system shows a similar pattern in performances of the networks.
The performances of these seven networks are depicted in
10. All the data channels in each case saturated after the seventh
node. Therefore the average performance of data channels does
not increase as the number of the data channels is increased.
However the overall increase in capacity can be observed as data
channels are increased, though the performance remains the
same. It can be concluded that an increase in data rates will also
improve system capacity while the performance will remain
unchanged. The performance is therefore not expected to
improve though network capacity may show an increase in the
end to end throughput.

The analysis of the control channel for the seven different
cases reveals an interesting development in
performance and the capacity of the control channel is affected
by the number of data channels. Its performance reduces with
each and every increase in data channels. Following this
observation, we can conclude that the number of data channels
do degrade the performance of a control channel. It should be
noted that despite the degradation of the control channel, it still
has enough capacity to drive as many as fourteen data channels.
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eight nodes. The control channel
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The analysis of the control channel for the seven different
cases reveals an interesting development in Figure11. The

of the control channel is affected
by the number of data channels. Its performance reduces with
each and every increase in data channels. Following this
observation, we can conclude that the number of data channels

channel. It should be
noted that despite the degradation of the control channel, it still
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This statement is valid given the fact that data channels saturate
after every seventh node. However,
are not orthogonal; they were assumed to be overlapping for
experimentation purposes. The idea was to investigate the
capacity of the control channel as the network size increases and
more data channels are added.

Figure 11. Analysis of the capacity of control channel
increased from two fourteen

VI. ANALYZING THE CYCLIC

Multichannel MAC protocols implementing a single control
channel can be modeled as a queuing network. The network has
three distinct service points. The service points are depicted in
Figure12. These are the nodes marked Ns1 to Nsn, the control
channel identified as Cc1 and then the data channels marked as
Dc1 to Dcn. In the queuing model it can be seen that the control
channel can slow down the speed of the network as a single
service station fed by multiple servers and in turn sending its
output to multiple servers. The capacity of the control channel
therefore needs to be improved substantially. The control channel
server should have reasonable capacity to offer well balanced
service so that it can provide an efficient and a very fast link to
multiple servers at its input and output ends.

Figure 12. A Multichannel queuing network with a single control channel server
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Figure 13. A multiple senerio in multichannel systems with a single signalling
channel

Figure 13 shows how the implementation of the
control channel as a single signaling channel results in the
formation of multiple queues. Data packets are first queued when
the nodes wait for the control channel to be free and contend for
it. In our analysis, we consider these packets as data flows
queued at the control channel and are denoted as DF1 to DFn.
When the data flow is de-queued from the control channel
then queued in the data channel queue. Thereafter the data flows
are served by the data channels. These two models clearly show
the significance of the control channel in
performance of multichannel networks, which implement the
notion of a signaling channel.

In the following three figures we evaluate four multichan
MAC protocols, which employ the idea of a control channel as a
single signaling channel. We assume a Markovian packet arrival
with an exponential inter arrival times. The arrival rate was
assumed to vary between 0.1 and 2.9. The control channel
service rate is based on the amount of time the control channel
will service a pair, which wants to reserve one of the available
data channels. The service rates were based on the payload of the
control channel of the schemes primarily to show the effects of
signaling on the capacity of the control channel.
we considered the worst case for control channel utilization
where all communicating pairs have to re-initiate data channel
reservation after failed first attempts. This is according to the
protocol, which allows nodes to attempt to reserve a data
channel, which is available at both ends after
which was unsuccessful. However, for both waiting and response
times we assumed that all the initial attempts would be
successful.

The following are of interest in our analysis of the schemes:
system utilization, the average time in the queue and system.
the three were limited to the capacity of the control channels of
the individual protocol, which were evaluated. T
theorem was used in calculating the values of
parameters. In Figure 14 we evaluate the utilization of the

A multiple senerio in multichannel systems with a single signalling

ation of the common
as a single signaling channel results in the

formation of multiple queues. Data packets are first queued when
the nodes wait for the control channel to be free and contend for
it. In our analysis, we consider these packets as data flows

rol channel and are denoted as DF1 to DFn.
queued from the control channel it is

queued in the data channel queue. Thereafter the data flows
are served by the data channels. These two models clearly show

ensuring better
which implement the

In the following three figures we evaluate four multichannel
which employ the idea of a control channel as a

signaling channel. We assume a Markovian packet arrival
with an exponential inter arrival times. The arrival rate was
assumed to vary between 0.1 and 2.9. The control channel
service rate is based on the amount of time the control channel

which wants to reserve one of the available
The service rates were based on the payload of the

control channel of the schemes primarily to show the effects of
signaling on the capacity of the control channel. For the AMCP

for control channel utilization
initiate data channel

reservation after failed first attempts. This is according to the
which allows nodes to attempt to reserve a data

the first attempt,
However, for both waiting and response

times we assumed that all the initial attempts would be

analysis of the schemes:
n, the average time in the queue and system. All

the three were limited to the capacity of the control channels of
which were evaluated. The Little’s

in calculating the values of the above
we evaluate the utilization of the

control channel in the four protocols, the MMAC, LCM, AMCP
and the CSA. The MMAC had the worst utilization factor
followed by the LCM. The AMCP and the
performance. However, the CSA is slightly better.
utilization factor shows that a given scheme has more capacity to
handle increased volumes.

Figure 14. The utilization of the control channel.

The MMAC is not stable for the inter arrival rates that we
considered in this analysis in both Figure
its very low service rate. The results of MMAC are therefore not
shown in these two figures.

In Figure 15 the CSA offered the best performance.
packets of the CSA were subjected to the
delay in the queue. The turnaround of packets in the queue was
the fastest as compared to the AMCP and the LCM.
was the second best. When the protocol
the queue it shows that the service rate of the control channel is
good and does not cause significant degradation of the
performance of the protocol. The LCM had the largest amount of
delay and therefore the control channel is likely to degrade
significantly the performance of the
MMAC are not shown due to its in
arrival range considered for this analysis.

Figure 15. Analysis of the system response time in the queue.

protocols, the MMAC, LCM, AMCP
. The MMAC had the worst utilization factor

followed by the LCM. The AMCP and the CSA offer the best
the CSA is slightly better. The low

utilization factor shows that a given scheme has more capacity to

The utilization of the control channel.

The MMAC is not stable for the inter arrival rates that were
Figures. 15 and 16 because of

its very low service rate. The results of MMAC are therefore not

SA offered the best performance. The
packets of the CSA were subjected to the smallest amount of

The turnaround of packets in the queue was
the fastest as compared to the AMCP and the LCM. The AMCP

protocol offers the least delay in
the queue it shows that the service rate of the control channel is

significant degradation of the
. The LCM had the largest amount of

delay and therefore the control channel is likely to degrade
significantly the performance of the protocol. The results for the
MMAC are not shown due to its instability within the inter-
arrival range considered for this analysis.

Analysis of the system response time in the queue.
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In Figure 16 waiting time was considered. The waiting time is
the summation of the response time and the processing time. In
this case, it is the amount of delay a packet is likely to be
subjected to before it is transmitted on the data channel, wher
both the queuing and the service times are considered. There was
no significant difference between the queue and the system
average times results. A similar trend was observed in the two
graphs. However the delays were slightly higher in
due to the addition of the service times to the queue

The CSA is therefore effective in reducing the signaling delay
of the control channel. The reduction of the signaling delay
means that the capacity of the control channel has been improved
and its scheduling capacity increased.

Figure 16. The analysis of the system waiting time in the system

VII. THE SIMULATION MODEL

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our
Scheduling Algorithm and compare it to the Asynchronous
Multi-channel Coordination Protocol (AMCP).
switching delay has been included in the AMCP platform for
better comparison with our approach. Total throughput achieved
was employed as a metric for evaluation purposes.
sought to find out, which of the two schemes achieves better
throughput.

The AMCP was evaluated against after multi
schemes and was found to be superior in [3]. Fo
proposed scheme was only compared with the AMCP.

Default Network Simulator 2 (NS 2) parameters were used.
We considered IEEE 802.11 MAC standard in our simulation.
The channels were assumed to be orthogonal and of the same
bandwidth. The bandwidth of each channel was assumed to be
2Mbs each.

A total of five channels were employed in the simulation with
four data channels and one control channel. The number of the
channels was fixed throughout of the simulation. However,
different network sizes were considered. There were four
different network sizes, which were considered. We assumed

. The waiting time is
the summation of the response time and the processing time. In

the amount of delay a packet is likely to be
transmitted on the data channel, where

considered. There was
no significant difference between the queue and the system

es results. A similar trend was observed in the two
graphs. However the delays were slightly higher in Figure. 16

queue delay.

The CSA is therefore effective in reducing the signaling delay
annel. The reduction of the signaling delay

means that the capacity of the control channel has been improved

The analysis of the system waiting time in the system

ODEL

we evaluate the performance of our Cyclic
and compare it to the Asynchronous

channel Coordination Protocol (AMCP). The channel
n the AMCP platform for

throughput achieved
ion purposes. The analysis

which of the two schemes achieves better

The AMCP was evaluated against after multi-channel
schemes and was found to be superior in [3]. For this reason, the
proposed scheme was only compared with the AMCP.

Default Network Simulator 2 (NS 2) parameters were used.
We considered IEEE 802.11 MAC standard in our simulation.
The channels were assumed to be orthogonal and of the same

bandwidth of each channel was assumed to be

employed in the simulation with
The number of the

channels was fixed throughout of the simulation. However,
sizes were considered. There were four

which were considered. We assumed

that all the networks had general topologies.
The switching delay was set to 224µs

delays were considered. The first channel switching de
incurred when terminals switched from the control channel to
the reserved data channel to transmit data frames and ACK
packets. The second one is when the nodes switch back onto the
control channel after finishing their transmissions on the data
channel.

The NO Ad Hoc (NOAH) routing agent was implemented
all the four networks. For each of the four
twenty simulation runs were considered with each simulation
run, running for three hundred simulation time. Different
network sizes were either expressed in terms of the number of
terminals or the number of data flows. The number of terminals
was always double the number of data flows. A
links two distinct terminals, a sender and a receiver

The data packets were assumed to be of type CBR and
all set to 1000 bytes. Both data and control packet
between a sender and a receiver. The network wa
be single hop network, hence packets
and CTS packets were sent on the co
set aside as a signaling channel, while the DATA and ACK
packets were sent on the data channels. The timers
reconfigured and reset according to the inter
rest of the parameters were unchanged and were
specified in the IEEE 802.11 standard.

Figure 17. The performance of a network with three data flows subjected under
the two channel switching schemes

The smallest network size, which was
nodes, three transmitters and three receivers.
Figure 17 that the first node in the reference model
achieved higher throughput than the CSA
approach performed better in the second and third
general, the proposed approach was
model.

It should also be noted that in Figure
channels was more than the number of data flows. This resulted

that all the networks had general topologies.
The switching delay was set to 224µs and two switching

The first channel switching delay was
incurred when terminals switched from the control channel to
the reserved data channel to transmit data frames and ACK
packets. The second one is when the nodes switch back onto the
control channel after finishing their transmissions on the data

The NO Ad Hoc (NOAH) routing agent was implemented in
of the four network sizes, at least

simulation runs were considered with each simulation
running for three hundred simulation time. Different

sizes were either expressed in terms of the number of
terminals or the number of data flows. The number of terminals
was always double the number of data flows. A given data flow

, a sender and a receiver.
assumed to be of type CBR and were

bytes. Both data and control packets were sent
er and a receiver. The network was assumed to

, hence packets were not relayed. The RTS
t on the control channel, which was

set aside as a signaling channel, while the DATA and ACK
sent on the data channels. The timers were

to the inter-cycle design. The
unchanged and were set to values

specified in the IEEE 802.11 standard.

The performance of a network with three data flows subjected under
the two channel switching schemes

which was investigated, had six
nodes, three transmitters and three receivers. It can be seen in

in the reference model (AMCP)
than the CSA. The proposed

approach performed better in the second and third nodes. In
the proposed approach was superior to the reference

Figure 17, the number of data
s more than the number of data flows. This resulted
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in the highest achieved throughput as compared to the
subsequent results where data flows were either equal to or more
than the number of data channels. Therefore, the highest
achieved throughput in Figure 17 was possible due to less
interference experienced in a three data flow network.

The network size was changed in Figure.18; the number of
nodes was increased to eight with four transmitters and four
receivers. The number of data flows was equal to the number of
data channels. There was one to one pairing of data channels to
data flows.

It can be noted that there was a slight decrease in achieved
throughput in the two schemes in Figure 18. The decrease in
achieved throughput was caused by the non availability of
data channel as was the case in the previous figure
therefore, did not benefit from the extra data channel
resulted in a decrease in the achieved throughput.
in achieved throughput was caused by the increase in the amount
of interference.

Figure 18. Comparison of two switching approaches with four data flows.

In Figure 18, the reference model was superior t
proposed model in all the data flows. It achieved a higher
throughput in all the cases. The reason for the poor performance
of the proposed scheme can be attributed to the design of the
inter-cycle duration and the observations
performance of the inter-cycle duration in the analysis section. It
was observed that the inter-cycle duration degrades the
performance of the control channel when few data channels are
implemented. Its performance improves with the increase of
channels. The duration of the inter-cycle is longer
possible network and shorter in the largest possible
can be supported by a single control channel.

The increase in the amount of interference couple with the
design aspect of the inter-cycle duration degraded the
performance of the proposed protocol in a network with four data
flows.

in the highest achieved throughput as compared to the
ts where data flows were either equal to or more

than the number of data channels. Therefore, the highest
was possible due to less

interference experienced in a three data flow network.
.18; the number of

nodes was increased to eight with four transmitters and four
receivers. The number of data flows was equal to the number of

There was one to one pairing of data channels to

ght decrease in achieved
. The decrease in

achieved throughput was caused by the non availability of a free
data channel as was the case in the previous figure. The nodes

data channel, which
achieved throughput. The decrease

in achieved throughput was caused by the increase in the amount

Comparison of two switching approaches with four data flows.

e model was superior to the
proposed model in all the data flows. It achieved a higher
throughput in all the cases. The reason for the poor performance
of the proposed scheme can be attributed to the design of the

cycle duration and the observations made on the
in the analysis section. It

cycle duration degrades the
performance of the control channel when few data channels are
implemented. Its performance improves with the increase of data

longer in the smallest
possible network that

The increase in the amount of interference couple with the
cycle duration degraded the

in a network with four data

The network size was further increased in
number of nodes was increased to ten with five transmitters and
five receivers. The number of data flows was more than the
number of data channels. At any given time,
interfering data flow. The interfering data flow caused a severe
degradation to the two protocols.

The proposed approach performed better
nodes. It was outperformed in the first node. This shows that the
proposed protocol offers better performance as the size of the
network is increased. On the other hand
improves the performance of the proposed protocol as more data
channels are added. The results in
assertion on the performance of the inter

In Figure 20 the number of nodes was increased t
fifteen data flows. This was the largest network scenario
was considered in this evaluation. However the achieved
throughput was more than the one, which was achieved in
19. It was almost the same as the throughput
achieved in Figure 18. This shows that the proposed scheme is
scalable and that the performance of the inter
more data channels are added.

Figure 19. The performance of a system with five data flows implementing both
channel switching delay scheme

Figure 20. Throughput achieved by the fifteen data flows implementing the two
channel switching delay approaches

The network size was further increased in Figure.19. The
number of nodes was increased to ten with five transmitters and

e number of data flows was more than the
number of data channels. At any given time, there would be one

The interfering data flow caused a severe

performed better in the last four
nodes. It was outperformed in the first node. This shows that the

better performance as the size of the
hand, the inter-cycle duration

improves the performance of the proposed protocol as more data
channels are added. The results in Figure 19 validate this
assertion on the performance of the inter-cycle duration.

20 the number of nodes was increased to thirty with
fifteen data flows. This was the largest network scenario, which
was considered in this evaluation. However the achieved

which was achieved in Figure.
19. It was almost the same as the throughput, which was

18. This shows that the proposed scheme is
scalable and that the performance of the inter-cycle improves as

The performance of a system with five data flows implementing both
channel switching delay schemes.

Throughput achieved by the fifteen data flows implementing the two
channel switching delay approaches
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Figure 20 creates a notion of highly congested and
backlogged network. The proposed scheme was evaluated in the
largest possible network. As can be seen in the figure, the
performance of the proposed scheme was very good. Its
performance did improve remarkable in a large network. The
performance gains can be attributed to the improved performance
of the inter-cycle duration in large networks. Secondly, the
achieved throughput remained the same as in Figure. 18 largely
due to spatial reuse. These results also show that an interfering
data flow causes a significant degradation as compared to the size
of the network.

The network in Figure 20 was three times larger than the one
in Figure 19. However, its achieved throughput is better despite
its size, which would have otherwise degraded its performance.
This confirms the argument that the CSA is more scalable and
that its performance does improve with network size.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The paper proposed a cyclic scheduling algorithm, which
incorporates channel switching delay in channel scheduling and
coordination. The scheme has been analyzed through analytical
means and through numerical simulations. The analysis shows
that the control channel’s capacity does not degrade the system.
The data channels on average saturate after the seventh node
degrading the performance of the system. To improve the
capacity of the data channels higher data rates can be considered.
They should not be increased to levels that degrade the
performance of the control channel.

The numerical results show that the proposed scheme reduces
the signaling delay of the control channel. The capacity of the
control channel and its scheduling capacity was show to improve
with the addition of more data channel. The implementation of
the inter-cycle duration is therefore very effective in large
networks. The inter-cycle ensures that a data channel is reserved
before the current transmission is completed, and that the multi-
channel scheduling cost is not repetitive but limited to the first
cycle.

The new multi-channel interference problem referred to as the
multi-channel scheduling cost in this project, is associated with
multi-channel MAC protocols implementing a single control
channel as a signaling channel. The analysis shows that the multi-
channel scheduling cost can be limited to the first cycle when the
cyclic scheduling algorithm is implemented. In the subsequent
cycles it can be eliminated by varying the size of the inter-cycle
duration and allowing data channels to be reserved when the
ongoing transmissions are about to end.

It is envisaged that this protocol provides a platform through,
which interference challenges such as the missing receiver
problem; the hidden terminal problem and the exposed terminal
problem can be addressed. These interference problems can be
reduced and cannot be eliminated.
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Abstract—In wireless relay networks based on IEEE 802.16j,
each relay node has its own service area that provides wireless
Internet access service to the client terminal. The performance
of such networks is heavily affected by how each relay node
determines its service area size. In order to determine the
service area size for each relay node, it is important to use
the location information of other neighboring nodes and their
service area sizes. However, in general, such information is
completely unknown or only partially known. In the present
paper, we introduce three methods to determine the service
area size, each of which assumes a different level of the
knowledge regarding neighboring nodes. We conduct extensive
simulation experiments to evaluate the performance of these
three methods in terms of coverage ratio, service area overlap
characteristics, energy consumption, and utilization efficiency
of wireless network resources. We confirm the trade-off re-
lationships between the knowledge level and performance for
these three methods.

Keywords-WiMAX; IEEE 802.16j; relay networks; service
area; energy consumption;

I. I NTRODUCTION

IEEE 802.16j relay networks [2] (hereinafter referred to
as relay networks), which are often referred to as wireless
mesh networks, have received significant attention as exten-
sible, cost-effective means to provide a wide-area wireless
broadband access environment. In relay networks, each relay
node connects to other relay nodes through wireless links
so that the overall topology becomes a tree-like structure,
as shown in Figure 1. Each relay node is connected to the
Internet through a gateway node that has a wired connection
to the Internet. The relay node provides wireless Internet
access service to client terminals within its service area.
Generally, the wireless channel used for communication
between relay nodes and client terminals is different from
that used among relay nodes. Communication quality for
client terminals is heavily affected by the service area
construction. In an area where multiple service areas overlap,
the communication quality for the client terminals degrades

1The present manuscript is an extended version of [1], which was
presented at UBICOMM 2009, October 2009.

Service
Area
Service
Area

Internet

Relay
Network
Relay
Network

Wired connection

Wireless connection

Gateway node

Relay node

Client  terminal

Wired connection

Wireless connection

Gateway node

Relay node

Client  terminal

Figure 1: Wireless relay network and client terminals

due to radio interference. IEEE 802.16 uses the TDMA-
based transmission mechanism, which assigns time slots to
each communication link between relay nodes and client
terminals. This means that the links in the overlap area
would be assigned different time slots in order to avoid
transmission collapse. Therefore, when the overlap area size
becomes large or the number of overlapping areas increases,
the total number of time slots required for all communication
links increases, which decreases the network throughput.
Furthermore, since IEEE 802.16 uses the contention-based
mechanism for client terminals to join the network [3, 4],
service area overlaps would increase access collisions.

On the other hand, we should increase the total coverage
ratio to provide wide-area and uniform service to client
terminals. One possible way to do this is to increase the
service area size for each relay node, but this increases the
service area overlaps. Furthermore, this also increases the
energy consumption of the relay nodes. In other words, there
are complex trade-off relationships among network perfor-
mance, energy consumption, coverage ratio, and service area
overlaps.

In order to determine the service area size for each relay
node, the information on the location of other neighboring
nodes is quite important. However, such information is un-
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known, especially when considering the random installation
of relay nodes. In other cases, such information is partially
known through the topology construction procedure. In the
extreme case, we can obtain precise location information of
relay nodes when we install the nodes in a well-organized
manner. Therefore, various methods are needed to determine
the service area size according to the knowledge level of the
location information of neighboring relay nodes.

In [1], we proposed two methods, and compared their
communication performance in terms of the size of the
total service area, the size of the single-covered area, and
the maximum number of overlapped service areas through
preliminary simulation experiments. We assume that the
service area is a circle. These methods determine the radius
of this circle (hereinafter referred to as the service radius).
The first method, referred to as the identical radius method,
is for the situations, in which there is no information about
other relay nodes. Therefore, all of the relay nodes use an
identical service radius. The second method, referred to as
the NND (Nearest Neighbor Distance) method, is used in
situations, in which some degree of topology information
can be obtained from the topology construction procedure.
Using this information, each node estimates the distance to
the nearest neighboring node and sets the service radius.

In this paper, we propose the third method. The third
method, referred to as the Voronoi method, is used in situ-
ations, in which we can obtain precise location information
of other neighboring relay nodes. In this method, each relay
node sets its service radius to the distance from the relay
node to the furthest point in its Voronoi area [5].

These three methods assume a different level of knowl-
edge. The goal for the future is to develop a method whose
performance is highly competitive with Voronoi method,
using limited information such as topology construction
information. For this purpose, in this paper, we conduct ex-
tensive simulation experiments to evaluate the performance
of three methods in terms of coverage ratio, service area
overlap characteristics, energy consumption, and the utiliza-
tion efficiency of wireless network resources. We confirm
the trade-off relationships between the knowledge level and
the performance of the three methods. The simulation results
reveal that the method that uses more information performs
better in terms of all of the above metrics. In particular, the
Voronoi method has the best performance among the three
methods, whereas the location information cannot be easily
obtained. We also confirm that the performance of the NND
method is significantly improved by the inclusion of a small
amount of additional information, which is readily available.

The remainder of the present paper is organized as
follows. In Section II, we discuss research related to the
coverage problem. In Section III, we describe the model of
the relay networks and the topology construction method.
In Section IV, we introduce three methods to determine
the service area size. We present the simulation results in

Section V. Finally, in Section VI, we conclude the paper
and describe areas for future research.

II. RELATED WORK

As mentioned in Section I, a relay node must determine
its service radius so that overlapping areas becomes small
and the total service area becomes large. This problem can
be classified as a disc coverage problem, which has been
researched extensively with respect to sensor networks [6, 7],
relay networks [8], and image processing [9]. However, these
studies cannot be applied to the problem in the present paper
because the assumptions are quite different. For example,
in [6, 7], individual sensors cannot change their coverage
ranges. In [9], the authors discussed a method to choose a
set of discs from various size discs so that the total area is
covered by the smallest possible number of discs and the size
of discs is fixed. In [8], the authors focused on the coverage
problem in relay networks and investigated the adequate
number of relay nodes for client terminals to establish a path
to the gateway nodes. They also investigated the process of
changing the coverage ratio, which is the ratio of the number
of client terminals with an active link to the total number
of client terminals. However, the previous authors assumed
that they could install additional relay nodes so that the client
terminals could establish a path to the gateway node.

III. IEEE 802.16J RELAY NETWORK

In this section, we describe the network model and the
radio interference model used in the present paper. We also
introduce the topology construction method.

A. Network model

Figure 2 shows the network model used in the present
paper. In the network modelG, we assume that a set of
relay nodesV = {v(0), v(1), ..., v(N−1)} and a set of
client terminalsW = {w(0), w(1), ...,w(Q−1)} are randomly
located in the field and that the relay node at the center of
the field is the gateway node(v(0)).

The relay nodes and client terminals construct a tree
topology based on the topology construction procedure
described in Subsection III-C. In topology construction,
each relay nodev(i) sets its transmission power in a non-
stepwise manner. Letd(i) denote the transmission distance
of each relay node. Here,M (i) represents the number of
physical links of nodev(i) that connect to neighboring relay
nodes. Note that a physical link is defined as a link that
is established between two relay nodes located within each
other’s transmission distance, and an active link is defined
as a physical link that constructs a tree topology and is used
to transmit data to the gateway node.

We consider two types of wireless communications: wire-
less communications among relay nodes and wireless com-
munications between relay nodes and client terminals. These
two types of communications do not interfere with each
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Figure 2: Network model

other because they use different wireless channels [10]. We
assume that the service area of relay nodev(i) is a circle
S(i), the radius of which isr(i), and the service radius can
be chosen in a non-stepwise manner. We also assume that
client terminals always set a constant transmission distance
regardless of the distance to the connecting relay node. After
the topology construction introduced in Subsection III-C,
each relay node determines its service area size in order to
provide wireless Internet access service for client terminals.
Each client terminal connects to the nearest relay node
having a service radius area that covers the client terminal.

B. Directed interference model

We next introduce the radio interference model [11]
used in the present paper, as is depicted in Figure 3. We
define a directed communication graphI = (X,E), where
X = V ∪ W and E is the set of directed communication
links lv(i),w(p) that defines an edge directed from relay node
v(i) to client terminalw(p). Note that the communication
links between relay nodes are not included inE. The
model defines the interference relationship between two
directed transmission linkslv(i),w(p) and lv(j),w(q) based
on the distance among four verticesv(i), v(j), w(p), and
w(q). In the communication between relay nodes and client
terminals, we assume thatv(i) and w(p) have interference
ranges given by circles of radii areu(i)

v and u
(p)
w , re-

spectively. In IEEE 802.16j, upward links and downward
links become active in different sub-frames. Therefore, we
have to consider the following two types of interferences.
For upward interference,lv(j),w(q) interferes withlv(i),w(p)

Active link
Client link
Interference

Gateway node
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Client terminal

Interference area
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Figure 3: Directed interference model

when and only when||v(i) − w(q)|| < u
(q)
w . For downward

interference,lv(i),w(p) interferes with lv(j),w(q) when and

only when ||v(i) − w(q)|| < u
(i)
v . Here, ||v(i) − w(q)|| is

the distance betweenv(i) and w(q). Typically, u(i) > d(i),
and the ratio of the interference range to the communication
range for nodev(i), denoted asγ(i) = u(i)

d(i) , takes ranges
from 2 to 4 in practice [11]. When the two links interfere,
they are not used at the same time slot in the IEEE 802.16
frame.

C. Topology construction procedure

IEEE 802.16j does not define the details of the method
used to construct the network topology [12]. The topology
construction procedure we introduce here is targeted at
situations, in which relay nodes are deployed randomly. The
typical situation includes network construction at a disaster
site, where it is difficult to deploy relay nodes in a well-
organized manner. We also assume that relay nodes are
deployed to the network incrementally. In the following, we
explain in detail the algorithm for a newly joining relay node
to connect to an existing network topology.

A newly joining relay node, denoted asv(i), waits for
replies from other existing relay nodes while increasing its
radio transmission power [3]. When a found relay node
does not have a path to a gateway node,v(i) establishes a
physical link to the relay node and continues increasing its
transmission power. When the found relay node has a path to
the gateway node,v(i) establishes an active link to the relay
node and stops increasing its transmission power. Whenv(i)

cannot find any relay nodes even when the transmission
power reaches the maximum,v(i) maintains the maximum
transmission power to detect the joining relay nodes which
is successfully linked to the gateway node. If the relay node
finds multiple relay nodes that have a path to the gateway
node at the same time, the relay node sets an active link
to the relay node that has the smallest hop count to the
gateway node. When multiple relay nodes have an identical
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for complete coverage of the field
using the identical radius method
Input: topologyTn

Output: length of service radiusridt

1: Declare variabletempDist
2: Declare variablecoverageRatio
3: tempDist = 0.6
4: coverageRatio = 100%
5: while coverageRatio = 100% do
6: tempDist = tempDist − 0.005
7: Calculate thecoverageRatio using all of the service

radii r(i) = tempDist
8: if coverageRatio < 100% then
9: BREAK

10: end if
11: end while
12: Returnridt = tempDist + 0.005

hop count to the gateway node,v(i) chooses the relay node
that is nearestv(i). When a relay nodev(j) that does not
have an active link finds a path to the gateway node as a
result of the entry ofv(i), v(i) and v(j) set active links as
the shortest path to the gateway node.

Note that this topology construction procedure may gen-
erate isolated relay nodes, which do not connect any other
relay nodes and which cannot provide a service area, de-
pending on its transmission distance, deployment order of
relay nodes, and location. The simulation experiments shown
in Section V include such a case.

IV. M ETHODS TO DETERMINE THE SERVICE AREA SIZE

A. Identical radius method

As the simplest method, we first discuss the identical
radius method. This method is used in situations, in which
there is no information about other relay nodes. In this
method, all relay nodes use an identical service radius. This
method determines the service radius as the minimum value
so that the coverage ratio becomes100%.

Each relay node determines its service radiusr(i) accord-
ing to the following equation, whereridt is obtained by
algorithm 1:

r(i) = ridt. (1)

Figure 4 shows an example of coverage with the identical
radius method.

B. Nearest neighbor distance method

Nearest neighbor distance (NND) method is used in
situations, in which some degree of topology information
can be obtained by the topology construction. The NND
method estimates the nearest neighbor distance, which is the
distance to the nearest neighboring relay node, based on the
node density, using this information. This estimation result
is used to determine the service radius.

Gateway node Active link
Relay node Service area

Figure 4: Example of coverage by the identical radius
method

dd

NN

V

N 1st Nearest Neighbor Node
PHY Link
1st Nearest Neighbor Node
PHY Link

Figure 5: Estimation of the nearest neighbor distance

1) Estimation of the nearest neighbor distance:Figure 5
shows the situation, in which relay nodev hasM (= five)
neighboring nodes in its transmission distance, which means
that relay nodev hasM physical links. Since we assume
the random location of all relay nodes,M neighboring relay
nodes are randomly located in the circle for which the center
is located at nodev and the radius isd. We then derive the
nearest neighbor distance using parametersM andd.

First, we consider a lemma for the estimation.

Lemma IV-B.1. When the node density is constant and
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there areM relay nodes in a circleCα of radius α, the
average distanceR between these nodes and the center node
becomes:

R =
2α

3
.

Proof: Let P(t|0≤t≤α) be the node density function on
the circumference of a circle of radiust in Cα. Since nodes
are randomly located,P(t) is proportional tot. Therefore,
with invariablec, P(t) becomes as follows:

P(t) = c · t. (2)

Here, since the number of relay nodes inCα is M , we have∫ α

0

P (t)dt = M. (3)

Using Eq. (2) and (3),c satisfies

c =
2M

α2
. (4)

Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (2), we obtain the following:

P (t) =
2M

α2
t. (5)

Therefore,R becomes as follows:

R =
1
M

·
∫ α

0

t · P (t)dt

=
2α

3
. (6)

Using lemma IV-B.1, we have the following theorem.

Theorem IV-B.1. If the number of PHY linksM and the
transmission distanced of a relay node are known, the
average distance to the nearest neighbor nodeR1 becomes
as follows:

R1 =
2d

3
√

M
.

Proof: Considering that the fraction between1 and the
number of relay nodes in the circleCd is equal to the fraction
between the area ofCR1 andCd, we have

M

πd2
=

1
π(R1)2

. (7)

Thus,R1 satisfies

R1 = d

√
1
M

. (8)

Using lemma IV-B.1, the average distance to the nearest
neighbor nodeR1 becomes as follows:

R1 =
2d

3
√

M
. (9)

2) Accuracy of estimation:We conducted simulations to
evaluate the performance of the estimation algorithm. In this
simulation, 100 relay nodes are randomly deployed in a
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Figure 6: Estimation accuracy

1 × 1 field according to the joining process described in
Subsection III-C. We then obtain the estimated and actual
values of the nearest neighbor distance for all relay nodes.
The simulation was conducted100 times for different node
locations. Figure 6 show the relation between the actual and
estimated values of the nearest neighbor distance. The two
straight lines represent the least-squares approximation and
the y = x relationship between the actual and estimated
values. When the relay node estimates its nearest neighbor
distance precisely, the dots in the graph should be plotted
on the y = x line. However, as shown in Figure 6,
this algorithm has a large estimation error. Moreover, this
algorithm overestimates the nearest neighbor distance when
it is less than0.05 and underestimates the nearest neighbor
distance when it is larger than0.05 on average. This error
stems from the topology construction procedure. As men-
tioned in Subsection III-C, a relay node stops increasing its
transmission power when the node finds a neighboring node
that has a path to the gateway node. This means that, in most
cases, some neighboring nodes exist on the circumference
of a circle. On the other hand, this algorithm assumes that
the neighboring nodes exist randomly in the circle.

3) Algorithm for complete coverage of the field using the
NND method:In the NND method, each relay node sets its
service radius based on the estimation result of the nearest
neighbor distance (Eq. 9), whered andM can be obtained
through the topology construction procedure. Specifically,
each relay node determines its service radiusr(i) according
to the following equation:

r(i) = R
(i)
1 × knnd, (10)

where R
(i)
1 is the nearest neighbor distance of nodev(i)

defined in Eq. 9 andknnd is the parameter for determining
the overall degree of the service radius (referred to in
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for complete coverage of the field
using the NND method
Input: TopologyTn

Output: Value of service ratioknnd

1: Declare variabletempRatio
2: Declare variablecoverageRatio
3: tempRatio = 5
4: coverageRatio = 100%
5: while coverageRatio = 100% do
6: tempRatio = tempRatio − 0.1
7: Calculate thecoverageRatio using all of the service

radii r(i) = R
(i)
1 × tempRatio

8: if coverageRatio < 100% then
9: BREAK

10: end if
11: end while
12: Returnknnd = tempRatio + 0.1

Gateway node Active link
Relay node Service area

Figure 7: Example of coverage by the NND method

algorithm 2 as the service ratio). Using algorithm 2, we set
knnd so that the coverage ratio becomes100%. Figure 7
shows an example of coverage with the NND method.

C. Voronoi method

As mentioned in Subsection III-C, we assume that each
client terminal connects to the nearest neighboring node.
This means that each relay node accepts connections from
the client terminals in its Voronoi area [5]. Based on this

Gateway node       Active link Voronoi area border
Relay node            Service area Maximum Voronoi distance 

Figure 8: Voronoi method

observation, in the Voronoi method, each relay node set its
service radius to cover its Voronoi area. Figure 8 shows
an image of the coverage obtained by using the Voronoi
method. We assume in this method that we can obtain
precise location information of all neighboring relay nodes
and calculate the Voronoi area. The Voronoi method sets
the service distance to the farthest point in the Voronoi area
(referred to in Figure 8 as the maximum Voronoi distance).
Note that this method can provide100% of the coverage
ratio because the coverage ratio is based on the Voronoi
area. Figure 9 shows an example of coverage obtained by
using the Voronoi method.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We show the evaluation results for the three methods pro-
posed in Section IV by conducting simulation experiments.

A. Simulation settings and performance metric

In the simulation, a gateway node is located at the center
of a 1 × 1 field, and99 or 49 relay nodes and500 client
terminals are randomly located. As described in Subsection
III-C, the relay nodes construct the network topology based
on their location and transmission distance and determine
the service area size using each method. Each client ter-
minal connects to the nearest neighboring relay node. The
maximum transmission distance of relay nodes and client
terminals to construct network topology for communication
between relay nodes is set to0.3, andγ is set to2. Each plot
in the following graphs is the average of1, 000 simulation
experiments.
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Gateway node Active link
Relay node Service area

Figure 9: Example of coverage by the Voronoi method

We evaluate the performances of the three methods from
following three viewpoints:

• Overlapping service area: We define theoverlap num-
ber of a certain point in the field as the number of relay
nodes having a service area that includes the point.
We then look at the size distribution of the area in the
field summarized by the overlap number. We also use
the maximum overlap number, which is defined as the
maximum value of the overlap number in the field.

• Energy consumption: We define the energy consump-
tion E(i) of the relay nodev(i) as follows [13, 14]:

E(i) = r(i)2. (11)

Then, we calculate the energy consumption of the entire
relay network as the sum of the energy consumptions
of the relay nodes in the network.

• Wireless resource efficiency: In TDMA-based wireless
multi-hop relay networks, in order to prevent radio
interference, different time slots are assigned to the
links that interfere with each other. The frame length
is defined as the sum of the number of time slots
that are assigned to all of the network links. When
the frame length becomes smaller, we can say that we
achieve better efficiency of wireless network resources.
Therefore, we adopt the frame length as the metric
for wireless resource efficiency. Note that we evaluate
the frame length for downlink transmissions since the

methods in Section IV affects the performance of
downlink communication between gateway nodes and
relay nodes. By sharing time slots among multiple
wireless links that do not interfere with each other,
the frame length can be reduced. Note that the method
to determine the frame length is beyond the scope
of the present paper. However, in the following, we
briefly explain the algorithm presented in [11] used to
determine the frame length.
The problem of finding the time slot assignment to
the minimize frame length is known as the NP-hard
problem [15]. A heuristic algorithm to obtain the
interference-free time slot assignment with a small
frame length, based on the greedy algorithm is pre-
sented in [11], where this resource allocation problem
was considered as a point coloring problem and the
number of colors was considered as the frame length.
This algorithm is divided into the following two major
steps.

Step 1Determine the order of links for the coloring
based on a conflict graph

Step 2Color each link using the greedy algorithm by
the order determined in Step 1

See [11] for the detailed algorithm. In general, the
frame length becomes smaller when the degree of radio
interference in the relay network is small. Therefore,
the frame length is one possible metric for evaluating
service area deployment algorithms.

Note that we do not evaluate the coverage ratio because
we set the service radius to the minimum value so that the
coverage ratio reaches 100%.

B. Overlapping service area

Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the area size distributions
for each overlap number when we use50 and 100 relay
nodes, respectively. In this figure, the area size with an
overlap number of 1 represents the single-covered area size,
andk of the overlap number indicates that the area is covered
by the service areas fromk relay nodes. We summarize
the area size where the overlap number is larger than 15
at the rightmost bins in the graph. Based on these figures,
we observe that when we compare the NND method and
identical radius method, the NND method slightly outper-
forms the identical radius method because the NND method
has smaller values of the overlap number than the identical
radius method. On the other hand, the results obtained by
using the Voronoi method are much better, where roughly
80% of the field has an overlap number of less than five. This
indicates the effectiveness of the Voronoi method. Figure
11 shows the CDF of the maximum overlap number for
1, 000 simulation experiments. In Figure 11, we can observe
that, as the number of deployed relay nodes increases, the
maximum overlap number also increases when we apply the
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Figure 10: Size distribution of the overlapping area

NND method and the identical radius method. On the other
hand, when we apply the Voronoi method, the maximum
overlap number is not affected by the number of relay nodes.

C. Energy consumption

Figure 12 shows the CDFs of the energy consumption of
1,000 simulation experiments for networks with 50 and 100
relay nodes, respectively. Figure 12 resembles Figure 11,
which means that the service area coverage efficiency largely
affects the energy consumption efficiency. In addition, for
the Voronoi method, there is a little difference between the
results obtained for50 relay nodes and the results obtained
for 100 relay nodes. This indicates the effectiveness of the
Voronoi method, which requires precise location information
of all of the relay nodes in the network.
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Figure 11: Distribution of the maximum overlap number

D. Wireless resource efficiency

Figure 13 shows the CDF of the frame length of1, 000
simulation experiments. We can observe that the frame
length of the Voronoi method becomes54% in the case of
50 relay nodes and59% in the case of100 relay nodes,
as compared to the identical radius method. For the NND
method, the frame length in the case of50 relay nodes
is 82% and that in the case of100 relay nodes is119%,
respectively, as compared to the identical radius method.
This means that, in the NND method, the frame length is
affected by the node density. However, as shown in Figure
13, the variance of the identical radius method is larger
than that of the other methods. This is because the identical
radius method cannot accommodate the biased node density.
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Figure 12: Distribution of network energy consumption

Therefore, it is necessary to set a large service radius in
order to obtain a coverage ratio of100%, which causes a
large degree of radio interference and a large frame length.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the present paper, we introduced three methods to
determine the service area size for IEEE 802.16j relay
nodes, referred to as the identical radius method, the NND
method, and the Voronoi method, each of which assumes a
different level of knowledge regarding neighboring nodes.
The identical radius method is the simplest method, in
which all relay nodes use an identical service radius. The
NND method is used for situations, in which some degree
of topology information of the relay network can be ob-
tained. In this method, each relay node estimates the nearest
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Figure 13: Frame length distribution

neighbor distance and sets its service radius based on the
estimation results. The Voronoi method is used in situations,
in which we can obtain precise location information of other
neighboring relay nodes. In this method, each relay node
sets its service radius to cover its Voronoi area. Through
performance evaluation in terms of service area overlap char-
acteristics, energy consumption, and utilization efficiency
of wireless network resources, we confirmed the trade-off
relationships between the knowledge level and performances
of the three methods considered herein. Specifically, the
Voronoi method performs significantly better than the other
methods.

In future studies, we intend to develop a method in
which each relay node can obtain the shape of its Voronoi
area using less information, whose performance is highly
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competitive with Voronoi method. Furthermore, we intend
to evaluate the effect of the service area size on connec-
tion establishment procedure based on the contention-based
request mechanism.
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Abstract—A Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) serves
to extend the wireless coverage of an Internet gateway
by means of Mesh Stations (MSTAs) that transparently
forward data between Stations (STAs) and the gateway.
This concept reduces deployment costs by exchanging
the multiple gateways, required to cover a larger area
with wireless Internet access, by a wireless backbone.
Unfortunately, this also reduces capacity, owing to multiple
transmissions of the same data packet on its multi-hop
route. Hence, different mechanisms to increase the capacity
of WMNs are investigated.

Multiple Input/Multiple Output (MIMO) is a technique
that is able to increase the capacity of a single link in
the same bandwidth and transmission power: Both the
transmitter and the receiver is configured with multiple
antennas. If multiple streams are transmitted in a rich
scattering environment, these streams can be separated and
decoded by the receiver successfully.

However, it is unclear how this single-link capacity
increase translates into a system capacity increase in a
WMN. In this paper, we will combine a realistic MIMO
model with a capacity calculation framework to show the
combined effect of the two technologies. The results show
that although not the full link capacity increase of MIMO
can be exploited, especially WMNs benefit from the MIMO
gain.

Keywords–Wireless Networks, Capacity, Multiple-
Input/Multiple-Output (MIMO), Mesh

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, two parallel research areas have
produced fundamental innovations for wireless data net-
works: First, the exploitation of multipath propagation
by multiple transmit and receive antennas to increase
the link capacity using the same bandwidth. Second,
the upcoming of Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs)
where data is forwarded by intermediate nodes on dy-
namic, self-configured paths to extend the range of a
single wireless link.

In both areas the innovations have successfully found
their way into standards and products: Multi-antenna
technology, also known as Multiple Input/Multiple
Output (MIMO), is for example a crucial part of the
latest amendment of IEEE 802.11, “n” [2], to reach the
maximum gross throughput of 600 Mb/s (using, among
other techniques, 4 transmit and receive antennas). And
while MANETs are not deployed themselves, the results
from the research of wireless path selection protocols

are now standardised and implemented in Wireless Mesh
Networks (WMNs), e. g., in [3]: In contrast to MANETs,
data forwarding is restricted to special Mesh Stationss
(MSTAs), implementing the mesh facility. This facility
enables forwarding of frames between MSTAs so that
for example the limited radio coverage of a Internet-
connected MSTA (named mesh gate according to [3])
is extended without new wires. Throughout the paper, it
is assumed that MSTAs also provide the Access Point
(AP) facility for association and management of mobile
Stations (STAs). From their viewpoint, the coverage
extension via relaying is completely transparent.

The two research areas are parallel two each other be-
cause they are applied to different layers of the OSI/ISO
protocol stack: MIMO is a technology applied mostly
by the Physical Layer (PHY), plus some intelligence
in the Medium Access Control (MAC) required for the
advanced Rate Adaptation (RA) that now incorporates,
next to the selection of the Modulation- and Coding
Scheme (MCS), the number of streams to be transmitted.
In contrast, the ability to forward data transparently for
the application over multiple hops is at the heart of the
Network Layer (NL), with probably some improvements
in the MAC to measure the wireless link quality or
to schedule multi-hop transmissions. Hence, due to the
characteristics of the OSI/ISO protocol stack model, it is
straightforward to combine the advances of the PHY to
those of the NL; as a matter of fact, the two technologies
should be transparent to each other.

While this statement is true from a qualitative per-
spective, its quantitative implications are unknown: In
theory, MIMO provides a link capacity improvement
which scales linearly with the number of transmit/receive
antennas. Of course, this capacity increase would be ad-
vantageous especially for the wireless backbone between
the MSTAs where the aggregated data of the mobile
STAs is transported. However, it is not clear how much
of the link capacity increase of MIMO remains to the
system capacity of the WMN.

The scope of this paper is to estimate the improve-
ments of MIMO in a WMN. It is structured as follows:
After reviewing the related work on capacity estimation
of wireless networks in Section II, Section III details
the applied system model. At first, this system model is
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applied to a single Basic Service Set (BSS), consisting of
multiple STAs and a single AP, in Section IV to estimate
the upper bound BSS capacity for a WMN. Then,
Section V introduces the capacity calculation method for
WMNs. This calculation method is applied in Section VI
to evaluate the effect of different MIMO configurations.
Finally, the paper concludes with Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Capacity calculation of wireless communication net-
works is a popular research topic. Two major trends have
evolved:

1) To determine the capacity bound of a random net-
work with certain properties, where the capacity is
considered to be a random variable and asymptotic
properties are calculated, and

2) To compute the capacity of a given, arbitrary
network using graph-theory based algorithms.

Besides these trends, work has been published that
considers a given network for calculating its capacity
from the shortest possible schedule by means of Linear
Programming.

1) Analytical Bounds: In their seminal paper Gupta
and Kumar [4] explored the limitations of multi-hop
radio networks with random source-destination traffic
relationships by computing the achievable throughput for
a random network obtained under optimal conditions to
be Θ (W/

√
n), where n is the number of nodes and W

the radio bandwidth.
Gupta and Kumar conclude that efforts should be

targeted to small networks, where nodes communicate
with near neighbours only.

Several researchers have considered to extend this
basic model, e. g., by incorporating different network
structures [5] or mobility of nodes [6]. Due to the same
approach chosen, these papers have in common that they
derive asymptotic scaling laws to describe the capacity
bounds for the considered random network. Application
of these results to any real WMN instance with a given
topology appears not to be possible.

2) Graph-based capacity calculation: The mentioned
disadvantage is avoided when concentrating on the cal-
culation of capacity bounds in a given network instance.
In [7] and [8] this is done by translating the properties of
the wireless medium (shadowing, interference, receive
probability) into two graphs: The connectivity graph
G = (VG, EG) and the conflict graph C = (VC =
EG, EC). While in G each vertex represents a node
and an edge represents a link between two nodes, C
represents links that cannot transmit simultaneously. The
capacity of the network is computed then using methods
from graph-theory.

Since computation of the capacity bounds of a given
wireless network is NP-complete even under simple as-
sumptions [9], approximation algorithms must be used.

For real-world wireless networks where link adapta-
tion is state of the art, the problem is even aggravated: A
node may choose among alternate MCSs to be used for a
transmission. If a high-rate, but interference susceptible
MCS is chosen, the link should be operated under low
interference only, in contrast to a more robust, low-rate
MCS that may function well under high interference.
Hence, it is impossible to generate the conflict graph C
without assigning to each link a single MCS in advance.
Therefore, most papers on capacity calculation restrict
the link model to one MCS only, thereby ignoring an
important characteristic of current wireless standards.

3) Linear Programming-based capacity calculation:
Algorithms published for calculating the system ca-
pacity of a given network taking different MCSs into
account all use a model similar to the one introduced in
[10]: Alternate assignments of MCSs are compared by
computing the set of achievable data rate combinations
between all source-destination pairs in the network.
Basic Rates are introduced as a key element, describing
a set of links active at a given time. The challenge
is to find the schedule of all feasible basic rates that
minimises the schedule’s duration. A capacity bound can
be derived from the duration of the shortest schedule and
the amount of carried traffic. Consistent with [9], the
number of basic rates and thus the algorithm runtime
complexity grows exponentially, rendering it useless for
networks with more than 30 nodes.

Reference [11] proves the computation of the shortest
schedule to be NP-complete and extends the work of
[10] by a column-based approach to solve the Mixed-
Integer Programming (MIP)-formulation of the optimi-
sation problem. Although this method makes use of
modern branch-and-price methods to solve the MIP,
large networks with 40 and more nodes cannot be solved
exactly. Instead it is proposed to stop the branching
process using a heuristic.

4) Previous Publications by the Authors: The con-
cept of linear programming-based capacity calculation
is picked up by the authors in [12], where the heuristics
Selective Growth (SG) and Early Cut (EC) to control the
number of network states are introduced and applied to
WMNs first. A more detailed analysis and the additional
heuristic Selective Growth/Delete (SG/Del) is provided
by [13]. These extensions to the linear programming
method are crucial to compute the capacity of large-scale
scenarios with 100 and more nodes.

The improved calculation methods have been applied
by the authors to calculate the capacity of WMNs
under different conditions: [14] considers hybrid wire-
less/wired mesh networks, [15] uses Ultra Wideband
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(UWB) as transmission technology and [1] shows the ef-
fect of transmit power control on the capacity. Through-
out the publications, the capacity calculation method has
proven to be a versatile tool to estimate the effect of a
PHY technology to the system capacity.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model is especially concerned with the
characteristics of a wireless network, i. e., the the wire-
less channel and the performance capability of the PHY
to transmit information using the wireless channel. In
compliance with the topic of the paper. According to the
topic of the paper, special treadment is given to model
MIMO transmissions.

A. Wireless Channel Model

The wireless channel determines the received signal
strength of a transmission from node Ni to Nj , posi-
tioned at pi and pj , respectively. Typically, a wireless
channel model is of the form

P (Ni, Nj) [dBm] = Pi + gi + gj (1)
− pl(pi, pj)− s(pi, pj) (2)

where
• Pi is the transmission power of node Ni;
• gi and gj are optional transmit and receive antenna

gains;
• pl(pi, pj) is the pathloss function that models the

attenuation of the radio wave due to the distance
between Ni and Nj ;

• s(pi, pj) is a shadowing fading component having
log-normal distribution.

The system performance highly depends on the char-
acteristics of this model, i. e., the parameterisation of
pl(pi, pj) and s(pi, pj). Therefore, it is crucial that the
selection is based on extensive real-world measurements
campaigns. Furthermore, the usage of a standardised
model allows direct comparison with results from the
literature that use the same assumptions.

Based on these considerations and the typical ap-
plication scenario of a WMN, we select the Urban
Micro (UMi) channel model described in [16], which is
designed to evaluate radio interface technologies in the
IMT-Advanced process. This model provides pathloss
functions for Line Of Sight (LOS), Non Line Of Sight
(NLOS) and Outdoor-to-Indoor (OtoI) links as well as
a description of a random process with correlated log-
normal distribution for the shadowing fading.

B. Physical Layer Model

The Physical Layer (PHY) model decides under which
conditions a packet transmission is successful, i. e., the
packet is decoded error-free at the receiver.

In our model, the success probability depends on two
factors:

1) How much noise from the background and other
active transmissions interferes with the signal and

2) which MCS is selected at the transmitter.

Throughout the paper we will assume IEEE 802.11n-
2009 [2], as the physical layer standard. Adaptation
of the methodology to other wireless transmission
technologies based on Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) is possible by adapting the cal-
culations to different MCS; however, this is not in the
scope of this paper.

As in [2], the MCS does not only comprise the
modulation and the channel coding, but in addition
the number of spatial streams nss. Hence, the MCS
comprises all information that determines the number
of data bits per OFDM symbol.

1) SINR: Signal degradation at the receiver is caused
by two factors: First, the thermal- and receiver noise;
second, interference from other active transmissions.

The power of thermal noise (dBm) is given by Nth =
−174 + 10 log10(∆f ), where ∆f is the bandwidth in
Hz ; the receiver noise Nrx is an additional degradation
caused by components in the RF signal chain and
assumed to be 5 dB.

Let now denote Nj the current receiver, trying to
decode a signal from Nj , starting at time t0 and ending
at t1. Furthermore, let I = {k : k 6= i, k 6= j} be
the set of active transmitters of all other overlapping
transmissions, having start time tk,0 and end time tk,1.

Then the interference Ii,j,I at Nj for the transmission
from Ni is computed in mW as

Ii→j,I =
∑

k∈Ii→j

min (t1, tk,1)−max (t0, tk,0)
t1 − t0

·P (Nk, Nj) .

(3)
This calculation averages each interfering signal over
the transmission time; hence, the effect of strong but
short interference peaks are underestimated. This simpli-
fication is tolerable when using the capacity calculation
methods described below, as interference will be aligned
optimally.

The final quality of the received signal is measured
by the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR):

SINRi→j =
P (Ni, Nj) [mW]

Ii→j,I [mW] + (Nth +Nrx) [mW]
. (4)

2) Packet Error Rate: The resulting Packet Error
Rate (PER) of a received frame, which corresponds
to the probability of a data burst with faulty Cyclic
Redundancy Check (CRC), depends on three parameters:
the MCS which is selected by the transmitter, the frame
size, and the SINR measured at the receiver.
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Based on the SINR and the modulation scheme,
the pre-decoder Bit Error Rate (BER) can be derived
analytically for the modulation schemes defined in IEEE
802.11 as shown in [17].

IEEE 802.11 specifies two channel coding schemes,
namely Binary Convolutional Code (BCC) and Low-
Density Parity-check Code (LDPC). In this paper, we
restrict ourselves to the BCC scheme. Hence, the results
from [18] can be applied, allowing for estimating an
upper bound for the PER dependent on the SINR and
the packet length.

3) Link Throughput: For an error-free link, the link
gross throughput using MCS m is given by the number
of data bits per symbol, nmDBPS , divided by the duration
of one symbol:

Tm = nmDBPS/tsymbol (5)

C. Modelling MIMO Links

Coarse classification distinguishes two types of
MIMO techniques (both part of IEEE 801.11n-2009)
based on the propagation channel properties, i. e., on the
structure of the spatial correlation matrix at the antenna
array. In the case of high correlation of the transmitted
signal beamforming can be applied, whereas in the case
of low correlation diversity and multiplexing approaches
apply [19]. The focus of this work is MIMO methods
in the later sense, namely Spatial Multiplexing (MUX)
and Spatial Diversity (DIV) schemes.

In MUX schemes, nss > 1 streams are transmitted
simultaneously, each one using one dedicated antenna
of the transmitter. In a rich scattering environment the
signal of the combined streams takes different paths with
none or low correlation. Hence, different signals arrive at
the multiple receive antennas which can be processed to
gain the different streams. Obviously, the number of data
streams is limited by the number of transmit antennas,
ntx. Furthermore, the receiver must contain at least as
many receive antennas, nrx, as streams. Consequently,
a MUX scheme increases the data rate at most by
min(ntx, nrx).

DIV schemes, in contrast, exploit the diversity of the
multiple receptions of the same signal: The receiver with
multiple antennas has multiple copies of the transmitted
signal, each distorted by a different channel function.
Thus, appropriate signal processing algorithms can in-
crease the SINR of the signal by combining the different
streams.

In the schemes combining MUX and DIV, more than
one transmit antenna is active, but the receiver, as in
DIV schemes, has more antennas than the number of
spatial streams transmitted. To describe a link with ntx
transmit and nrx receive antennas, the common notion
“ntx×nrx” will be used. If not mentioned otherwise, we
will assume that either nss = ntx or that the transmitter

deactivates ntx − nss antennas to transmit nss < ntx
streams.

A detailed introduction to the history, benefits and
problems of MIMO systems can be found in [20].

1) Signal Model: A ntx × nrx MIMO system is
represented by Equation 6 where it is assumed that the
total transmit power is equally divided over the ntx
transmit antennas:

y =
√
ES
ntx

Hs + n; (6)

s ∈ Cntx×1 is the transmitted signal vector whose jth
component represents the signal transmitted by the jth
antenna. Similarly, the received signal and received noise
are represented by nrx×1 vectors, y and n, respectively,
where yj and ni represent the signal and noise received
at the ith antenna. ES denotes the average signal energy
during the transmission. Finally, H ∈ Cnrx×ntx is the
matrix representing the nrx · ntx channels between the
ntx transmit and nrx receive antennas.

If nss = ntx = nrx and H has full rank, i. e., H−1

exists, the Zero-Forcing (ZF)-receiver can extract s as
follows:

ŝ =

(√
ES
ntx
·H

)−1

y. (7)

This equation can be generalised for ntx 6= nrx by
using the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse matrix H† =
H∗/ (H∗H) instead of H−1, where H∗ is the conjugate
transpose of H.

Under ideal circumstances, one may increase the data
rate of the system by merely adding transmit and re-
ceiver antennas. Under realistic conditions, there is non-
neglectable correlation between the transmit and receive
antennas: In the extreme case, the channel H is equal to(

1 1
1 1

)
, which resembles a completely correlated channel.

In this case, the matrix is singular and cannot be inverted
by the receiver; hence, the reception fails, independently
of the SINR.

In practice, the MIMO channel does not fall com-
pletely in either of the theoretical cases described. The
antenna correlation and the matrix rank are influenced
by many different parameters, as the antenna spacing,
antenna height, the presence and position of local and
remote scatterer, the degree of LOS and more.

Using a widely accepted channel model, the MIMO
channel with correlated antennas can be described by
the matrix product

H = Rrx
1/2H0Rtx

1/2, (8)

where H0 represents the i. i. d. block fading complex
Gaussian channel according to [21] and Rrx and Rtx

are the long-term stable normalised receive and transmit
correlation matrices.
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Link Type Angle Spread (rad)
APs STAs

LOS 0.2766 0.9815
NLOS 0.4486 1.2075
OtoI 0.3104 1.004

TABLE I: Parameters for the UMi angle of ar-
rival/departure spread

Under the assumption of a uniform linear array at
both the transmitter and the receiver with identical uni-
polarised antenna elements and the antenna spacing ∆T

and ∆R, respectively, the correlation matrices are given
by [22]:

Rrxi,j = ρ ((j − i)∆R, θR, σR) (9)
Rtxi,j = ρ ((j − i)∆T , θT , σT ) , (10)

where
• ρ (s∆, θ, σθ) defines the fading correlation between

two antenna elements having distance s∆,
• θT and θR denote the mean Angle of Departure

(AoD) at the transmit array and the mean Angle of
Arrival (AoA) at the receive array, respectively, and

• σT and σR is the mean AoD spread and mean AoA
spread, respectively.

A Gaussian angular distribution is used in [16], implying
that θ ∼ N(0, σ). With this assumption it is shown in
[23] that

ρ (s∆, θ, σ) ≈ e−j2πs∆ cos(θ)e−1/2(2πs∆ sin(θ)σ)2 . (11)

Essentially, this model results in a correlation function
which is Gaussian with spread inversely proportional
to the product of antenna spacing and angle spread.
Consequently, large antenna spacing and/or large angle
spread lead to a small correlation and vice versa. Support
of this model is given by [24], which finds by simulation
that correlation reaches a maximum with both antenna
arrays inline, i. e., θT = θR = 0

While the mean AoA and AoD can be derived from
the receiver and transmitter positions, respectively, the
spread depends on the environment. The UMi model,
used for the pathloss and shadowing, also defines values
for these, given in Table I.

The model differentiates between nodes close to the
ground (STAs), where many close scatterer and there-
fore a large angle spread can be expected, and higher-
elevation nodes with less scatterer and a smaller angle.

2) Post-processing per-stream SINR: To integrate the
impact of the MIMO channel model into the PER
calculation from Section III-B2, we extend the model
from [19] with the help of the results from [25], [26] to
incorporate a correlated channel.

For this, we reconsider Equation 7 including the
pseudo-inverse H†: The ZF-receiver multiplies the re-

ceived signal y with the matrix

GZF =
√
ntx
ES

H†, (12)

The error vector e of the processed symbol stream is
given by

√
ntx

ES
H†n, resulting in a noise power on the

kth data stream as

[E(ee∗)]kk =
ntxN0

ES

[
H†H∗†

]
kk

, (13)

where [X]kk denotes the (k, k)th element of the matrix
X. Hence, the post-processing SINR on the kth stream
is

SINRpost,k =
ES [E(ss∗)]kk

ntxN0 [H†H∗†]kk
(14)

=
ES
N0

1
ntx

1
[H∗H]−1

k,k

. (15)

As visible in the equation, post-processing SINR on each
stream is a combination of three factors:

1) The pre-processing SINR.
2) A reduction by ntx, because the transmitter has

to split its transmission energy among the ntx
streams.

3) A post-processing MIMO loss of [H∗H]−1
k,k.

[25] proves that the post-processing MIMO gain
on each stream follows a Chi-squared distribution
with 2 (nrx − ntx + 1) degrees of freedom. From
this fact, it is derived that the mean gain on each
stream without transmit- and receive correlation is
10 log10 (nrx − ntx + 1) dB.

Furthermore, [25] shows that transmit correlation
causes a degradation in effective SINR that can be
described by

KT = 10 log10

([
R−1
tx

]
k,k

)
(16)

on the kth stream.
[26] calculates the impact of the receive correlation

as

KR = 10 log10

( trntx−1(λ(Rrx))(
nrx

ntx−1

)
det(Rrx)

)−1/(nrx−ntx+1)
 ,

(17)
with
• trl() the lth elementary symmetric function defined

as

trl(X) =
∑
{α}

l∏
i=1

λx,αi (18)

for a positive-definite X ∈ Cn×n, where the sum
is over all ordered sequences α = {α1, . . . , αl} ⊆
{1, . . . , n} and λx,i denotes the ith eigenvalue of
X.
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• λ() the diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues
of the matrix argument.

To visualise the impact of the antenna correlation on
the post-processing SINR, the exemplary scenario in
Figure 1a is used: A receiving node is positioned in a
half-circle around a transmitting node; the orientation of
the node remains constant, i. e., with an angle αrx = 0
to the x-axis. With different positions, the AoD and
AoA varies and so do the correlation matrices. Assuming
a pre-processing SINR of 30 dB, antenna spacing of
0.5 wave-lengths and angle spreads as given in Table I
(LOS), the mean post-processing SINR is given by Fig-
ure 1b. As expected, a 1×1 configuration is independent
of the receiver position. All other configurations result
in a post-processing SINR decrease so that the 30 dBm
is not reached any more; the upper bound is given by
a system without correlation, i. e., KT = KR = 0.
Correlation is high if the antennas face each other or
if they are parallel.

3) MIMO Link Throughput: With the help of the
presented MIMO model it is now possible to compute,
for given node’s positions and pre-processing SINR the
post-processing SINR per stream and thus the per-stream
BER and PER.

As in Section III-B3, a relation SINR vs. gross
throughput can be derived if AoD and AoA are given.
Figure 2 omits for more clarity the different MCS but
shows only the enclosing hull that can be achieved with
a given MIMO antenna configuration and two nodes that
face each other with parallel antenna orientation.

The graph for the 1 × 1 case, starting at 5 dB and
levelling off at 25 dB/65 Mb/s presents the basic case that
would also be possible using the legacy IEEE 802.11-
2007 (plus the new 64-QAM 5/6 MCS). Adding more
antennas allows to receive the signal at lower SINR
levels (using DIV) and increasing the throughput (using
MUX), although the full throughput gain can only be
reached at very high SINR, i. e., above 33 dB for the
4× 4 case.

IV. SINGLE BSS OPERATION

In this chapter it is assumed that only one AP exists
that uses the carrier frequency fc. Thus, no interference
from other APs or STAs that do not belong to the AP’s
BSS exist, the SINR is simplified to the Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR).

For wireless Internet access, this theoretical case only
exists if (a) the coverage area of the AP is as large as
the service area and (b) the carrier frequency is licensed
to the provider. While these conditions represent only
a theoretical case, performance metrics of a single BSS
are important for the subsequent multi-BSS evaluation,
because a single BSS is the trivial upper bound for the
capacity: any deployment of multiple APs will increase

the interference and/or the number of orthogonal chan-
nels and thus the used bandwidth.

The BSS capacity is given by the maximum through-
put that can be achieved in a BSS under the assumption
that all STAs always have data to transmit to the APs and
vice versa. The capacity depends on the link capacities
of the STAs in the BSS and thus on their positions.
As this differs from scenario to scenario, the evaluation
assumes that STAs are positioned with a uniform random
distribution over the BSS area. Thus, the capacity of
the BSS becomes a random variable C with Probability
Density Function (PDF) pC . We evaluate this capacity
using a Monte-Carlo approach: In one scenario, multiple
STAs are dropped randomly; their capacity is calculated
using the equations for the wireless channel model, the
post-processing SNR and the throughput from Figure 2.
This is repeated for multiple scenarios which differ by
the placement of STAs and the stochastic shadowing
fading.

Figure 3a shows the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) of BSS capacity that is generated using the
Monte-Carlo method for a 1x1 to 4x4 antenna config-
uration. The maximum distance of a STA to the AP is
chosen such that the area covered equals to the mean
BSS area used in the following multi-AP evaluation,
namely 0.049 km2.

In the 1x1 case, the expected capacity is 37.5 Mb/s,
with a probability of roughly 40% that the highest MCS
with 65 Mb/s is reached. With every antenna added, one
more stream can be transmitted under optimal SINR
condition; the maximum capacity increases accordingly
up to 260 Mb/s. However, the probability that the required
SINR can be reached decreases as more streams result in
a lower post-processing SINR. In the end, the probability
of 260 Mb/s is only 22%. Consequently, the expected
capacity scales not linearly with the number of antennas,
but only by a factor of 1.71, 2.26 and 2.78 for the 2x2,
3x3 and 4x4-case, respectively.

Figures 3b and 3c show the effect of the transmit
and receive antenna correlation on the capacity: If both
the transmit and receive angle spread is π, antenna
correlation is minimal; the only factor reducing the post-
SINR is the transmit power reduction to keep the total
emitted power. Hence, only the minimum MIMO loss
of 10 log10 ((nrx − ntx + 1) /ntx) dB is incorporated.
Accordingly, as visible in Figure 3b, the probability to
reach the maximum capacity increases to 40% for all
antenna configurations. This scales the expected capacity
by 1.85, 2.69 and 3.53 for the multi-antenna cases in
comparison to the 1x1 case. A further capacity increase
would be possible by using highly sensitive MCSs like
256-Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) (not part
of IEEE 802.11n) in the high-SINR regions.

Figure 3c shows the expected capacity if the angle
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(a) Exemplary scenario with varying SINR loss due to antenna
correlation.
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Fig. 1: Effect of antenna correlation on the post-processing SINR.
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Fig. 2: Link throughput vs. SINR; assumed PSDU length
is 1000 B and maximum PER 0.01.

spread is lower than in the UMi scenario: For demon-
stration, the angle spread from the Suburban Macro
(SMa) scenario is taken (0.105 rad for the AP, 0.527 rad
for STAs). As a result, the CDFs of the multi-antenna
converge to the CDF of the 1x1-case. Consequently, the
expected capacity increases only by 1.55, 1.81 and 2.01:
Introducing complex MIMO transceivers in this scenario
does not result in significant capacity gains.

V. MULTI BSS OPERATION

The major difference between a single BSS and a
WMN is the addition of interference from concurrent
transmissions. In a single BSS, a concurrent transmission
can only be initiated by two STAs or a AP and a STA.
In the first case the AP receives two transmissions at the
same time; hence, at most one signal can be decoded if
transmitted using a robust MCS. In the second case, the

AP is busy transmitting, there is only the chance that the
downlink transmission to the STA can be received if a
robust MCS is used by the AP. Both cases assume that
the interference by the other STA is low, so that at least
one transmission will fail and the other requires a long
time due to the robust MCS. Hence, to optimise capacity,
concurrent transmissions are avoided in a single BSS.

In a WMN this conclusion is not valid, because
links exist that are separated from each other such that
a concurrent transmission (using more robust MCS if
necessary) should be preferred to a sequential operation.
This is already demonstrated by the simple network
shown in Figure 4, comprising four nodes and two links.
It is assumed that the two links, named “1” and “2”, have
a maximum throughput of 30 / 22 Mb/s, if no interference
is present. If both links transmit concurrently, the max-
imum throughput is lowered to 20 / 15 Mb/s.

If both transmitters have 1 Mb of data to transmit,
it would take 1/30 + 1/22 ≈ 0.079 s until the data has
reached the receivers if both links are active sequentially.
Using an optimised mix of concurrent and sequential
transmissions, both links transmit concurrently first; after
link 1 has completed the transmission, 1-15/20 Mb are
left to be transmitted at link 2, which continues at 22 Mb/s.
In total, the data reaches the receivers after

1
20

+
1− 15

20

22
≈ 0.061 s, (19)

thus the required duration is shortened by 22%.
Hence, the strategy deciding which links are active

at what time instance is important to determine the
achievable capacity of the network. In this example the
calculation of the optimal distribution between sequen-
tial and concurrent transmissions is simple because only
two concurrent links exist. Every link that is added to
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Fig. 3: CDF of the capacity in a BSS.
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Fig. 4: Example network to demonstrate the effect of
concurrent transmissions.

the network potentially doubles the number of possible
combinations of active links, making the capacity calcu-
lation hard for any larger network.

A. Capacity Limits

The system model considers the restrictions and op-
portunities a node is constrained by and able to exploit,
respectively. To find the capacity of the WMN, we apply
an optimal scheduler that is able to plan concurrent
transmissions optimally.

Time is assumed to be divided into fixed scheduling
intervals of duration I . During one interval, a node
i generates a load of lij directed to node j. This is
expressed by the traffic requirement T which defines
source, destination and the load. For example, the traffic
requirement

T =


(source) (rate) (destination)
N2 →1 Mb N1

N6 →1 Mb N1

N1 →1 Mb N7)

 .

specifies in three rows the loads from N2 to N1, N6 to
N1 and N1 to N7, with 1 Mb each.

The task of the scheduler is to generate the se-
quence of transmissions such that this load is trans-
ported. This sequence is represented as the schedule(
(S1, δ1) ; (S2, δ2) ; . . . ;

(
S|S|, δ|S|

))
of network states Si

and durations δi, with 0 ≤ δi ≤ 1 and S the set that
contains all network states.

Each network state represents a possible combination
of active links, given by transmitter, receiver, rate, source
and destination of the packet flow. An example state
would be

S =


(source) (tx) (rate) (rx) (destination)
(N2  ) N2 →54 Mb/s N3 ( N1)
(N6  ) N5 →12 Mb/s N4 ( N1)
(N1  ) N1 →24 Mb/s N7 ( N7)

 .

This example specifies in three rows three simulta-
neous transmissions, one from node N2 to node N3 at
54 Mb/s with data originated at node N2 and addressed to
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node N1; another from N5 to N4 at 12 Mb/s originated
from node N6 and addressed to N1, etc.

A network state is feasible if each transmission con-
tained is possible according to the system model. A
feasible schedule must contain feasible network states
only; furthermore, it must fulfil the offered traffic re-
quirements such that if Si is active for δi, 1 ≤ i ≤ |S|,
the requirements from T are met.

The sum
∑
i=1...|S| δi gives the duration of the com-

plete schedule. If this duration is larger than the duration
of the scheduling interval I , more traffic is generated
than what can be transported by the schedule. A schedule
is called optimal if no other feasible schedule exists that
has a smaller duration; let δ∗i denote the corresponding
optimal duration for network state Si. Then the minimum
resource utilisation to carry the traffic given in T using
the network states S is

RU(S, T ) =
∑

i=1...|S|

δ∗i . (20)

As defined in [10], the capacity region C(S) of a
WMN with network states S is the set of all load settings
T for which a feasible schedule exists:

C(S) = {T : RU (S, T ) ≤ I} . (21)

The convex hull of C(S), i. e., the set of all T where
RU (S, T ) = I , describes the capacity limits of the
WMN under any possible partitioning of resources
among the (source-destination)-pairs in the network.

Therefore, the dimension of the capacity region is the
number of STAs, nSTA, in the WMN, as each can have
a different load. To reduce the number of dimensions,
we compute only the uniform system capacity Cu(S),
defined as the point of the capacity where all nSTA STAs
have the same load l:

Cu(S) =
nSTA · l

RU (S, T )
. (22)

The calculation of the optimal schedule is performed
Cu(S) in two steps: In step one, the set S of all feasible
network states is computed. The second step converts
T and each network state into a matrix such that the
optimisation problem of finding the optimal schedule
becomes an instance of Linear Programming (LP):

minimise f(δ) =
∑

i=1...|S|

δi

such that
∑

i=1...|S|

δi · si = T

0 ≤ δi ≤ 1 i = 1 . . . |S|. (23)

The complexity of both parts of the algorithm, namely
the creation of the network states and the solving of the
LP instance, depends on the number of network states
S to be considered. As shown in [10], this number is
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Fig. 5: The network states of the network in Figure 4.

expected to increase exponentially with the number of
nodes, which limits the applicability to networks having
less than 30 nodes.

[13] proposes heuristics to optimise the generation of
the network states such that the upper bound capacity is
closely approximated. Thereby, up to 150 nodes become
feasible.

B. Example

The example network in Figure 4 is used to illustrate
network states and the resulting capacity region.

The network has two links and three network states,
depicted in Figure 5: link 1 active, link 2 active, or
both links active. In this network, the computation of
the capacity region C(S) given in Figure 6 is simple
owing to the small number of network states:
• The intersections with the x- and y-axis are given by

schedules where only S1 respectively S2 is active.
• The throughput of a schedule where only S3 is

active cannot be achieved by any linear combination
of S1 and S2; hence, the point (20/15) is part of
the hull.

• The remaining hull is a linear combination of either
S1 with S3 if link 1 needs to transmit more than
20 Mb (and link 2 less than 15 Mb), or S2 with S3

in the opposite case. Any combination of S1 and
S2 would result in lower throughput for one of the
links.

The uniform system capacity Cu(S) can be found by
restricting T to the points where the load of link 1 is
equal to link 2. The capacity limit under this condition is
given by T = (440/27, 440/27), resulting in Cu(S) ≈
32.6 Mb/s.

VI. EVALUATION

For the evaluation, we apply the WMN scenario
creator from [27]. It is used to generate 10 scenarios
of 1 km2 each with different shadowing conditions; then,
each scenario is covered with around 20 MSTAs with AP
functionality so that wireless coverage and connectivity
of the WMN is ensured.
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Fig. 6: Capacity region of the network in Figure 4.

In the second step, either all, 6, 4 or 2 of the MSTAs
equipped with mesh gate functions, i. e., connected to the
wired backbone; this results in approximately 0, 2.5, 5 or
10 MSTAs per mesh gate, respectively. Then, costs for
every link in the WMN are calculated by the maximum
transmission rate on the link; this allows for creating a
routing matrix using the Dijkstra all-pairs shortest path
matrix.

Traffic is generated in each scenario by 100 STAs,
positioned randomly and associated to the closest (in
terms of pathloss) AP. Each STA requests downlink and
uplink traffic from/to the Internet, divided as 90 to 10.
Downlink traffic origins at the mesh gate closest to the
STA (in terms of path cost), uplink traffic is destined to
this mesh gate. By combining the randomly generated
offered traffic and the routing matrix, a traffic require-
ment for each link in the network can be calculated,
composing the load matrix T 1.

Then, the capacity calculation procedure as described
above is applied in each scenario, resulting in a scenario-
specific value for Cu. Dividing this capacity by the
number of MSTAs results in the mean BSS capacity
of the scenario; this value allows for comparison to the
values found in the single BSS case, Section IV. Finally,
the scenario-specific mean BSS capacity is averaged
over the 10 different scenarios, resulting in an estimation
for the expected BSS capacity in a WMN. Besides
this expected BSS capacity, we calculate and plot the
confidence interval for a 95% confidence level of the
mean capacity estimator.

Similar to Figure 3, three different settings for the
MIMO model are considered: First, the default UMi
values as given in Table I. Then, for comparison, the
antenna correlation is minimised by setting the angle
spread of the MSTAs and STAs to π. Finally, the

1Optionally, T can only contain the end-to-end loads and the optimal
routes through the WMN are found automatically during the schedule
minimisation. However, a STA might be associated to multiple APs
and distribute its traffic over multiple routes, then. As routing is not
the scope of this work, the routes are pre-calculated as described.
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(b) No MIMO antenna correlation.
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Fig. 7: Expected BSS capacity of the WMN. In axb, a
is for the number of antennas of MSTAs, b for STAs
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angle spread values from the IMT-A SMa are used to
demonstrate a scenario setting with high correlation and
low MIMO performance.

The baseline antenna configuration is a “traditional”
Single Input/Single Output (SISO) equipment: All de-
vices – MSTAs and STAs – only have a single antenna.
Of course, the BSS capacity for the baseline configura-
tion is independent of the MIMO model parameter set-
tings, as they only impact the performance in the multi-
antenna case. Nevertheless, the results from the baseline
configuration are given in all figures for comparison.

The other MIMO configurations assume either 2 or
4 antennas at all devices; Additionally, a “4x2” case is
given where all MSTAs are configured with 4 antennas,
whereas the STAs have 2 antennas only.

Figure 7 presents the expected BSS capacity for the
different MIMO configurations and model parameter
settings.

Clearly, the interference from the neighbouring BSSs
reduces the BSS capacity significantly below the ex-
pected capacity of a single BSS given in Figure 3. In
case of a network without MSTAs, i. e., a traditional
multi-AP deployment, the BSS capacity decreases by a
factor of four. Interestingly, this decrease is independent
of the antenna configuration and the MIMO model
setting. Consequently, the capacity increase of MIMO in
the single BSS is completely translated into a capacity
increase in the multi BSS network, i. e., the same non-
linear increase as found in Section IV is also present. For
example, using the UMi MIMO model parameters, the
expected capacity increases compared to the 1x1 case by
a factor of 1.6 and 2.4 for the 2x2 and 4x4 configuration,
respectively.

As expected, the introduction of MSTAs reduces
BSS capacity. The more MSTAs per mesh gateway
are deployed, the higher the mean number of hops
in the WMN, which cannot be countered completely
by an increase of concurrent transmissions. However,
the theoretical link capacity gain of MIMO is better
approached by the higher the number of MSTAs.

For the 5 MSTAs per mesh gate deployment and
the UMi MIMO model setting, the expected capacity
increase factors are 1.9 (2x2) and 2.9 (4x4) when com-
pared to the 1x1 case. Without antenna correlation, these
factors become 2.0 and 3.5, respectively.

The reason for a higher MIMO gain in the WMN
deployment is found in the capacity distribution of links
in the backbone of the WMN: According to the node
placement algorithm from [27], “good” positions for
MSTAs are preferred, leading to a high SINR between
adjacent MSTAs in the WMN. Hence, a 1x1 link is
improved more than what can be expected from the
average improvement as calculated in Section IV. This
improvement of few links is visible in the final results

because the capacity of the WMN backbone limits the
capacity of the whole WMN; hence, an improvement of
few, but important links leads to an improvement of the
complete network capacity.

VII. CONCLUSION

Both WMN and MIMO are interesting research fields
on their own. In this paper, we show that the combi-
nation of both gains valuable insights: WMNs benefit
significantly from the capacity increase of MIMO.

The results, based on the capacity calculation frame-
work, represent upper bound capacities. It is not clear
what remains of this capacity if a real MAC protocol,
using an imperfect (distributed) scheduler, is applied:
Introducing MIMO to WMNs increases the chance of
the rate adaptation algorithms to apply different MCSs;
consequently, more errors can be made by the sched-
uler, resulting in uncoordinated concurrent transmis-
sions. Consequently, distributed scheduling of MIMO-
enhanced WMNs appears to be a promising research
area.
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Abstract—To successfully develop IEEE 802.11a based wire-
less mesh network solutions that can achieve the reliability and
capacities required to offer high quality triple play services
the use of multiple radios in each mesh node is essential.
Unfortunately, the co-location of multiple antennas in a single
device leads to a number of interference problems. In this paper
the impact of non-overlapping channel interference in IEEE
802.11a based multi-radio nodes is investigated. A detailed
explanation of the performance decreases and their relation
to radio settings is presented. The primary contribution of
this paper is the discovery of a channel interference effect
which is present over the entire 802.11a frequency space.
This interference appears if two radios are located less than
50 cm from each other and both are attempting to operate
as usual. The results were obtained by conducting exper-
iments in a well planned testbed to produce reliable and
reproducible results. The presented results incorporate multiple
parameters including transmission power, modulation coding
scheme, channel separation and physical layer effects suchas
adjacent channel interference, carrier sensing, retransmissions
and packet distortion.

Keywords-Wireless LAN; Measurement; 802.11a; Multi-
Radio Wireless Mesh Network

I. I NTRODUCTION

In recent years Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have
become increasingly popular. This is primarily due to the
high level of penetration achieved by Wireless Local Area
Network (WLAN) as an access technology for end user
devices and the widespread availability of low cost Wireless
Fidelity (WiFi) hardware. Another important factor is that
WiFi operates in the unlicensed Indistrial, Scientific and
Medical (ISM) radio spectrum, therefore, WMNs based on
this technology can be deployed without requiring the pur-
chase of expensive spectrum licenses. Moreover, the ability
of WMNs to provide last mile communication infrastructure
as a number of use cases such as campus, festival or
conference deployments. This flexibility has driven a number
of interest groups to investigating WMN deploying issues.

As mentioned in the previous published work, [1], in-
terference between two interfaces on the same WMN can
be appear if both antennas are located relatively close to
each other. Interference can still occur even if the well-
known Adjacent Channel Interference (ACI) requirements,

as described by Angelakis et al. [2], Nachtigall et al. [3]
and Cheng et al. [4], are fulfilled by setting the radios to a
channel separation larger than one.

The focus in the initial work [1] was not to provide
an exact set of data to derive necessary radio and inter-
face parameters such as Transmission Power (TxPower),
Modulation Coding Scheme (MCS) and channel separation,
for a network with reliable and stable links. It was rather
envisaged to go one step further than [2] and [4] to provide
a first survey that the channel interference phenomenon is
related to the three parameters TxPower, MCS and channel
separation. Even in comparison to [3], the previous work [1]
showed that focusing solely on antenna separation (distance)
and channel separation does not give enough detail to fully
understand the radio environment. The work presented in
this paper expands on this previously published work with
a more detailed analysis of the evaluation of obtained Re-
ceived Signal Strength (RSS) and Noise Floor (NF) values,
new measurements to address the question whether data
frames or their Acknowledgements (ACKs) are affected by
ACI or Inter-Channel Interference (ICI) and with a more
detailed evaluation and discussion of the obtained measure-
ment results starting to quantify the different investigated
interferences.

As will be described in Section III-A, a testbed environ-
ment was established including scripts to conduct a number
of experiments automatically. These experiments comprised
every relation of TxPower, MCS and channel separation (as
long as some interference could be investigated) for antenna
separations up to 60 cm in 10 cm steps.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The
next Section II provides an overview of related work from
other groups, this is followed by Section III which gives
the detailed description of the experimental setup. Section
IV describes the ACI effect and its use to evaluate the
testbed hardware. Section V presents experimental results
which investigates the relationship of RSS and Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR), the ICI as well as the relationship
of Re-Transmission Rates (RTRs), Carrier Sense (CS) and
application layer losses. The paper is then concluded in
Section VI which summarises the paper.
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II. RELATED WORK

In recent years the ACI effect has been well investigated
by different independent researchers. However, no work
appears to have been done for channel separations of more
than one; this paper aims at addressing this shortcoming.

Angelakis et al. [2] qualified the effect of ACI in terms
of throughput measurements within a single node equipped
with multiple interfaces. In this paper the authors developed
a mathematical model which showed that neighbouring
802.11a channels have a spectral overlap which produces
a significant level of interference that can lead to lossy and
unstable links in dual-radio equipped nodes. However, their
experiments were conducted under laboratory conditions
using attenuators and couplers to demonstrate the ACI effect.
Due to this experimental environment the ACI effect on two
transmitters with a channel separation of two could not be
shown. The reason for this was based on the strength of the
attenuators which they used. The level of these attenuators
was too high and the transmit signal level was below the
sensitivity threshold of a common WiFi card. Therefore,
based on the obtained results it was not possible to conclude
what level of channel separation is required to provide stable
and reliable links. Even in their subsequent papers [5] and
[6] this issue has not been investigated further.

Mishra et al. [7] assumed that the overlap between
neighbouring channels in 802.11a is so low that it can
be ignored for practical purposes. The authors conducted
experiments for an 802.11b link and a channel separation of
three which represents two orthogonal channel as 802.11a
does. They did not observe any interference by measuring
the throughput for a distance of 10 m. Additionally, Mishra
et al. defined an appropriate model for partially overlapping
channels which calculates the level of interference causedby
all non-orthogonal channels, as they appear in 802.11b/g.
However, just measuring the throughput is not sufficient
to conclude that there is no interference in cases where
both radios are located closer than 10 m to each other. The
assumption of Mishra et al. that the only interference is due
to small partially overlapping channels of 802.11a does not
hold for distances below 30 cm, as will be shown later in
this paper.

This can easily be verified by previously published work,
such as [2] [3] [4], which investigated that ACI issues
must be taken into account when conducting multi-radio
measurements with Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) 802.11a hardware. One of the most im-
portant pieces of work in relation to this issue are the
results of Nachtigall et al. [3]. They demonstrated that the
number of available non-interfering channels depends on
both the antenna separation and the Physical Layer (PHY)
modulation for a dual-radio scenario. They also stated that
under their conditions only one channel can be used at the
same time, which is not necessarily true.

In order to verify the testbed and provide reproducible
results, Burchfield et al. [8] proposed three necessary steps
based on an extended set of experiments in a real envi-
ronment as well as under laboratory conditions using coax
cables. In summary they recommend to check first for
external networks using the same Medium Access Control
(MAC) protocol. Secondly, the medium should be checked
also for other interference which cannot be recognized by
the chipset but still senses the medium, e.g., a microwave in
case of deploying a 802.11b/g testbed. Finally, Burchfield
et al. recommends the use a coaxial setup to verify the
system’s capabilities. However, a statistical evaluationafter
conducting the experiment seems to be another much more
reliable step in terms of proving the mean values than
confirm the experimental obtained graphs by replacing the
wireless links with coax cable. To verify the claim by
Burchfield et al. similar coax experiments were conducted.
The results showed that even if both antenna outputs were
connected via coax cable with each other it was possible
to see regular beacons sent from another Access Point (AP)
which was located approximately 30 m away. Hence, the
proposed verification by Burchfield et al. using coax cables
does not seem to be 100 % accurate.

The most promising work was done by Nachtigall et al.
[3] who investigated the interference among the interfaces
of a multi-radio node and found that the radios located
close to each other interfere with each other significantly.
They even stated that under their experimental conditions,
an antenna separation of 15 cm, only one channel within the
entire 5.2 GHz band can be used at the same time. They
concluded their work with the statement that the number
of available orthogonal channels depends on the antenna
separation and MCS.

III. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP

This section provides a detailed configuration descrip-
tion of the experimental environment; it also provides an
overview of how the logged data was processed. It also
shows how the measurement process was designed in terms
of duration and configuration using prior statistical evalu-
ation, for example the method of independent replications.
The use of the Fresnel formula to design the links properly
is also described.

A. Testbed Configuration

The most important factor when planning the experimen-
tal testbed was to provide reliable and reproducible results
with the least number of external dependencies as possible.
To achieve this goal the testbed was deployed as shown in
Figure 1.
All three machines (Node A, B and C) were x86 Intel
based desktop machines running Ubuntu 32 bit server edition
and kernel version 2.6.28. Node A was equipped with two
wireless interfaces and both Node B and Node C each had
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Figure 1. Experimental Setup

one; each wireless interface used RouterBoard R52 wireless
802.11a/b/g mini-Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI)
cards with the Atheros chipset AR5414. The R52 card
is WLAN certified by the WiFi alliance which ensures
the chipsets has been designed according to the standard
and produces Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) singals with Frame Error Rates (FERs) defined
by IEEE. This mainly gives the safety that any other WiFi
certified WLAN card will behave like the R52 does and will
give similiar experimental results. To connect the the mini-
PCI cards to the PCI slots in each machine, a RouterBoard
14 mini-PCI to PCI adapter was used. The connection
between the cards and the 5.5 dBi omnidirectional anten-
nas used 20 cm length RG-178 U.fl to N pigtails. Since
the experiments being performed required that the antenna
separation could be varied from 10 cm up to 60 cm, the
connections from the interface cards to the antennas for
interfaces A1 and A2 of Node A were extended using two
2 m low-loss CLF-400 coaxial cables with N connectors on
both sides.

In order to obtain application layer metrics, the traffic
generation and bandwidth measurement tool Iperf version
2.0.4-3 [9] was used. Metrics related to the underlying
wireless technology such as RSS and NF, were obtained
from the radiotab header using TShark version 1.0.4 [10]
to parse the received packets. For stability and usability
reasons, the Multiband Atheros Driver for Wireless Fidelity
(MADWiFi) version 0.9.4 revision 4023 [11] wireless driver
was favoured over the ath5k driver.

The testbed was configured as shown in Table I. In all
experiments the link between

−−−→
A2C1 operated on channel

36 to communicate while the link between
−−−→
A1B1 was

changed to achieve the variation in channel separation. The
IP routing tables in the nodes were configured such that A1

communicates exclusively with B1 and A2 communicates
exclusively with C1 and vice versa. Additionally, for each
established interface, e.gath0, a virtual monitoring interface
was created on the same physical interface. This was used
to obtain the radiotab header from the data packets being
received.

Each machine in the testbed was also connected to a
switch over wired Ethernet and configured as part of the
same subnet. This setup was required since a shell script

Table I
INTERFACECONFIGURATION

Node Interface Type IP

Node A

A0 eth 192.168.0.1/24

A1 ath 10.0.2.1/24

A2 ath 10.0.3.1/24

Node B
B0 eth 192.168.0.2/24

B1 ath 10.0.2.2/24

Node C
C0 eth 192.168.0.3/24

C1 ath 10.0.3.2/24

operating on the sending side of each link was responsible
for the configuration of theath interfaces on both the Tx
and Rx sides of the link. Hence, for each pair of wireless
interfaces which make up a link a shell script is used to
configure the interfaces to the required settings.

Furthermore, to synchronise both scripts one of the three
machines acts as a synchronisation server. Every script
simply creates a text file remotely in the/tmp directory of
the synchronisation server which indicates the current state
of the remote script. This communication was done using
SSH sessions over the Ethernet connection.

Synchronisation between the scripts was necessary since
after reconfiguring a wireless interface the time taken for
layer two connectivity to be established is variable. There-
fore, before starting the Iperf client during each experimental
run, the script checks that the Iperf server is reachable
using a single 64 byte ping. If the server is reachable, a
check is performed to verify that the remote Iperf client is
also ready. This check simply reads the synchronisation file
from the synchronisation server. Only if both actions are
completed successfully does the script begin the experiment
and measurements. Due to some inaccuracies in the time
taken for both interfaces to become active (≈1-2 s), the
first and the last 10 IPerf samples are not considered when
processing the results.

As it was required that TShark only capture data frames
from the wireless interface in each node, the script automati-
cally sets an appropriate Ethernet filter using the pcap library
syntax. It is also worth noting that the shell script forces
Iperf to bind on a particular IP address to ensure that the
correct data is captured. This incoming packets are filtered
based on the source/destination MAC addresses as well as
the data type of the received packet; specifically only packets
of type data are captured and bothtype ctl and
type mgt are ignored. As mentioned earlier, the radiotap
header is parsed to extract the required data; specifically
the RSS (from the radiotap header fielddbm_antsignal),
NF (from thedbm_antnoise field) and the physical layer
datarate (from thedatarate field).

In all experiments performed the User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) was used as the transport layer protocol. UDP
was chosen over Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and
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Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) since it has
no inherent congestion control mechanisms which would
compensate for link degradation and hence distort the re-
sults. The UDP payload size for each experiment was set to
a fixed value of 1400 octets at all times.

As recommended by Burchfield et al. [8], any research
carried out in the 802.11 domain that is based on obtaining
results from real deployments should be performed using
their recommendations. To follow this approach, it can be
confirmed that the room in which the experiments were
conducted was free of any interference in the measured ISM
band. This was verified in two ways; firstly by sniffing the
medium for other WiFi radios. Secondly, in order to verify
that there was little or no interference from non WiFi devices
experiments were performed in which a single link between
two 802.11 radios was set up. These experiments showed
that the maximum possible UDP data rate without an RTRs
could be achieved, thereby showing that there was no sig-
nificant level of interference. However, the recommendation
of Burchfield et al. [8] that verification of the testbed be
carried out using coax cables between the radios was not
conducted, as described in Section II.

B. Statistical Evaluation

In order to prove the reliability of the measured results
the Confidence Interval (CI) was calculated for each sample
mean using the method of independent replications, as
described by Banks et al. [12]. This is shown in Equation
1 where µ̄ represents the sample mean,υ the Degree of
Freedom (DF),α the chosen CI andσ(µ̄) the standard error
or variance of the sample mean.

µ̄± t (1−α)
2 ,υ

· σ(µ̄) (1)

As proposed by Banks et al., the Student’s t-distribution was
used to defineυ; this is because every measured sample
is independent and the common Gaussian distribution does
not cover this case accurately. Since every measurement
represents a set of non-normal data the number of samples
used to calculate the sample mean and the corresponding CI
should be at least 50 as recommended in Wang [13]. Hence,
to calculate the throughput sample mean each measurement
was performed over a period of 50 s with an interval of
0.5 s which gives a set of 100 values for the IPerf results.
The corresponding DF ofυ = 1.99 can be derived for a
probability of 5 % to exceed the critical value. Further mean
values, e.g., RSS and NF, were taken directly from the
radiotap header which appears per MAC frame and results in
a DF of υ = 1.96 for total number of independent measured
values above 100 per sample mean and the probability of
exceeding the critical value.

C. Fresnel-Zone and Free Space Path Loss

In order for the results presented in this paper to be
accurate and free from external influences, it was necessary

S R

aL1 FSPL + aZ aL2

g1 g2

aS

Figure 2. Loss Parameters within a System as shown in Equation 4

that the experimental environment had to fulfil some basic
requirements. To achieve this there must be a direct Line of
Sight (LOS) connection between each pair of transmitting
and receiving antennas with no obstructions in the path
which could cause inference due to reflections or shadowing
effects. At a minimum the first Fresnel zone must be largely
free from obstacles to avoid interference from reflected
waves.

Equation 3 shows the simplified formula to calculate
the nth Fresnel. Using this equation a radiusFn can be
obtained which describes a zone that surrounds the direct
LOS connection between both antennas that is completely
free from obstacles, e.g., trees, hills or walls. Since in the
experimental environment the only obstacle is the ground,
Equation 3 just comprises the distanced between both
antennas and is used to calculate the minimum antenna
height such that the first Fresnel zone is clear. Therefore,
the general simplified Fresnel formula is:

Fn =

√

n · λ · d1 · d2
d1 + d2

(2)

Fn =

√

n · c · d

2f
(3)

To verify the accuracy of the results from the experimental
environment the overall system lossaS was computed
analytically. A comparison between the actual attenuation
experienced in the experimental set-up and the theoretical
attenuation predicted was then made. To compute the theo-
retical attenuation that should be experienced, the following
formula was used:

aS = aL1 − g1 + FSPL+ aZ − g2 + aL2 (4)

Equation 4 is made up of the cable losses from Mesh Node
(MN)1 to antennaaL1 and from MN2 to antennaaL2 , the
gain of both antennasg1 and g2, the free space path loss
described as

FSPL = 92.4 + 20 log(d) + 20 log(f) (5)

and some additional unpredictable lossesaZ , as depicted in
Figure 2. Examples for unpredictable losses are interferences
due to multipath propagation especially for frequencies less
than 10 GHz and losses due to atmospheric absorption.
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IV. A DJACENT CHANNEL INTERFERENCE IN

MULTI -RADIO NODES

There is currently a lot of interest in both the industrial
and academic research communities for using IEEE 802.11a
to provide backbone links for WMNs while simultaneously
using IEEE 802.11b/g to provide user access. This means
that each MN may have multiple 802.11a radios operating
in close proximity and hence ACI issues in 802.11a are of
particular importance.

Another important factor is the relatively short spacings
that can be achieved between co-located antennas. It is
simply not feasible to have antenna separations larger than
50 or 60 cm due to the dimensions of the MN casings and the
goal of having non-intrusive and easily deployed MNs. For
example it is not possible to have antenna separations of 2 m
as proposed by Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access (WiMAX) deployment guidelines. The cumulative
effect of both ACI and small antenna separations can have
a significant affect on the performance of such systems and
these issues must be addressed prior to deploying an 802.11a
based WMN infrastructure. For this reason, the spectrum
mask of the WiFi cards used in the work was examined to
verify that it meets with the IEEE guidelines [14]. Figure 3
depicts the measured spectrum of a MikroTik R52 mini-PCI
WiFi card. These measurements were performed using the
IEEE recommended guidelines for spectrum measurements
of 802.11a systems; specifically the spectrum analyser was
set with a 100kHz Resolution Bandwidth (RBW) and a
30kHz Video Bandwidth (VBW) [14].

Although, Cheng et al. [4] had previously conducted this
spectrum analysis, they considered a spectrum mask that
should not exceed -20 dB at 11 MHz and -30 dB at 22 MHz.
Furthermore, Cheng et al. stated that they used TxPower
values of 30 dBm, 36 dBm and 99 dBm which were allegedly
performed using the MADWiFi driver. Since the consid-
ered Power Spectral Density (PSD) limits and the chosen
TxPower values do not fit to IEEE 802.11a, 802.11b or
802.11g specifications, the work and results obtained cannot
be considered accurate. For operating in the 802.11a band
the IEEE recommend a 20 MHz channel spacing, a maximal
bandwidth of 18 MHz at 0 dBr and offsets of at least -20 dBr
at 11 MHz, -28 dBr at 20 MHz, and -40 dBr at 30 MHz.
Figure 3 depicts the measured PSD of the WiFi cards used
for the experiments presented in this work. To accurately
compare each of the different TxPower curves, the area
around the centre frequency fc of 5.2 GHz was normalised
to RSSN = 0. Therefore, for every TxPower curve the
sample mean̄µa between 5.191 GHz and 5.209 GHz was
calculated and then added as a fixed value to the series of
measurements. After applying the mean value to the whole
curve the new mean value for the range between 5.191GHz
and 5.209GHz was consistently above zero. To adjust the
normalisation process to the correct mean value that will

-20
-28

-30 -20 -11-9 fc 9 11 20 30
Spectrum [MHz]

 5

 10

 15

Tx [dBm]

-30

-20

-10

0

RSS [dBr]

Figure 3. 3D Spectrum Analysis of a MikroTik R52 IEEE 802.11a/b/g
Card for 5.2 GHz Carrier with a 20 MHz Bandwidth

be added to the entire curve, half of the belonging standard
deviationσ(µ̄a) was also subtracted, as shown in Equation
6.

RSSN = x+ µ̄a −
σ(µ̄a)

2
(6)

Due to the small SNR values of the lower TxPower mea-
surements, as shown in Figure 3, the PSDs forfc ±
[9MHz, 11MHz] could not be obtained as their values
were already equal to or less than the noise floor. However,
based on the obtained results shown in Figure 3 it is
reasonable to say that the MikroTik R52 WiFi cards meets
with the requirements of the IEEE guidelines.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents and describes results obtained from
experiments performed on the experimental testbed de-
scribed earlier.

A. Received Signal Strength and Noise Floor Level Mea-
surements

In 802.11 the term Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) is used as a generic unitless signal strength metric
and is the only value used to describe the signal strength
of a received packet. The RSSI is an arbitrary indication of
the actual RSS with a range that is defined by each vendor
individually depending on the level of granularity required.
The lowest possible value is 0 and goes up to the highest
arbitrary value (e.g. 70 for MADWiFi).

An RSSI of 0 always represents the NF inside the radio.
To calculate the actual RSSI value MADWiFi takes the
RSS value from the card and adds 96 dB (NF) to it. This
corresponds to a maximal RSS of -26 dBm for MADWiFi
since this value is equal to an RSSI of 70. In order to easily
compare the RSS and CS threshold, and to be able to make
accurate assumptions about the card and driver behaviour
related to the signal strength, it is essential to use the RSS
instead of the RSSI. However, caution must be taken when
focusing solely on the RSS, as explained below.
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Figure 4. Received Signal Strength and Noise Floor for a Radio With
Constant TxPower and an Additional Interferer

Each WiFi chipset has an internal adaptation mechanism
which adapts the noise floor level in response to the level
of external interference. Specifically, the higher the level
of interference, the lower the reported NF. It should be
noted that this relationship is not linear and appears to use
predefined thresholds which are set inside the chipset and
are used to adapt the NF. This effect is depicted in Figure
4. It shows two radios placed at a distance of 10 cm from
each other. The TxPower of the first radio is fixed while the
TxPower of the second is incremented from 0 to 15 dBm.
In Figure 4 the x axis shows the TxPower of A1 as it
increases, whereas the y axis depicts the RSS (upper surface
with constant lines) measured by interface A2 with a fixed
TxPower as well as its NF (lower surface with dotted lines).
From this Figure it is clear that both surfaces are equal. In
particular, when the neighbouring interface A1 increased its
power from 3 dBm to 4 dBm the measured RSS and NF at
radio A2 in C1 decreased by 12 dB.

Since the TxPower of A2 was set at a fixed value of
15 dBm for the entire duration of the experiment, the drop in
RSS is quite unexpected. Indeed it was assumed that it would
report the same RSS for every received packet with only
a small and relatively insignificant difference in Standard
Deviation (StdDev). To investigate this issue in more detail
the SNR, as given in Equation 7, for both transmissions is
calculated as depicted in Figure 5.

SNR = RSSm −NFLm (7)

As in the previous Figures the constant surface describes the
radio interface sending with a fixed TxPower and the dotted
line represents the radio which incrementally increased its
TxPower. It is clear from Figure 5 that the SNR of the
connection

−−−→
A2 C1 is constant over the entire measurement

space. As expected the SNR surface of the connection
−−−→
A1 B1 increases incrementally as the TxPower of the sending
interface A1 is increased.

The relationship between the measured RSS and NF to
the actual RSS can be described as:

RSS = RSSm − |NFLdef −NFLm| (8)
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Figure 5. Derived Signal to Noise Ratio Values from Figure 4

where RSSm is the RSS reported by the card, NFLm is the
NF defined by the vendor (i.e. -96 dBm) and NFLm is the
actual reported NF.

B. Conducted Measurements

As already shown in the previously published work [1],
there are interference issues between neighbouring anten-
nas beyond a channel separation of one. This was one
of the main contributions of Robitzsch et al. and due to
the importance of the problem this has been investigated
further in this work. The presented results within this
paper however just incorporates TxPower settings. Since
the distance between every transmitter and receiver were
fixed, both values, TxPower and RSS, are interchangeable.
Additionally, throughput measurements are known to give a
good indication of how well a link operates. However, they
do not tell the whole story if they are evaluated without any
further measured parameter such as RTR or application layer
loss.

To discover the reason the maximum theoretical through-
put cannot reached in some cases other metrics must also
be considered to investigate possible sources of interference.
In particular, the parameters RTR, MAC layer loss and
application layer loss give a more detailed view of why
the maximum throughput was not achieved. The importance
of the additional metrics will become clearer after this
section when a detailed description of the obtained graphs
is provided. For instance, if the throughput of a connection
is always 60 % lower than expected the question is whether
this is due to RTRs caused by interference or whether the
card backed-off a large number of times. Additionally, the
relation between the MCS to the inlevel of interference gives
a strong indication as well whether this MCS is suitable
under these conditions and provides enough robustness.

Figure 6 to Figure 13 show a complete set of throughput
measurements for an antenna separation of 20 cm including
the corresponding RTRs which gives an indication of the
weak link performance. As can be seen in Figure 7, radio
A2 was transmitting with a constant TxPower of 15 dBm
on channel 36, whereas the TxPower of interface A1 was
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increased incrementally from 0 dBm up to 15 dBm on chan-
nel 40. To make a comparison between the different results
easier, the surface of interface A2 (fixed power surface and
channel 36) was mapped to the corresponding TxPower
settings of A1. For instance, if A1 (channel 40) was operating
with TxPower 5 the corresponding measured throughput
value for A2 was mapped to the same TxPower on the x-
axis, however, A2 was still sending with 15 dBm.

From Figure 6 it can be seen that once A1 has reached a
TxPower of 2 dBm both radios achieve the same throughput.
This could indicate that both radios are fairly sharing the
medium as if only a single channel is being used; this
occurs because the side-band from each causes the carrier
sensing mechanism in the neighbouring interface to detect
the channel as busy due to ACI. It could also indicate that
the PSD of the side-band from each is not high enough to
cause CS in the other radio but rather that there is large
number of RTRs due to corrupted received frames in either
B1, C1 or in both. To find the source of this problem the
aggregated throughput is depicted in Figure 14. This shows
that a throughput value of 42 Mbps for a channel separation
of one and a PHY rate of 54 Mbps is achieved. This value
is close to the maximum possible throughput for a single
channel when using UDP and the highest MAC Service Data
Unit (MSDU) size.

The RTR in Figure 7 is always around 10 % which
indicates that there are quite high levels of interference.This
interference causes a reduction in the maximum possible
throughput of approximately 3 Mbps. Additionally, it can be
confirmed that in these experiments the application layer
loss was always close to zero which indicates that there
was a small number of expired retransmissions. Combined
these results show that it is not only the card’s internal CS
mechanism that causes ACI in terms of less successfully
transmitted packets, but also distortion of the transmitted
packets from the neighbouring radio sending a packet after
the CS mechanism detected the medium to be idle. This
claim can be verified by the previous work of Angelakis
et al. who show the impact of the sideband of a 802.11a
20 MHz wide OFDM carrier, which can cause ACI if the
antennas are located quite close, e.g., 20 cm. However,
whether it was the data packet or the ACK frame that was
affected by the interference cannot be obtained from this set
of results. This will be examined in the next Section V-C.

It was expected that by increasing the channel separation
by one the ACI effect would no longer be present and
that the maximum expected throughput should be achieved
on each channel. However, as shown in Figure 8, this is
surprisingly not the case. In comparison to the previous
Figure 6 both surfaces have less variation as if a low pass
filter had been applied. However, as the TxPower of A1 is
increased the throughput of A2 decreases significantly and
when a TxPower of 8 dBm is reached both surfaces are very
similar.
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Separation of 20 cm

The aggregated throughput in Figure 14 confirms that
Tagg is still significantly lower than double the maximum
throughput of a single channel that would be expected when
using two independent non-interfering channels. However,
the throughput value for the highest TxPower and MCS
reaches 47 Mbps which is just slightly above the theoretical
maximum throughput of a single connection. The corre-
sponding RTRs for this experiment, as depicted in Figure 9,
indicates that after the TxPower value of 8 dBm is reached
the RTR drops to almost 0 %; however, only for interface
A1 which increased its TxPower. Furthermore, interface A2

always sent packets without requiring any retransmissions,
except when the 64-Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (64-
QAM) MCSs was used (i.e. 48 Mbps and 54 Mbps where
the RTR goes up to 1 %). Hence, this shows that after
reaching a specific ratio between a radio’s TxPower and its
neighbouring TxPower there is no longer interference from
the neighbouring radio; there is however interference from
an as yet uninvestigated source.

The channel separation was then increased to three, the
corresponding throughput and RTR values are presented in
Figures 10 and 11, respectively. As can be clearly derived
from Figure 10, the performance of the link

−−−→
A2 C1 is no

longer significantly affected by the neighbouring connection
−−−→
A1 B1. However, as shown in Figure 14 the expected total
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Figure 10. Application Layer UDP Throughput for Channel Separation
of 3 and Antenna Separation of 20 cm

aggregated throughput is still not achieved. Rather an aggre-
gated throughput of 62 Mbps with a TxPower of 15 dBm and
a PHY rate of 54 Mbps is obtained. Taking the corresponding
RTRs into account from Figure 11 it can be seen that there
is still interference from A2 in A1 which causes packet
distortion reflected by the high RTR of the link

−−−→
A1 B1. Once

A1 was configured with a TxPower of 13 dBm both links
share the medium equally but still with a low aggregated
throughput.

Since both sending interfaces still interfere with each other
and achieve throughput levels lower than the theoretical
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Figure 13. Retransmission Rate for Channel Separation of 4 and Antenna
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maximum, the channel separation was increased to four with
A2 operating on channel 36 and A1 on channel 52. From the
corresponding throughput and RTR results shown in Figures
12 and 13 respectively, it can be seen that both links no
longer significantly affect each other and that the aggregated
throughput is now almost twice the throughput of a single
connection, as depicted in Figure 14.

To complete the set of experiments for an antenna separa-
tion of 20 cm and proving that both links

−−−→
A2 C1 and

−−−→
A1 B1

no longer interfere the missing aggregated throughputs for
channel separation of five, six and seven, i.e., channel 36-56,
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Figure 15. Aggregated UDP Throughput for Antenna Separation of 10 cm
and Tx Power 15 dBm

36-60 and 36-64, respectively, are illustrated in Figure 14.
As can be seen from these results, the aggregated throughput
is always equal to twice the throughput of a single 802.11a
UDP connection.

As mentioned earlier, experiments were conducted for
an antenna separation of 20 cm; however a full set of
experiments were also performed for the 10 cm case. Un-
fortunately, the stability and reliability of the links were
extremely poor meaning that the obtained results were
extremely difficult to interpret. As can be seen in Figure
15 the obtained results are however good enough to show
the same general trends as seen in the 20 cm case. It
can be argued that under these conditions the higher the
channel separation, the better the aggregated throughput
of the system. However, only when a channel separation
of seven is reached - which means using channel 36 and
64 - does the aggregate throughput Tagg reach twice the
throughput of a single UDP transmission. This shows that
there are other significant factors to be considered other than
just the side-band of a 20 MHz channel, as the side-band
will only impact the adjacent channels. In order to explain
these results it is assumed that each 802.11a chipset produces
some interference over the entire 802.11 frequency spectrum
that smoothely flattens out at higher channel separations to
the frequency the adjacent radio is operating on.

Results for an antenna separation of 30 cm showing Tagg

for a TxPower of 15 dBm are presented in Figure 16. As
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Figure 16. Aggregated UDP Throughput for Antenna Separation of 30 cm
and Tx Power 15 dBm
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Figure 17. Aggregated UDP Throughput for Antenna Separation of 40 cm
and Tx Power 15 dBm
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Figure 18. Aggregated UDP Throughput for Antenna Separation of 50 cm
and Tx Power 15 dBm

depicted, when a channel separation of two is used the
aggregate throughput achieved is equal to twice the possible
throughput of a single 802.11a UDP link; this indicates that
there is no more interference from the neighbouring radio
as was the case for channel separations from four to seven
in the 20 cm case (Figure 14).

C. Retransmissions, Carrier Sensing and Application Layer
Loss

As shown in the previous Section V-B, under certain
conditions two neighbouring transmitting radios can cause
CS, RTRs and packet distortion. This was shown to be due
to the effect of a high RTR which leads to a throughput de-
crease; however it is still not clear whether it is because the
transmitted packet or the ACK was destroyed. To investigate
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Figure 19. Throughput Measurement for TxRx Case, Channel Separation
of 3 and with NoAck Policy Enabled

this issue further another experiment was conducted.
The same experimental environment as described in Sec-

tion III-A was used, except in this case the channel con-
figuration was changed to

−−−→
A2 C1 on channel 52 and

−−−→
A2 C1

on channel 64. The direction of link
−−−→
A2 C1 was reversed

to
−−−→
C1 A2. Later on the term Transmission-Receiving (TxRx)

will refer to the reversed testbed setting and Transmission-
Transmission (TxTx) to the settings where both neighbour-
ing antennas are transmitting data. Note, that for the sake
of simplicity only TxPower values of 1, 8 and 15 dBm
were considered for interface A1. Furthermore, the No
Acknowledgement (NoAck) policy of the MADWiFi driver
was used to force the card to send and not wait for ACKs.
Taking these settings and recording a log of the application
layer loss provided by IPerf, it was possible to investigate
whether the actual sent packet was destroyed or the returning
ACK (in the cases where the RTR was between 5 to 10 %).
To answer this question, Figure 19 and Figure 20 were
produced which depict the logged data for the throughput
of a TxRx use case where B1 and A2 were the transmitters
and the corresponding application loss chart, respectively.
With regard to the sent ACKs in the experiments described
in the previous section, it can be clearly seen from both
Figures that these management packets from B1 to A1 are
not destroyed by the neighbouring antenna A2 for any of
the TxPower settings in A2. This can be seen in Figure 19
where the throughput is equal to that of a single connection
with no interference for the lowest MCS. Furthermore, the
application loss presented in Figure 20 shows no losses
at all for channel 52. Additionally, it can be seen that if
both connections use the same TxPower of 15 dBm that
by using 64-QAM with both Coding Rates (CRs) 2/3 and
3/4 A1 destroys close to 80 % of the sent packets of C1

to A2. What has still not been investigated so far is the
question whether both radios affect the data packets sent
by the neighbouring interface for higher channel separations
than one. In order to do so further experiments have been
conducted. Figure 21 shows the chart for a TxTx set-up
where A2 again stays constant at a TxPower of 15 dBm
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Figure 21. Throughput Measurement for TxTx Case, Channel Separation
of 3 and with NoAck Policy Enabled

and A1 changes its TxPower to 1, 8 and 15 dBm. Taking
the corresponding application loss Figure 22 into account,
it is worth noting that as A1 increases its TxPower it got
more often access to the medium which leads to a higher
throughput. At the same time the throughput of A2 drops
down to the same level as A1 when both operating with the
same TxPower. Therefore, they consequentially share the
medium equally over all TxPowers, as depicted in Figure
23 which shows the aggregated throughput. That no packet
was destroyed on either A1’s or A2 side can be confirmed
by taking the application loss, as depicted in Figure 22. It
is clearly observable from this figure that almost no packet
was affected except for the case where A1 sent at 1 dBm
and with MCS 16-Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (16-
QAM). However, it can be confirmed that by switching to
64-QAM there was no throughput value logged at all by
IPerf. Therefore, both MCSs 16-QAM and 64-QAM are
not robust enough to not get affected by the neighbouring
interface if the neighbour’s Equivalent Isotropically Radiated
Power (EIRP) is much high than the outgoing power from
the own antenna. Since the previous provided aggregated
throughput Figures 15 to 18 show solely TxPowers of
15 dBm this application loss for 16-QAM and 64-QAM
MCSs can be ignored.
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3 and with NoAck Policy Enabled
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of 3 and with NoAck Policy Enabled

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The use of multiple radio equipped nodes within a WMN
is the most promising approach for significantly increasing
network performance.

A key problem with this approach however, is that antenna
separations of less than 50 cm have a significant impact
on the performance which can be achieved. The presented
work here shows that it is not only ACI which has an
impact but also ICI (channel separations of more than one).
This problem does not appear to have been investigated
previously and is the primary contribution of this paper.

The results were obtained based on experiments per-
formed in a real testbed environment which was evaluated
to produce reliable and reproducible results. This evaluation
used CIs calculations and prior offline planning by using
the Fresnel formula and statistical methods to design the
testbed. The results presented show that by increasing the
channel separation between co-located radios that the level
of ICI decreases. All presented results take the radio param-
eters TxPower, MCS, channel separation and physical layer
effects into account to explain the performance degradation
due to carrier sensing, packet distortion and backing-off.

The results obtained will be used to develop an algorithm
that takes the radio parameter settings, external dependencies
and some prior knowledge as an input and provides the

optimal global configuration of nodes in a WMN so that
ICI will be minimised.
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Abstract— Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN) are considered 

an attractive alternative to the traditional wired backbone 
networks for broadband Internet access. However, their 
capacity is limited due to the nature of the radio channel, which 
must be shared by the nodes forwarding the traffic from and to 
the gateway. Therefore, estimating the capacity of WMNs is an 
important question. The capacity analysis proposed for ad hoc 
networks can not be directly applied to WMN due to some 
fundamental differences, e.g. a different traffic pattern and 
node density. The main contribution of this work is the 
application of collision domains concept to the IEEE 802.16 
based WMNs. We consider a simple chain topology but the 
method can be extended to any arbitrary topology and the real 
world impairments (interference, fading, etc.) can be easily 
incorporated in the analysis. The presented results may have 
important implications for 802.16 mesh networks planning. 

Keywords- capacity analysis; collision domains; IEEE 802.16; 
mesh network 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Broadband wireless internet access is becoming more and 
more popular nowadays. This is especially true since the 
introduction of IEEE 802.16 standard for local and 
metropolitan area network, called WiMax, in 2001. 
However, all the deployed WiMax installations use point-to-
multi-point (PMP) mode of operation. The revision of 
802.16 standard published in 2004 specified an optional 
mesh mode, where the nodes operate not only as hosts but 
also as routers, forwarding packets on behalf of other nodes 
that may not be in the range of the base station. WMN may 
form a self-configured and self-organized wireless backhaul 
network, which can be deployed incrementally, one node at 
a time, as needed, replacing a more costly wired backbone. 
However, multihop wireless communication is a relatively 
new idea and requires much research effort to analyze and 
optimize its performance. 

In this paper we will concentrate on capacity aspects of 
WMN [1], with special emphasis on 802.16 standard [2]. 
Recently, a lot of research has been carried out to investigate 
the capacity of ad hoc networks, but their results can not be 
directly applied to WMNs due to several reasons which will 

be explained in Section II. Section III shortly describes 
802.16 MAC protocol and the specific features of the mesh 
mode of operation. In Section IV we will show how the 
concept of Collision Domains, presented by Jun et al. in [3], 
can be applied to 802.16 mesh networks to estimate the 
capacity. This will be followed by discussion of nominal and 
effective load of the 802.16 Collision Domains as well as 
construction of collision domains in multi-channel and multi-
radio configurations. We will show numerical results 
obtained using the approach presented before and their 
verification by means of computer simulation in Section V. 
Finally, the work will be concluded in Section VI, where the 
possible directions for future work will be presented as well. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In the past decade a lot of research have been devoted to 
determining the capacity of wireless ad hoc networks. In the 
fundamental work by Kumar and Gupta [4] the analytical 
lower and upper bounds of stationary network capacity have 
been derived and it has been shown that the throughput 
capacity per node reduces significantly when the node 
density increases. In [5] the authors analyzed ad hoc 
networks allowing node mobility and showed, that, if long 
delays are tolerated, the capacity remains constant with the 
number of nodes. The other interesting results related to this 
work have been presented in [6] and [7]. 

However, most of the results valid for ad hoc networks can 
not be directly applied to mesh networks due to some 
fundamental differences. They have been identified in [3] 
and are discussed below: 

A. In ad hoc network the traffic flows between any arbitrary 
pair of nodes while in WMN practically all the traffic is 
gateway oriented. WMN’s BS acts as a hot spot and may be 
a bottleneck of the whole network’s capacity. 

B. Topology of the WMN is rather stable, with new nodes 
occasionally joining or leaving the network, while an ad hoc 
network can change dynamically in both, number of nodes 
and number of links/connections. 
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C. There are no energetic constraints, nodes have access to 
external power sources. 

D. As a consequence of C. nodes can have multiple radios 
which can increase throughput capacity significantly. 

E. The number of nodes and the required bandwidth in 
WMN may be higher than in ad hoc network. 

F. Most of the results focused on the theoretical analysis for 
the asymptotic case. The resulting capacity bounds do not 
reflect the exact capacity of the WMNs with a given number 
of nodes. 

Consequently, another methods of WMNs capacity 
estimation must be developed, which will be discussed in the 
next sections. 

III. OVERVIEW OF 802.16 MESH MAC PROTOCOL 

The mesh mode of operation, introduced in 802.16d 
standard, is an important extension to the original PMP 
mode, with the advantage of less path loss, coverage and 
robustness improving exponentially as nodes are added to 
the network and larger user throughput over multi-hop paths 
[8], [9]. 

The TDMA MAC protocol designed for the mesh mode 
supports both centralized and distributed scheduling. In the 
centralized mode the mesh base station (BS), providing the 
connectivity to the wired backbone, is responsible for 
collecting bandwidth requests from subscriber stations (SS) 
and managing resource allocation. In the distributed mode, 
transmissions are scheduled in a fully distributed manner, 
without requiring any exchange of control information 
between the SS’s and BS. Since decisions are taken locally 
by nodes, based on their current traffic load and channel 
conditions, the distributed mode is more flexible and 
responses quickly to the network requirements. Therefore, 
we will focus on the distributed mode only. 

The TDMA frame structure used in the mesh mode is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. It is divided in the control and data sub-
frames. The control sub-frame consists of 16 slots 
(transmission opportunities) and the data sub-frame is 
divided into multiple mini-slots. The control slots are 
accessed by nodes based on the distributed election 
procedure. Every node competes for the transmission 
opportunity using its neighbors’ scheduling information and 
the procedure ensures that in a two-hop neighborhood there 
is only one node which can transmit its control message at a 
time. 

The control slots are used to convey several types of control 
messages. Bandwidth negotiation is performed using MSH-

DSCH (Mesh Distributed Schedule) message, which 
contains the schedule and data slots allocation of the 
broadcasting node and its neighbors. Consequently, each 
node can obtain scheduling information of its two-hop 
neighbors and data packet transmission is collision-free in 
the entire extended neighborhood. A three-way handshake 
procedure is used for data slot reservation. The negotiation 
phase consists of three steps: 

1. the transmitting party sends out a request,  

2. the receiving party responds with a grant,  

3. the requester then confirms the indicated grant. 

Such a mechanism is required since not all nodes are in the 
same transmission range in a mesh network [10]. 

 

Fig. 1 IEEE 802.16 mesh mode frame structure. 

IV. COLLISION DOMAINS IN 802.16 WMN 

A. Definition of collision domains in 802.16 WMN 

The concept of collision domains was applied to WMNs 
capacity calculation for the first time by Jun at al. in [3]. 
The method is based on the fact that the existence of 
gateways in WMNs introduces hot spots in the network 
that act as bottlenecks. Identifying the bottleneck collision 
domains allows computing exactly the minimum and 
maximum data rates available for each node for a given 
network topology and link layer protocol. The concept 
was further developed by Aoun and Boutaba in [11], by 
considering fairness to ensure proper operation of WMNs. 

However, all the previously listed research considered 
802.11 based WMNs only or did not take into account the 
specification of the MAC protocol at all. One of the key 
strength of the collision domains approach is the ability 
to include any MAC layer implementation by redefinition 
of collision domain. This is simply done by imposing a 
set of constraints (specified by the MAC protocol) on the 
links between nodes communicating in the mesh network. 

The main contribution of this work is the application of 
collision domains concept to the 802.16 based WMNs, as 
specified in the 802.16 standard [2]. For clarity, let us 
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consider a simple chain of 8=N  nodes (SSs) receiving 
and forwarding traffic from the gateway (BS). We will 
assume that the traffic is unidirectional (downlink), the 
bidirectional case will be treated later in Section VI. We 
define the collision domain 4CD  for link 4=k  (between 
SS3 and SS4) as follows (see Fig. 2): 

- the requester (SS3) broadcasts a Request message, 
notifying nodes SS2 and SS4 of its request – we include 
links 3 (SS2 → SS3), 4 (SS3 → SS4) and 5 (SS4 → SS5) 
in the collision domain 4CD , 

- the receiver (SS4) responses with a Grant message, 
indicating the granted data slots to nodes SS3 and SS5 – 
we add link 6 (SS5 → SS6) to the collision domain 4CD , 

- finally, we add link 2 (SS1 → SS2) to the collision 
domain 4CD , this step is done since node SS2 advertises 
its availability before node SS3 sends its grant 
confirmation (because of the cyclic way the control 
schedule is designed) and node SS1 is aware of the 
pending transmission in its extended neighborhood (and 
specifically between nodes SS3 and SS4), 

- additionally, node SS1 will not accept any requests from 
BS (since SS1 is in the interference range of SS3) and, 
therefore, we add link 1 (BS → SS1) to the collision 
domain 4CD . 

Unfortunately, the multi-hop hidden terminal problem 
has not been effectively eliminated in 802.16 MAC 
protocol. Referring again to Fig. 2, due to the 
uncoordinated channel access of node SS6, which is 
outside the extended neighborhood of node SS3 and may 
cause collisions at node SS4, we must include link 7 (SS6 
→ SS7) in the collision domain 4CD . 

 

Fig. 2 Simple chain topology of WMN with 8 nodes. 

B. Nominal and effective load 

The definition of the collision domain presented in 
previous section allow us to compute the traffic to be 
forwarded within the collision domain. Assuming that 
each node in the chain (see Fig. 2) downloads from the 
gateway the traffic of [ ]sbitLd / , a link which is closer to 

the gateway has to carry more traffic, e.g. link 1 (BS → 
SS1) has to carry the load of [ ]sbitLd /8  while link 6 has 
to carry [ ]sbitLd /3 . Since each collision domain has to 
be able to forward the total load of its links, the collision 
domain 4CD  defined in the previous example forwards 

dddddddd LLLLLLLL 352345678 =++++++ . If the 
bandwidth (the capacity of the MAC layer) for each link 
in the collision domain is constant and equal to [ ]sbitB / , 
the throughput dL  available to each node in the chain is 
limited to 35BLd <  (for the considered collision 
domain 4CD ). In order o find the collision domain which 
is limiting for the network (so called bottleneck collision 
domain) we have to identify the collision domain and its 
load for every link in the network and find the minimum 
throughput dL  [3]. 

The load of collision domain presented so far leads to a 
pessimistic value of the throughput dL  and is called the 
nominal load [11]. Instead, the effective load gives a 
more accurate estimate of the throughput by considering 
the spatial channel reuse, which is typical for multi-hop 
links in WMNs. Due to the spatial separation of links in 
the collision domain simultaneous transmissions are 
possible and should be deducted from the total load of the 
collision domain. Referring again to Fig. 2 we find out 
that link 2 (SS1 → SS2) can transmit simultaneously with 
link 6 (SS5 → SS6 - node SS2 is outside the interference 
range of node SS5) and we reduce the nominal load of 
collision domain 4CD  by the load of the lower loaded 
link in the pair. Similarly, link 1 (BS → SS1) can 
transmit simultaneously with link 5 (SS4 → SS5) and 
link 3 (SS2 → SS3) can transmit simultaneously with 
link 7 (SS6 → SS7). The effective load of the collision 
domain 4CD  is now equal to 

ddddd LLLLL 2623435 =−−−  and the throughput dL  
available to each node in the chain is limited to 

26BLd <  (25% gain over the nominal load). 

C. Impact of link adaptation (MCS) 

The physical layer of 802.16 mesh mode is based on 
WirelessMAN-OFDM/TDD and features link adaptation 
(Modulation and Coding Scheme - MCS) for better 
utilization of radio resources [2]. Consequently, the raw 
data rates may vary from 2.40 Mb/s to 26.18 Mb/s (for 7 
MHz channel), depending on the receiver SNR, which, in 
turn, is a function of propagation conditions as well as 
network topology. 

With link adaptation every link in a specific collision 
domain may apply different MCS, which impacts the 
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collision domain load – now the load of every link must 
be scaled by the inverse of its bandwidth. Let us consider 
a simple example of a WMN consisting of two SSs 
downloading equal traffic [ ]sbitLd /  from the BS. 
Assuming identical bandwidth B  for both links the 
collision domain load is equal to ddd LLL 32 =+  and the 
throughput dL  is limited to 3BLd < . However, if the 
bandwidth of the link 1 (BS → SS1) is twice that of the 
link 2 (SS1 → SS2), i.e. B2 , the load of the collision 

domain is calculated as d
dd LLL 2

2
2

1
=+  and the 

throughput dL  is now bounded by 2BLd < . 

Generally, for the collision domain kCD  including kN  
links characterized by load iL  and bandwidth iB  the 
following equation must be fulfilled: 

1=∑
∈ kCDi i

i

B
L  

The quantity ii BL  defines the percentage of time 
available for link i, since the transmission time (in other 
words the available resources) must be shared among all 
links forming the collision domain to carry all its load. 

D. Capacity increase in multi-channel mode 

The 802.16 mesh MAC protocol is designed primarily for 
multi-hop networks operating in a single channel. 
However, the nodes can employ up to 16 multiple non-
interfering channels [2] for data transmission to increase 
the available throughput for nearby nodes, which can not 
exploit spatial reuse. Assigning additional channels is 
known to be one of the most effective ways to increase 
WMN capacity [8]. 

The collision domain concept presented so far can be 
easily extended to incorporate the WMN operating in 
multiple channels. This requires re-defining collision 
domains, having in mind both the specific MAC protocol, 
as well as the existence of multiple frequency channels 
for parallel transmissions. Consequently, the construction 
of collision domains has to be performed for each 
specific channel assignment separately. 

Let us refer to the example discussed in section IV.A. 
Assuming the specific channel assignment, as shown in 
Fig. 3, we can remove from the collision domain 

4CD (defined for link 4, which communicates over 
channel B) links 1 (BS → SS1), 2 (SS1 → SS2) and 6 
(SS5 → SS6), since they use channel A and do not 

interfere with link 4 (SS3 → SS4). Although link 5 
(SS4 → SS5) operates on channel A as well, it can not be 
removed from 4CD  due to the single-radio configuration 
of nodes (the node can not receive and transmit 
simultaneously). This reduces the nominal load of the 
collision domain 4CD  to ddddd LLLLL 172456 =+++ . 
Taking into account spatial channel reuse, the effective 
load is further reduced to dddd LLLL 112417 =−−  (pairs 
5-7 and 3-5 can transmit in parallel).  

 

Fig. 3 Simple chain topology of WMN with 8 nodes 
configured in multi-channel mode. 

E. Capacity increase with multi-radio nodes 

As we could see in the previous section assigning 
additional channels to the link chain can substantially 
decrease the load of the collision domain, increasing the 
available throughput of the WMN. However, even if the 
number of available channels is very high, the collision 
domain can not contain less than three links in a single-
radio configuration. This is caused by the fact that for a 
given link i both the transmitting node 1−i  and the 
receiving node i can not receive (node 1−i ) nor transmit 
(node i) simultaneously with link i.  

This limitation do not exist in a multi-radio configuration 
any more. Since cost of radios and battery consumption 
are not limiting factors in a WMN, multiple radios can be 
placed in nodes to increase the capacity of WMN. 

Introducing multi-radio nodes releases the constraint 
limiting the capacity in multi-channel mode – now 
simultaneous reception and transmission (on different 
channels) is possible in every node. We refer again to the 
example discussed in section IV.A. If the specific channel 
assignment shown in Fig. 4 is applied, the collision 
domain 4CD  consists of links 3 (SS2 → SS3), 4 (SS3 → 
SS4) and 5 (SS4 → SS5), the nominal and effective load 
equals to dddd LLLL 15456 =++  and ddd LLL 11415 =− , 
respectively in the single-radio configuration. By adding 
radios to nodes SS3 and SS4 the collision domain 4CD  
reduces to the link 4 (SS3 → SS4) with load dL5 . 
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Fig. 4 Simple chain topology of WMN with 8 multi-radio 
nodes. 

However, as we will see in the next section, multi-radio 
configuration requires a careful selection of channel 
assignment scheme to be really effective. When the 
number of channels is limited, multi-radio configuration 
may have no impact on WMN capacity in the worst-case 
scenario. 

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

A MATLAB® script was used to evaluate the method and 
we considered a chain topology similar to that presented 
in Section IV. The script identifies the collision domain 
for every link and calculates the available throughput. The 
results were verified using a custom-coded 802.16 mesh 
mode MAC simulator, written in C++. 

A. Simple Chain Topology – Unidirectional and 
Bidirectional Traffic 

Let us first analyze a single node downloading data from 
the gateway through a chain of forwarding nodes. 
Assuming the bandwidth B normalized to 1, the 
throughput available to the downloading node changes as 

N1  for 4≤N , and reaches 25.0  for 4>N  (Fig. 5). The 
behavior is similar to 802.11 based chain [11], however, 
for 802.16 chain the nominal load of the bottleneck 
collision domain is dL7  and the effective load is equal to 

ddd LLL 437 =− . 

If all nodes in the chain download the same traffic from 
the gateway the situation changes dramatically. In this 
case, for 3≥N the collision domain 4CD  (SS3 → SS4) is 
the most congested and forms a bottleneck. If the traffic 
is unidirectional (downlink or uplink) the throughput 
decreases to 0.1 (per node) for 4=N  and becomes as low 
as 0.03 for 10=N  (see Fig. 6). For bidirectional 
asymmetric traffic with du LL 1.0=  (a value typical for 
ADSL links) the same throughput of 0.03 is reached for 

9=N . If the traffic is symmetric ( du LL = ), a similar 
throughput is obtained for 6=N . 
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Fig. 5 Throughput vs. position of single downloading node. 
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Fig. 6 Throughput vs. number of downloading nodes, 
unidirectional and bidirectional traffic. 

The theoretical result for the downlink were compared 
against simulation and showed a good agreement (Fig. 6). 
However, the bidirectional case was not verified by 
simulation due to some limitations of the simulator, which 
currently supports unidirectional traffic only. 
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B. Effects of Adaptive Coding and Modulation 

802.16 OFDM PHY layer used in the mesh mode features 
an adaptive coding and modulation scheme [10]. Using a 
modified version of the method presented earlier in this 
paper we can easily show the impact of the available 
bandwidth, which can vary from link to link, on the 
overall performance of the mesh network. 

Doubling the bandwidth on the links 1 to 5 increases the 
throughput almost linearly (Fig. 7), however, modifying 
subsequent links does not increase it any more. The most 
important is the fact that the substantial change of the 
bandwidth impacts the location of the bottleneck collision 
domain, which can be observed by increasing the 
bandwidth of some links to B4 . On the other hand, 
limiting the bandwidth to 2B  or 4B  on the links 1 to 4 
decreases the throughput up to 57% and 85%, 
respectively.  
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Fig. 7 Effect of adaptive coding and modulation – 
throughput vs. number of affected links in the chain. 

From the above we can conclude that the performance of 
the 802.16 WMN depends heavily on the bandwidth 
available on the links closer to the gateway, while the 
bandwidth of the other links do not impact the 
performance of the network substantially. 

Fig. 8 shows how the throughput is affected by changing 
the bandwidth of a single link in the chain. It should be 
noticed that the mesh network is more susceptible to the 
reduction of the bandwidth of the links than to its increase. 
This is important for 802.16 WMN planning, since the 

reduction of bandwidth of the links closer to the gateway 
reduces considerably the throughput available to all nodes. 
In the worst case scenario, limiting the bandwidth of 
link 1 to 2B  or 4B  decreases the throughput available 
to all nodes by 28% and 57% respectively. 
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Fig. 8 Effect of adaptive coding and modulation – 
throughput vs. position of affected link in the chain. 

C. Multi-channel mode 

As mentioned in the previous section, assigning 
additional channels is one of the most effective ways to 
increase WMN capacity. However, networks exploiting 
multiple frequency channels require very careful 
selection of number of channels as well as their spatial 
configuration. We analyzed several configurations with 2, 
3 and 4 channels, and some of the results are presented 
below. 

A comparison of different channel assignment schemes in 
2-channel configuration is shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. 
From this figures we can find out, that the load of the 
collision domain is minimized (and the throughput 
maximized) when the channels alternate as often as 
possible (AABB – throughput increased by 100% for 

10=N ), however, due to the limitations of the single-
radio configuration the assignment ABAB should be 
avoided (see Fig. 11 and Fig.12). 

Even if more channels are available for the 802.16 WMN 
at a given location, the throughput can be at most doubled 
in the single-radio configuration. The channel 
assignments schemes ABC and ABCD (Fig. 11 and 
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Fig. 12) as well as AABBCC (Fig. 13 and Fig. 14) 
performs identically as the previously analyzed AABB 
configuration. From this figures we can conclude, that in 
the simple 802.16 WMN chain and single-radio 
configuration the throughput can be doubled using 2 
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Fig. 9 2-channel configuration – comparison of 3 possible 
channel assignment schemes. 
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Fig. 10 Throughput increase (relative to the single channel) 
for the channel assignments shown in Fig. 9. 

 

radio channels and assigning additional channels does not 
increase the throughput any more. However, the results 
may differ considerably for the WMN with more realistic 
(complex) topology and interference model and we plan 
to investigate the issue more deeply in the future. 
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Fig. 11 Comparison of 2, 3 and 4 channel configurations. 
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Fig. 12 Throughput increase (relative to the single channel) 
for the channel assignments shown in Fig. 11 
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Fig.13 3-channel configuration – comparison of 3 possible 
channel assignment schemes. 
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Fig. 14 Throughput increase (relative to the single channel) 
for the channel assignments shown in Fig. 13 

D. Multi-radio configuration 

The further reduction of 802.16 collision domains load, 
resulting in the increased throughput, requires 
introducing multi-radio nodes in the network. As argued 
in Section IV.E the collision domain can be reduced to 
the single link with the sufficient number of radio 
channels in this case. 
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Fig. 15 Multi-radio configuration and 2-channel assignment 
schemes. 
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Fig. 16 Throughput increase (relative to the single channel) 
for the channel assignments shown in Fig. 15. 

With two radio channels available to the WMN the 
throughput can be increased by 100% (Fig. 15 and Fig. 
16) in the multi-radio configuration. We obtained similar 
results in the single-radio configuration, however with 
multi-radio nodes the throughput is doubled for shorter 
chains, i.e. 6 nodes vs. 10 nodes in multi-channel case. 
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The advantages of the multi-radio configuration are fully 
exploited when more than two radio channels are 
available (Fig. 17). Adding one channel increases the 
throughput by 130% for 10=N  (ABCABC - Fig. 18), 
while four fold (300%) increase is observed for the 
10-node chain configured with four channels (ABCD). 
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Fig. 17 Comparison of 2, 3 and 4 channel configurations 
with multi-radio nodes. 
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Fig. 18 Throughput increase (relative to the single channel) 
for the channel assignments shown in Fig. 17. 

A comparison of 3-channel multi-radio configurations is 
presented in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20. Unlike the single-radio 
configurations, adjacent links should avoid operating in 
the same channel since the multi-radio nodes can receive 
and transmit simultaneously, if assigned non-interfering 
channels.  
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Fig. 19 3-channel configuration – comparison of 3 possible 
channel assignment schemes. 
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Fig. 20 Throughput increase (relative to the single channel) 
for the channel assignments shown in Fig. 19. 
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Fig. 21 Comparison of selected multi-channel an multi-radio 
configurations of the 802.16 WMN. 
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Fig. 22 Throughput increase (relative to the single channel) 
for the channel assignments shown in Fig. 21 

Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 summarize the benefits of the multi-
channel and multi-radio modes of operation of the 802.16 
WMN. We can see from these figures that the simplest 
but effective method of increasing the throughput 
requires adding the additional (and properly configured - 
AABB) radio channel. The further throughput increase is 
possible by assigning another channels (ABC, ABCD) 
and replacing single-radio nodes by multi-radio devices. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we showed how the concept of collision 
domains can be applied to 802.16 WMN capacity 
calculation. The definition of collision domain is strongly 
affected by the MAC protocol used. Therefore it must be 
redefined for every mesh network standard. 

The collision domain concept proved to be exact, the results 
obtained by simulation of the 802.16 MAC layer are close 
to the theoretical analysis based on collision domains. We 
extended the method by allowing the variable bandwidth of 
each link, implemented in the 802.16 standard by the 
application of adaptive coding and modulation. The other 
extensions, like multi-channel and multi-radio terminals 
were included as well. The results obtained using the 
modified method may have important implications for 
WMN planning. 

However, the simple chain topology and the unrealistic 
interference model considered throughout the paper does not 
allow for any generalization of the results. We plan to adapt 
the method to the arbitrary topology of the 802.16 WMN. 
Since the collision domains are defined based on the 
interference among links, this can be done only after 
implementation of the more realistic propagation models in 
our collision domain identification algorithm.  

Finally, the mesh mode is very likely to be replaced by the 
relay solution in the new version of the 802.16 standard. 
Therefore, we will consider the application of the collision 
domain concept to the new mode as well as to the 
forthcoming IEEE 802.11s standard. 
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Abstract—This paper provides and evaluates many simulation
results concerning the energy consumption in WSN under dif-
ferent assumptions for various scenarios, including the impact of
the routing strategy, broadcast delay, data aggregation, data rate,
and the significant effect of MAC selection and configurationof its
parameters. For simulations we analyze first the node’s behavior
in terms of energy consumption and investigate the impact of
different parameters on it.

To that aim, we use our sensor network framework (SNF),
a flexible tool to build various protocols by combining existing
building blocks at different layers (i.e., we provide also complete
energy-efficient MAC modules). In this simulation environment
routing protocols can be rapidly developed, closely inspected
and the effects of changing configuration parameters and their
impact on the performance better investigated and analyzed.
We illustrate this in case of a two phase adaptive energy-
aware routing protocol (with several routing metrics) as well as
an enhanced, energy-aware directed diffusion and provide here
various experimental results. After simulation and evaluation
we are able to give guidelines for suited routing metrics and
strategies, composition of protocols at different layers and how
joint optimizations with MAC protocols increase the efficiency of
routing.

Index Terms—wireless sensor network (WSN); routing proto-
cols; energy-aware; simulation framework; modeling

I. I NTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of a large num-
ber (hundreds, thousands) of sensor nodes that are randomly
and densely deployed in a geographical area. Each of the dis-
tributed nodes in the WSN is able to collect large amounts of
information, analyze and/or preprocess them and communicate
them to a base node (sink). The nodes operate unattended and
are forced to self-organize themselves as a result of frequent
topology changes and to adjust their behavior to current
network conditions. Typically, a sensor node has restricted
communication (radio range) and computation capabilities,
limited energy and memory. The communication is unreliable,
messages can be lost or corrupted and sensor nodes can be
damaged. The network topology changes also due to node
transient failures, addition or depletion.

A very challenging aspect in query-driven WSNs is to
determine the way the messages (query and data) are for-
warded between the sink and sources (nodes able to deliver the
requested data) using data-centric approaches. In suchdata-
centric routingschemes the destination node of messages is
specified by tuples of attribute-value pairs of the data carried

inside the packets and not using globally unique identifiers
(node address). WSN applications are usually interested in
the kind of data and it is less important which node sent
the data. When the distance between source(s) and sink is
large, intermediate nodes forward the messages from hop
to hop until they reach the intended destination, leading to
several possible multihop paths. Determining which set of
intermediate nodes to select in order to establish a path with
the aim to prolong the network lifetime (by conserving the
energy of the nodes as long as possible) is not trivial. Besides
the energy-efficiency requirement a routing protocol for large
WSNs must be reliable and scalable.

The paper is an extension of [1] and is structured as follows.
Section II presents the state-of-art and the motivation behind
designing energy aware routing protocols for WSNs. Section
III describes the node software communication architecture.
Section IV discusses how diverse routing protocols are built
using our framework. Section V illustrates the performanceof
these protocols by giving various simulation results.

II. RELATED WORK, MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES

For WSNs, where multiple source nodes send data to a
sink node (many-to-one communication pattern), establishing
reverse paths is a very used scheme [2][3][4][5]. Many of the
algorithms use distance-based forwarding, where the number
of hops serves as a distance metric. Here each node selects the
neighbor with the lowest hop counter to forward the packet.
Since in most WSNs applications the battery of a sensor
node is not replaceable, an important objective for routing
protocols is the energy-efficiency. The biggest energy drain
results from transmission of packets. Shortest-path routing
improves the overall energy consumption since the energy
needed to transmit a packet from source to final destination is
correlated to the path length. Unfortunately, algorithms which
minimize the path length will heavily load nodes on the path
and those nodes drain off sooner, thus creating holes in the
network, or worse, lead to disconnected networks.

Techniques to balance the load among all forwarding nodes
are thus required [6][7][8][5]. One approach is to choose
routes such that the variance in battery levels between different
routes is reduced. By taking the amount of node’s remaining
energy into account we prevent nodes from choosing the same
route often and thus increase the lifetime of frequently used
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nodes on common used routes [9][6][10]. Minimizing the
variance of the remaining energy of all nodes in the network is
used in the lifetime prediction routing protocol [8], wherethe
network lifetime is maximized. The lifetime of a node can be
predicted based on the residual battery capacity and the rate
of energy discharge.

In [7], Nurull et al. propose a route selection method
that considers both the routing cost and the network lifetime
metrics, achieving in this way a good tradeoff between these
conflicting goals. Using a least cost route in order to optimize
some cost (such as hop count, energy, delay, link quality,
etc.) impacts on the network lifetime since nodes with higher
communication demands might die soon.

According to Aslam et al.[9], the network lifetime maxi-
mization problem can be viewed as a max-min optimization
problem. The proposed max-minzPmin algorithm selects
routes that achieve a balance between the energy consumed by
a route and the minimum residual energy at the nodes along
the selected route. The basic idea is to select a route that uses
at mostz · Pmin energy, wherePmin is the energy required
by the minimal energy route, andz is an adjustable parameter
(z ≥ 1). Between the routes with the total power consumption
per path belowz ·Pmin, the route with the maximal minimum
residual energy is selected.

Similarly, GBR [6] improves Directed Diffusion [2] by
uniformly balancing the traffic inside the network using traffic
spreading and in-network processing (aggregation).

Moreover, energy efficiency can be achieved by using
greedy forwarding schemes which are aware of the geographic
coordinates of the nodes as in [11][12]. For energy-saving
approaches at MAC layer the reader is referred to [13].

Besides the energy constraint, a major concern in the
design of WSN protocols is a reliable delivery of the data
packets to sink. Radio communication links are known to have
transitional region with widely varying degrees of packet loss
and high error rates [5][14]. Although the successful packet
reception decreases with the distance, there might be cases
where distant nodes may have smaller loss than nearby nodes.
That means that establishing energy-aware reverse paths using
hop counter metrics might not always keep the overall packet
transmissions energy to a minimum. In terms of energy, it
might be more efficient to establish longer paths exhibiting
low loss instead of shorter ones with poor link qualities
where more energy has to be spent for successful packet
delivery. In such cases new metrics are required such as the
ratio of delivery rate and energy costs as in [5] or metrics that
incorporate packet delivery rate and link asymmetry as in [14].

Besides communication links failures, sensor nodes can
be damaged for a shorter or longer period of time. Routing
protocols must tolerate such unreliable links and node failures.
In the latter case, the routing protocol must react quickly to
topology changes, especially when a route is affected by the
failure of a node. The robustness to different types of failures
can be improved by multipath routing [15][3][4][5], where
multiple paths between source(s) and sink are established.

Different strategies to construct disjoint and partially disjointed
(meshed) paths and the tradeoff between energy-robustness
are discussed in [15]. In Gradient Broadcast (GRAB) [4]
and Minimum Cost Forwarding [3] packets travel to sink by
descending a cost path. The cost is defined as the minimum
energy needed to forward packets to the sink along previ-
ously established routes. All nodes receiving a packet with
smaller cost forward it, meaning that the packet can reach the
destination along several routes. This improves the reliability
but increases the energy consumption since the packet is
transmitted (superfluously) on more paths. To improve the
energy consumption one can use, for example, multi-link
energy-efficient forwarding as in [5]. In contrast to single-link
forwarding, where the sender sends packets to one forwarder,
the multi-link forwarding exploits the broadcast characteristics
of the wireless shared channel. The idea is to broadcast the
packet to a predetermined potential forwarder set. If the first
node in the ordered forwarding set does not acknowledge the
packet, the sender polls the next node in the set.
Note that reliability needs to be implemented at upper layers
(as in Directed Diffusion [2]) when the transmission does
not employ a MAC layer reliability mechanism such as the
RTS/CTS/ACK handshake [16].

The behavior of the nodes between source(s) and sink(s)
depends on several factors such as the network topology and
connectivity, the number of active requests in the network,
the position of source(s) and sink(s), communication pattern,
MAC protocol parameters (e.g., listen and sleep times), ap-
plication parameters (e.g., interest refresh rate) and so on.
The cumulated impact of such a large amount of parameters
on the (routing) behavior of individual nodes is difficult to
be predicted. Our main goal is to simulate reliable routing
protocols for WSNs able to prolong the network lifetime
by conserving the energy of the nodes as long as possible.
Therefore, we look after new metrics based on a sensor node’s
residual energy or other attributes to be able to take appropriate
routing decisions in order to extend the lifetime of the WSN.
Moreover, the energy consumption must be optimized at each
layer of the node communication architecture and the coopera-
tion between layers should be improved. We proposed in [17] a
modular, energy-aware network architecture of a sensor node
as a flexible approach to design and plug-and-play various
protocols at network and MAC layers, and to combine and
analyze the impact of different strategies (inside the protocols)
on the performance and lifetime of the WSN. We implemented
the SNF simulatorusing the OMNeT++ 3.4b2 discrete event
simulation package1 [18] and its Mobility Framework (MF2)
2.0p3 [19]. Part of the MAC protocols and the automatic
energy component of the framework were described in [20].
Moreover, we extend the framework with new features such as
add/delete, move (drag-and-drop), disconnect/reconnectnodes

1OMNeT++ is a public-source, component-based, modular and open-
architecture simulation environment with applicability in the simulation of
communication networks (http://www.omnetpp.org/)

2extension intended to support wireless and mobile simulations within
OMNeT++
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during simulation, which allow to analyze the impact of
dynamic topology changes.

In the present paper we focus on alternatives to design
energy-aware routing protocols using metrics that prolongthe
network lifetime and we illustrate the performance of these
distributed algorithms using our automatic evaluation tool
(based on our statistic component). The quantitative effort to
design new protocols and to integrate them into a complete
protocol architecture is considerably reduced since we promote
modularity (in design) and code reusability. We illustratehere
this by implementing two different routing protocols.

III. N ODE ARCHITECTURE

The common approach used to structure a communication
protocol is layering; separate protocols are building the proto-
col stack where each protocol accesses functions of the lower
layer protocol. Since for a resource constrained node strict
layering is inappropriate [21][22], we employ a cross-layer
design [23] by allowing exchange of information mainly across
application, routing and MAC layers in order to optimize
them. For routing protocols such optimization may improve
the energy consumption during communication, extend the
spectrum of routing decisions and adapt the communication to
tolerate different kinds of failures or to avoid local congestion.

(Transport Layer)

Network Layer

Application Layer

Layer

Cross

MAC Layer
(802.11,S−MAC,T−MAC,B−MAC)

(Telos, MicaZ, Mica/Mica2, Dot)
Physical Layer

Data Link Layer

a) b)

Fig. 1. a) Components of a sensor node b) in simulator.

The software comunication architecture of a sensor node is
illustrated in Figure 1 and consists of application, network
and NIC layer; the latter incorporates the MAC layer, the
physical layer and the radio. We provided full implementations
for the application and MAC layers, we extended the mobility
component and added energy and statistics modules (see [20]).
The existence of the blackboard component (module) allows
cross-layer interactions between the layers.

Recall that we are looking for energy-aware routing proto-
cols for long term query driven applications under the assump-
tions that the message sequence is not known in advance and
several sinks inject requests in a large random sensor network.

A. Application layer

The application layer provides the user a general way to
send his request to the network. In a data-centric approach,a
request orinterest is a sequence of attribute-value pairs such
as type=temperature, interval=100ms, area=[(x,y),(u,v)]which is
converted to an application packet. A request can be sent to
a given area if the user specifies a rectangular area (defined

by the coordinates of the two points). The application layer
contains and simulates the sensing unit of a sensor node and
sends responses ordata events. Upon receiving a request, the
node checks if it is a source of the requested data; if yes, the
application layer starts the requested sensor to gather thedata
and packs it in a response message to be sent to the request
initiator (sink). To that end, we employed one application layer
than can be used by all routing protocols.

B. MAC layer

At MAC layer, the main energy consumer in a sensor node
is the transceiver. To accommodate a low energy consumption,
the main idea is to turn off the transceiver most of the time
and to activate it only when necessary, meaning that it works
at a low duty cycle. Thus, we provide implementations (as
complete NIC modules) for energy-aware MAC protocols
like S-MAC [24], T-MAC [25], Preamble Sampling [26] and
IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard that can be used below a
network layer routing protocol (including support for collision
detection). To the best of our knowledge, so far there are no
implementations for different MAC protocols (except a first
attempt of the IEEE 802.11 WLAN) which can be embedded
in the OMNeT++ sensor node architecture. This contribution
will be made publicly available for download and is not the
focus of this paper.

C. Network layer

In order to quickly build and experiment with different
routing protocols, the network layer should be designed to
allow fast reconfiguration and code reusability.

At network layer the possibilities to reduce the energy con-
sumption are to communicate rarely and to reduce the volume
of communication, i.e., the number of transmitted packets by
using in-network processing (aggregation, compression, etc).
In WSNs the network layer provides a (best-effort) connection-
less multihop communication abstraction to the upper layers.
Typically, its functionality includes packet forwarding towards
one or many destinations, creation and maintenance of routing
structures, retransmissions and acknowledgments. Note that
the general functionality of a routing protocol remains the
same, what is changing from one protocol to the other are
the protocol logic and the strategies which use different
metrics to route the packets. In order to better exploit this, we
implemented in SNF the network layer architecture proposed
in [17]. We shortly describe here the architecture (Figure 2),
since we will have to refer to most of its components and their
interactions.

It consists of three components: the in-out unit (IOU), the
forwarding unit (FU) and several routing units (RUs). The
main task of IOU is to guide the packet flow. The FU forwards
the packets to the appropriate RU according to the packet type
and the direction they are coming from. It also maintains and
provides access to internal cache structures (Interest, Gradient
and Neighbor Tables, etc.). TheInterest Tableis a dynamical,
user-programmable table containing request relevant informa-
tion. Since we allow more sinks to inject concurrent requests
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into the network the interest is uniquely identified by the
attributes: a node identifier, the type of requested data and
the area under observation. Each interest entry contains a
reference to a dynamical, user-programmableGradient Table
which contains the direction (node id) the packet came from
and other routing relevant information. Unlike the Gradient
Table, theNeighbor Tablecontains neighborhood information
that is independent of the interest (energy, link quality ortimes
when neighbors start and end their active period according to
the used MAC protocol, etc.).
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Fig. 2. Interaction of the components at network layer.

The RU is a dynamically exchangeable component implement-
ing (part of) the routing protocol with the main task to forward
packets by determining their next hops. The SU is an optional
component inside the RU with the aim to modularly separate
the policy of determining the next hops for packets inside the
routing protocol. Since the architecture is not subject of the
presented paper the reader is referred to [17] for more details.

D. Other components

Furthermore, we integrated in the node architecture:

• an energy component that models automatically the en-
ergy consumption in a sensor node (including also the
energy consumption due to collisions, in order to have a
realistic energy model),

• a statistics component with automatic visualization of
relevant data, which enables a fast analysis of different
performance criteria,

• a cross layer enabling interchange of significant informa-
tion directly among the different layers of the protocol
stack(without additional messages).

IV. ENERGY-AWARE MULTIHOP ROUTING

Here we concentrate on two routing protocols that we
implemented at the network layer: a two phase multihop
routing and enhanced directed diffusion.

A. Two phase multihop routing

This is an adaptive energy-aware routing protocol based on
two phases: theinterest propagationand thedata transmission,
where the data is sent along the reverse paths established
during propagation of the interest. The main idea of this
routing is to find out what is the relevant routing information
that shoud be spread to the nodes in the network without
sending explicit routing messages.

During the first phase the interest packet propagates
throughout the network, the cost field (hop count or other
metrics) is established at each node and the gradient tablesare
created and initialized. Finally, each node has determinedits
minimal cost to sink and depending on the size of its gradient
table, it knows a subset or all of its neighbors and their energy.

In the data transmissionphase, the data packets are routed
from source(s) to sink according to the minimum cost forward-
ing principle. The choice of the next hop is based solely on
information available inside the gradient table and therefore
the corresponding routing algorithm is sender initiated, where
each involved node selects the ”best” next hop and sends data
as unicast. This best next hop can be chosen according to
several strategies (metrics).
The first strategy was to route the data packets on the shortest
path between source and sink (hop count metrics, denoted in
the sequelhc).
The second strategy, denotedhc,E, combines the hop count
metrics with the neighbor residual energy. More precisely,each
node records the neighbor with smaller hop count than itself
and among these the node with the maximal residual energy is
selected as its best next hop. However, choosing the neighbor
with the highest energy level does not guarantee that the path
to the sink along this node contains only relay nodes with
high residual energy. It can occur that this path contains a
bottleneck energy node, which should be avoided whenever
possible.
In order to overcome this we consider a third strategy, denoted
∆hc/E, which combines the hop count and the residual
energy of each node on the entire path between source and
sink. To that end each nodeu computes its cost as
Mu = min{Mv +1/Eu|v ∈ Neighbor(u)}, whereEu is the

residual energy of nodeu and Mv is the summation of the
costs on the path from the sink up to and including nodev.

100100 100

4 4 4

1

3
B

A

Source Sink

Fig. 3. Two disjoint paths from source to sink. The residual energy for each
node is given.

This additive path cost function represents now a quantitative
characterization for the goodness of the entire route. For
example, if a relay has three alternatives nodesA, B and C
with costs1/20, 1/10 and1/5 respectively, it will choose the
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route going through nodeA, since this obeys the minimum-
cost forwarding principle. This third metrics contributesto
better balance the energy consumption of the network by
redistributing the traffic load more uniformly on the nodes.
Still, there are particular scenarios where this strategy does not
avoid a bottleneck node, as illustrated for a source with two
disjoint long paths in Figure 3. The cost on the path through
A is 1/100 + 1/100 + 1/1 + 1/100 = 1.03 wheras through
B is 1/4 + 1/4 + 1/4 + 1/3 = 1.083. Thus∆hc/E selects
the path with the smaller cost throughA although it contains
a bottleneck node with residual energy1 (which will be soon
depleted).

Alternatively, in order to avoid such node with low residual
energy we introduce a forth strategy, denotedhc,cE, which
employs uncorrelated the hop count and the critical energy
(cE) on the entire path between the sink and source (i.e., the
least residual energy on this path). Each nodeu computes
cEu = min{Eu, max{cEv|v ∈ Neighbor(u) ∧ hcv ≤
hcu}}, hence the hop count plays the main role in selecting
the next hop, while the critical energy on the path just refines
the decision. In order to enable this, each node maintains inits
cache tables (§III-C) information about its neighbors including
hop count, critical energy and the timestamp of last received
critical energy message. To forward a data packet to sink a
node uses the hop count and critical energy metrics (where
the weight of each factor is adjustable). The node selects
its next hop candidate (cand), out of three sets: nodes with
smaller (Set1), equal (Set2) and higher (Set3) hop count (hc)
by executing the pseudocode:

cand = cand1
if (cand2 ∈ Set2)

if ((cand2.cE - cand.cE) ≥ eDiff1)
cand = cand2

if (cand3 ∈ Set3)
if ((cand3.cE - cand.cE) ≥ eDiff1*(1+(cand3.hc-cand.hc-1)*k)

cand = cand3

eDiff1 and k are configurable threshold values. Note that for
Set3we relax the conditionhcv ≤ hcu to enable selecting
neighbors that are one hop further away from the sink than the
current node. The drawback here is the possibility of creating
loops in the routing process since we lose the ”right direction”
information kept inside the hop count.

In order to avoid the drawbacks of strategies three and
four we propose a further new strategy, referred ashccE,
which correlates both the hop count and the critical energy
on the path. Therefore, each node computes and forwards the
pair: [hop count distance to sink; critical energy on path],
as (hcu; cEu) = (hcv; cEv) ⊕ (1; Eu), where (hcv; cEv)
is the hop count and critical energy pair corresponding to
node v = arg min{hcv/cEv|v ∈ Neighbor(u)} and the
operator⊕ is defined for each term ashcu = hcv + 1 and
cEu = min{cEv, Eu}.

Additionally, to alleviate the problem of excessive broad-
casts during flooding caused by the fact that a node broadcasts
instantly after receiving a lower cost without knowing whether
this cost is minimal we introduce a waiting timeTw. A node
will wait for a time Tw which is chosen either constant or

directly proportional with the received cost field. During this
period, the node extracts from all received packets the minimal
cost field and if this is better than its own, it updates its local
cost. Then it broadcasts the packet with its cost. It is obvious
that if Tw is large enough the node broadcasts only once the
minimal cost, but this introduces latency in the transmission.

To guarantee reliable delivery (per hop), data packets are
unicasted using RTS/CTS/ACK handshake at MAC layer or
they are marked as relevant at network layer (which enables
the network layer reliability mechanism).

Note that the interest is refreshed (broadcasted) at config-
urable intervals depending on the data generation interval.
The refreshes are necessary in order to notice changes in
the topology (new or failed nodes) and to propagate the path
critical energy information in the network.

B. Enhanced directed diffusion

To illustrate the usefulness and the possibilities of the
proposed SNF we present here also how a complex routing
protocol such as directed diffusion (DD) can be realized. The
protocol we implemented, referred as enhanced, energy-aware
directed diffusion (EDD), is a variant of the original DD
[2], including energy-awareness mechanisms (metrics which
consider the residual energy of nodes and geographic coor-
dinates [11]). The directed diffusion protocol is considered
complex since it combines discovery, querying and routing
mechanisms in a single protocol. Therefore, we decided to
decompose it in phases, which can be modularly embedded
in our architecture of the network layer. We discuss how we
decomposed the protocol in phases (including our changes to
the original) and show how its complexity can be reduced by
employing simple routing units, which later can be exchanged
and variably configured (by reusing the code) to achieve an
energy-aware routing.

We briefly describe the four phases and the different types
of messages used; we name the phases according to the
operations the sensor node executes in each of them. Generally,
the operations correspond to some known traffic patterns
(given below for each phase in parenthesis) in the WSN:

Phase 1: Interest propagation(flooding, 1:all)
A sink aiming to subscribe to certain events creates an
interest and injects it in the sensor network. The original
interest has a low data rate and is broadcasted to the one
hop neighbors (Figure 4.a). Intermediate nodes receiving
the interest create and add a gradient entry in their
gradient table, containing the interest attributes and the
sender node from where the interest was received. These
gradients allow the node to route back data matching the
interest (a node knows only the one hop neighbor which
sent the interest, not also the initiator of the interest).
If the interest has not yet been seen, it is rebroadcasted
by each intermediate node. This way the message is
forwarded hop by hop in the entire network.

Phase 2: Path establishment(convergecast, k:1)
Once the interest reaches potential sources, the sources
reply with an exploratory data message at the (low)
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Sink

Source

Source

Fig. 4. EDD phases a) interest propagation, b) exploratory data convergecast, c) reinforcement of oneneighbor to each source d) data propagation

requested rate, in order to find paths to the sink. Using
the gradients (corresponding to this interest) from phase
1, the exploratory data messages are sent back hop by
hop (via multiple paths) to the sink (Figure 4.b). This
phase is referred in original diffusion as initial gradient
setup phase.

Phase 3: Reinforcement(multicast, 1:k)
The sink receives one or more exploratory data messages.
It selects thebest3 exploratory data message and a rein-
forcement message is sent towards the neighbor sending
this message. Upon receiving a reinforcement message,
each node creates a reinforced gradient for that neighbor,
chooses the best next neighbor towards the source and re-
sends the reinforcement message to the selected neighbor
(Figure 4.c). Recall that the selection process (i.e., which
node should be reinforced) is a local decision based on
the contents of the data cache. This data cache (in our
architecture theDataInitiator Table) is similar to
the gradient cache but in the opposite direction, to route
messages (reinforcement) from sink to source nodes.
To be able to reinforce a given neighbor each sensor
node stores, for each known interest, a data cache with
recently received data messages. If the same data message
is received several times, it is silently discarded. Thus,
an intermediate node knows only two things: where to
forward the incoming data message and which neighbor
has been reinforced.

Phase 4: Data delivery(restricted convergecast)
When the reinforcement message reaches a source, a
complete path of reinforced gradients exists between
source and sink (Figure 4.d). Data messages can now
be routed from each source to the sink using exactly one
path.

In each phase a special message type is forwarded inside
the network. There are several relevant messages types:

• Interest – Each time a request is injected at the sink
an interest message is created. The interest is a set
of attribute-value pairs containing at least the type of
the requested data, a data generation interval and the
expiration deadline for the interest. The original interest

3The meaning of the term varies according to the goal of routing. For
example, when low latency is required the fastest neighbor is selected.

message is flooded, each intermediate node maintaining
a gradient entry towards the sender of the interest. The
sink refreshes the interest message periodically, in order

– to announce that it still wants the data,
– to update the node state and to discover topology

changes (i.e., new/depleted sensor nodes),
– to reach all nodes in case one or more of the pre-

vious interest messages were lost (due to collisions,
communication failures, etc.).

Additionally, if the network has been partitioned, the
absence of the refresh message notifies the source that
the sink cannot reach it. Correspondingly, the source may
decide to delete the request after a given time. Between
the original interest and the refresh interest there is no
difference.

• Exploratory data – The exploratory data message is used
by the source to explore or discover a path to the sink,
as the sink and the source nodes do not know each other.
When a node receives an interest message, it inspects the
request and, if the data information that it can deliver
matches the requested data, it declares itself a potential
source for that interest. Data messages are initiated by
a source and are forwarded (with the identity of the
source) toall gradients in order to reach the sink. This
creates multiple exploratory data messages reaching the
sink. These exploratory data messages are cached at each
node; they are refreshed periodically (with a lower data
rate) for the same reasons as the interest message.

• Reinforcement – The positive reinforcement message is
a modified interest, usually with a higher data rate, sent
by the sink upon receiving one or more copies of an
exploratory data message. In order to reduce redundacy
of data messages, the sink selects one orseveralpreferred
neighbors as starting points for path(s) to reach the
source(s). The selection criterion is usually latency, that
means the fastest4 neighbor (the first node that sent a
not yet known exploratory data message) is selected.
Checking the initiator of these data messages is possible
only by caching the exploratory data messages and being
able to distinguish among them.
The reinforcement message is forwarded by each in-

4Other possible criteria are: energy, hop-count, etc.
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termediate node, based on the same next hop selection
criterion until it reaches the source(s). Additionally, each
intermediate node upon reception of the reinforcement
message marks the reinforced gradient.
Thenegativereinforcement message is a path maintenace
message. If a new improved path is discovered, the node
has the possibility to use the better path and to diminish
the importance or to deactivate the previous one. The old
path can be used as backup path or becomes a normal
gradient.

• Data – The data messages contain the actual data. A
source initiates with the interest’s requested rate period-
ically a data message, which has to be forwarded along
the reinforced path. Each intermediate node can perform
in-network processing on the data message received. The
most common processing is a store and forward function,
where some kinds of data reduction (e.g. aggregation) or
filtering are performed before forwarding it.

According to the identified phases we can now split the
protocol in several routing units as illustrated in Figure 5.

a) b) c) d) e)

RU_ConvCast RU_AggregationRU_Flooding RU_DGradient RU_ConvCast

S_BestHC S_BestGradVal S_BestHC&Energy Aggr−Algorithm

Fig. 5. a) Interest propagation, b) Convergecast using a subset of the
gradients, c) Reinforcement using a subset of data-gradients, d) Data delivery
and e) Aggregation.

We employ five routing units, the first four corresponding
to the four phases of the protocol and the fifth one is
an aggregation unit responsible to control the aggregation
of data messages. Each of the routing units (excepting the
RU_Flooding unit) has an attached strategy unit which
specifies its policy (to achieve its goal).
The RU_Flooding unit, responsible for the interest propa-
gation, does not need a strategy since it uses flooding (without
any decision to be taken). The communication traffic cannot
be reduced during this phase (except for geographic flooding,
see§V-I), but the gathered information will be employed to
considerably reduce the traffic in the subsequent phases.

Unlike the original directed diffusion where data messages
are forwarded to all gradients (still flooding in phase 2), in
our enhanced version we restrict the set of gradients to several
of them according to a customizable criterion. We implement
this phase in theRU_ConvCast routing unit and allow the
use of any metrics (from simple one like hop count, latency,
energy, etc. to combined ones like in§IV-A). Furthermore, the
sources start to send their data exploratory messages only after
receiving several refreshes for the same interest, in orderto
give the network time to stabilize.
The second and forth routing units are the same since both
phases propagate data messages (either exploratory or real
data messages). The only difference consists in the strategy
(unit) used: in Figure 5 theS_BestHC strategy forwards the
(exploratory) data messages in phase 2 (only) to neighbors
with smaller hop count and theS_BestHC&Energy strategy
to neighbors that besides a smaller hop count have also enough

residual energy.It is also possible to consider for the second
phase a strategy that consider principally the energy on the
path without the hop count. In this way one get maybe longer
paths and in the fourth phase one can use a hop count strategy
to select the shortest path between them.

The third routing unitRU_DGradient uses data gradients
(gathered in the second phase) and reinforces the nodes on
the path according to theS_BestGradVal strategy. This
strategy uses a path additive metrics (similar to the∆hc/E
strategy from§IV-A), where the path along nodes having better
values are selected. Since the reinforcement process works
always the same, but the decision which path to reinforce (the
fastest one, the path with highest residual energy, etc.) the
user can choose among all these (loadable)SUs the one more
appropriate for his application.
Due to the fact that we generally keep several reinforced
neighbors (according to the metrics) also in phase 4 we offer
flexibility in chosing an energy-aware policy in order to better
balance the data transmission load among the reinforced paths.

Hence, our enhanced version of directed diffusion allows
a much better tuning during the protocol, which offers more
flexibility and leads to a gradually and considerably diminua-
tion of the communication traffic.

As each cost-field approach, directed diffusion scales well
for large networks since the number of gradients kept in nodes
depends on the number of requests and density (neighborhood)
not on the number of sensor nodes.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The ultimate goal of running a simulation is to provide
results and to get some insight into the behavior of the sensor
network by analyzing the obtained results. We start with the
two phase multihop routing protocol given in§IV-A using a
48 nodes WSN, continue in Section§V-I with a simulation
scenario for EDD and conclude with some remarks about the
reconfiguration of our simulator.

A. Impact of the routing strategy on the energy consumption

The application requirements assume that the data genera-
tion interval is set to200ms and the request is refreshed at a5s
interval. We assume one sink (node 21) and a zone with only
one source (node 16) as illustrated in Figure 8. Simulation
results for the impact of different routing strategies on the
energy consumption are given in Table I.

48 nodes net Strategy1 Strategy3 Strategy4 Strategy5
Energy hc ∆hc/E hc,cE hccE

consumed (hop count) (energy) (critical energy) combined

Max [mJ] 5.520 4.957 4.402 4.935
Max-Min[mJ] 3.625 3.075 2.507 3.038
Std. dev.[mJ] 1.140 977 797 989

Total [mJ] 145.689 147.972 150.557 148.769
TABLE I

IMPACT OF STRATEGIES ON THE ENERGY CONSUMPTION.

As can be seen, an energy-aware approach leads to a
better overall behavior of the network. More precisely, the
results show that the better metrics are combinations of hop
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count with critical energy (strategies3,4 and 5); hereby the
overall energy consumption is slightly larger (less than 3.3%
in comparison with strategy 1), but the consumption is better
balanced among nodes (up to 30% smaller standard deviation
than for strategy 1), which extends the network lifetime.

When using only the hop count metrics we notice a very
unbalanced energy consumption of the nodes (see standard
deviation, the difference Max–Min); nodes on minimal hop
count paths will soon be depleted while nodes with enough
energy on comparable paths are not employed at all.

Figure 6 illustrates thesorted energy consumption of all
nodes using T-MAC protocol with all the four strategies given
before. The energy is sorted in order to better visualize the
distribution of the energy consumption on the nodes. One
can notice that strategies 4 and 5 using both the hop count
and critical energy have the positive effect that they balance
the overall energy consumption on more nodes. This can be
observed by comparing the plots ofTmac-hc,CEandTmac-hcCE
with Tmac-hc; in the first two plots the curve is smoother than
the last one, with no more than 3.3% overall energy increase
(see Table I).

Fig. 6. Energy consumption using different strategies (same T-MAC).

To analyze the energy consumption on each individual node
one can plot the energy unsorted as illustrated in Figure 7.

One can separate the nodes according to their position to the
established path in three classes: a) nodes on the path (relay
data messages according to the requested data interval), b)1-
hop neighbors to the path (receive data message updates and
react protocol dependent on receptions for which they are not
the intended receivers) and c) nodes more than 2-hops away
from the path (not involved in data message transmissions,
they receive interest refreshes or synchronization messages).
The energy consumption decreases according to these classes.
For example, for the first strategy using the hop count metrics,
the nodes on the path, namely 1-7-2-11-20-21 in Figure 8,
consume more energy than the other nodes.

B. Cumulative impact of the broadcast delay and strategy

We illustrate further the impact of the broadcast delay (Tw)
on total energy consumption. It would be expected that for
larger values ofTw the energy would decrease. This is true
for MAC protocols without or with a fixed active-sleep regime.

Fig. 7. Energy consumption of each node using the four strategies.

In case of low duty-cycle protocols, like T-MAC, the situation
can be somewhat different. AdjustingTw to achieve a better
energy consumption remains difficult and we give some results
for simulations configured with T-MAC. Nevertheless, the
cumulative impact of different link (MAC, radio), network and
application parameters should be further studied/analyzed to
find out if an optimal value forTw exists.
Since we set the listen time and frame time for T-MAC
to 30ms and 600ms respectively, we run the simulation for
three different values forTw: 0.4ms, 20ms and 600ms. The
simulation results forhc and hccE strategies are given in
Table II, where the total energy consumption in WSN is given
for each value ofTw. The simulation time was 2min and each
of the 3 sources generates 5 data packets/s.

Energy [mJ] Broadcast delay (Tw)
Strategy 0,4ms 20ms 600ms
hc 85.403 84.759 85.221
hccE 91.868 89.964 90.964

TABLE II
IMPACT OFTw ON ENERGY CONSUMPTION.

The best energy consumption is achieved with a broadcast
delay of 20ms, thus not for the highest value ofTw.
We next check the impact of these values on the number of
rebroadcasts.

Rebroadcasts Broadcast delay (Tw)
Strategy 0,4ms 20ms 600ms
hc 1.067 (2) 1.053 (4) 1.052 (4)

hccE 1.534 (2) 1.268 (0) 1.063 (1)
TABLE III

IMPACT OFTw ON THE NUMBER OF REBROADCASTS.

In order to count how often each node rebroadcasts an
interest we stop the refreshes after 112s (the simulation runs
until 120s). In this way, we guarantee that each interest refresh
reaches all the nodes (no one is still propagating). That means
that each node should broadcast at least 22 times (interest
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Fig. 8. The standard network with 48 nodes used in most simulations (to identify easily the nodes referred in the text; later snapshots are relatively small).

refresh rate is 5s), i.e., for 48 nodes this gives a total of 1056
times (optimum). The total number of rebroadcasts is given in
Table III, with the number of missed refreshes in parenthesis
(due to collision not all refreshes are received by all nodes).

From Table III one can observe that for thehccE the
total number of rebroadcasts improves (near optimum) as
Tw increases. For a broadcast delay of 0.4ms the number of
rebroadcasts is high and therefore by usinghccE strategy a
Tw greather than 20ms is recommended. The distributions of
rebroadcasts on each node for both thehc andhccE strategies
are visualized in Figure 9 and 10, respectively.

Note that the value ofTw plays an important role for the
hccE strategy, since here the metrics changes faster. Even
though the number of rebroadcasts forTw=600ms is near opti-
mum, the energy consumption does not improve. This suggests
that besides the number of rebroadcasts there are other factors
that affect the energy consumption. We supposed that this can
be caused by a higher number of collisions. Therefore, we
measured the number of collisions and we found out that both
strategies have slightly the same number of collisions for the
sameTw (exceptinghccE strategy with 0,4ms delay). That

Fig. 9. Rebroadcasted interests for hc strategy.
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Fig. 10. Rebroadcasted interests for hccE strategy.

means that the better energy consumption forTw=20ms is
inherent to T-MAC’s aggressive time-out policy. Since T-MAC
extends its listen period at each send/receive event, the total
time the node is in idle state is longer for a 600ms delay than
for a 20ms delay.

C. Data aggregation

Since data readings are most of the time correlated, one can
use in-network processing in order to reduce transmission.We
consider now a simulation scenario with 3 sources (placed
inside the rectangle in Figure 11), each one sending 500
packets at an interval of 200ms, with a simulation time of
2 min. By letting 3 sources to send simultaneously, the traffic
load increases and each source tries to send its data packets
on the shortest path (usinghc strategy) or on an optimal path
with the greatest critical energy (hccE strategy).

Fig. 11. Snapshot of the network with 48 nodes running strategy 5. The routes
followed by the aggregated data messages are highlighted (red arrows).

For thehc and hccE strategies the energy consumption
of nodes with and without aggregation (green and red curves,
respectively) are given in figures 12 and 13. The energy gain

is 32% for thehc strategy and 35% for thehccE strategy,
respectively. One can notice that when aggregation is enabled
not only nodes along the used paths consume less energy but
also their neighbors.

Fig. 12. hc: energy consumption of the nodes with/without aggregation.

Fig. 13. hccE: energy consumption with/without aggregation.

The number of data packets sent by the sources and received
by the sink reveals that no data packet (3 x 500) was lost on
the way to sink (for place reasons we omit the result).

To aggregate the data messages the sources are building an
aggregation tree (the aggregation algorithm is implemented
by a differentRU) inside the zone. The best positioned node
becomes aggregator, it waits for data messages from the two
sources and sends one aggregated message.

The routes selected by thehccE strategy for sending such
aggregated messages are also illustrated in Figure 11. This
shows how the strategy balances the packets’ transmissions
and the adaptivity of the routing protocol to find all possible
paths between sources and sink.

D. Source-sink latency

Using the framework we can also determine the source to
sink latency. In Figures 14-15 we illustrate comparativelythe
source to sink latency with aggregation enabled for thehc and
hccE routing strategy, respectively. As expected, the source-
sink latency is greater for thehccE strategy than forhc.
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Since the first strategy selects also longer paths to balancethe
transmission load, the underlying T-MAC may need an extra
active frame time (of 0,6s) until the data packets reach the
sink.

Fig. 14. hc: source to sink latency.

Fig. 15. hccE: Source to sink latency.

E. Latency MAC queue

Moreover, we can plot the latency for a packet in the MAC
queue (namely the time between entering and leaving the
queue) for each node, the number of packets in the MAC
queue or (average) the number of collisions per node. For
example, the latency for the aggregator (node 3) is illustrated
in Figure 16.
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]

Simulation Time [s]

Fig. 16. Latency in MAC queue.

F. Impacts of data rate on the energy consumption

To illustrate the impact of data rate on the energy con-
sumption in larger networks, we build another scenario with

a test network consisting of 103 nodes with a distance of
9 hops (on the shortest path) between source and sink. At
network layer we configure the simulator to route according
to the hccE strategy. We first use T-MAC and set up three
runs for different data intervals of 200ms, 500ms and 1000ms,
respectively, which is equivalent to a data rate of 5 pkts/s,2
pkts/s and 1 pkt/s. For T-MAC we set the listen time to 15ms
and the frame time to 600ms. We repet the measurements for
B-MAC, where the listen time is set to 50µs and the sleep
time to 5ms.

Energy [mJ] Data generation interval [ms]
MAC Protocol 200 500 1000

T-MAC 273,48 238,08 213,67
B-MAC 264,33 220,65 197,75

TABLE IV
ENERGY CONSUMPTION USING DIFFERENT DATA GENERATION RATE.

Table IV gives the total energy consumption for both
configurations with T-MAC and B-MAC.

2Pkts/s

5Pkts/s

1Pkt/s

Fig. 17. Impact of using data rates on energy (hccE strategy).

Figure 17 illustrates the sorted energy consumption. If we
compare the curves for a data generation interval of 200ms
the energy consumption of the nodes on the path for B-
MAC is still high, even though the total energy consumption
is comparable with the one of T-MAC. By decreasing the
data rate the consumption of the nodes on the path decreases
considerably and B-MAC outperforms T-MAC.

G. Impact of unknown higher traffic depletion time

We consider the WSN as in Figure 11; additionally to sink
21 (data interval of 700ms, interest refresh is 5s) with 3 sources
(right red rectangle) a new sink, node 41, was added which
requests data from the zone containing node 2 (middle green
rectangle) at a data interval of 500ms and sends refreshes at
4s. At MAC layer we use T-MAC protocol with listen time
set to 60ms and frame time 600ms.
We set a very low initial energy for several nodes:700mJ
(equivalent to 3eU) for node 10 and1000mJ (5eU) for nodes
0 and 7. The energy of nodes is converted in a scale between 0
and 255, which are calledenergy units(eU). Additionally we
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multiply the energy consumption of the node (in all its states)
with a factor of 10, to achieve a shorter simulation time. Such
a situation could result from a long run of a previous interest,
for example from sink 39, (or 41, 42) to sources 2, 7 and 10
(or subset of them).
The goal is to show the impact of the two strategies on the
time when the nodes run out of energy (the depletion time).

By using thehc strategy, when both interests are active, the
shortest route for the second interest goes through the nodes
7, 10, 0 which are depleted relatively fast by the first interest
and the data packets are then obliged to travel along longer
routes, e.g. 11-5-17-39-41. By using thehccE strategy the
zone containg the nodes 0,7,10 is avoided. Since this is the
shortest path from source 2 to sink 41 it is used for a short
time at the beginning until the source gets information about
its neighorhood (nodes 11 and 15). In our SNF it is easy to
identify and visualize during simulation the route that a packet
follows to reach the corresponding sink. Moreover, one can
plot the number of data packets sent sent by the sources and
the number of data packets received by the sinks in order to
verify if all packets reach their destination. Under our scenario
this is the case for both routing strategies.
The depletion times for the nodes configured with less energy
are given in Table V.

Depletion time [s] Nodes
Strategy Node 10 Node 0 Node 7

hc 40.32 61.27 74.43
hccE 55.87 76.81 82.85

TABLE V
IMPACT OF TRAFFIC AND STRATEGY ON DEPLETION TIME.

The hc strategy has preferred to route along shortest path
and when the path was no longer available it used the next
shortest path. On the other side, thehccE strategy has pre-
ferred to use longer paths in order to omit the nodes with lower
energy reserve. Therefore the energy consumption by using
the hc strategy must be smaller. It is noteworthy to remark
that for this network scenario under the given settings the
procentual difference between the total energy consumption of
both strategies is below 2%, while the depletion time increases
for the hccE strategy with a procentage between 12%-38%
(achieved for the nodes 7 and 10, respectively).

The simulation and the results show that using thehccE
strategy the lifetime of the nodes and thus of the network can
be prolonged without significant penalties in the total energy
consumption.

H. Impact of MAC

Besides comparing energy consumption of nodes, min/max
latency in a node and between source and sink our framework
allows also an analysis of the impact of a complete MAC
protocol.

a) We investigate first the effects of different MAC protocols
and their configuration parameters on the energy consumption
of the nodes. Fig.18 illustrates thesortedenergy consumption
of all nodes using S-MAC and T-MAC protocols with two
routing strategies, namely thehc and hccE. The energy is

sorted in order to better visualize the distribution of the en-
ergy consumption on the nodes. The application requirements
assume that the data interval generation is set to 200ms and
the request is refreshed at a 5s interval. We use the following
abbreviation, e.g.,Smac 60 600employs S-MAC with an listen
(active) time and frame time of 60ms and 600ms respectively
and the hop count as default routing strategy, whileTmac 15
600ceuses T-MAC with an active time and frame time of 15ms
and 600ms respectively and thehccE routing strategy.

Fig. 18. Energy consumption using different protocol stacks (S-MAC and
T-MAC with different parameter settings and two routing strategies).

It can be observed that in case ofSmac 60 600(with the
hc strategy) andSmac 60 600ce(with hccE), the influence of
the strategy on the energy consumption is minimal, since the
data traffic is relatively small and all the nodes are most of
the time in idle listening and are consuming almost the same
amount of energy. However, when employingTmac 15 600,
the choice between thehc andhccE strategy has a relevant
impact on the energy consumption, the balancing policy of
hccE is reflected by the smootherTmac15-600cecurve than
the Tmac15-600one for thehc strategy.

We chose here for S-MAC a higher active time than for
T-MAC (60ms vs. 15ms) since for higher data rates S-MAC
collapses (fails to deliver) than T-MAC as we will see next.

b) In the sequel we investigate the limits of the MAC
protocols. The goal of this analyze is to find out when
the MAC protocol is overloaded and is not able to deliver
successfully data messages. We consider the MAC protocol
overloaded if it discards more than 10% of the data messages.
The broadcast messages (interest and its refreshes) are not
taken into account, since we consider them not relevant for the
application. The impact of different data rates on the behavior
of the MAC (with a bounded queue) can be illustrated in
Figure 19 by counting the total number of dropped frames.

Reasons to discard frames are either that the MAC queue
is full or a transmission failure occurs (the maximal retries
threshold to send the same frame was hit). One can observe
that all MAC protocols have a point in the graphic from
where the number of discarded frames increases steeply. If
we consider the 10% limit as the point from where the MAC
protocol is considered overloaded (unreliable), one can observe
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Fig. 19. Impact of the data generation interval on differentMAC protocols.

that S-MAC hits this limit at a data generation interval of 180
ms (aprox. 5 frames/s), B-MAC at 75 ms (aprox. 13 frames/s)
and T-MAC at 30 ms (aprox. 33 frames/s). Opposite to them,
the WLAN 802.11 is characterized by a high efficiency, since
even at 10 ms (aprox. 100 frames/s) it discards only few
frames.

c) We study next what influence has the MAC protocol and
the data generation interval on the source to sink latency. For
time-critical sensor applications this behavior is an important
aspect in choosing the appropriate MAC protocol. In order
to analyze the latency we have taken 20 measurements with
randomly placed sink and a constant distance of six hops
between the source and sink. For different data generation
intervals the results are illustrated in Figure 20.

Fig. 20. Source-to-sink latency for different data rates and MACs.

In case of T-MAC the source to sink latency is relatively
constant, increasing slightly at higher data rate (for 50ms),
since the protocol nears to its collapse limit. The relatively
high standard deviation shows that the number of active cycles
that a packet needs to reach the sink is variable.
S-MAC experiences a relatively high latency (aprox. 1.5s)
beginning with a data interval of 200ms, and collapses at a
data interval of 50 ms (the protocol reaches its limits5 see
Figure 19). At lower data rate the latency is almost constant
in the range of a frame time (0.6s). The number of hops that a
packet travels per listen time is approximately fix and depends

5Appropriate configuration of the listen period allows a correct function at
50 ms, but then the energy consumption increases

on the actual setting of this time. If the path has more hops
than a packet can travel per listen time, it is cached in the
MAC queue and waits the next listen period. That leads to a
latency with a variation of one listen period.
B-MAC has a low latency without variation. This is due to its
very low duty cycle compared to the one of S-MAC and T-
MAC. Usually a packet needs here one (duty) cycle pro hop.
The WLAN 802.11 has very low latency, without variation,
since the protocol has no sleep state.

d) Finally, the dependency of the source-sink latency on the
number of hops between the source and sink is illustrated in
Figure 21. For this simulation the data generation intervalis
set to 500 ms and we take 20 measurements with a variable
distance between source and sink in the range from 1 to 10.

Fig. 21. Impact of the number of hops on the source-sink latency.

T-MAC and S-MAC have a similar behavior, they forward
a packet 2-3 hops in one listen period and correspondingly the
source-sink latency is small. After that the latency increases
constantly with each new hop. Notice the slightly smaller
latency (and variation) of S-MAC compared to T-MAC. The
cause is the fact that at this lower data rate the listen time of
T-MAC is seldom extended and therefore packets must wait a
sleep period until the next listen period. In contrast, S-MAC is
able to forward the packets more hops during its fixed listen
period. B-MAC has a small, slightly increasing latency, while
WLAN 802.11 has a very small latency even at higher hops.

As a concluding remark for the simulations involving the
two phase multihop protocol we can state that both the choice
of the MAC protocol and the choice of routing strategy
with/without aggregation influence the energy consumption,
and thus the network lifetime, significantly.

The same simulations and measurements can be carried over
for theenhanced directed diffusion (EDD)protocol. Instead
of presenting similar results here we choose to exemplify here
the advantages of our decomposed, modular design of this
complex routing protocol.
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I. EDD scenario

To illustrate the exchange of a complete routing unit (RU)
we implemented EDD in 5 RUs, each of them implementing
one phase of the protocol, namely: interest propagation, path
establishment, reinforcement, data event gathering and an
additionalRU to control the aggregation.
Here we want to illustrate the impact on energy consumption
resulted by exchanging different RUs and SUs. We will
exchanged, for example, for the first phase the flooding RU
with a geographic flooding RU and for the third phase the
strategy used at reinforcement. Instead of reinforcing the
fastest neighbor that delivered the data event we chose the
neighbor with the most residual energy able to deliver it.

For our simulation we use a more dense network (with
more than 50 nodes, initially with a fixed residual energy of
2500 mJ), with node 0 as sink, placed in a central position of
the network. The sink injects an interest requesting a data
generation at 1s (refresh it at each 10s) in a zone with 8
sources, placed in the right side of the network as illustrated
in Figure 22.

Fig. 22. Flooding and data flow routes at the end of simulation.

Fig. 23. Geographic flooding.

The interest is flooded in the whole network (each node
that hears the interest is colored with light red). Figure 22also
shows the preferred paths (see the thick blue arrows6) that data
packets have used to reach the sink. One can also remark that
during the simulation several paths have been reinforced (the
white nodes) due to energy consideration reasons.

We changed now the configuration by replacing the flooding
used in the interest propagation phase with a geographic
flooding unit (i.e., we just exchanged the corresponding RU).
Since the network is dense enough the forwarding zone for the
interest (and its refreshes) is restricted to the dotted rectangle
determined by the sink and the destination zone (Figure 23).

As a result of our energy-aware strategy for the gradient
reinforcement phase we obtain different data paths, namely
the thick blue ones. Note that the data traffic is reduced, since
the source 2 aggregates now the source nodes 3, 22 and 31,
the last two aggregates source 12 and 33, respectively. Nodes
27 and 36 send as before their data directly.

Fig. 24. Energy consumption by using flooding and geographicflooding.

The energy consumption for a 2 minutes run is plotted
in Figure 24, where green stands for geographical flooding
and red for flooding. Note the significant decrease in energy
consumption in case of geographic flooding and also the fact
that a lot of nodes have almost no energy consumption (the
ones outside the forwarding region).

Of course, one can run simulations for enhanced directed
diffusion in combination with different MAC protocols and
illustrate all kinds of performance criteria (energy efficiency,
latency, depletion time, collisions, etc) like in case of two
phase routing protocol.

J. Simulator reconfiguration

The overhead required to reconfigure the simulator (in order
to combine different building blocks of protocols) is small. For
example, in order to modify a routing strategy we only need to

6the thickness of a link is according to the number of data packets that
used that link
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edit the strategy name. To activate the aggregation processone
needs to edit the aggregation RU name and to set a flag. To
exchange a complete MAC protocol one has to edit two lines in
the configuration file of the node to include the new submodule
and to import the corresponding code. Protocol’s parameters
(e.g., active and frame times) have corresponding parameters
in the configuration file which can be edited. A recompilation
step for the whole code is not necessary (assuming that all
MAC protocols have been compiled) in order to start the
simulation and to visualize the results.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we investigated several factors that impact
on the performance of routing protocols used in resource
constrained wireless sensor networks. The main performance
criteria we are interested in are the energy consumption,
the network lifetime and also the latency of the network in
delivering replies to users requests. We analyzed the impact
of factors such as various routing strategies, different MAC
protocols and their configuration parameters, link and node
failures, changes in the network topology, in-network pro-
cessing, and fluctuating traffic. A node’s behavior in terms of
energy consumption is difficult to be exactly predicted, since
it depends on a large amount of parameters, which may have
adverse or unexpected effects, and thus also its impact on the
evolution and performance of the entire network. Hence, an
adequate modeling and simulation framework was needed in
order to achieve a fine tuning of all these parameters and to
better inspect the cumulative impact of their behavior on the
sensor network.

To that aim we employed our SNF, a flexible tool to design
and combine various protocols at application, network and
MAC layers and to analyze the impact of different routing
strategies and factors mainly on the energy consumption of
the WSN. The framework can automatically visualize various
performance criteria to enable a fast evaluation and compari-
son of protocols.

For routing protocols we proposed and compared several
energy-aware routing metrics (§IV) by employing local and
more global information concerning the residual energy of
nodes. The main challenge here is to decide what is the
relevant routing information that should be spread to the nodes
in the network without sending explicit routing messages,
in order to balance the load of forwarding the data packets
on all the nodes by using different routing strategies. We
exemplified this by describing two concrete protocols: a two
phase multihop routing and enhanced, energy-aware directed
diffusion.

We showed that an energy-aware routing can significantly
contribute to better balance the communication load among
nodes, and thus to prolong the network lifetime with minor
penalties in the total energy consumption. Local neighborhood
knowledge turned out to be insufficient to achieve this.

Aggregation is very useful to reduce the energy consump-
tion of the nodes on the path and, additionally, it can reduce

the traffic in the network avoiding in this way congestions and
induced collisions (§V-C and§V-I).

Delaying the request (interest) broadcast is recommended
to optimize further the energy consumption, but finding an
optimal value is not trivial, especially when the underlying
MAC protocol does not have a fixed schedule (§V-B). In such
cases a closer exchange of information between the MAC
protocol and the routing protocol is required. This can be
accomplished by using the cross-layer component.

The simulation results have shown that the choice of the
MAC protocol, especially its duty cycle, has a major impact
on the energy consumption in the network. Thus, whenever
the application requirements are known it is essential to select
the MAC protocol appropriately. Moreover, the choice of the
combination of the MAC and routing protocol influences the
behavior of the network in terms of energy. An interesting
observation is that the adaptive characteristic of the strategies
combined with topology knowledge can be exploited when the
MAC protocol is based on a preamble sampling scheme (like
B-MAC) (see§V-F).

More important is the fact that the main impact on the
energy consumption of the nodes is given by the MAC protocol
and only secondary by the routing protocol.

Currently we provide implementations for different routing
protocols and several low duty-cyle MAC protocols (S-MAC,
T-MAC, Preamble Sampling), including support for collision
detection and radio switch times).

As future work we intend to quantify the programming
overhead needed to develop and integrate new protocols.
Furthermore, since the MAC protocol has the main impact
on the energy consumption, we intend to provide more MAC
protocol implementations and to compare their performance.
Carrying out comparative analysis between different MAC
protocols and their interaction with network layer protocols
will reveal surely other promising aspects that can bring
optimization at both layers.

Additionaly, we strive for more modularity at MAC layer,
mainly to embed at MAC layer more customizable services
like the receiver-based contention (or other innovative ideas
from new MAC protocols), which in our opinion gives an-
other perspective to the interlayer communication and would
improve the energy efficiency of routing.
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Abstract— The TeraPaths project at Brookhaven National 

Laboratory is pioneering a framework that enables the 

scheduling of network resources in the context of data-intensive 

scientific computing. Modern wide area networks, such as 

ESnet and Internet2, have recently started providing network 

resource reservation capabilities in the form of virtual circuits. 

The TeraPaths framework utilizes these circuits and extends 

them into end-site local area networks, establishing end-to-end 

virtual paths between end-site hosts. These paths are dedicated 

to specific users and/or applications and provide guaranteed 

resources, minimizing or eliminating the adverse effects of 

network congestion. In this article, we present an overview of 

TeraPaths and examine issues raised by the end-to-end 

resource reservation-based networking paradigm as well as 

implications and benefits for end users and applications. We 

also discuss scalability issues and optimization techniques for 

wide area network circuit reservations. 

Keywords—End-to-end QoS networking, hybrid networks, 

network virtualization, virtual circuit reservation optimization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This article is an extended and revised version of the 

INTERNET 2009 conference paper entitled: “Establishment 

and Management of Virtual End-to-End QoS Paths Through 

Modern Hybrid WANs with TeraPaths” [1]. 

Modern data intensive scientific applications, including 

high energy and nuclear physics, astrophysics, climate 

modeling, nanoscale materials science, and genomics, will 

soon be capable of generating data on the order of exabytes 

per year [2]. This data must be transferred, visualized, and 

analyzed by geographically distributed teams of scientists, 

imposing unprecedented demands on computing and 

especially networking resources. While such applications 

can capitalize on modern high-performance networking 

capabilities, they can also be critically sensitive to the 

adverse effects of unpredictably occurring network 

congestion. Because network capacity is finite, competition 

among data flows may cause applications to suffer severe 

performance degradation and eventual disruption. When data 

delivery must conform to specific deadlines or application 

components need to interact in real time, the standard best-

effort networking model may not always be sufficient. To 

work effectively, these applications may require resource 

availability guarantees. In the case of network, the 

requirement primarily translates to bandwidth guarantees, 

however, other Quality of Service (QoS) parameters may 

also be included, i.e., delay, jitter, etc. The Department of 

Energy (DOE) Office of Science identifies QoS as one the 

five top ranked issues essential to the success of distributed 

science [3].  

The next section discusses the motivation behind 

TeraPaths, while section 3 describes two key projects that 

constitute the framework for the advance resource 

reservation model. Section 4 focuses on the differences 

between the two kinds of dedicated network paths through 

WAN domains supported by this framework, while Section 

5 presents techniques necessary for the effective utilization 

of these dedicated WAN paths. Section 6 examines fault 

tolerance issues and Section 7 discusses related work. 

Finally, Section 8 presents our conclusions and future work 

directions. 

II. HIGH-IMPACT NETWORK DOMAINS 

As noted in the title, TeraPaths targets “High-Impact” 

network domains (sets of related users and systems 

connected by networks) and so we provide some background 

on what we mean by this.   Typical network use for a given 

system characteristically utilizes a few-to-many, small 

bandwidth, short duration network flows: email, web 

browsing, and the occasional file-transfer are common 

examples.  However, there is a much smaller set of systems 

which regularly transfer large amounts of data over the 

network.  Typically, this may involve bandwidth-intensive 

applications or large files (data, movies, games, HD video-

conferencing, etc.) and may use a significant fraction of the 

available bandwidth along a network path. More 

importantly, some of these large flows may have additional 

requirements regarding packet loss, delay, and jitter, as well 

as overall deadline scheduling needs that are critical to the 

specific user or application.  We characterize high-impact 

domains as those sets of  users and systems who need to 

transfer large amounts of data through the network and who 

may require additional control over network related 

characteristics of their critical flows (such as “real-time or 

interactive flows”, e.g., video-conferencing, real-time 
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instrument control, conference audio/visual streaming, etc.). 

The high-impact domains TeraPaths envisions 

supporting are in the e-Science area where significant 

amounts of data need to be shared across wide-area networks 

(WANs) and additional important considerations regarding 

timeliness of some data transfers and their corresponding 

flow characteristics are important to the success of the 

applications involved [4].  In particular, grid-computing 

infrastructures in science are already broadly deployed and 

could be considered synonymous with high-impact domains.  

Virtual organizations built upon grids would significantly 

benefit from end-to-end predictability of network paths 

interconnecting their shared resources [5]. While small in 

number (by relative count of users or end-sites), these 

domains can have a disproportionally disruptive effect on 

the network and thus are “high-impact”.    

We would further make the case that not all large-scale 

flows are of equal importance or criticality.  On today’s 

Research and Education networks one may see large scale 

flows corresponding to high-energy physics data transfers, 

eVLBI astronomy, bio-informatics and life sciences as well 

as peer-to-peer traffic sharing movies, applications, music, 

and other multimedia content. Even within a networked 

collaboration of users, some large scale transfers may have 

significantly different importance but are currently treated 

equivalently by the best effort network. Part of the 

motivation behind TeraPaths is to give researchers the tools 

they need to most effectively utilize the resources they have 

access to. 

III. BACKGROUND 

Several available networking technologies, such as the 

Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [6], Integrated Services 

(IntServ) [7], Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [8], 

and Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) [9] architectures, have the 

capability to address the issue of providing resource 

guarantees. In practice, however, the scope of network 

connections utilized by distributed applications spans 

multiple autonomous domains. These domains typically 

have different levels of heterogeneity in administrative 

policies and control plane and data plane technologies, 

making it difficult or impossible to provide network QoS 

guarantees using a single architecture across all domains. 

For example, Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) 

packet markings, used in the DiffServ architecture, are by 

default reset at ingress points of network domains. As such, 

the DiffServ architecture is ineffective across domains 

without prior inter-domain Service Level Agreements 

(SLAs) in effect and proper configuration of involved 

network devices.  

Recent networking research and development efforts 

[10] – [13] adopt a hybrid solution to the problem, with 

individual network segments utilizing different underlying 

technologies. From the end user perspective, however, these 

technologies are seamlessly tied together to ensure end-to-

end resource allocation guarantees. This hybrid solution 

creates a new networking model that transparently co-exists 

but fundamentally differs from the standard best-effort 

model. Under the new model, it is possible to allocate 

network resources through advance reservations and 

dedicate these resources to specific data flows. Each such 

flow (or flow group) is steered into its “own” virtual 

network path, which ensures that the flow will receive a pre-

determined level of QoS in terms of bandwidth and/or other 

parameters. Virtual paths can comprise several physical 

network segments and span multiple administrative domains. 

These domains need to coordinate to establish the virtual 

path. Coordination takes place by means of interoperating 

web services. Each domain exposes a set of web services 

that enable the reservation of resources within a domain’s 

network. Authorized users of these services, which can be 

another domain’s services, can reserve network resources 

within the domain and associate them with specific data 

flows. When reservations activate across all domains 

between a flow’s source and destination, a dedicated end-to-

end virtual path spanning these domains is assembled. This 

path offers to the flow of interest a predetermined level of 

end-to-end QoS. The coordination of multiple network 

domains through web services is essentially a loosely 

coupled Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) for the 

network control plane, a network “service plane” [14]. 

End-to-end virtual paths can be viewed as consisting of 

three main segments: two end segments, one within each end 

site Local Area Network (LAN), and a middle segment 

spanning one or more Wide Area Network (WAN) domains.   
In this article, we consider the establishment of end-to-end 
virtual paths from the perspective of end sites. User 
applications run on end site systems, communicate with the 
rest of the world through end site LANs, and are subject to 
end site administrative policies. In the standard networking 
model, traffic through the WAN is subject to pre-existing 
SLAs between adjacent network domains. In the new 
advance resource reservation model, such SLAs are 
essentially dynamic, allowing end sites to utilize and – 
indirectly – manage WAN capabilities in a way that 
maximizes the benefit to the end user. 

  
Figure 1. The framework for establishing end-to-end paths; 
TeraPaths-controlled sites are interconnected with WAN MPLS tunnels 
and/or dynamic circuits; some paths pass through regional networks that 
have long-term static configurations to accommodate QoS. 
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The framework for establishing end-to-end QoS-aware 

network paths encompasses web service-based systems that 

properly configure end site LAN and WAN domains (see 

Figure 1). The capability for advance resource reservation is 

currently available between sites interconnected through the 

ESnet [15] and Internet2 [16] networks. In this section we 

give background information on the two projects that 

constitute this framework, the TeraPaths project and the 

OSCARS project.  

A. The TeraPaths Project 

The DOE-funded TeraPaths project [10] at Brookhaven 

National Laboratory (BNL) combines DiffServ-based LAN 

QoS with WAN MPLS tunnels and dynamic circuits to 

establish end-to-end (host-to-host) virtual paths with QoS 

guarantees. These virtual paths prioritize, protect, and 

regulate network flows in accordance with site agreements 

and user requests, and prevent the disruptive effects that 

conventional network flows can bring to one another.  

Providing an end-to-end virtual network path with QoS 

guarantees (e.g., guaranteed bandwidth) to a specific data 

flow requires the timely configuration of all network devices 

along the route between a given source and a given 

destination. In the general case, such a route passes through 

multiple administrative domains and there is no single 

control center able to perform the configuration of all 

devices involved. The TeraPaths system has a fully 

distributed, layered architecture (see Figure 2) and interacts 

with the network with the perspective of end-sites of 

communities. The local network of each participating end-

site is under the control of an End-Site Domain Controller 

module (ESDC). The site’s network devices are under the 

control of one or more Network Device Controller modules 

(NDCs). NDCs play the role of a “virtual network engineer” 

in the sense that they securely expose a very specific set of 

device configuration commands to the ESDC module. The 

software is organized so that NDCs can be, if so required by 

tight security regulations, completely independently 

installed, configured, and maintained. 
 

 

 

 
 
Figure 2. The software architecture of TeraPaths. Services of remote 

network domains are invoked through "proxy" server modules. 

 

An NDC encapsulates specific functionality of a network 

device and abstracts this functionality through a uniform 

interface while hiding the complexity of the actual 

configuration of heterogeneous hardware from higher 

software layers. A site’s ESDC and NDC(s) are 

complemented by a Distributed Services Module (DSM), 

which is the core of the TeraPaths service. The DSM has the 

role of coordinating all network domains along the route 

between two end hosts (each host belonging to a different 

end-site) to timely enable the necessary segments and 

establish an end-to-end path. The DSM interfaces with all 

ESDCs (local and remote) to configure the path, starting 

within the end-site LANs (direct control) and proceeding to 

arrange the necessary path segments through WAN domains 

(indirect control). To interface with non-TeraPaths domain 

controllers, primarily for WAN domains but also for end-

sites that are using other controlling software (e.g., Lambda 

Station [11]), the DSM uses auxiliary modules that 

encapsulate the functionality of the targeted domain 

controller by invoking the required API but exposing a 

standardized abstract interface. As such, these auxiliary 

modules appear to a DSM as a set of “proxy” WAN or end-

site services with a uniform interface. It should be noted that 

the responsibility of selecting and engineering the path 

within a WAN domain belongs to the controlling system of 

that domain. TeraPaths can only indirectly affect such a path 

by providing preferences to the WAN controlling system, if 

that system offers such a capability. 

 
 

Figure 3. Coordination models. Each square represents a site’s controller. 

 
Currently, TeraPaths follows a hybrid star/daisy chain 

coordination model where the initiating end-site first 
coordinates with the target site and then indirectly sets up a 
WAN path by contacting its primary WAN provider and 
relying on that provider’s domain to coordinate, if necessary, 
with other WAN domains along the desired route (see Figure 
3). The hybrid coordination model was adopted as the most 
feasible since end-site and WAN systems need only to 
interface/coordinate. Thus, no unified communication 
protocol is required, as in the case of the daisy chain model, 
and there is no centralization of control, as in the case of the 
star model. The hybrid model essentially splits the network 
in two large segments: the end-sites and the WAN domains, 
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with each segment coordinating with the other to setup a 
path.  

The result of the domain coordination process is the 
establishment of dynamic Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 
between all network domains along an end-to-end path. 
TeraPaths is responsible for the two end-sites and OSCARS 
for one or more peering WAN domains. The Message 
Sequence Chart (MSC) in Figure 4 shows the messaging 
sequence taking place in the current system implementation: 
initiating end-site A negotiates with the other end-site B to 
reach a consensus based on the resource availability of both 
sites. Then, site A send the negotiated request to the WAN 
domain manager, in this case, OSCARS, which responds 
with a success or failure message. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4. A Message Sequence Chart for the coordination of network 

domains controlled by TeraPaths and OSCARS. 

B. OSCARS 

The DOE-funded On-demand Secure Circuit Advance 

Reservation System (OSCARS) [13] is a project initiated by 

ESnet. Initially, OSCARS could dynamically provision 

secure layer-3 (L3) circuits with guaranteed bandwidth in 

the form of MPLS tunnels, only within the ESnet domain. 

Through collaboration between ESnet and Internet2, 

OSCARS evolved into a more general Inter-Domain 

Controller (IDC), a WAN domain controller, enabling 

adjacent WAN domains to interoperate and establish secure 

circuits spanning multiple domains via the use of a special 

protocol specifically developed for domain interoperation.  

While still capable of providing MPLS tunnels within ESnet, 

OSCARS can additionally provide guaranteed bandwidth 

layer-2 (L2) circuits within and between ESnet’s Science 

Data Network (SDN) and Internet2’s Dynamic Circuit 

Network (DCN). SDN and DCN are interconnected at New 

York and Chicago and bring together DOE laboratories and 

Universities across the United States.  

Access to OSCARS circuit reservations is offered via a 

web interface. Additionally, the system’s functionality is 

exposed through a web services API for automatic 

invocation from programs. The API includes basic 

primitives for establishing and managing circuit reservations 

(create, cancel, query, list) and L2-specific primitives to 

signal and teardown dynamic circuits. TeraPaths utilizes a 

client module to automatically submit circuit reservation 

requests and further manage these reservations on behalf of 

end site users/applications. The selection of the actual WAN 

path is currently left at the discretion of OSCARS for 

simplicity and maximum flexibility in satisfying a request. 

The path provisioned by an OSCARS reservation is 

expected to satisfy the bandwidth requirements, however, 

the end-sites do not participate in routing decisions. The 

latest versions of OSCARS include support for obtaining 

topology information and specifying preferred path in 

reservation request. Selecting inter-domain paths is desirable 

from the end-site perspective for reserving, e.g., lower 

latency routes. However, it adds another dimension of 

complexity to reserving a path, as end-sites need to pull 

topology information and decide on which route they prefer 

based on certain criteria, while the chances of successfully 

reserving a path are probably decreasing as OSCARS is 

presented with a less flexible request. Nevertheless, we plan 

to explore such capabilities in our future work. 

C. The TeraPaths Testbed  

The TeraPaths project utilizes a multiple-site testbed for 

research, software development, and testing. Currently, the 

testbed encompasses subnets at three sites, BNL, University 

of Michigan (UMich) and Boston University (BU) (see 

Figure 5). Each site runs its own instance of the TeraPaths 

service. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. The TeraPaths testbed encompasses subnets at BNL, UMich, and 

BU. Only BNL is directly connected to ESnet. 

All instances can interface with OSCARS interdomain 

controllers to setup MPLS tunnels through ESnet and 

dynamic circuits through ESnet and Internet2. Future end-

sites will have similar interconnecting capabilities depending 

on which WAN they subscribe to (ESnet supports both L2 

and L3 circuits, while Internet2 only L2). Figure 6 presents 

the results of traffic tests between BNL and UMich. The 

target host at UMich, the same for all traffic streams, has a 

maximum capacity of 10 Gbits/second. Priority traffic 

between BNL and UMich is competing against other inter-

site traffic and traffic local to UMich. The desired rate of the 

priority traffic is 700 Mbits/second, achieved only when a 

TeraPaths reservation is active. The rate of the competing 

traffic drops by approximately 500 Mbits/second, which is 

gained by the priority traffic for the duration of the 

reservation. 
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TeraPaths instances can regulate and guarantee the 

bandwidth of multiple flows between the testbed sites. These 

flows may utilize individual WAN circuits or may be 

grouped together, based on source and destination, into the 

same WAN circuit (which accommodates the aggregate 

bandwidth). Figure 7 shows a demonstration of flow 

bandwidth regulation for multiple periodic data transfers as 

monitored by Internet2's perfSONAR system. The aggregate 

bandwidth passing through circuits between BNL, UMich, 

and BU is displayed. Two transfers take place during each 

period, with each transfer maintained at a guaranteed 

bandwidth level. The second transfer (2) starts later than the 

first (1) and continues after the latter finishes. Each flow is 

policed to its guaranteed bandwidth level preventing 

competition within the circuit. Use of DiffServ QoS in the 

end site LANs and dynamic WAN circuits ensures that 

presence of any other traffic does not affect the regulated 

flows. In the particular example, transfer (2) is being policed 

even after transfer (1) is over. In the general case, it is 

possible to alter the policing rules to allow the continuing 

transfer to use all the bandwidth of the circuit. The QoS 

guarantee provided by the TeraPaths and OSCARS systems 

is at the network device level, i.e., network devices are 

configured to recognize specific packet flows and offer them 

a different level of service as determined by the coordinated 

system reservations. The quality of the guarantee mainly 

depends on the implementation DiffServ, MPLS, and 

GMPLS technologies in the network devices along a path. 

During our experiments we have observed a bandwidth 

variance of less than 10%, depending also on the load 

conditions of the network. Specifically for the end sites 

where DiffServ is used, the highest level of guarantee is 

achieved when utilizing the Expedite Forward (EF) class of 

service, as traffic belonging to this class is typically serviced 

by strict priority queuing schemes. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Traffic tests between BNL and UMich: priority inter-site traffic 
competing against (a) local and inter-site traffic (b) local traffic. 

IV. LAYER-3 VS. LAYER-2 

From the perspective of end sites, the requirements for 

utilizing a L2 or a L3 circuit are significantly different. In 

this section we discuss these requirements and related issues.  

A. MPLS Tunnels (L3) 

In the case the path through one or more WAN domains 

is established in the form of an MPLS tunnel (see Figure 8a), 

admission control into the tunnel is done at the ingress 

device of the MPLS tunnel on the WAN side. Packets that 

belong to an authorized flow or group of flows are 

recognized based on source and destination IP address and 

possibly additional selection criteria (e.g., port numbers). 

The source end site essentially hands over all packets to the 

WAN but only those that belong to authorized flows enter 

their corresponding tunnel. The MPLS tunnel maintains the 

packet DSCP markings so that flows emerging at the egress 

of the tunnel receive differential treatment within the 

destination end site LAN.  

 
 
Figure 7. Demonstration of flow bandwidth regulation at SuperComputing 
2007 and Joint Techs winter 2008. 

 
Figure 8. WAN circuits: (a) MPLS tunnels vs. (b) L2 dynamic circuits. 

B. Dynamic Circuits (L2)  

The infrastructure for the utilization of dynamic L2 

circuits is quite different (see Figure 8b). In this case, the 
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WAN circuit established between two end sites makes those 

sites members of the same Virtual LAN (VLAN). The 

interfaces of the end site border routers participating in the 

connection appear as if connected directly with a patch 

cable, i.e., there is a single hop between them.  Forwarding 

authorized traffic to the VLAN assigned to the circuit is the 

responsibility of each end site’s border router. Each router 

uses Policy Based Routing (PBR) to selectively forward 

authorized flow packets (identified by source and destination 

IP addresses and possibly other criteria, e.g., ports) into this 

VLAN. For bidirectional traffic through a circuit, the border 

routers have to be configured in a mirrored configuration so 

that the destination site’s border router appears as the next 

hop to the source site’s border router and vice versa. 

C. Related Issues 

When an end site gains access to a WAN domain 

through a Regional Network (RN) that cannot be 

dynamically configured through a domain controller, it is 

necessary to statically configure the RN’s devices so that (a) 

DSCP markings are not reset at the boundaries and (b) 

VLANs are extended through the RN. The same techniques 

need to be used within an end site LAN for network devices 

that are along routes used by end-to-end paths but are not 

under direct TeraPaths control. The static configuration is 

applied only to those specific device interfaces that 

interconnect TeraPaths-controlled devices with WAN 

devices. We call such statically configured network 

segments “pass-through” segments, in the sense that they 

honor DSCP markings and allow extension of VLANs 

through them. Figure 9 gives an example of a “pass- 

through” setup. 

In both L2 and L3 circuit cases, scalability issues must 

be considered because both technologies require all involved 

network devices to be configured to recognize specific data 

flows. Both MPLS tunnels and dynamic circuits are 

technologies well suited to establish special connections 

between WAN endpoints and accommodate qualifying 

traffic between sites connected to these endpoints. However, 

dedicating an MPLS tunnel or a dynamic circuit to each 

individual flow between a pair of end sites may cause severe 

scalability problems, especially in the case of dynamic 

circuits. With MPLS tunnels, scalability depends on the 

limitations and efficiency of the WAN hardware, while 

reserved bandwidth is allocated only when qualifying flows 

are present. MPLS tunnels are unidirectional, so 

bidirectional flows require two separate WAN reservations, 

one for each direction. With L2 dynamic circuits, additional 

restrictions apply. Because a circuit behaves as an Ethernet-

based VLAN, a fundamental requirement is the utilization of 

the same VLAN tag along the entire route covered by the 

circuit. All network devices along the path must use the 

same VLAN tag. This is a severe restriction as current 

devices support a total of roughly 4,000 tags with several tag 

ranges reserved for device use and for administrative 

reasons. Therefore, only a small fraction of the overall tag 

range is actually available for utilizing dynamic circuits, 

furthermore, each domain may have its own tag subset. The 

establishment and utilization of a circuit between two end 

sites requires all domains along the path to have a common 

subset of tags. In the current implementation of TeraPaths, 

this is required so that no tag conflicts exist when setting up 

a circuit. This requirement may be relaxed in the future by 

exploiting VLAN renaming capabilities. 

In the TeraPaths testbed there is an agreement that 50 

VLAN tags, 3550-3599, are reserved for dynamic circuit 

use. Ensuring that no tag conflicts exist within the testbed is 

relatively easy, because all testbed sites are serviced by 

ESnet and Internet2, which form a composite domain that 

can be configured by contacting a single OSCARS instance. 

Thus, it is possible to rely on OSCARS to select an available 

VLAN tag within a range suitable for the end sites involved. 
 

  
Figure 9. Example pass-through configuration for the end site's regional 
network and border router. The router where circuit VLANs terminate plays 

the role of a "virtual border" router. If only one router is controlled by 

TeraPaths, this router both conditions and forwards authorized traffic. 
 

The limitation in the number of available VLAN tags and 

the additional properties of circuits to reserve bandwidth 

regardless of the presence of qualifying traffic and to be 

bidirectional make evident the need to treat L2 dynamic 

circuits as an “expensive” resource requiring sophisticated 

techniques to maximize utilization efficiency. Clearly, such 

circuits need to be viewed as “highways” between end sites. 

Flows with matching source and destination need to be 

grouped together and forwarded through common circuits, 

configured so that they accommodate the aggregate 

bandwidth of the grouped flows.    

V.  MANAGING WAN RESERVATIONS 

Grouping together individual data flows or flow groups 

with common source and destination and forwarding them to 

a common WAN circuit with enough total bandwidth and 

duration to accommodate all flows can drastically reduce the 

number of circuits that are needed between a pair of end 

sites simultaneously and increase the availability of the 

dedicated paths. The first step of this approach is to decouple 

the end site reservations with the WAN reservations. End 
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sites still reserve resources for individual flows, however 

multiple end site reservations can be accommodated by a 

single WAN circuit reservation as long as the aggregate 

duration and bandwidth can be determined. The level of 

reservation consolidation (or unification) needs to be 

controlled by suitable criteria to minimize waste of 

resources. Figure 10 shows an example of such criteria. If all 

reservations #1 through #5 were to be associated with a 

single encompassing WAN reservation, the resource waste 

would be significant because of the short but high-

bandwidth reservation #4 and the distance in time between 

#4 and #5. Therefore, limits in the maximum difference in 

bandwidth between reservations (Δbw) and the time period 

between the end of one reservation and the beginning of the 

next (Δt) have to be taken into account when selecting which 

reservations should be consolidated. 
 

Figure 10. Example of reservation consolidation. Unifying reservations #1, 

#2, and  #3 is feasible, #4 has too big Δbw, #5 is too distant in the future. 

 

The initiating ESDC needs to handle the WAN 

reservations on the one hand, and the configuration of both 

end sites on the other. Although basic WAN reservation 

primitives can be used for consolidating reservations, 

additional primitives may be necessary to streamline the 

process and make it effective. Using basic primitives, the 

ESDC can create a new WAN reservation (for a dynamic L2 

circuit this requires at least one VLAN tag to be available) to 

accommodate a newly arrived reservation that fulfills the 

criteria to use a specific circuit. If the circuit is pending, the 

consolidated WAN reservations can be immediately 

cancelled. However, if the circuit is already active, all 

relevant traffic must be switched to the new VLAN before 

the cancellation. With L3 circuits, this switching is not 

necessary. A problem with this technique is that the 

submission of the new WAN reservation may fail due to 

lack of available bandwidth occupied by reservations that 

will be cancelled. A new WAN primitive, allowing the 

submission of a reservation while taking into account the 

simultaneous cancellation of a set of existing ones would 

greatly increase the efficacy of the technique. 

 If the WAN domain controller allows modification of its 

reservations to a certain degree, it is possible to extend a 

reservation time-wise and/or to modify its bandwidth. While 

time-wise modifications are straightforward and are 

contingent on resource availability, bandwidth modifications 

need to be considered not only with regard to when they 

should take place within active or pending reservations, but 

also with regard to what the repercussions will be for 

existing connections through an active circuit which may be 

interrupted during reconfiguration. 

We consider here two optimization and consolidation 

techniques for WAN reservations. We assume that initially 

WAN reservations correspond 1-to-1 to end site 

reservations. However, committing a reservation and 

deactivating a reservation are events triggering an 

optimization and consolidation phase for the WAN 

reservations. In both event cases, active or pending 

reservations within specific time “distance” before the 

beginning and/or after the end of a new reservation can be 

selected for consolidation. These techniques are roughly 

analogous to disk buffering or caching, i.e., “read ahead” 

and “write behind”. The goal of disk caching is to maximize 

the utilization of the disk and speed up access by buffering 

as much data as possible with read operations and before 

write operations. In a similar sense, selecting WAN 

reservations based on optimization criteria (e.g. reduce waste 

of resources) and consolidating them maximizes the 

utilization of a circuit and reduces the number of expensive 

create and teardown operations. We thus call these two 

techniques “create ahead” and “teardown behind.”  

 
Figure 11. An example of "create ahead". #2 is a new reservation. Circuit 

corresponding to #1 is modified to accommodate #2, #3, and #4 with a 
single reservation. #5 is too distant. 

 

“Create ahead” (see Figure 11) selects WAN reservations 

within Δtb before the start of a new reservation and Δta after 

the end of a new reservation for consolidation, if additional 

limits in bandwidth differences and time distance are met. 

To reduce waste of resources, the second technique 

“teardown behind” (see Figure 12) modifies a unified 

reservation to conform to the bandwidth requirements at the 

time when the corresponding end site reservation expires by 

consolidating WAN reservations within Δta after the 

expiration of the end site reservation. The net result of the 
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combination of the two techniques is to reduce the number 

of required circuits and the frequency of circuit creation and 

teardown operations for circuits between the same end sites 

while also reducing the waste of WAN resources. 

In the remainder of this section, we formulate the 

reservation consolidation problem and devise an algorithm 

to apply the above techniques to minimize the request 

blocking rate. We consider both the offline case, where a set 

of reservation requests are given in a batch, and the online 

case, where a new request is serviced with possible 

reconfiguration of existing reservations. Extensive 

simulation results show the tradeoff between bandwidth 

utilization and VLAN ID utilization. 

 
Figure 12. An example of "teardown behind". When #4 expires, the circuit 
servicing #2, #3, and #4 is not torn down, but instead modified to 

accommodate #5. 

A. Models and Assumptions 

An advance reservation request can be represented by a 

3-tuple ( , , )s e b

i i i ir r r r , which asks for a reservation with 

bandwidth b

ir  within an active window ( , )s e

i ir r , where s

ir  is 

a future starting time. The main challenging issue is, when 

given a request or a set of requests, to find the most cost-

effective way to allocate bandwidth for each circuit and map 

each request to a circuit. In our model, one circuit has to be 

established with a constant bandwidth during its life since 

bandwidth-varying circuit reservations are not supported in 

the WAN. However, more than one reservation can be 

consolidated at the end site and then be carried on one 

circuit. This flexibility intuitively leads to two benefits: 

saving VLAN IDs and reducing the number of tear-down 

and setup operations. These two benefits are important 

because the number of VLAN IDs can be very limited in 

practice and the tear-down and setup operations can be 

costly. The downside of consolidating reservations with 

different bandwidth requests and active windows is that not 

all reserved bandwidths are used for the actual data transfer 

during certain intervals, which translates to lower resource 

utilization. In the following, we will study the tradeoffs 

between bandwidth utilization and circuit management 

efficiency. 

B. Bandwidth Allocation and Circuit Assignment (BACA) 

1) Offline case 

We first study the problem of how, given a set R of 

requests , {1,2,..., }ir i m , to allocate bandwidths and assign 

requests to circuits such that the maximum number of 

requests can be satisfied. In this way, the service provider 

can accommodate as many requests as possible or in other 

words, achieve high availability. 

More specifically, we need to make decisions on 1) the 

bandwidth allocation b

jc  and active duration ( , )s e

j jc c  for each 

circuit , {1,2,..., }jc j n , and 2) the assignment of reservations 

to circuits , {1,2,..., }, {1,2,..., }ijx i m j n . The objective is to 

satisfy as many requests as possible, while observing the 

following constraints: 

 Each reservation is assigned to a circuit. 

 The total bandwidth used at any time is bounded by 

a given capacity C. 

 If a reservation is assigned to a circuit, its active 

window must be within the active window of that 

circuit. 

 Within one circuit, the maximum simultaneous data 

transmission rate must be bounded by the 

bandwidth allocated for that circuit. 

 The bandwidth utilization in each circuit must be 

higher than a given value . 

 The number of available circuit IDs are constrained 

by a given value. 

Figure  13. Illustration of reservation. 
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2) Efficient Heuristics for the BACA Problem 

First, we order requests by their start times such that 

,s s

i jr r i j . Second, if two reservations are not overlapping 

but are close enough to justify consolidation against 

additional tear-down and setup operations, we also consider 

them “overlapping”, which makes them subject to 

consolidation too. Last, we perform admission control. That 

is, if b

ir C , we reject (and remove) the request by setting 

0, {1,2,..., }ijx j n . Before we describe the heuristic, we 

define the following: 

 One-to-one assignment: allocate a circuit c for a 

request r by setting , ,b b s s e ec r c r c r and set 

1rcx . 

 Consolidated reservation: If two reservations are 

overlapping,
 1 2 1 2 1 1( )(max( , ) min( , ))v b b e e s sr r r r r r r , 

which is illustrated in Figure 13(a), where the x axis 

is time t and y axis is bandwidth b. If two 

reservations are not overlapping but very close, 

1 2 1 2 1 1max( , )(max( , ) min( , ))v b b e e s sr r r r r r r as illustrated 

in Figure 13 (b). 

 Minimum bandwidth utilization guarantee: If 

1 1 1 2 2 2

1
[ ( ) ( )]v b e s b e sr r r r r r r  is satisfied. 

Now, we describe the algorithm as shown in Figure 14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Online case 

The above algorithm can be easily adapted for use with 

an online case, where a new request is serviced without the 

information of future reservation requests. More specifically, 

given a new request, we retrieve its adjacent reservations 

within a predefined “optimization window” and form a set of 

reservations R (including the newly arrived one) for re-

optimization. We then can use the above algorithm to 

reconfigure existing reservations in order to maximize the 

number of satisfied reservations. However, if the 

reconfiguration rejects existing reservations, we will reject r 

instead. In other words, only when the reconfiguration can 

reserve all the requests in R do we actually commit the new 

configurations in the reservation table. In addition, those 

reservations in R that have already been in effect will not be 

reconfigured. However, we need information about them in 

the re-optimization in order to obtain the current bandwidth 

and VLAN ID usage. 

C. Qualitative Analysis 

In general, if we require a higher bandwidth utilization 

when we optimize bandwidth allocation and circuit 

assignment using reservation consolidation, more VLAN 

IDs will be used. In the extreme case when 100% , each 

reservation uses a distinguished VLAN ID. In this way, we 

limit the bandwidth waste in each circuit (as shown in Figure 

12) so that the total capacity consumption is lower. The 

above qualitative analysis or hypothesis is summarized in 

Table 1: 

 
Bandwidth 

utilization in one 

circuit 

VLAN ID 

Consumption 

Capacity 

Consumption 

high high Low 

low low High 

Table 1. Qualitative analysis summary. 
 

In the following, given the relative magnitude of 

available number of VLAN IDs and available capacity, we 

conduct simulation to obtain the bandwidth utilization 

that leads to lowest (or desired) job blocking rate. 

D. Numerical Study 

In this section, we simulate a large number of come-and-

go jobs (i.e., the online case) and evaluate the proposed 

BACA algorithm considering a variety of cases. To facilitate 

the presentation, we define a ratio cbr , which is used to 

govern the magnitude of average bandwidth of requests 

compared to the total capacity and traffic intensity. The 

traffic intensity is defined to be the product of average 

request arrival rate and average reservation duration. In the 

simulation, we use cbr  to generate various jobs with different 

average bandwidth requests as follows: 

 

1: initiation. 

2: while R is not empty and k n  do 

3:     select request r with earliest start time from R. Set 

consolidation = false. 

4:     let R′ be the set of reservations that will start (have 

not yet started) earlier than r and also overlaps with r 

5:     for each reservation r R in increasing order of 

consolidated reservation volume. do 

6:         if the consolidated reservation (from r and r′) 

meets the minimum bandwidth utilization guarantee and 

does not violate the total capacity constraint then 

7:             consolidate r and r′.  

8:             set consolidation = true 

11:       end if 

12:    end for 

13:    if consolidation = false then 

14:         if all circuit IDs are used then 

15:               reject r and return failure; 

16:         else 

17:               find first available ID k. 

18:         if assigning r to circuit k in a one-to-one 

fashion violates the total capacity constraint then 

19:               reject r and return failure; 

20:         else 

21:              assign r to circuit k in a one-to-one fashion. 

22:     end if 

23: end while 

Figure  14. Proposed BACA algorithm. 
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Average bandwidth = 
total capacity

(traffic intensity )cbr
 

We now present results for the following cases: 

1) Case 1: Sufficient VLAN IDs and varying bandwidth 

requests  

As shown in Figure 15 (assuming 10 VLAN IDs and 

varying cbr ), higher bandwidth utilization leads to a lower 

blocking rate in all cases. Therefore we can verify that 

reservation consolidation wastes bandwidth and result in 

higher blocking rate when bandwidth resource is scarce. 

More than 10 VLAN IDs will not make any difference. 

Therefore, 10 IDs are considered sufficient. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Case 2: Sufficient capacity and varying number of 

available VLAN IDs 

Figure 16 shows that reservation consolidation reduces 

the job blocking rate greatly when we have sufficient 

capacity (assuming cbr =2) and varying number of available 

VLAN IDs in all cases. By “sufficient capacity”, we mean 

cbr  is large enough so that a job will not be blocked due to 

the capacity constraint. Any value of cbr larger than 2 will not 

make any difference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Case 3: Limited number of available VLAN IDs 

with different bandwidth requests 

We further examine other cases. In each subfigure of 

Figure 17, we fix one value of cbr and evaluate the job 

blocking performance with varying number of available 

VLAN IDs. For example, when 1.2cbr and the bandwidth 

utilization is larger than 0.6, the blocking rate in the case of 

2 available IDs begins to increase as in Case 1. However, we 

see a drop in blocking rate in other cases when we have 

more IDs. The uses of available IDs (by reducing circuit 

consolidation) can compensate for limited bandwidth.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Sufficient capacity ( cbr =2), varying VLAN 

IDs 
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Figure 15. Sufficient (10) VLAN IDs, varying cbr  
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Figure 16. Sufficient capacity ( cbr =2), varying VLAN IDs 
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When bandwidth utilization increases further, we can see 

that all IDs are used up and then the blocking rate begins to 

increase again. 

4) Case 4: Varying bandwidth requests under different 

number of available VLAN IDs 

The graphs in Figure 18 also verify our hypothesis. In 

each subfigure below, we fix one value of available VLAN 

IDs and evaluate the job blocking performance with varying

cbr . These results can be explained by similar arguments as 

in Case 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VI. FAULT TOLERANCE ISSUES  

The survivability of a data transfer is crucial for data 

transfer applications. In TeraPaths, we view the survivability 

issue from a “do no harm” perspective. Because TeraPaths 

reserves an end-to-end path for better servicing the needs of 

an application, which may or may not be aware of the 

TeraPaths technology, our primary concern is to avoid 

situations where an application is disrupted because of a 

failure along the established end-to-end path. As such, we 

have started focusing on techniques to early detect and 

remedy configuration failures within end-sites network 

devices, and also handle WAN circuit failures. 

In the event of a circuit failure, for any reason, flows that 

are being directed into that circuit will be interrupted, 

causing the corresponding applications to lose their 

connections. To prevent such situations, TeraPaths utilizes 

active circuit probing at the network device level. In this 

context, the end site network devices (border routers) that 

are the end points of a WAN circuit, periodically or on-

demand exchange probes through that circuit for the 

duration of each related reservation. When a failure is 

detected, the immediate step is to stop forwarding traffic into 

the failed circuit and fall back to the standard IP network. 

Figure 17. Job blocking rate when cbr  = 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6 

Figure 18. Job blocking rate when there are 2, 4, 6, 8 VLAN IDs 
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(d) 8 VLAN IDs 
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(b) 4 VLAN IDs 
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The next step is to attempt to acquire a new circuit and 

redirect traffic back into it (see Figure 19), while extending 

the reservations by the amount of time lost. The latter step is 

subject to WAN circuits becoming available again. 

Therefore, TeraPaths will keep trying for a pre-determined 

amount of time, after which the reservation will be 

considered failed. 

With frequent periodic probes, it is possible to catch a 

circuit failure early and attempt to remedy the problem so 

that applications don’t lose their connections. This approach 

is transparent to applications, however, it can impose 

significant load on the network hardware with increasing 

number of reservations. Thus, only highly critical 

reservations should be safeguarded with frequent periodic 

probing. A more scalable solution is to make applications 

aware of the probing/recovery capabilities (TeraPaths 

exposes these capabilities through its API) and enable them 

to trigger probing and recovery on-demand. 

An alternative, albeit more resource-consuming, 

approach to recovery is to reserve in advance a backup 

circuit and, upon detection of failure, switch application 

traffic to it, instead of failing over to best effort and 

attempting to re-acquire the failed circuit. Steering traffic 

from one circuit to another is essentially instantaneous, once 

a failure is detected, therefore, the application should not 

notice anything more than a short-lived variation in 

bandwidth. We plan to explore this approach in our future 

work.  
 

 
Figure 19. Demonstration of recovery: (a) competing traffic causes drop in 
bandwidth, (b) QoS/circuit reservation active, (c) circuit failure, (d) fall 

back to best effort, (e) recovery (acquired new circuit), (f) end of 

reservation.  

VII. RELATED WORK 

The design parameters and goals of the TeraPaths 

project, i.e., provisioning of true end-to-end (host-to-host) 

virtual paths through direct configuration of end-site 

network devices and indirect configuration of WAN 

domains through tight interoperation with OSCARS, are, to 

the best of our knowledge, unique. In this section we 

compare our approach with several other systems, with 

which some similarities exist, in terms of design and 

implementation differences. 

 Lambda Station [11] is a Fermi National Accelerator 

Laboratory (FNAL) project with the goal to provide specific 

data intensive applications with alternate network paths 

between local production computing resources and advanced 

high performance networks. The Lambda Station service 

selectively forwards authorized data flows to alternate 

network paths, allowing such flows to utilize premium high 

bandwidth connections between end sites. 

Phoebus [12], an Internet2 project, is a framework and 

protocol for high-performance dynamic circuit networks. 

The Phoebus approach is to split the end-to-end network 

path into distinct segments at “adaptation” points located at 

backbone ingress and egress points, then find and create an 

optimized network path for a specific application from each 

such point. Application-generated traffic between end sites 

is redirected to the circuit network via Phoebus Gateways. 

While TeraPaths, Lambda Station, and Phoebus are all 

“consumers” of WAN circuits through OSCARS, TeraPaths 

is unique in that it uses DiffServ QoS and traffic 

conditioning at the edges to provide QoS guarantees to each 

individual flow within a group of flows going through the 

same WAN circuit and utilizes WAN circuit reservation 

consolidation techniques to practically address scalability 

issues. 

Curti et al. [17] describes a system that can make 

advance reservations of lightpaths and MPLS-based layer-2 

VPNs with QoS support in a large-scale network 

infrastructure. The authors mention possible approaches 

where users can scan the advertised resources of each 

domain and make a reservation by themselves in each 

administrative domain. However, synchronization problems 

may arise in the latter case if several reservation requests are 

processed at the same time. 

Advance reservations have been studied in various 

scenarios and in different contexts. In the case of bulk data 

transfers, Rajah et al. [18] and Chen and Primet [19] have 

taken a centralized approach where resource reservation and 

allocation decisions are based on a global view of the 

network and on all job requests. As a result, it is possible to 

allocate network resources more efficiently. In order to 

improve the resource utilization, other approaches were 

considered in [20, 21]: a) transferring the data at time-

varying bandwidth instead of constant bandwidth; b) using 

multiple paths for each job. For applications involving a 

large number of users and reserving resources from multiple 

domains, a distributed approach is expected to be more 

appropriate due to its better scalability and flexibility. In the 

case of distributed advance reservations, users and resource 

managers may need to negotiate on the reservation schedule 

in order to increase the success rate of submitted requests. 

For example, it was proposed in [20][21] that the resource 

manager should find another acceptable set of reservation 
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characteristics and attach it to the resource allocation 

acknowledgment that is being returned to the requestor when 

rejecting a resource allocation request. Furthermore, if users 

are willing to negotiate a flexible reservation schedule 

(which is likely to happen in practice), the chance of 

satisfying requests is increased. Yuan et al. [22] proposes a 

probing mechanism to deal with requests that may have 

certain flexibility in starting time, duration or bandwidth (but 

only on one dimension). However, none of the above deals 

with the issues of providing connectivity with a specific 

service guarantee across heterogeneous network domains. In 

particular, previous studies have not studied the benefit of 

reservation consolidation. 

In [5][23], a prototype of General-purpose Architecture 

for Reservation and Allocation (GARA) was implemented to 

support end-to-end QoS for high-end applications. The goal 

of the GARA framework was to support high bandwidth 

flows with different QoS specifications, provide advance 

reservation mechanisms, and facilitate application-level 

monitoring. In GARA, a resource manager works  as a 

broker to reserve and manage various types of resources, 

such as bandwidth, CPU and disk. A major difference 

between GARA and TeraPaths is that in GARA the resource 

manager is deployed at each domain to control resources and 

only deals with layer 3 flows, whereas in TeraPaths a major 

challenge comes from the need to reserve resources across 

different domains (end-site LANs and multiple WAN 

domains in between) controlled by heterogeneous systems 

and deal with traffic in layer 2 and layer 3. As a result, 

TeraPaths selectively conditions and forwards layer 3 traffic 

into layer 2 to utilize dynamic WAN circuits and also 

addresses issues such as reservation consolidation and 

reservation negotiation across different domains to improve 

resource utilization and availability. 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

New network capabilities enable the establishment of 

end-to-end QoS-aware paths across multiple domains, paths 

that can be dedicated to individual data flows. Although the 

overall framework is in its first steps, the technology is 

promising as it coexists with standard best-effort networking 

and is accessible transparently to specific data flows. We 

discussed issues involved with the utilization of WAN 

circuits from the perspective of end sites and presented 

techniques that the TeraPaths system utilizes for addressing 

the problem of scalability with increasing number of flows. 

We specifically focused on the problem of maximizing 

system availability (minimizing job blocking rate) 

constrained by limited VLAN IDs and bandwidth. This is a 

new problem, specifically encountered when utilizing L2 

dynamic circuits, which we needed to address with novel 

heuristics. The effective resolution of this problem will make 

the technology applicable to an ever-growing number of data 

flows between end sites and will enable effective network 

scheduling. Our main approach, reservation consolidation, 

was shown to be effective in utilizing resources through 

extensive simulation studies. 

The TeraPaths team continues the research and 

development effort to improve the functionality and 

reliability of the TeraPaths framework, in close collaboration 

with the OSCARS developers. Our near future plans include 

study and evaluation of an efficient negotiation protocol 

across multiple administrative domains to complement our 

BACA algorithm in providing end-to-end bandwidth 

guaranteed connections. This negotiation protocol considers 

flexible/negotiable user requests, suggestions of alternative 

reservations from services providers, and time-varying 

bandwidth within the same reservation in order to push the 

resource utilization as high as possible. We also plan to 

expand and improve upon the fault tolerance capabilities of 

TeraPaths, not only by pursuing early failure detection and 

recovery in a scalable way, but also by exposing services 

that make applications aware of such capabilities and enable 

them to request status checks and/or failover actions 

whenever they deem it necessary. In the longer term, we 

intend to incorporate the framework into a more general, 

application-centric network virtualization system. This 

system will provide individual applications with on-demand 

guaranteed network resources dedicated and tuned to their 

needs while isolating them from interference from other 

applications and strengthening security. 
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Abstract — In the last few years deep space exploration missions

are undergoing a significant transformation as are the
expectations of their scientific investigators and the public who
participate in these experiences. National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and European Space Agency (ESA),
recently, decided pursuing a mission to study Jupiter and its
moons, and another to visit the largest moons of Saturn. Those
missions need new communication and networking
infrastructures able to support space exploration, to connect
scientists and their instruments, and also to involve the public via
common web interfaces. A possible solution is represented by the
so called InterPlaNetary (IPN) Internet that introduces new
challenges in the field of deep space communications.
In that framework, the paper proposes a description of the
challenging scenario, surveys its technical problems and
envisages possible advanced communications and networking
solutions starting from the analysis of a specific IPN architecture.
In more detail, we study the network performance changes due to
the nodes’ movements from the communications and the
networking viewpoint. It represents the main contribution of the
paper and opens the doors to future advanced solutions suited to
be employed in the IPN Internet.

Index Terms — Interplanetary Networks Architecture,, Delay

Tolerant Network, Advanced IPN Node, Multicast, Link Selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the early exploration missions, sponsored by
both NASA and ESA, are giving way to a new data-intensive
era of long duration observational outposts, landed vehicles,
sample returns, and multi-spacecraft fleets and constellations.
These missions and the future ones will require a robust,
efficient and flexible communication infrastructure able to
connect earth mission centres with space elements (Mission
Applications), scientists with remote instruments (Scientific
Applications) and engage the public by giving them traditional
Internet visibility into the space missions (Public
Applications). This new connection capability matches the
vision of the InterPlaNetary (IPN) Internet. In this view, the
IPN Internet means orders of magnitude increases in data rates
and highly automated communications between remote planets
and Earth.

In synthesis, the purposes of this paper are:
 to survey the Interplanetary communication scenario,

its characteristics, problems and existing/innovative
solutions;

 to analyze a possible IPN network infrastructure,
proposed in the following Section;

 to test some networking solutions applied to the
Interplanetary network.

Starting from a preliminary study reported in [1] in this
paper we aim to highlight the problems that compromise
communications among planets, such as huge delays, limited
bandwidth availability and link blackouts. In that environment,
a set of partially unexplored technical solutions, aimed at
connecting the IPN network reliably and efficiently, represents
the starting point of the research [2]. In more detail, in this
work a study of a IPN network architecture has been proposed
and the extremely complex situation in which communication
and networking systems operate is shown. In particular the
enormous delays and the scarce available resources may
compromise a communication process over that network
significantly.

Furthermore, together with the study introduced previously,
the paper also analyzes the possible exploitation of networking
solutions, which plays a crucial role: the Multicast
Transmissions [3] and the Link Selection [4]. In the former
case, the necessity is due to the scarce resource availability: in
case of multiple destinations of the same information, the
minimization of the number of traffic flows is strictly needed.
For example, if a Mission Control Centre needs to upgrade the
software onboard of several IPN nodes (e.g., rovers over
planets or orbiting satellites) just one traffic flows will be sent
from Earth. Analogously, if a planetary image, acquired by a
rover, should simultaneously reach two different ground
stations on the Earth, just one copy of that image will be sent
from the rover through the IPN network.

The latter considered solution, the link selection, is a
network control approach, based on the employment of the
Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) paradigm [5], which
allows selecting the best available IPN channel to forward the
traffic flows. It is aimed at maximizing the network
performance because it permits the exploitation of the best
link currently available for a given IPN node that sends data
traffic.

All the previously mentioned purposes of the paper are
pursued in this work starting from the ongoing research
activity of the authors [1].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
introduces the general IPN network architecture and describes
the network analysed in this work. Section III illustrates the
essentials research challenges of the IPN environment and
surveys the state of the art in the field. The simulative IPN
network study concerning bandwidth availabilities, delays and
link blackouts is presented in Section IV. Section V proposes
an overview of possible technological communications and
networking solutions for the future IPN Internet. Section VI
proposes a functional architecture suited to be employed in the
IPN scenario and, in particular, analyses the Multicast
Transmission and Link Selection necessities with an
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introductive performance investigation carried out by ns-2
simulation. Conclusions are drawn, finally, in Section VII.

II. SCENARIO

An interesting overview of IPN network architectures is
reported in [2] and it is briefly synthesized in this section. As
depicted in Figure 1, an interplanetary network can be split
into three different sub-networks:

 IPN Backbone Network;

 IPN External Networks;

 PlaNetary (PN) Networks.

Figure 1. IPN Network.

The IPN Backbone Network provides a common
infrastructure for communications among Earth, planets,
moons, space probes and rovers through spacecrafts (e.g.
satellites or orbiters), which operate as network nodes
allowing transmissions over deep space channels.

The IPN External Network consists of nodes that are
spacecrafts flying in deep space between planets, space probes,
and orbiting space stations. Nodes of the IPN External
Network have both long and short-haul communication
capabilities. The former are employed if the nodes are at long
distance from the other IPN nodes, the latter are employed at
nodes flying in proximity of other ones.

The PN Network, depicted in Figure 2, is composed of the
PN Satellite Network and the PN Surface Network. The former
includes links among surface nodes, orbiting satellites and IPN
Backbone Nodes, providing a relay service between surface
network and backbone network and between two or more parts
of the surface network. The latter provides the communication
links among surface elements, such as rovers and sensor nodes
which may have the communication capability towards
satellites. It also provides a wireless backbone over the planet
employed by surface elements that cannot communicate with
satellites directly.

Concerning the Mission Applications, a first example is the
reporting to the mission centre of astronauts’ health and
spacecrafts status telemetries. Another space mission
application is the Command and Control of in-situ elements
from Earth or from proximity spacecrafts.

Concerning Scientific Applications, a new approach is the
so called “Virtual Presence”. This type of application is
intended to send great volumes of information about a
monitored remote planet in order to allow scientists, or in-situ
robots and astronauts to interact with high-fidelity models of
the monitored area.

Figure 2. PN Network.

The prospective applications of a space mission, and its
related communications network, can be extended beyond the
mere space missions’ management or the scientific
applications. People surfing the Internet today access websites
in extreme locations (e.g., Antarctica) and in the future they
may be able to access servers on space to request data directly.
This concerns the Public Applications. New technologies will
enable communications to web servers on International Space
Stations, space probes and crafts, on the Moon and other
planets of the solar system.

In this paper, we utilize the previous mentioned network
subdivision to define a specific IPN internet architecture able
to provide connectivity between the Earth and two different
PlaNetary networks. In more details, as shown in Figure 3,
two PN networks are employed over a remote planet (e.g.,
Mars) and over the Moon. In both cases, the Surface PN
network is composed of two landers (MS1 and MS2 over the
remote planet and LS1 and LS2 over the Moon), able to
transmit information such as images, sensed data (e.g.,
temperature, humidity etc.), towards the PN Satellite Network.
PN satellite networks are structured with four orbiting
satellites (MO1, MO2, MO3 and MO4) in the case of the
remote planet and two orbiting satellites around the Moon
(LO1 and LO2). Over Earth, the PN surface network is
composed of six surface nodes. They are typically the
destination of the information sent from remote planets and,
simultaneously, the source of possible control messages
transmitted towards the IPN nodes (e.g., from Mission Control
Centres). In detail, Earth Surface nodes are the ones of the
well-known DSN - Deep Space Network (ES1, ES2 and ES3)
and other possible nodes, such as Space Science Research
Centres, distributed over the planet (ET1, ET2 ET3 and ET4).
Concerning the PN Satellite Network, three Geostationary
satellites (GEO1, GEO2 and GEO3) have been included in the
architecture. They are supposed spaced of 120° so allowing
the maximum coverage of Earth surface.
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Figure 3. Example of IPN Network Architecture.

Each orbiting satellite of the IPN network has been also
considered as a node of the Backbone Network. No External
Networks have been considered in this architecture. All details
concerning the link: available data rate, propagation delays,
network movement and the consequent link blackouts, will be
the object of investigation in Section IV where the simulative
study of the IPN network architecture has been proposed.

III. CHALLENGES AND STATE OF THE ART

a) Challenges
From the communications viewpoint, the main problems

of the IPN scenario concern: extremely long and variable
propagation delays (e.g., 3-20 minutes for Mars to Earth);
asymmetrical forward and reverse link capacities; high error
probability; intermittent link connectivity (due to satellites,
spacecraft and space probes eclipses and common link failures
due to disturbances); absence of fixed communication
infrastructure; attenuation of the transmitted signals due to
distances; power, mass and size of communications hardware
and costs, of both in terms of hardware and protocols’
complexity; backward compatibility requirement due to high
cost involved in deployment and launching procedures. These
problems strongly compromise the reliability and the
efficiency of a communications process over an IPN network
and, as a consequence, the reduction of the impact of them on
the communications represents the research challenge of the
considered environment.

b) State of the Art
In this Sub-Section the State of the Art in the field has

been surveyed and it constitutes the starting point for the
solutions proposed and investigated in the following.

b1) Satellite Constellations
An important element of the IPN network architecture is

the planetary satellite constellation. Generally, satellite
constellations are needed instead of a single satellite, because
the latter can cover only a limited portion of the Earth and
only a limited number of planets [6]. On the other hand,
satellite constellations can provide: simultaneous multiple
coverage, continuous global coverage, continuous regional
coverage or low revisit interval. Constellation design is
generally a very difficult problem because each orbit has an
infinite number of choices for the six orbital parameters, so for
many satellites, the problem is of exceedingly high
dimensionality. This is one of the primary reasons why the art
of constellation design is presently suffering from a deep
technology development delay. In order to solve this complex
problem, satellite constellation designers adopt very limiting
assumptions preventing the discovery and development of new,
useful solutions. For instance, the assumption of circular orbits
(e.g. Walker constellations), while simplifying the problem
from one side, strongly limits the varieties of potential
configurations.
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b2) Physical Layers
Another hot topic in relation to IPN network concerns the

physical layers. Novel physical layers are currently under
investigation by considering power efficient modulation and
coding schemes, the exploitation of Extremely High
Frequency (EHF) bands and the employment of Ultra
Wideband (UWB) communications technologies for satellite
and IPN links.

In particular, the utilization of EHF bands allows obtaining
a good trade-off between antenna size, bandwidth availability
and path loss, [7]. They can be fully exploited in space
communications and may represent an answer to the saturation
of lower frequency bands, the growth of data-rate requests and
the reduction of mass and size of equipment.

Ultra Wideband (UWB) communications for satellite and
IPN links is another topic under investigation. The
performance studies in the literature [8] concerning UWB
signals over satellite links with the constraints on the received
power on the Earth surface shows that, in the mentioned
conditions, it is possible to achieve a data rate of 236 Mb/s.

b3) Networking Aspects
Concerning networking, traditional TCP/IP systems are not

suitable for the IPN networks where transmissions are affected
by very large delays and possible lack of connectivity. This
does lead to exploit the DTN networking paradigm [5] in the
IPN context.
As regards Transport Layer protocols, in [2] it emerges clearly
that windows-based mechanisms used by the current TCP
protocols, both for wired and wireless networks, achieve very
poor performance in deep space communication networks,
because of extremely high propagation delays. Also the TCP
extensions for the space segment, such as the Space
Communications Protocol Standards - Transport Protocol
(SCPS-TP) developed by Consultative Committee for Space
Data Systems (CCSDS), have not demonstrated to be
satisfactory enough. The introduction of a bundling approach
has allowed reliable transport over intermittent links.
Nevertheless, a transport layer protocol, specifically tailored
for IPN communication, is needed. In [9], the Licklider
Transmission Protocol (LTP) is introduced for transmission of
the bundles between bundling nodes. To achieve efficient
routing, new mechanisms are needed. In more detail, the DTN
architecture provides a framework for routing and forwarding
at the bundle layer for unicast, anycast, and multicast
messages that need to be exploited and enhanced. As
explained in [2], also possible Data Link Layer solutions
suited to be employed in the IPN Internet exist. Nevertheless,
this area is vastly unexplored and open to extensive research
efforts to develop innovative solutions coherent with the
requirements of the IPN Internet.

b4) Network Controls
Another important topic concerning IPN networks is the

reconfigurable protocol stack, which is aimed at using
information from other protocol layers, and automating the
communication process in extreme environments such as the
IPN one. It is the principle of cross-layer design, which is
envisaged again in [2] as a necessary solution for highly
challenging environments. In this perspective, future extension
of this work want to explicitly fill the control gap in the
currently employed communications and networking solutions
applied to IPN networks.

IV. IPN NETWORK ARCHITECTURE STUDY

The design of the system architecture of an IPN network
concerns the definition of the number and type of required
satellites and ground stations and their location/trajectory. The
design of the system architecture is driven by:

 the minimization of number of events of link
blackouts;

 the minimization of average duration of link
blackouts;

 the minimization of point-to-point link propagation
delay;

 the maximization of number of alternative routes .
The causes of blackouts can be: link obscuration between

planets, situations of solar conjunctions or out of coverage.
The analysis of the proposed architecture (described in Section
II) has been carried out for a sample period of 24 hours and in
this analysis only the former cause has occurred. It is evident
that the complete study of all the events that occur in an IPN
mission requires a prohibitively long sample period (many
years) which should include all the possible geometric
configurations of the architecture. However, in order to set up
a significant and feasible simulation scenario, this 24 hours
sample period has been selected so that the most important
events regarding link blackouts are included.

The architecture considered in this paper is an example of
a possible realization of IPN Internet with planetary networks
on Earth, Moon and Mars. The proposed example represents
an interesting benchmark for the comparison with more
complex system architectures. Furthermore, this system
architecture is here analyzed so that the performance
evaluation of link parameters (i.e. availability, delay and path
loss) can be used for the simulation of network protocols (as
introduced in Section VI) employing ns-2 simulator.

It is worth noting that no cable connections between
ground stations have been considered and landers can only
communicate with the relative planetary network of orbiters.

Furthermore, the lunar lander LS1 is positioned on the
dark side of the Moon, and hence, it could not communicate
directly with the Earth without using a Lunar relay orbiter.
Lunar orbiters has the further task to relay the communications
between Mars and Earth when direct communication is not
possible.

The average blackout duration for a selected set of IPN
links between external nodes is summarized in Table I.

TABLE I AVERAGE BLACKOUT DURATION FOR A SELECTION OF IPN LINKS.

Link
Average
blackout
duration

Link
Average blackout

duration

LO1-GEO1 2286 s LO1-MO1 2157 s

LO1-GEO2 2496 s LO1-MO2 2258 s

LO1-GEO3 2170 s LO1-MO3 1209 s

LO2-GEO1 2453 s LO1-MO4 1209 s

LO2-GEO2 2410 s LO2-MO1 2157 s

LO2-GEO3 2156 s LO2-MO2 2258 s

ES1-LO1 10230 s LO2-MO3 1209 s

ES1-LO2 8939 s LO2-MO4 1209 s

ES1-MO1 6797 s ES1-MO3 17198 s

ES1-MO2 6726 s ES1-MO4 17199 s
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From the values of the average blackout duration, it can be
noticed that the DSN Earth station ES1 (Canberra), and hence
similarly ES2 (Goldstone) and ES3 (Madrid), shows a long
blackout duration of the links to the Lunar or Martian orbiters.
However, this is overcome by using alternative links through
three GEO satellites.

Another important aspect of the system architecture is the
propagation delay. The mean value of the propagation delay is
shown in Table II for a selection of IPN links. The
propagation delay can be as long as 20 minutes in the case of
Mars-Earth connection. However, since the shortest path from
Mars to Earth (i.e. the MSx-MOy-ESz path) is not always
available, in many cases the total end-to-end delay can be
much higher.

TABLE II AVERAGE PROPAGATION DELAY FOR A SELECTION OF IPN LINKS.

Link Average
propagation

delay

Link Average
propagation

delay

LO1-GEO1 1.25 s LO1-MO1 1210 s

LO1-GEO2 1.25 s LO1-MO2 1210 s

LO1-GEO3 1.25 s LO1-MO3 1210 s

LO2-GEO1 1.25 s LO1-MO4 1210 s

LO2-GEO2 1.25 s LO2-MO1 1210 s

LO2-GEO3 1.25 s LO2-MO2 1210 s

ES1-LO1 1.3 s LO2-MO3 1210 s

ES1-LO2 1.3 s LO2-MO4 1210 s

ES1-MO1 1210 s ES1-MO3 1210 s

ES1-MO2 1210 s ES1-MO4 1210 s

The data rate of each link has been computed on the basis
of the DVB-S2 standard and with realistic values of
transmission power and antenna size [10]. The performance of
the DVB-S2 standard in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER) versus
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) Es/N0 follows a threshold
behavior which is due to the adopted modulation and coding
schemes. In fact when the SNR is lower than the required
Es/N0 the BER is very large, while when the SNR is larger
than the required Es/N0 the performance of the system is quasi
error free (BER=10-10) [11]. Therefore, a constant data rate has
been considered. It has been computed in each link for the
maximum distance (worst case) by using the lowest
modulation index and code rate (i.e. QPSK 1/4) with a packet
length of 64,800 bits. However, since the DVB-S2 standard
foresees adaptive coding and modulation schemes and the
propagation losses are highly variable, another possible
approach is to consider variable data rates on the basis of the
selected modulation and coding scheme for every set of
propagation losses.

TABLE III DATA RATE FOR A SELECTION OF IPN LINKS.

Link Forward link data rate Reverse link data
rate

LOx-GEOx 100 kbps 100 kbps

LOx-MOx 1 kbps 1 kbps

ESx-GEOx 10000 kbps 10000 kbps

ESx-LOx 1000 kbps 100 kbps

ESx-MOx 10 kbps 1 kbps

The parameters reported in Table I, II and III have been
also employed in the performed simulations described in the
following Sections.

V. COMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKING
SOLUTIONS: A GENERAL OVERVIEW

a) Topological Solutions
The first important topic to be addressed in an efficient and

reliable IPN network, which suffers the problem previously
described, is the design of a system of space systems such that
the durations of the link unavailability and the propagation
delay (i.e., the path length) are minimized. Therefore, the
research, currently ongoing and object of future extension of
this paper, concerns the optimization of the architecture,
defining the number and type of the required satellites and
ground stations and their location [6, 12]. The envisaged
optimization will consider a combination of the average
duration of the link unavailability and the average propagation
delay and it will deal with the orbital parameters of each
satellite included in the IPN architecture. In general it is
possible to design a planetary satellite constellation network
and a set of ground stations such that the availability of
communication links is ensured, but this implies very high
costs. As a consequence, a constraint on the maximum number
of satellites will be fixed and the performance of the
architecture in terms of link availability and propagation delay
will be optimized. A new type of satellite constellations that
can be used in the system optimization process is represented
by the Flower Constellations set. The name Flower
Constellation (FC) has been chosen because of the compatible
orbit relative trajectories in the Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed
(ECEF) reference frame, resemble flower petals. A FC is a set
of spacecrafts characterized by the same repeating space track,
a property obtained through a suitable phasing scheme [12].
The FC approach provides great flexibility and interesting
dynamics. In particular, the FCs can be designed to offer dual
compatibility, hence providing synchronization with both the
Earth and the target planet (e.g. Mars). This synchronization
can be exploited in such a way that the link availability is
maximized and the propagation delay is minimized.

b) Communications and Networking.
The second scientific topic to address in the considered

IPN environment, concerns advanced physical layers,
networking layers and control procedures suited for
application in the IPN scenario. It is worth noting that the IPN
nodes will not be based on traditional Internet Protocols, but
on innovative optimized protocols, though compatible with the
former ones. This point has been highlighted since the origin
of the IPN Internet when, at the beginning of this decade, the
first short-lived IRTF “Interplanetary Internet” group was
founded by Vint Cerf and a couple of internet-drafts were
proposed. In particular, at the turn of 2002 and 2003 the IPN
problem scope widens to “Delay Tolerant Networking”
(proposed by Kevin Fall, mainly) and the concept of bundle,
briefly described below in Section VI.a, was created.

The IPN nodes will include adaptive functions that will
allow employing them in each part of the considered network
whatever channel conditions are experienced.

TCP/IP systems are poorly suited for adoption in networks
where links operate intermittently and over extremely long
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propagation delay. This analysis leads to propose a network
architecture based on an independent middleware, the Bundle
Layer, which is the key element of the Delay/Disrupt Tolerant
Network (DTN) paradigm [5, 9]. This architecture uses an
overlay protocol, which allows storing packets, between the
application and the locally optimized protocol stacks. The
overlay protocol serves to bridge different stacks at the
boundaries between environments (e.g., PN Network and IPN
Backbone) providing a general-purpose application-level
gateway. It is the networking paradigm considered. However,
it is not sufficient to offer reliable and efficient transmission
over the IPN Internet because of the dynamics of the
considered environment. A more insightful approach is needed
for the join optimization of the bundle overlay layer and the
other layers.

VI. THE IPN NODE FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE

Starting from the general overview proposed previously, in
this paper a functional architecture suited to be employed in
IPN networks has been proposed. In this Section, moreover,
the introductive performance investigation of some features of
the proposed node (Multicast Transmission and Link
Selection) have been included.

The envisaged IPN Node architecture is reported in Figure
4. It includes the Bundle Layer and a Higher Convergence
Layer that act as bridge between two different portions: a
standard stack (e.g., the TCP/IP one) used to connect common
network devices to the IPN Node and the space protocol stack
suited to be employed in the IPN environment. The Higher
Convergence Layer will allow managing traffic flows both
sent by standard and DTN-compatible hosts. It acts as
adaptation layer and realizes the backward compatibility with
common protocol stacks. After the adaptation phase all
packets become bundles (the transmission unit of DTNs) and
they are sent though specific transport and network layers
designed for the space portion of the IPN network. The IPN
Node transport and network protocols parameters will be
adaptively optimized starting from the employed channel
conditions. Data Link and Physical Layers have been again
differentiated into two families: Long and Short-haul. In the
former case, the lower layers solutions will be specialized for
very long distance channels (e.g., between satellites of the IPN
backbone). In the latter case, solutions are suited to be used in
short distance channels (e.g., between spacecrafts and
proximity satellites of the IPN network or between PN
satellites and planet surfaces). The Lower Convergence Layer
acts as selector between the Long or Short-haul layers in
dependence on the position of the IPN network elements.
Long and Short-haul protocols, opportunely designed for the
IPN environment, allow implementing possible adaptive
functionalities of the lower layers.

In the following, each layer of the IPN node has been
briefly described and some considerations concerning the
related open research issues have been included.

Figure 4. IPN Node Protocol Stack

a) Bundle Layer
To match the IPN environment requirements, the Bundle

Layer needs to be extended. In more detail, its current
specification does not include error detection mechanisms of
bundles. It opens the doors to the employment of application
layer coding, both in terms of source coding and error
detection and recovery approaches. Other important open
issues related to the Bundle Layer will be taken into account:
the bundle size optimization and the related problem of
fragmentation; the study and the design of common bundle
layer routing approaches for the IPN environment; the Quality
of Service (QoS) concept, whose meaning in the IPN network
differs from the common one, together with new QoS
mechanisms suited to be exploited in the considered
environment.

b) Transport and Network Layers
The performance issues of the space transport and network

layers represent another important research topic of the IPN
node design [2]. In terms of recovery procedures and
congestion control schemes, new transport protocol will be
developed. For example, Additive Increase/Multiplicative
Decrease concepts, able to cope with blackout events by
taking advantage of probing packets will be taken into account
to realize the transport layer. In turn, in the case of unavailable
or strongly asymmetric return links, the transport protocol’s
reliability will be ensured by using appropriate strategies
based on erasure codes. The problem of congestion events
occurring at deep space IPN Node will be also solved by
considering call admission and flow control schemes together
with effective storage routing strategies.

The IPN Node protocol stack will also support the point-
multipoint applications. Multicast/broadcast transmissions will
allow reaching several IPN nodes, so optimizing the resource
utilization. This requires the introduction of Multicast
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Transmission approaches whose possible enhancements will
be object of future and extensive research.

In this sub-section some preliminary simulation results,
carried out by means of ns-2 simulator, have been provided.
Performance analysis has been conducted by implementing in
ns-2 the network topology and its evolution respectively
described in Figure 3 an Section IV. In particular, two
different files have been used as input for ns-2 simulator: the
former providing bandwidth capacities and propagation delays
of different links, while the latter giving information regarding
to all the link blackouts. These files are obtained from IPN
network simulative studies described in Section IV. It is worth
noting that results shown in this sub-section (VI.b) are
obtained utilizing the standard version of ns-2, where packets
delivery is based on the standard internet protocols, while in
the remaining sub-sections, the ns-2 simulator has been up-
grated with ns-DTN module introducing an DTN-Agent with
Bundle Protocols functionalities. In more details, in the
network simulator-2 the DTN module is implemented like a
transport layer protocol, defining for each DTN node an Agent
able to manage efficiently the routing and the reliable packets
delivery. Moreover, the DTN-Agent supports the custody
transfer procedure and allows to exchange bundle protocol
signaling among the different DTN nodes.

They show the impact of multicast data delivery in deep
space exploration missions. In particular, it has been
highlighted the advantages that could be obtained utilizing
groups oriented applications respect to point-to-point
transmissions in the IPN scenario.

It is worth noting that, in the depicted IPN topology,
(reported in Figure 3) two different kind of Multicast
Connections could be thought: (i) Multicast Forward
Connections (MFC), where sources are, for instance, Earth
Mission Centers and receivers are the deep space nodes;
Multicast Reverse Connections (MRC), for communications
from remote planets to Earth. As mentioned in the
introduction, the MFC could be used for Mission Applications
to provide control information and to upgrade the software
implemented in the IPN nodes. While, MRC could be utilized
for Scientist and Public Applications to receive planetary
images, videos and experimental results acquired by space
stations.

The results highlight how a multicast approach could lead
to a most efficient resource management compared with
Unicast techniques. For instance, considering a scenario where
a terrestrial node (i.e. ES1) sends data to receivers of a
multicast group located on two different planets and supposing
that four receivers belong to such a multicast group (two
scattered on the Moon and the other ones located on Mars) the
situation is as follows. Unicast approach foresees four
connections between sender and receivers; this means that the
same information is sent on the channel four times. Therefore,
in this case a Unicast approach increases the accesses to the
links needed to forward the same packet. Clearly, such a issue
is more manifest when the number of receivers increases.
While, a multicast approach always foresees the same number
of accesses (i.e. one each planet) regardless of the number of
receivers belonging to the same multicast group. These result
are depicted in Figure 5 varying the number of multicast
receiver for region/planet. The obtained result demonstrates
that a multicast approach in IPN networks gives the following
advantages: (i) it reduces the links utilization, saving radio
resources that could be utilized to supply transmission of

further services; (ii) it optimizes the memorization units size
(buffer size) and reduces the signalization due to
acknowledgment procedures and routing.

Figure 5. Number of accesses to the links varying the number of receivers
per region.

The next results concern how Unicast and Multicast
transmissions affect the buffer size (in terms of maximum
number of packets that can be memorized) of IPN nodes. We
assumed that the buffer size is equal for each IPN node. Figure
6 depicts the obtained results for a MFC connection in term of
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR).

Figure 6. MCF: PDR varying buffer size.

How mentioned above Unicast transmissions foresee that
the same information is sent on the channel for all the
receivers. From Figure 6 such an issue affects the limits in
terms of buffer size more in Unicast approach than in
Multicast ones, clearly. On the other hands whether the buffer
size is increased then the PDR also increases. From a buffer
size equal to 500 packets (i.e. 83,4% of the overall forwarded
traffic) there are not loss due to congestion of the buffers,
considering multicast transmission.

In this case, the bottlenecks in the nodes MO1 and LO1 are
the main reason of packets loss. Therefore, also in this case a
Multicast approach improves the performances in IPN
network with respect to Unicast transmission. Moreover, it is
worth noting that these results have been obtained by
considering unreliable traffic only. This means that a packet is
removed from the buffer as soon as it is sent on the radio link.
In case of reliable Multicast transmissions the propagation
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delays on the links have to be taken into account; they clearly
can get worse the performance showed in Figure 6 in both
Unicast and Multicast approach, but affecting Unicast
Transmissions significantly.

Future activities are aimed to improve the performance of
Multicast Transmission in IPN network implementing DTN
paradigm. In particular, the research activity will deal with the
following issues: (i) definition of procedures for notifications
and registration/de-registration of multicast groups; (ii)
definition of multicast routing protocols that utilize models
based on both tree or mesh topologies, in order to minimize
the path length between source and destinations and to
increase the probability that the bundle is delivered to as many
destination nodes as possible; (iii) definition of transport and
bundle layers suitable to provide end-to-end reliable
connections, defining efficient transmission and
retransmission procedures. In this context, the storing
functionalities for the store-and-forward policies have to be
design in order to guarantee data persistence in DTN nodes
also for relatively large time slots. For dealing with that, DTN
aggregates data into bundles and stores them in persistent
storage of different IPN nodes so that in case of loss of
connectivity, the bundles could be retransmitted from the
closest storage points rather than from the source node. A key
Bundle Protocol innovation is known as Custodial Delivery.
The memorization functionality in DTN nodes will be
considered as a new network resource that has to be
administered and protected. Fundamental open issues in the
definition of a new protocol stack are related to these topics.
At the moment, the Bundle Protocol specifies the procedures
for supporting custodial delivery of bundles destined to
unicast applications. However, it does not discuss how
Custodial Delivery should be provided for bundles destined to
multicast groups (multicast bundle). There is a strong
motivation for using custodial multicast in IPN to preserve the
already-scarce resource of bandwidth during transmission and
retransmission procedures [3].

c) Data Link and Physical Layers
Data Link Layers protocols of the IPN node include

functionalities concerning the medium access control (MAC)
and error control functions. Also in this case, advanced
network control features need to be considered and they are
aimed at optimizing the utilization of IPN channels. For both
Long and Short-haul physical layers, specific solutions will be
studied in terms of bandwidth/power efficient modulations and
low complexity channel codes with high coding gain.
Waveforms design and the exploitation of Ultra WideBand
(UWB) systems needs to be considered with the goal to reduce
the complexity of the system and the sensitivity to IPN
channels’ non-linearity [8].

Also space physical layer solutions that exploit Extremely
High Frequency (EHF) bands can be taken into account. EHF
employment, in particular the W-band [7], represents an
answer to the needs of IPN links: the saturation of lower
frequency bands, the growth of data-rate request and the
reduction of mass and size of equipment. Considering that the
main disadvantage of the use of W-band frequencies is the
atmospheric attenuation, the benefits of its employment could
be fully exploited in deep space channels where the
atmosphere is absent. The reduced antenna size due to the use
of higher frequencies represents a further advantage of this
choice.

Two important factors that should be considered when
dealing with the physical layer design are: antenna pointing
and energy consumption. The reduction of antenna size has a
positive impact on the pointing subsystem. On the other hand,
the design of the physical and link layers should constrained in
terms of QoS metrics and should be optimized in terms of
energy efficiency.

d) Convergence Layers
Convergence Layers, both Higher and Lower, and IPN

Network Control approaches concern another group of
innovative solutions, envisaged in this work, which needs to
be developed. As previously said, the action of the Higher
Convergence Layer is to offer a common interface to the
transport layers (space and standard). The Lower Convergence
Layer will offer a common interface towards data link and
physical layers and vice versa and it will offer innovative
control functions in terms of selection of the opportune lower
layer stack (e.g., vertical handover) by considering the
situation in which the IPN Node operates (long- or short-haul
network segment).

e) Network Controls
In order to smooth the effect of the intrinsic heterogeneity

of the IPN network, adaptive mechanisms [13], based on the
cross-layer principle [2], are needed. It means that appropriate
solutions are necessary to harmonize each single layer solution
and jointly optimize the capabilities of IPN Node layers. For
example, the transport and network protocol parameters need
to be dynamically tuned in dependence on the channels and
network status, which is unpredictable, and on the basis of
blackouts, which are predictable due to the knowledge of the
IPN Network Elements’ orbits (for satellites and orbiters) and
trajectories (in the case of spacecrafts and probes).

The same concept holds true for all protocol layers, also
with respect to the position of the IPN Node within the IPN
topology. Figure 7 reports the envisaged main blocks
concerning both data and control planes and synthetically
indicates the main envisaged functions of each control
component.

The chosen DTN paradigm, and the developed protocol
solutions jointly used with novel network control procedures
will allow the optimization of the networking and
communication mechanisms of the IPN Node so guaranteeing
a reliable and efficient communication process over the IPN
Internet.
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Figure 7. IPN Node Data and Control Planes.

In the set of possible Network Controls, a partially
unexplored solution concerns the Link Selection strategies
based on the exploitation of the Bundle Layer of the DTN
paradigm. In more detail, Link Selection techniques, also
called Congestion Aware Routing, have been proposed in [4]
where the mathematical framework has been formalised. It has
been taken as example in this paper.

In synthesis, the approaches proposed allow selecting a
forwarding link, among the available ones, by optimising one
or different metrics, simultaneously. In fact, in this paper, the
optimization of one metric has been considered: the Bundle
Buffer Occupancy (BBO). The Bundle Buffer Occupancy is
the ratio between the number of bundles stored in the bundle
layer buffer and the maximum size of the buffer itself. The
evaluated Link Selection technique is based on its
minimization.

As previously introduced, performance analysis has been
conducted by taking network topology depicted in Figure 3 as
reference and by considering the bandwidth capacities and
propagation delays reported in the analysis of Section IV. All
the link blackouts, due to IPN node movements, have been
also included in the simulations whose results have been

reported in the following. Moreover, each node implements a
bundle layer buffer size equal to 400 bundles. Constant Bit
Rate (CBR) traffic sources are considered: they are kept active
for 50 s each hour of simulation and generate data bundles of
64 Kbytes at rate of 1 bundles/s, yielding 512 Kbit/s.
Furthermore, in this case, the traffic sources have been set on
the planetary regions, and in particular the traffic sources are
the nodes MS1 and MS2 from the remote planet, LS1 and LS2
from the Moon. They send data over Earth to ET1, ET2, ET3
and ET4, respectively, which are set as receivers. The
simulation duration was of 7200 s (2 hours out of 24, which is
the duration of the analysis proposed in Section IV) for each
test carried out by ns-2 simulations.

The proposed results concern a macroscopic analysis of the
Link Selection method’s performance. It looks into
performance provided by the whole network and, in this view,
two metrics have been considered: Bundle Loss Rate (BLR)
and Data Delivery Time (DDT) coherently with [4]. The first
is defined as ratio between the number of received and of
transmitted bundles. The second accounts for the time interval
required to complete the data delivery to destinations. It is
possible to observe, in Figure 8, the Bundle Loss Rate
(BLR %) performance for each Flow where Flow1 is the data
flow between LS1 to ET1, Flow2 is the data flow between
LS2 to ET2, Flow3 is the data flow between MS1 to ET3 and
Flow4 is the data flow between MS2 to ET4. The BLR
measured highlights quite effective results. This means that a
Link Selection Control (or Congestion Aware Routing) allows
reaching good network performance also in challenging
network as the IPN ones. In more detail, Flow1 is privileged
with respect to the others. Actually, it is mainly due to the
simulated period: in the first 2 hours, out of 24, the link
blackouts have penalized Flow4 and, partially, Flow2 and
Flow3. Moreover, Flow3 and Flow4 experience very low link
capacities over the IPN network due to the very high distance
between Mars and Earth.
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Figure 8. Bundle Loss Rate [%]

On the other hand, as far as Data Delivery Time (DDT) is
concerned, it can be observed from Figure 9 that the Link
Selection solution offer satisfactory performance. The shown
DDT can appear very high but the enormous propagation
delays and the very small available link capacities do not
allow better performance. It is obvious in particular in case of
transmissions from the remote planet (Mars in Figure 3): they
require almost the overall time that has been simulates (about
two hours). Transmission from the Moon requires about 260
[s] in average.
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Figure 9. Data Delivery Time [s]

However, from the introductive evaluation proposed, it is
worth noting that the proposed control technique have
promising performance. This opens the doors to future
extensions and investigations that will analyse in-depth the
performance of the Link Selection over the considered
network architecture.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

From the proposed IPN network analysis and the
envisaged IPN node architecture, it appears clear that the
technological challenges described in this paper are of great
interest on a basic research perspective, and, simultaneously,
let the space communications sector be strategically capable to
provide future competitive services and solutions. The
presented work opens the doors to new communications and
networking challenges, which are the ones of the so called
InterPlaNetary (IPN) Internet. In particular, the described
innovative protocol solutions jointly used with novel network
control procedures will allow the optimization of the
networking and communication mechanisms of the network’s
nodes so guaranteeing a reliable and efficient communication
process over the IPN Internet.

These solutions will be the object of ongoing and future
research that will be developed as extensions of this work,
which represents an introductive overview of them.
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Abstract—This paper presents an application suitable for
analysis of electric and electronic circuits through internet. The
application is based on PHP scripts and uses SpiceOpus and
Maple program with special library PraCAn as a computation
engine. Continuous-time linear and nonlinear circuits as well as
periodically switched linear circuits can be analyzed. Results can
be obtained in symbolic or semisymbolic form for the case of
linear circuits analyzed by Maple with PraCAn. Description of
the circuit can be entered through a graphical schematic editor.
It is a Java applet for scheme drawing and netlist creation. The
possibilities of the application are demonstrated on a number
of circuit analyses. The whole system was developed at the
Department of Circuit Theory, for research and teaching support.

Keywords-web-based application; simulations; analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, many systems for circuit analysis are avail-
able. Conventional programs like PSpice©R, Micro-Cap, Win-
Spice [3], [4], [5], etc. are single-purpose programs. Evaluation
versions of these programs are frequently used for teaching
support. Most of them solve the task only numerically, hardly
any program makes symbolic or semisymbolic computing
possible. Its use is connected with installation of mentioned
software to the user computer. In cotrast to this a web-based
system offers the advantages of open and remote system for
circuit analysis. These systems combine rich client technology,
and circuit simulation, and provide convenient user interface
for simulation capability. Web-based simulation environments,
combining distance education, group training and real-time
interaction, can serve as a good approach. The web-based
virtual laboratory system for electronic circuit simulation
(ECVlab) [7], trainer for electrical circuit analysis [8] or
application [11] can serve as examples. Pages [9] based on
C++ CGI Toolkit in Ch [10], provide interactive web-based
calculation (computation of mathematical formulas in C ex-
pression, complex, matrix computation, and grade point aver-
age calculation), 2D/3D plotting, numerical analysis (analysis
of linear systems, differential equation solving, integration,
non-linear equations, Fourier analysis), OpenGL graphics and
control system design and analysis (analysis of continuous-
time or discrete-time linear time-invarient (LTI) control sys-
tems described by particular transfer function). Special appli-
cation called ”Remote Wiring and Measurement Laboratory”
(RwmLAB) is described in [14]. RwmLAB is intended to
address real-time remote wiring of electrical circuits and real

data acquisition over the Internet instead of using simulated
data. Simulations through internet using Spice (Spice internet
Packages – SIP) were introduced in [11], [12], [13], where
internet serves as a graphical user interface for the program
simulator – Spice. It is based on CGI (common gateway
interface) scripts, PERL and PHP scripting language. Similar
application is also the system for electric filter design. Web-
based application [15] uses MapleTM [6] as a computational
engine with special package Syntfil [16] developed by authors.
However synthesis of electric circuit is performed instead of
circuit simulations.

The application presented in this article is based on client-
server concept [17], which uses special simulation program
on the server side. However the described system offers
better user interface and greater scope of simulations including
symbolic analysis and analysis of periodically switched linear
(PSL) circuits, i.e., circuit with switched capacitors (SC) or
switched currents (SI). Representation of circuit description is
graphical using schematic editor like Java applet [1].

Our motivation was to create application for circuit analysis
with a great potential. This goal can be realized by an easy-to-
use web-based application, which is available for wide range
of users. It can combine several simulation engines, can be
acomlished using any computer with internet connection and
can be easily administrated and updated, because it runs on a
server.

The paper is divided into the three main parts. Programs
used for analysis are described first. Introduction of application
description including schematic editor follows. Examples of
circuit analyses are shown to demonstrate usability of the
application and its facilities at the end of the paper.

II. PROGRAMS FOR ANALYSIS

A forementioned application uses client-server conception
where programs are installed and run on the server side. It is
necessary that programs on the server side have to enable batch
processing for easy operation through control scripts. Circuit
analysis is provided by two main programs. The numeric
analyses are performed by SpiceOpus, while semisymbolic and
symbolic analyses including switched circuit are powered by
Maple program with special package named PraCAn.
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Fig. 1. Principle of the client-server concept used for the interface realization.

A. SpiceOpus

SpiceOpus is a circuit simulator with optimization util-
ities [18]. It is a recompilation of the original Berkeley’s
source code [2] for Windows and Linux operating systems.
Georgia Tech Research Institute’s XSpice mixed-mode simu-
lator was added to the Berkeley code. The simulator includes
an interpreted programming language called Nutmeg, which
allows interactive Spice sessions. The program compilation is
powerful enough to support the mentioned application.

B. PraCAn Package

PraCAn package is a library of functions for Maple,
which facilitates the symbolic and semisymbolic analysis of
continuous and discrete-time linearized circuits. PraCAn is
the acronym for Prague Circuits Analyzer [19]. The input
syntax for circuit description is almost the same as in Spice
program. The package contains functions for parsing circuit
description (netlist), which enable easy identification of syntax
errors. Therefore the package is used for parsing netlist in
the application. Next functions are designed for the analysis
of continuous-time linear circuits as well as the periodically
switched linear (PSL) circuits.

The package originates from SCSyrup package [20], [21]
for frequency analysis of idealized SC and SI circuits. The
functions used in SCSyrup package are based on the analysis
of SC circuits using nodal charge equations. The analysis
of SI circuits is also based on nodal equations but the
currents are used instead of charges [26]. The package was
modified and algorithms for PSL circuits were added to make
it possible to analyze SC or SI circuits with real qualities
such as switch resistances ron and roff . The package was
renamed to PraSCAn (Prague Switched Circuits Analyzer),
which uses algorithms based on modeling of periodically
switched networks using mixed s-z description [25]. SCSyrup

was a table-based package whereas PraSCAn is a module-
based package.

PraCAn has been created from PraSCAn package [22], [23],
which was completely rewritten and new functions were added
for continuous-time circuit analysis. The package preserves
all functions of SCSyrup and it can be used as its complete
replacement with the same results. The circuit is processed
by modified nodal voltage method [26]. Unlike the methods
in [24], the presented method for multiphase PSL circuits
provides symbolic analysis in frequency domain and closed
form solution in time domain. The linear system with the
time-varying parameters is modeled by nonstationary transfer
functions K(s, t). If the parameters vary periodically (e.g.,
in SC and SI circuits with externally controlled switches),
then the system response contains both continuous and discrete
time parts and it can be described by a generalized transfer
function GTF [25]. The frequency response of the system is
obtained by substitution of both s and z. PraCAn package
also contains function for direct calculation of time response.
The response can be calculated with respect to real input
signal character, i.e., including also the so-called leakage
effect if Sample&Hold circuit is not used in the input of the
analyzed circuit. This way actual spectrum of the signals can
be calculated including frequency response of the circuit with
undersampling.

III. WEB-BASED APPLICATION

The application is based on www interface, which utilizes
www client-server concept. The computation and the interface
programs run on the server and a user uses standard www
browser (Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Opera, etc.) as
a grafical user interface. This principle is illustrated on the
following flow-chart, see Figure 1.

The server runs under operating system Linux. The analysis
of the required circuit is solved using SpiceOpus program or
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16 KAPITOLA 4. REALIZACE

4.1.3.7. Uzel PinNode

Uzel PinNode obsahuje objekt Pin, který reprezentuje pin v elektrickém obvodě. Tento
objekt by mohl být reprezentován i pomocí uzlu ShapeNode a ekvivalentního tvaru, pak
by však nastal problém v případě speciálních požadavků na piny z hlediska vlastností
obvodu. Například by nebyla možná kontrola správného zapojení obvodu, automatické
číslování a podobně.

4.1.3.8. Uzel JunctionNode

Uzel JunctionNode obsahuje objekt Junction, který reprezentuje spoj v elektrickém
obvodě. Tento objekt by mohl být reprezentován i pomocí uzlu ShapeNode a ekviva-
lentního tvaru, pak by však nastal problém v případě speciálních požadavků na spoje
z hlediska vlastností obvodu. Například by nebyla možná kontrola správného zapojení
obvodu, automatické číslování a podobně.

4.1.4. Datové struktury reprezentující elementy

Datové struktury reprezentující elementy lze hierarchicky rozdělit na tvary a součástky,
jak je zřejmé z obrázku 4.3. Tyto datové struktury jsou implementovány v rámci modulu
Elements.

Element

shape 

Shape 

Ellipse 

Line 

Text 

ArcSegment 

BezierCurve 

Polygon 

Polyline 

Rectangle 

Arc 

part

Part 

Pin 

Wire 

Obrázek 4.3 – Znázornění hierarchie elementů

Vytváření a duplikování těchto elementů je implementováno prostřednictvím třídy
ElementFactory, a to z důvodu přesnější kontroly nad jednotlivými elementy. Metody
třídy umožňují vytváření a duplikaci existujících elementů.

Fig. 2. Elements hierarchy of shematic editor.

PraCAan package in Maple. It runs using batch-processing,
which is necessary for the interface where the programs are
called by the PHP scripts [17]. According to client requests
the results may be presented by the dynamically created www
pages. These pages are provided to the client by means of
HTTP server Apache. Described application of circuit analysis
was realized according to this model.

Input requests are inserted into the forms of the application
using www browser. The program in JavaScript tests the
validity of these requests before sending them to the server,
where they are tested too. Input files for Maple are generated
from the input requests by scripts in PHP and results are
saved in separate files. The PHP scripts procese these files and
create the structure of dynamic www pages, which are sent
to the client. It is necessary to solve many other problems,
for example, to distinguish simultaneously connected users,
deleting temporary files and directories, etc. These tasks are
solved using cookies and session variables (PHP). Other
programs are used for additional functions – GnuPlot program
is used for graph drawing and typographical system LATEX
for graphical representation of terms. Procedure of calling
GnuPlot and LATEX is analogous to a procedure of calling
Maple or OpusSpice.

In contrast to conventional programs it is possible to create
nonstandard analyses and different types of parametric anal-
yses, using batch processing managed by PHP scripts using
this application. These analyses can be easily defined by user
without studying any programm routines as is demonstrated
in examples in Section III-B.

A. Schematic Editor – Application for Visual Scheme Editing

Schematic editor is being developed to help users with the
creation of electronic circuit schemes by providing means of
visual editing. It also allows an export of created schemes
using variety of formats from SVG to netlist. The application
supports plugins, which are loaded dynamically during the
application start. Plugins can receive notification in case of
scheme modification, so they can update properly.

Fig. 3. Graphical interface of shematic editor.

The application of the editor is written with regards to
object-oriented programming (OOP) techniques using Java 5.
Architecture is modular, each module has specialized scope.
The modules are divided into:

• Configuration module – implements classes, which are
responsible for configuration,

• Elements module – implements all graphical elements
used in application,

• Gui – contains classes responsible for graphical user
interface (GUI) of application,

• Manipulation – contains classes, which implement all
supported manipulations,

• Units – implements variety of units,
• VectorEditorEngine – core module, implements the most

basic functionality of the vector editor.

Elements module for example, is represented by data struc-
tures, which can be devided into shapes and parts, see Figure 2.

Figure 3 shows the GUI of the editor. It consists of three
parts, graphical editor, schematic parts and schematic editor.
It is possible to draw basic vector objects (line, rectangle,
polygon, Bezier curve, ellipse, etc.) in basic grafical editor. On
this basis elements the editor was created where the schematic
parts can be formed – to define shape, number of connecting
pins and their location, part properties, . . . The final part of the
editor is the schematic editor, which consits of a menu, several
toolbars and drawing pane used for drawing. All basic parts
are defined and prepared in properties toolbar. The grapcical
elements can be used together with defined parts to create the
circuit scheme in the main (schematic) editor. It is possible
to choose one of the required parts and use it for circuit
diagram creation in the schematic editor. After placing of the
selected part a dialog appears for value or model definitions.
The application is connected with an interactive catalogue,
where the models are defined. After wiring the scheme the
netlist is created and transmitted to the web server for analysis.
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Fig. 4. Application page with inserted netlist of a circuit and window with the time response plot.

Besides the circuit netlist the scheme can be saved in a native
format of the editor or exported into graphical format SVG or
EPS.

User starts the editor as an applet included in the web
application. It is necessary that the Java runtime environment
has been installed on the client computer. The second way of
starting the editor is by calling a special application instaled
on the user computer.

Connecting of schematic editor as an applet with www
pages of application is made according [28], [29].

The applet is included at the level of class
cz.cvut.fel.schematicEditor.launcher.Applet
in Java. This class implements methods void init(),
void start() and void stop() for applet
initialization, start and stop. The methods come from JAplet
class: String getSession() for getting of session
from editor, void setSession(String session) for
restoring of saved session and String getNetlist()
for getting of netlist.

B. Examples of Circuits Analysis

The following figures are screent shots taken during the
application running circuit analysis. As examples three circuit

were chosen – elementary twin-T-network with parametric part
values (Figure 7), a third-order elliptic SC low pass ladder
realized by the technique of switched capacitors filter [27], see
Figure 12 and current mode circuit as an implementation of a
simple serial resonant circuit (see Fig 15) by the technique of
the switched transconductances, which is analyzed by PraCAn
package in Maple program and difference amplifier with active
load in CMOS technology, which is analyzed by SpiceOpus.

Figure 4 shows one of the main pages of the application
with imported netlist of circuit form Figure 3. The overlapping
window shows the time response of the circuit for two levels of
excition as a result of numeric analysis powered by SpiceOpus.
The analyses are defined on the main page. The user can define
number of analyses, which are displayed into the separated
windows. Figure 5 shows a window for basic setting of AC
analysis. The result is displayed in “Graph” bookmark, see
Figure 6. It is not classical example of frequency response,
where arbitrary variable (x-axis) is frequency. It is a result of
parametric analysis of AC analysis in one frequency (1 kHz,
see Figure 5), where module of output voltage (gain) is calcu-
lated versus resistor R2 value. Huge possibilities of parametric
analysis are demonstrated. Spectral analysis including total
harmonic distortion can be calculated similarly as a special
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Fig. 5. Definition and settings of AC analysis – frequency response.

Fig. 6. Result of parametric AC analyses – modulus of output voltage vs.
resistor R2 value.

case of transient analysis. A special page exist for ”quick”
summary analysis, where operational point can be calculated
and displayed together with main circuit parameters (ac gain
in one specified frequency or range of frequencies and time
response also in one specified time or a time range).

Next examples demonstrate possibilities of semisymbolic
and symbolic analyses based on PraCAn package powered
by Maple program. Elementary circuit – twin-T-network with
parametric part values form Figure 7 is analyzed first.

R

C aC

R/b bC

R/a

Vin
ac 1

out

Fig. 7. Twin-T-network.

Figure 8 shows a symbolic frequency analysis of the circuit
from figure 7, where transfer function is calculated. The result
is displayed in basic text form (for clipboard copying) and
also in graphic form (using LATEX). Next Figure 9 shows the
benefit of Maple program implementation – all results can
be mathematically treated in bookmark ”Maple calculation”.
Resonant frequency (w0), transfer function in resonance (P0),
slope of phase characteristic in resonance and its evaluation
for given parameter values are calculated in this case. Maple
commands and all circuit variables (voltages and currents)
can be used for direct calculation in Maple. Syntax of these
commands is necessary to know of course. Circuit variables
can be easily chosen in the right part of the window (see
Figure 9).

Fig. 8. Result of symbolic analyses of circuit from Figure 7.

The following two figures show frequency analysis of the
circuit. The setting of the analysis (Figure 10) is nearly the
same as in the previous case. Only the number of circuit
constants is higher. In addition one constant (b) is chosen as
a parameter with number of values (1, 1.9 and 2.1) for para-
metric analysis. The result of frequency response (modulus
together with phase) is shown in Figure 11.

The last two examples demonstrate possibilities of discrete-
time circuit analyses. The first circuit presents a third-order
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Fig. 9. Page for direct computation in Maple.

Fig. 10. Setting of frequency analysis of the circuit from Figure 7.

elliptic lowpass filter realized by switched capacitor technique
(Fifure 12) and the second one is a resonant circuit realized
by the technique of switched currents, in this example the so-
called technique of switched transconductances (Fifure 15).
The results of analysis of circuit from Figure 12 is displayed
in the following figures. Figure 13 represents the result of
parametric AC analysis for two values of switching frequency
fc. This way the filter can be tuned as is seen from the
figure. The overlapping window shows the poles and zeros
of computed filter transfer function in Z-domain. Figure 14
shows results of transient analysis of this SC filter excited by

Fig. 11. Parametric frequency response (modulus and phase characteristic).

C1 C2

C3

C4 C5 C6

C7
C8

C9 C10

C11
C12

vo

vi

Fig. 12. A third-order elliptic SC lowpass filter.

sinusoidal signal. One can see that input signal leaks directly
to output signal because Sample&and Hold circuit is not used
in the filter input and direct signal way exists from input to
output.

A current mode switched circuit is analyzed in the last
example. It is an implementation of a simple serial resonant
circuit (see Fig 15) by switched transconductances, as was
noted above. The symbolic analysis is provided first, see
Figure 16. Using Maple direct computation interface, the input
”impedance” in node 2 in the first phase is calculated as is
shown in Figure 17. Then transformation of the impedance
from z to s domain is done by means of inverse backward
Euler transformation (BD). The input impedance corresponds
to impedance of the RLC series resonant circuit, which is
evident from expanded result.

The application enables analysis of number of circuits and
their management. Different analysis can be created for each
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Fig. 13. Frequency response of SC filter and window with pole and zero
calculation of transfer function in Z-domain.

Fig. 14. Result of transient analyses of SC filter.

circuit. The circuit (scheme, netlist, setting, . . . ), analysis def-
initions and results can be saved to the project, see Figure 18.
User can save complete work and present it this way.

IV. CONCLUSION

The web-based application has been created to enable
analysis of electric and electronic circuits for a wide range of
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Fig. 15. Realization of RLC circuit by switched transconductances.

Fig. 16. Result of symbolic AC analysis of the circuit from Figure 15 –
voltage in node 2 in the first phase.

users. Designed system combines technologies as rich as client
technology, PHP, Java, and circuit simulation, and provides
the user with vivid interface, convenient operation and pow-
erful simulation capability. The application uses facilities of
SpiceOpus program for numeric analysis and PraCAn package
in Maple program for symbolic and semisymbolic analysis
of continuous-time as well as periodically switched linear
circuits. No known web-based system offers such range of
capabilities.

Operating of the interface is very easy. Circuit description
can be entered using graphical interface of schematic editor.
All pages of application are supplemented by interactive help.
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Fig. 17. Page with direct Maple interface for computation and result
treatment.

Fig. 18. Page for circuit management.

User can use the interface without any manual or study of
syntax. The analysis can be very simply created and modified.
It is possible to create number of different analysis of one
or more circuits in one project. Results of the analyses can
be displayed together and they are simultaneously recompiled
(redisplayed) if the netlist of the corresponding circuit is
changed. It represents with the symbolic analysis very good
tool for engineers and students dealing with electronics.

The application was created especially for teaching support
on the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical
University (CTU) in Prague. The easy-to-use web based
interface will aid analysis of electric and electronic circuits

without any program installation and without learning of any
command syntax. Students make significant learning gain
as a result of using this system. Their interest for electric
circuits rises thanks to operation capability and potential of the
application. Learning process can be well facilitated if tools are
widely available, not just in the dedicated laboratories. Web-
based simulation environment, combining distance education,
group training and real-time interaction, can serve as a good
approach.

The analyses are powered by Maple program whose uti-
lization is restricted by license. This is the reason why the
application is not free for all users. Nowadays the system is
open from CTU domain; nevertheless it can be open for others
who meet the license requirements.
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Abstract—Vehicular Delay-Tolerant Networking (VDTN) was 
proposed as a new variant of a delay/disruptive-tolerant 
network, designed for vehicular networks. These networks are 
subject to several limitations including short contact durations, 
connectivity disruptions, network partitions, intermittent 
connectivity, and long delays. To address these connectivity 
issues, an asynchronous, store-carry-and-forward paradigm is 
combined with opportunistic bundle replication, to achieve 
multi-hop data delivery. Since VDTN networks are resource-
constrained, for example in terms of communication 
bandwidth and storage capacity, a key challenge is to provide 
scheduling and dropping policies that can improve the overall 
performance of the network. This paper investigates the 
efficiency and tradeoffs of several scheduling and dropping 
policies enforced in a Spray and Wait routing scheme. It has 
been observed that these policies should give preferential 
treatment to less replicated bundles for a better network 
performance in terms of delivery ratio and average delivery 
delay. 

Keywords- Vehicular Delay-Tolerant Networks; Delay-
Tolerant Networks; Scheduling Policies; Dropping Policies; 
Performance Analysis 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
The delay-tolerant network (DTN) architecture [1] was 

conceived to support data communication in highly 
challenged environments characterized by any combination 
of the following aspects: sparse connectivity, network 
partitioning, intermittent connectivity, long propagation 
delays, asymmetric data rates, high error rates, and even the 
potential non-existence of a contemporaneous end-to-end 
path. To handle these issues, the DTN architecture 
introduces a bundle layer, which builds a store-and-forward 
overlay network above the transport layers of underlying 
networks [2].  

Although DTN architectural concepts were initially 
proposed to deal with interplanetary connectivity [3], over 
the last years they have been applied in terrestrial 
environments over a wide range of application scenarios 
including underwater networks [4], wildlife tracking 
networks [5], sparse wireless sensor networks [6], transient 
networks [7-9], disaster recovery networks [10], people 
networks [11], and military tactical networks [12].  

Vehicular networks are another example of networks that 
can benefit from the application of the DTN paradigm [13-
15]. It is important to note that these networks are 
characterized by a highly dynamic network topology, and 
short contact durations, which are caused by the high 
velocity of vehicles [16, 17]. In addition, limited 
transmission ranges, physical obstacles, and interferences, 
lead to connectivity disruption and intermittent connectivity 
issues [18]. Furthermore, these networks may be partitioned, 
because of the large distances usually involved and to low 
node density. Hence, a complete path from source to 
destination may not exist for most of the time. 

The vehicular delay-tolerant network (VDTN) 
architecture has been proposed to deal with these challenging 
connectivity issues. VDTN architecture is based on the 
principle of asynchronous, bundle-oriented communication 
from the DTN architecture. However, the design of the 
VDTN network architecture, and its protocol layering, 
considers an Internet protocol (IP) over VDTN approach, 
and features an out-of-band signaling approach, with the 
separation between the control plane and the data plane [15]. 

The effective operation of a VDTN relies on the 
cooperation of network nodes to store-carry-and-forward 
data bundles. In addition, routing protocols may perform 
bundle replication to discover more possible paths, and thus 
increase the bundle delivery rate and decrease the delivery 
delay. However, the problem is that the combination of 
bundle storage during large periods of time and their 
replication leads to high storage and bandwidth overhead. As 
network nodes have limited resources, this may degrade the 
overall network performance. To tackle this problem, 
scheduling and dropping policies are used, determining 
bundle replication order at the contact opportunities, and 
taking bundle drop decisions when buffer space is exhausted. 

This work studies the influence of scheduling and 
dropping policies on the performance of VDTN networks in 
terms of the delivery ratio and the delivery delay. This paper 
extends a preliminary contribution about the impact of 
scheduling and dropping policies for improving the bundles 
delivery time on VDTNs [19]. The paper has been extended 
with the introduction of new scheduling and dropping 
policies, based on distinct criteria, and the performance 
evaluation of the proposals through extensive simulation in 
different scenarios. 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section II presents a brief overview of the VDTNs 
background, while Section III describes the problem 
statement, and related work. Section IV proposes the 
scheduling and dropping policies studied in this work. 
Section V focuses on the comparative analysis of the 
proposed approaches and Section VI concludes the paper and 
points further research directions. 

 

II. VEHICULAR DELAY-TOLERANT NETWORKS 
Vehicular delay-tolerant networking has been proposed 

to address challenged vehicular communications [15].  
Although VDTN architecture is based on the DTN store-
carry-and-forward model of routing, it presents unique 
characteristics such as i) IP over DTN approach; ii) control 
plane and data plane decoupling; and iii) out-of-band 
signaling.  

Figure 1 shows a comparison between DTN and VDTN 
network architecture layers. As may be seen, DTN 
architecture introduces a bundle layer that creates a store-
and-forward overlay network, allowing the interconnection 
of highly heterogeneous networks [20]. On the contrary, the 
VDTN architecture follows another approach based on IP 
over DTN, placing the DTN-based layer over the data link 
layer. Like on DTN architecture, bundles are also defined as 
the protocol data unit at the VDTN bundle layer. However, 
in a VDTN, a bundle aggregates several IP packets with 
common characteristics, such as the same destination node or 
generated with data from the same application. 

The DTN store-carry-and-forward paradigm is used to 
recover from network partitions, and to cope with node 
sparsity. According to this paradigm, the network nodes keep 
the bundles on their buffers, while waiting for contact 
opportunities to forward them to intermediate nodes, or to 
the final destination. This long-term storage paradigm 
exploits opportunistic contacts between network nodes that 
arise with the vehicles mobility, to bring bundles closer and 
closer to destination. 

Another distinctive feature of the VDTN architecture is 
the separation between control and data planes, as illustrated 
in Figure 1. The VDTN bundle layer is divided into the 
following sublayers: bundle signaling control (BSC) and 
bundle aggregation and de-aggregation (BAD). BSC is 
responsible for executing the control plane functions, such as 
signaling messages exchange, node localization, resources 
reservation (at the data plane) and routing, among others. 
The signaling messages include information such as, but not 
limited to, node type, geographical location, route, velocity, 
data plane link range, power status, storage status, bundle 
format and size, delivery options, and security requirements, 
among others. BAD controls the data plane functions that 
deal with data bundles. These functions include, among 
others, buffer management and scheduling, traffic 
classification, data aggregation/de-aggregation, and 
forwarding.  

VDTN uses out-of-band signaling, meaning that the 
control plane uses a separate, dedicated, low-power, low 
bandwidth, and long-range link to exchange signaling 

information. On the contrary, the data plane uses a high-
power, high bandwidth, and short-range link to exchange 
data bundles. While the control plane link connection is 
always active to allow node discovery, the data plane link 
connection is active only during the estimated contact 
duration time, and if there are data bundles to be exchanged 
between the network nodes. Otherwise, it is not activated. 
The use of out-of-band signaling procedures is described in 
[15, 21], and offers considerable benefits because it not only 
ensures the optimization of the available data plane resources 
[21], but also allows saving power, which is very important 
for power-limited network nodes [15, 22]. 
 

 
Figure 1.  DTN and VDTN network architecture layers. 

Figure 2 shows data exchange between two types of 
network nodes in a VDTN: mobile nodes (e.g., vehicles), and 
stationary relay nodes. Mobile nodes opportunistically 
collect and disseminate data bundles. Stationary relay nodes 
are power limited, fixed devices, which are located at road 
intersections. These nodes increase contact opportunities in 
scenarios with low node density. They allow passing by 
mobile nodes to pickup and deposit data on them. Thus, they 
contribute to increase the bundles delivery ratio and to 
decrease their delivery delay [23].  
 

 

Figure 2.  Illustration of VDTN network nodes exchanging data bundles. 
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III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
VDTNs are characterized by very high node mobility, 

which results in frequent topological changes and network 
partition. In these networks, the node density and the mobile 
nodes mobility pattern have a direct effect over the observed 
transmission opportunities, contact durations, and inter-
contact times.  

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the effect of the mobile nodes 
(e.g., vehicles) density and mobile nodes velocity in a 
simulation scenario detailed in Section V. As expected, 
Figure 3 shows that the number of contact opportunities is 
directly related to the number of mobile nodes available on a 
network scenario. Moreover, it allows concluding that the 
number of contact opportunities grows as the mobile nodes 
velocity increases. As may be seen, this effect is more 
pronounced for the scenario with 50 mobile nodes.  

 

 
Figure 3.  Number of contacts per hour between network nodes, with 25 or 

50 vehicles moving at a speed of 30 Km/h or 50 Km/h. 

Figure 4 shows that VDTN network nodes register short 
contact durations, due to the velocity of mobile nodes. As 
mobile nodes move at a faster speed, more contacts are 
registered, but the contact duration decreases even more. 
This impacts bundles transmission, since the available 
bandwidth is further restricted, which may turnout to be 
insufficient to transmit all intended bundles.  
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Figure 4.  Contact durations with 25 or 50 vehicles moving at a speed of 
30 Km/h or 50 Km/h. 

Moreover, in such challenged scenarios, long-term 
storage is often combined with replication-based routing 
schemes [24]. Spreading multiple copies of bundles to 
several network nodes improves the delivery rate and/or 
reduces the delivery latency. However, in a resource-
constrained network, these techniques can cause contention 
for network resources (e.g., bandwidth and storage), and can 
greatly influence the performance of routing protocols [25-
27].  

This emphasizes the need for efficient scheduling 
policies to decide the order by which bundles are transmitted 
at the brief contact opportunities, and efficient drop policies 
to decide which bundles are discarded when a node’s buffer 
is full. Although scheduling policies and dropping policies 
play an important role in improving the overall performance 
of any DTN-based network, to the best our knowledge, little 
research has been done in this field. 

In [28], Lindgren and Phanse compare the performance 
of Epidemic [29] and PRoPHET [30] routing protocols when 
different combinations of queuing and forwarding policies 
are used. They show that these policies can optimize the 
limited system resources utilization, leading to performance 
improvement of the routing protocols, in terms of message 
delivery, overhead, and end-to-end delay. They also 
conclude that when bandwidth is limited, it is not enough 
only to decide what messages should be forwarded, but also 
the order in which they must be forwarded. 

In [31], Zhang et al. present an analysis of buffer-
constrained Epidemic routing. Simple buffer management 
policies are evaluated. The authors conclude that with 
adequate buffer management schemes, smaller buffers can 
be used without negative impact on the delivery ratio 
observed with this routing protocol. 

In [32], Krifa et al. also base their study on Epidemic 
routing. The authors consider the theory of encounter-based 
message dissemination to propose an optimal buffer 
management policy based on global knowledge about the 
network. This policy can either maximize the average 
delivery probability or minimize the average delivery delay. 

In [33], Erramilli and Crovella observe that it is 
important to study forwarding and dropping policies 
independently of each other. The focus of their work is on 
comparing message prioritization schemes (for transmission 
or dropping) that do not take into account network 
information with schemes based on delegation forwarding 
algorithms [34]. The authors conclude that the latter schemes 
perform better in terms of delivery rate, delay and cost. 
Based on their results, the authors also state that forwarding 
policies have less impact in the network performance than 
dropping policies.  

In [35], Li et al. study the impact of buffer management 
strategies under Epidemic routing. They propose a 
congestion control mechanism called N-Drop. This policy 
takes into account the number of times a message has been 
forwarded, and a threshold related to the size of the buffer, to 
decide which messages should be dropped when buffer 
overflow occurs. 
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IV. SCHEDULING AND DROPPING POLICIES 
As part of the resource allocation mechanisms, each 

VDTN network node must implement some queuing 
discipline that governs how data bundles are buffered while 
being carried and waiting to be transmitted. This queuing 
discipline, illustrated in Figure 5, consists of both a 
scheduling and a dropping policy. The scheduling policy 
determines the order in which bundles are transmitted at a 
contact opportunity. The dropping policy selects bundles to 
be dropped upon buffer overflow.  
 

 
Figure 5.  Illustration of a queueing discipline composed by a scheduling 

and a dropping policies. 

This section describes several scheduling and dropping 
policies, and identifies some variations that can be applied to 
them. Their performance is evaluated and compared through 
a simulation study in Section V. 

 

A. Scheduling Policies 
The following scheduling policies are considered and 

studied in this work. 
 
FIFO: FIFO orders bundles to be transmitted at a contact 

opportunity, based on their arrival time at the node’s 
buffer (based on a first-come, first-served approach).  

Random: Due to short contact duration and finite 
bandwidth, FIFO approach may only serve bundles that 
arrived first to the node’s buffer. To avoid this situation, 
random scheduling policy selects bundles randomly 
within a queue.  

Remaining Lifetime (RL): Both FIFO and Random 
scheduling policies do not take into account the time-to-
live (TTL) of bundles. TTL is a timeout value that 
expresses the amount of time that bundles should be 
stored before being discarded, since they are no longer 
meaningful. Remaining Lifetime scheduling policy 
orders bundles based on their remaining TTL. Two 
variations of this scheduling policy are considered, 
either (i) bundles with smaller remaining TTLs are 
scheduled to be sent first (RL Ascending Order) or (ii) 
bundles with longer remaining TTLs are scheduled to be 
sent first (RL Descending Order). 

Replicated Copies (RC): This scheduling policy assumes 
that nodes keep track of the number of times each 
bundle has been replicated. Hence, two variations of RC 
policy may be considered. On the first, bundles that 
have been less replicated are scheduled to be sent first 
(RC Ascending Order) or, in the second, bundles that 
have been more replicated are scheduled to be sent first 
(RC Descending Order).  

 

Both Remaining Lifetime and Replicated Copies 
scheduling policies need a tiebreaking rule. In the case of RL 
scheduling policy, a node may store in its buffer more than 
one bundle with the same remaining lifetime. The same 
happens with RC scheduling policy, where a node may store 
bundles that have been replicated the same number of times. 
FIFO or Random scheduling policies can be applied to 
tiebreak these cases. 

 

B. Dropping Policies 
The following dropping policies are considered in this 

work. 
 
Drop Head: This dropping policy discards the bundle that 

has been stored for the longest period of time in the 
node’s buffer, to create available apace for the next 
incoming bundle. 

Random: When a receiving buffer is congested, this 
dropping policy randomly selects one of the bundles 
within a queue to be dropped. 

Remaining Lifetime (RL): Remaining Lifetime dropping 
policy selects bundles that get discarded based on their 
remaining TTL. Two variations of this policy are 
considered, either (i) the bundle with the smallest 
remaining TTL is discarded first (RL Ascending Order) 
or (ii) the bundle with the longest remaining TTL is 
discarded first (RL Descending Order). 

Replicated Copies (RC): When buffer overflow occurs, the 
number of times each bundle has been replicated can be 
used to decide which bundle should be dropped. The 
following two variations of RC dropping policy may be 
used: (i) the bundle that has been less replicated is 
dropped first (RC Ascending Order) or (ii) the bundle 
that has been more replicated is dropped first (RC 
Descending Order).  

 
For the same above-mentioned reasons, a tiebreaking rule 

must be used for both Remaining Lifetime and Replicated 
Copies dropping policies. FIFO or Random scheduling 
policies can be applied to tiebreak. 

 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
This section investigates the effect of the above described 

scheduling and dropping policies on the performance of a 
vehicular delay-tolerant network. The study was conducted 
by simulation using a modified version of the Opportunistic 
Network Environment (ONE) simulator [36]. ONE was 
modified to support the VDTN layered architecture model 
proposed in [15]. Additional modules were developed to 
implement the scheduling and dropping policies. Next 
subsections describe the simulation scenario and the 
corresponding performance analysis. 

 

A. Simulation Scenario Parameters 
The simulation scenario is based on a map-based model 

of a part of the city of Helsinki presented in Figure 6. During 
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a 12 hours period of time (e.g., from 8:00 to 20:00), mobile 
nodes (e.g. vehicles) move on the map roads between 
random locations, with random pause times between 5 and 
15 minutes. To obtain scenarios with different numbers of 
contact opportunities we change the number of mobile nodes 
between 25 and 50 across the simulations. We also vary the 
mobile nodes average velocity between 30 Km/h and 50 
Km/h, to obtain scenarios with different contact durations. 
Each of the mobile nodes has a 25 Megabytes buffer. 

To increase the number of contact opportunities, five 
stationary relay nodes were placed at the road as may be seen 
in Figure 6. Each stationary relay node has a 500 Megabytes 
buffer.  

 

 
Figure 6.  Helsinki simulation scenario (area of 4500×3400 meters), with 

the locations of the stationary relay nodes. 

Data bundles are generated using an inter-bundle creation 
interval that is uniformly distributed in the range of [15, 30] 
(seconds), and have random source and destination vehicles. 
Data bundles size is uniformly distributed in the range of 
[250 KB, 2 MB] (bytes). Bundles have a time-to-live (TTL) 
that changes between 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180 minutes, 
across the simulations, and are discarded when the TTL 
expires. Increasing TTL leads to having more bundles stored 
at the network nodes’ buffers, and during larger periods of 
time. Therefore, more bundles will be exchanged between 
network nodes, and this will also potentially increase buffer 
overflows. All network nodes use a data plane link 
connection with a transmission data rate of 4.5 Mbps and an 
omni-directional transmission range of 30 meters, as 
proposed in [37]. 

Spray and Wait [38] is used as the underlying DTN 
routing scheme. Spray and Wait routing limits the number of 
bundle replicas (copies), and it assumes two main phases. In 
the “spray phase”, for each original bundle, L bundle copies 
are spread to L distinct relay nodes. At the “wait phase”, 
using direct transmission, it waits until any of the L relays 
finds the destination node. This work considers a binary 
spraying method, where the source node starts with a number 
of copies N (assuming 12, in this study) to be transmitted 
(“sprayed”) per bundle. Then, at any node A that has more 
than 1 bundle copies and encounters any other node B that 

does not have a copy, forwards to B N/2 bundle copies and 
keeps the rest of the copies. When a node carries only 1 copy 
left, it only forwards it to the final destination. 

Performance metrics considered in this study are the 
bundle delivery probability (measured as the relation of the 
number of unique delivered bundles to the number of 
bundles sent), as well as the bundle delivery delay (measured 
as the time between bundles creation and delivery). We 
measure the different performance results for the 
combination of the above-described scheduling and dropping 
policies, presented at Table I. A designation for each 
scheduling/dropping policy pair was created in order to 
improve chart readability in the next subsection. FIFO policy 
is used as a base-case of comparison with the other proposed 
policies. The results presented in the next subsection are 
averages from 12 simulation runs. 

TABLE I.  COMBINED SCHEDULING AND DROPPING POLICIES 

Designation Scheduling  
Policy 

Dropping  
Policy 

Tie-
break  

FIFO FIFO Head Drop  - 

Random Random Random - 

RL ASC Remaining Lifetime 
Ascending Order 

Remaining Lifetime 
Descending Order FIFO 

RL DESC Remaining Lifetime 
Descending Order 

Remaining Lifetime 
Ascending Order FIFO 

RC ASC Replicated Copies 
Ascending Order 

Replicated Copies 
Descending Order 

RL 
DESC 

RC DESC Replicated Copies 
Descending Order 

Replicated Copies 
Ascending Order 

RL 
DESC 

 

B. Performance Analysis for a Scenario with 25 Vehicles 
The evaluation study starts with a comparison of the 

delivery probability registered when 25 vehicles move with a 
speed of 30 Km/h. Figure 7 shows that when the initial 
bundles’ TTL is lower than 120 minutes, FIFO, Random, RL 
ASC, and RC DESC policies register similar delivery 
probabilities. However, when the TTL is great than 120 
minutes, RC DESC policy performs much worse than the 
other policies. This means that scheduling bundles that have 
been more replicated to be sent first, is not a good option.  

Enforcing a RL DESC policy and, therefore, giving 
preferential treatment to bundles with larger remaining 
lifetimes, leads to increase the delivery ratio when compared 
to those policies. Since bundles exchanged between network 
nodes will have longer remaining lifetimes, this increases 
their probability to be relayed more times between network 
nodes, until eventually reaching the destination. This figure 
shows that when the initial bundles’ TTL is equal or lower 
than 150 minutes, RL DESC increases the delivery 
probability about 3% for TTL=60min., 5% for TTL=90min., 
5% for TTL=120min., 4% for TTL=150min., and 2% for 
TTL=180min., when compared to the traditional FIFO 
policy. For a TTL of 180 minutes, RC DESC and FIFO 
register a similar delivery probability. 
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RC ASC policy improves these results further. This 
policy gives preferential treatment to bundles that have been 
less replicated, using as a tiebreak criterion for bundles that 
have been replicated the same amount of times, a second 
scheduling policy - RL DESC. As may be observed, when 
RC ASC policy is compared to FIFO, it provides up to 3%, 
6%, 7%, 6%, 6% and 5% of gain in delivery ratio, 
respectively, across all simulations. 
 

 
Figure 7.  Bundle delivery probability as function of TTL in a scenario 

with 25 vehicles moving at a speed of 30 km/h. 

Figure 8 shows a comparison between average delay and 
(initial) bundles TTL, for the combinations of scheduling and 
dropping policies considered. Average delay is an interesting 
metric, since minimizing the delivery delay reduces the time 
that bundles spend in the network and, thus, reduces the 
contention for resources. 

As expected, the observed results show that deploying a 
RL DESC based policy and, therefore, giving preferential 
treatment to bundles with larger remaining TTLs, decreases 
the bundle average delay considerably. This policy performs 
better than the others in this performance metric. On the 
contrary, the other variant of RL policy - RL ASC - gives 
preferential treatment to bundles with lower remaining 
lifetimes, trying to deliver them before expiring. This results 
in the worst average delays across all simulations.  

FIFO criterion based on the order of bundle arrival to the 
buffer, also leads to longer average delays. When RL DESC 
policy is compared to FIFO, bundles arrive at the destination 
nodes approximately 1, 3, 8, 14, 16, and 18 minutes sooner, 
in average. As a final note to Figures 7 and 8, it can be seen 
that RC ASC outperforms all the other policies in terms of 
delivery probability, presenting the second best results in 
terms of delivery delay, due to its tiebreak criterion. 

 
Figure 8.  Bundle average delay as function of TTL in a scenario  

with 25 vehicles moving at a speed of 30 km/h. 

 
Although the increase of vehicles average speed from 30 

Km/h to 50 Km/h increases the number of contact 
opportunities (Figure 3), it decreases the contact duration 
(Figure 4). Hence, the number of bundles exchanged during 
a contact opportunity also decreases. As may be seen 
through the comparison between results shown in Figures 7 
and 9, this resulted in lower delivery ratios for all 
combinations of scheduling and dropping policies, across all 
simulations. In this scenario, the difference in terms of 
performance between the policies decreases. The values of 
delivery ratio for RL DESC are close to the ones observed 
with RC ASC. Nevertheless, Figure 9 shows that RC ASC 
still performs better than the other policies, increasing about 
3%, 4%, 8%, 8%, 7%, and 5% for each of the considered 
values of TTL, the bundle delivery probability, when 
compared to FIFO. Figure 10 shows that FIFO and RL ASC 
present the higher average delivery delay values. The 
difference, in terms of the average delay observed for RL 
DESC and RC ASC, increased for TTLs higher than 90 
minutes, when compared to the results shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 9.  Bundle delivery probability as function of TTL in a scenario 

with 25 vehicles moving at a speed of 50 km/h. 
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Figure 10.  Bundle average delay as function of TTL in a scenario  

with 25 vehicles moving at a speed of 50 km/h. 

C. Performance Analysis for the Scenario with 50 Vehicles 
The second scenario considers 50 vehicles moving across 

the map (Figure 6). As shown in Figure 3, increasing node 
density the number of contact opportunities also increases. 
Then, it increases the number of relayed bundles and, 
potentially, causes more contention for network resources. 
Recall that the traffic generated is equal on both scenarios. 

A comparison between results depicted in Figures 7 and 
11 shows that policies have the same behavior and the 
delivery probability increases for all policies (Figure 11), 
when compared with the first scenario (Figure 7). 
Furthermore, this analysis also reveals that RC ASC registers 
the best results in terms of the delivery ratio, irrespective of 
the number of mobile nodes. In this second scenario, when 
vehicles move with an average speed of 30 Km/h, it presents 
gains of 4%, 9%, 6%, 6%, 4% and 5% for each of the 
considered values of TTL, respectively, when compared to 
the FIFO policy (Figure 11).  

Figure 12 confirms the conclusions obtained in the first 
scenario. Although RC ASC policy requires slightly more 
time to deliver bundles than RL DESC, it achieves a higher 
delivery ratio (Figure 11). 
 

 
Figure 11.  Bundle delivery probability as function of TTL in a scenario 

with 50 vehicles moving at a speed of 30 km/h. 

 
Figure 12.  Bundle average delay as function of TTL in a scenario  

with 50 vehicles moving at a speed of 30 km/h. 

 
Following the results shown in the previous scenario, 

increasing the vehicles average speed to 50 Km/h, decrease 
the number of successfully delivered bundles (Figures 11 
and 13). However, it is interesting to observe that RC ASC 
policy is less affected by this change than the remaining 
policies. Due to this fact, RC ASC shows greatest 
improvements. Compared to FIFO, RC ASC increases the 
delivery probability in 6%, 11%, 11%, 10%, 6%, and 7% for 
each of the considered values of TTL, respectively.  

As previously observed, the gains in the delivery ratio 
performance metric are attenuated when bundles have a large 
TTL. This is due to the fact that network nodes have large 
buffers and can carry and exchange these bundles during 
longer periods of time before expiring. However, increasing 
the TTL reinforces the improvement on average delay. When 
comparing with FIFO, bundles arrive at the destination nodes 
approximately 1, 4, 8, 12, 17, and 20 minutes sooner in 
average, if RC ASC policy is used. 

 

 
Figure 13.  Bundle delivery probability as function of TTL in a scenario 

with 50 vehicles moving at a speed of 50 km/h. 
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Figure 14.  Bundle average delay as function of TTL in a scenario  

with 50 vehicles moving at a speed of 50 km/h. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper focused on the impact of scheduling and 

dropping policies on the performance of vehicular delay-
tolerant networks. This work tried to find a good alternative 
to the traditional FIFO scheduling with “drop head” 
dropping policy, which would improve the VDTN network 
performance. In this context, several combinations of 
scheduling and dropping policies were proposed, and their 
relative performance was analyzed in terms of bundle 
delivery probability and average delivery delay. These 
policies were enforced on a Spray and Wait routing scheme. 

This study considered two urban scenarios with different 
node densities and contact durations. The simulation results 
reveal a good performance obtained by a combination of a 
scheduling policy and a dropping policy that gives 
preferential treatment to less replicated bundles. It has been 
shown that such an approach outperforms the commonly 
used FIFO scheduling and “drop head” buffer management, 
in both performance metrics. This result was obtained and 
confirmed for all simulation scenarios. 

For future work, we plan to investigate the use of 
scheduling and routing strategies based on geographical 
information for VDTNs. 
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Abstract— This paper aims to introduce the hard opti-
mization problem of determining tree-based explicit multicast
routes with minimum cost. Explicit multicast routing has been
proposed as a technique to solve the problem of multicast
scalability in IP-based networks. Tree-based explicit routing
is a special routing technique, in which the multicast tree is
computed at the source and encoded explicitly in the datagram
headers. These enlarged headers may result in significant
overhead traffic, so the cost minimization of this kind of
routing is a relevant topic. In this particular multicast routing,
the well known minimum cost spanning trees (Steiner trees)
do not corresponds to the optimal solution: the overhead
induced by the large header corresponding to a Steiner tree
can be excessive. This paper proposes the optimization of the
routing minimizing the communication cost per bit in tree-
based explicit multicasting. If the multicast group is large and
the header size is limited, several trees are needed to provide
routing for the entire group. In this case, the optimization
can be seen as a particular constrained partial spanning
problem. It is demonstrated that the computation of the
minimum cost tree and the set of trees with minimum cost
are NP-difficult problems. The presented theoretical analysis
is indispensable to find cost efficient routes for these kinds
of multicast routing protocol. Some algorithmic issues of the
tree set construction are also discussed in the paper: exact and
heuristic algorithms are presented. In real routing protocols,
expensive exact algorithms cannot be applied. So, the paper
also aims with the presentation of some tree-based explicit
multicast routing algorithms using polynomial execution time.

Keywords-Communication theory; multicast routing; combi-
natorial optimization; minimum cost routing; Steiner problem;
hierarchy; QoS-based routing;

I. I NTRODUCTION

Multicasting was proposed to minimize bandwidth and
network resource usage (for instance in IP based networks)
by Deering in [2]. This kind of communication allows
messages to be sent to a set of destinations in a special way:
at most one copy of each message is forwarded on each link
of a multicast tree. There is a large variety of distributed ap-
plications including television, video on demand, games and
video-conferences, which benefit from multicast communi-
cation. In IP based networks the deployment of multicasting
has been delayed by the well known problem of scalability.
Because IP multicast addresses do not contain any specific

information (for example: localization of the destination),
address based aggregation of multicast communications is
not possible and thus multicasting does not scale with the
number of multicast groups. Indeed, IP routers store an entry
for each multicast group using the given router. The large
number of multicast entries in the forwarding tables retard
the forwarding process. Another problem for the deployment
of multicasting is that currently not all routers in the Internet
are multicast capable. To introduce multicast communication
progressively, it is important to design protocols, which al-
low multicast via unicast forwarding in certain domains. For
this reason, protocols such as REUNITE (cf. [3]) and HBH
(cf. [4]) have been proposed. In these protocols forwarding
is done in the traditional unicast way and the branching
node routers store information on next destinations in special
tables. Trivially, this kind of protocol does not resolve the
scalability problem.

Explicit multicast routing protocols have been proposed
that scale better with the number of multicast groups. When
explicit routing is used the group forwarding information
is stored in the header of the datagrams. The group infor-
mation is generally collected by a particular router and this
information should be available at the source to send the
datagrams. So, this type of multicasting can be regarded
as a source-based routing technique. Simple flat explicit
multicast routing only encodes the set of destinations in the
datagram headers. In the subsequently encountered routers,
datagrams are forwarded using the header information by
applying the locally available forwarding mechanism (often
a unicast forwarding). Accordingly, there is no forwarding
state information for the given groups in the forwarding
tables.

The flat explicit routing protocols suffer from an important
drawback: each intermediate router on the multicast route
has to inspect the datagram header. The router should
duplicate the datagram if there are several next hops to
forward it toward the encoded destinations. This handling
is obligatory even when the router is not a branching node
of the multicast tree.

To avoid obligatory processing of the datagram headers in
the intermediate routers, tree-based explicit multicast routing
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protocols have been proposed [5] [6]. In these protocols,
the source (or an appropriate route computation element)
computes the tree spanning the destinations and stores the
tree structure in the datagram headers. Note that the tree
can be encoded entirely by its significant nodes (destinations
and branching nodes), and the data forwarding between two
successive significant nodes can be performed using unicast
routing. This allows tree-based explicit protocols to forward
datagrams faster than flat explicit protocols.

An indisputable drawback of explicit multicast routing
resides in the traffic overhead due to the enlarged header
size. Moreover the header size may differ between one route
and another, and this is particularly true for encoded trees.
The more significant intermediate (and so encoded) nodes
a spanning tree contains, the longer the datagram header
becomes. The generated header related traffic must be taken
into account, even for route computation and optimization.
So, the optimization of the communication cost needs a new
formulation of the explicit multicast routing problem, which
is significantly different from the classic Steiner problem
[7].

When IP protocols are used, explicit multicast routing
must cope with datagram fragmentation. Because the amount
of encoded routing information in the headers can be signif-
icant it is possible that these datagrams will be fragmented
and data and header will be unfortunately separated. To
avoid bad IP fragmentation, the segmentation of the desti-
nation set into several sub-sets has been proposed for flat
explicit routing protocols [8]. Using this technique each
sub-set of destinations can be encoded separately by a
”small” datagram, which may be sent without fragmentation.
However, the segmentation of multicast delivery trees for
tree-based explicit protocols has not yet been investigated.

Because multicast datagrams can be fragmented and the
multicast structure segmented, we analyze the optimality of
routes with and without fragmentation. More precisely, we
describe the optimal multicast structure, which generatesthe
minimum communication cost per bit including the variable
cost of the header transmission. Generally, by taking into
account the header size limitation, this cost minimization
corresponds to a constrained partial minimum spanning
problem, which is NP-difficult even if the solution is a single
tree.

Tree-based explicit multicast routing protocols can be
solicited for different reasons and not only to tackle the
scalability problem. Multicast communication may be con-
strained by a given policy of the source or of the appli-
cation. The quality of service (QoS) requirement is one
of the most frequently imposed constraints. Often the QoS
is formulated on the basis of multiple criterion and the
computation of feasible or optimal routes corresponds to a

multi-constrained optimization. Finding the multicast graph
respecting the defined QoS requirements and minimizing
network resources is an NP-complete optimization task [9].
For example, Multicast Adaptive Multiple Constraints rout-
ing Algorithm (MAMCRA) [10] proposes the computation
of routing structures constrained by multiple QoS criterion
from the source to the destinations. In certain cases the
result does not correspond to a tree but to a set of trees
and paths rooted at the source and containing some cycles.
Traditional IP multicast routing using a single IP address
for the group cannot be used. Explicit routing is a good
candidate to resolve the conflicts induced by the cycles.
More generally, constrained multicast routing structuresare
tree-like structures calledhierarchies. The use of this kind
of structure for multicast routing in IP domain necessitates
routing protocols that allow the crossing of branches (routes)
in the same multicast route structure. The technique of tree-
based explicit multicast routing also permits the encodingof
hierarchical routing structures.

Another candidate for tree-based explicit multicasting is
application level multicasting. Delivery trees can be com-
puted at the application level and overlay links can be used
among end systems handling the multicast packets. These
solutions support naturally traffic engineering, can improve
the reliability of multicast delivery, and facilitate secure
group communications [11]. Generally, in traffic engineering
solutions and QoS aware environments tree-based explicit
multicasting may offer an interesting tunable multicast data
delivery technique.

The present work focuses on the cost-optimal tree-based
explicit multicast solutions taking into account the increased
bandwidth usage due to the largest datagram headers. It is
an extended version of [1], and it provides more detailed
information about the problem formulation, the properties
of the optimal solution and some algorithmic issues of the
possible route computations.

The next section gives a rapid overview of the related
work. The formulation of the tree-based multicast routing
problem with minimum communication cost can be found
in Section III. We demonstrate that the cost optimization of
tree-based explicit routing is an NP-difficult computational
problem. Some exact algorithms are presented in Section IV
but these algorithm are very expensive. More practicable
heuristic algorithms are also proposed for routing protocols.
Our conclusions and perspectives close this initiative study.

II. RELATED WORK

Initially, explicit multicast routing was proposed for small
multicast groups (cf. Small Group Multicast in [12]) to
decrease the number of multicast entries in routing tables.
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Combined with the traditional IP multicast routing for large
groups, scalability for all type of multicast can be achieved.

A simple approach to implementing explicit multicast
routing is to simply store the set of destination addresses in
each datagram. The basic protocol of this kind of flat explicit
protocol is the Xcast protocol proposed in [13]. When an
Xcast router receives an Xcast datagram, it performs a look-
up for each valid destination in the header to determine the
required next hop. Then it copies the incoming datagram to
each required outgoing link. An improved version of this
protocol is the protocol Xcast+, described in [14], which
uses dedicated routers to reduce the header size. Simple
explicit multicast routing eliminates tree construction and
maintenance costs in the network and decreases the network
control load. For these reasons it was also proposed for
mobile ad hoc networks [15].

To resolve the main drawback of flat explicit routing
protocols (which is the check of the destination list in
each router) precomputed tree based explicit routing was
proposed. The first tree-based explicit protocol was the ERM
protocol proposed in [5]. In the ERM protocol the source
encodes the IP addresses of the branching nodes and the
destinations of the multicast tree in the datagram headers.
Inside the routing domain, this header is analyzed and
datagrams are routed using unicast forwarding mechanism.
The protocol Linkcast, described in [6] improves ERM by
proposing a new header encoding. Since the tree is encoded
in the datagram header, a node can easily decide whether it is
a branching node or not. Similarly, it is easy for a branching
node to find its children. In [16] the trade-offs of the tree-
based explicit routing protocol design are discussed and a
performance analysis is presented. The analyzed metrics are
the header size and the processing overheads. More detailed
and appropriate tree information may reduce the processing
overhead in return for larger header size and traffic overhead.
The authors propose a modification to ERM called Bcast,
which reduces the overhead of the protocol. In Bcast, a
proactive bypassing mechanism helps to adjust the code size
in response to inconvenient distribution of the receivers.

Using IP protocols, explicit multicast routing will in-
evitably experience datagram fragmentation. Because the
amount of encoded routing information in the headers can be
significant, it is possible that these datagrams will be frag-
mented and data and header will be unfortunately separated.
The problem of IP fragmentation of multicast datagrams
using flat explicit routing has been analyzed in [8]. The
segmentation of the destination set into several sub-sets has
been proposed to avoid cutting the headers in two. The
optimal segmentation has also been analyzed and the authors
have demonstrated that quasi-optimal communication cost
can be obtained when header length is less than half the

datagram size.

III. C OMMUNICATION COST OPTIMIZATION FOR

TREE-BASED EXPLICIT MULTICASTING

In this section, we formulate the optimal tree based ex-
plicit multicast routing, which minimizes the communication
cost (and not the cost of the used trees). We will show that
communication cost minimization is a very hard problem
when the traffic overhead due to explicit routing headers
and segmentation must be taken into account. This problem
corresponds to a special constrained Steiner problem with
nonlinear cost function even if the maximal header size does
not limit the tree. In the general case, when the limitation
on the maximal header size should be taking into account,
the problem becomes a special constrained partial spanning
problem. In this case, the optimum corresponds to a special
hierarchy: to a set of spanning trees.

Let G = (V,E) be the undirected and connected graph
corresponding to the network topology andD ⊂ V the set of
destinations of the multicast group originated at the source
s. Let us suppose that the network topology is known at the
source. Moreover, the size of the datagrams is limited by a
valueLmax.

We suppose that a homogeneous unicast routing mecha-
nism exists in the routing domain and that this mechanism
is known at the source. So, the source node can compare
any spanning tree with the possible unicast routes in order
to decide, which nodes of the tree should be encoded
explicitly. Explicit multicast routing can then use the unicast
routing mechanism between any two successive encoded
nodes of the multicast tree. Evidently, the encoded tree must
contain all nodes such that the set of unicast routes between
them corresponds to the original tree. In the following,
we call these nodes of the treesignificant nodes. Figure 1
illustrates the encoding of the tree in a simple example. The
source nodes would send messages for the destination set
D = {d1, d2, d3, d4, d5} using tree-based explicit multicast
routing. Let us suppose that the unicast routing uses the
shortest paths between any node pairs and the multicast
tree is a partial spanning treeT as indicated in the figure.
In this case the significant nodes are the nodes, which are
indicated with a double line and correspond to the following
parenthesized list:

a(c(d1, d2, g(d3, d4, d5)))

The nodea is significant, because the shortest path froms
to c does not pass througha. So, to follow the route from
s to c via a, a must be explicitly encoded.

To simplify, in the following the set of significant nodes
ST of a spanning treeT denotes the union of the branching
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Figure 1. Significant nodes of a tree for unicast routing

nodesBT of T and the destinations:ST = BT

⋃

D (i.e.,
the paths between these nodes are shortest paths).

We consider the minimization of thetotal communication
cost as the objective of the tree-based explicit multicast
optimization under the constraint on the maximal length of
datagrams. We will show that this cost does not correspond
to the sum of link costs as it is the case in simple multicast
route computations. We distinguish two components of the
communication cost: the cost of the transmitted payload and
the cost of the overhead generated by the headers. The latter
cost is proportional to the explicit routing header size. This
header size depends on the number of encoded addresses
and so on the structure proposed for the routing. We will
show that the minimal cost routing structure is always a set
of trees. Figure 2 illustrates the difficulty of the optimization.
Generally, the optimal solution comprises several destination
sub-sets (which should be spanned separately because of
the constraints). Thus, the first question is related to the
partitioning of the destination set (Figure 2/a). Then, for
each sub-set of destinations a special minimum cost partial
spanning tree should be built. This latter problem itself is
NP-difficult (and can be seen as a special case of the Steiner
problem, cf. in the next sub-section). The optimal routing
problem is the superposition of these difficult optimization
problems, since the cost of the partitioning and the spanning
trees are inseparably related. If the trees resulting from
the segmentation are large (in term of number of encoded
nodes), then the payload in the datagrams is small and
several datagrams should be sent to transmit the desired
message. If the trees are small, then several trees are needed
to cover the entire multicast group.

In this section, we first present the objective function of
the minimal cost tree construction even if segmentation is
not needed (one tree can cover the entire multicast group
and can be encoded in the header without segmentation and
it corresponds to the minimal cost solution). Then, we show
that this optimization problem is NP-difficult. Secondly, we
present the explicit multicast routing structure optimization

ss

DD

D1

D2 D3

T1

T2

T3

a) b)

Figure 2. The optimization is a superposition of a) a partitioning and b)
a minimum cost weighted spanning tree problem

in the case where header segmentation is required. We will
show that the optimal routing structure corresponds to a set
of trees and the problem remains NP-difficult.

A. Minimum cost tree considering the header length

In order to determine the objective function of the explicit
routing optimization progressively, we first focus on the
simple case where only one encoded spanning tree is needed
to cover the destinations.

More precisely, this case is produced when
• the source has only one sub-tree for spanning all of the

destinations
• there is sufficient space in the packet header to store

the encoded version of this unique spanning tree.
So, first we consider a unique spanning tree that covers the
entire set of destinations where the tree is encoded and stored
entirely in the corresponding datagram headers. If a spanning
tree has several sub-trees at the source, then the datagrams
sent on each sub-tree have distinct multicast tree encoding.
Such a spanning tree can be considered as a set of its sub-
trees rooted at the source. For instance, if a treeT can be
decomposed at its source into two (disjoint) sub-treesTa

and Tb, then we say that, from the point of view of tree
encoding, a set of trees{Ta, Tb} covers the destinations. The
trees of this set are encoded separately in different packet
headers. Figure 3/a and Figure 3/b illustrate respectivelythe
cases when the source has only one sub-tree, and where two
disjoint sub-trees cover the destination set.

Lemma 1. If the segmentation of the destination set is not
needed and all of the destination are accessible via the
same neighbor node of the source, the optimal structure is
a partial spanning tree.

Proof: Without segmentation, the optimal solution is a
connected sub-graph. The datagrams are sent on each link
in this structure. Since the edges are positively evaluated, an
eventual cycle increases the cost. So, the solution is a partial
spanning tree.
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Figure 3. One or several sub-trees may be at the source

To cover the given set of destinations and the source with
a single tree, different partial spanning trees can be found
and enumerated (for example by a Steiner Tree Enumeration
Algorithm, cf. [17]). Each tree contains a different set of
significant nodes, corresponds to a specific header length and
so involves a specific overhead and payload. The optimal so-
lution is the tree, which minimizes the total communication
cost. In the following, we talk about the partial minimum
spanning tree for encoding (which is generally different from
the Steiner tree of the given group).

To formulate the overhead generated by the explicit mul-
ticast headers, let us suppose that the significant nodes are
encoded by their network addresses usingla bytes, there are
k(T ) significant nodes and the maximal size of messages
is equal to Lmax bytes. The encoding technique of the
datagram header is out of scope of the paper. Only the impact
of the encoded tree is analyzed, the rest of the header is
considered to have a constant length. In this way, the sizelh
of a header can be expressed bylh = k(T )·la+c, wherec is
the constant length of the rest of the header. Using datagrams
with the maximum length, the maximum payload in a data-
gram corresponds tolp = Lmax−k(T )·la−c and to transmit

a message ofL bytes,np =
⌈

L
Lmax−k(T )·la−c

⌉

datagrams
must be used. So, the traffic generated by the transmission
of the headers can be expressed byLh = np · (k(T ) · la +c).
The traffic corresponding to the transmission of the message
of lengthL is

Lk = L +

⌈

L

Lmax − k(T ) · la − c

⌉

(

k(T ) · la + c
)

(1)

Let us suppose that the communication uses a treeT of
costd(T ). Thus the total communication cost is

CL(T ) = Lk · d(T ) =
(

L +

⌈

L

Lmax − k(T ) · la − c

⌉

(

k(T ) · la + c
)

)

· d(T )

(2)

The optimization of the communication support should
be independent from the message lengthL. The cost per bit
better characterizes the cost of the communication and this
cost should be minimized. The cost per bit can be obtained
asymptotically as

C(T ) = lim
L→+∞

CL(T )

L
=

lim
L→+∞

(

1 +

⌈

L
Lmax−k(T )·la−c

⌉

L

(

k(T ) · la + c
)

)

· d(T )

(3)

Finally, the communication cost per bit using the treeT
corresponds to

C(T ) = (1 +
k(T ) · la + c

Lmax − k(T ) · la − c
)d(T ) =

Lmax

Lmax − k(T ) · la − c
d(T ) (4)

The optimal encoded partial spanning treeT ∗
M is the tree,

which minimizes this communication cost (Problem 1):

T ∗
M : arg min

T∈ST

Lmax

Lmax − k(T ) · la − c
d(T ) (5)

Theorem 1. The optimization given by (5) is NP-difficult.

Proof: Trivially, if a particular case of the problem
given by (5) is NP-difficult, then the problem is NP-difficult.
In the expression (5) the lengthd(T ) of the tree T is
multiplied by a factor

f(T ) =
Lmax

Lmax − k(T ) · la − c
, (6)

that characterizes the tree (it depends on the number of
significant nodes in the tree). Generally, this factor is dif-
ferent from one tree to another. Letla be chosen so that
the factorsf(T ) do not influence the choice of the optimal
solution compared with the tree lengths. Concretely, for
every pair (Ti, Tj) of possible spanning trees, such that
d(Ti) < d(Tj), let a valuelma be chosen, which guarantees
that C(Ti) < C(Tj). Taking into account the cost function,
the condition for this can be expressed as

d(Ti)

d(Tj)
<

Lmax − k(Tj) · l
m
a − c

Lmax − k(Ti) · lma − c
(7)

Since d(Ti)
d(Tj)

< 1 such a value exists. With this value oflma ,
the corresponding factorsf(T ) do not influence the relation
between the spanning trees: ifd(Ti) < d(Tj) then
f(Ti)·d(Ti) < f(Tj)·d(Tj). In this case, the shortest partial
spanning tree from the set of all partial spanning trees is the
solution of our problem. The selection of the minimum cost
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Figure 4. The impact of the header size on the optimal cost

partial spanning tree corresponds to the NP-difficult Steiner
problem.

The simple example of Figure 4 illustrates the impact of
the header size on the optimal cost solution. Let us suppose
that the maximal datagram lengthLmax is equal to 20 bytes,
that there is no additional constant information in the header
(c = 0) and the addresses are encoded onla = 2 bytes. The
node s is the source of the communication andc, d, e are
the destinations. The minimal cost Steiner treeT1 covering
the source and the destinations is marked with dotted line
on the figure and has a lengthd(T1) = 15. As there are
two branching nodes on the tree, the number of significant
nodes isk(T1) = 5. So the factor corresponding to this tree
is f(T1) = 2. The total communication cost implicated by
the treef(T1) · d(T1) is 30. When taking the header size
into account, we obtain the treeT2 represented by a bold
line on the figure. This tree is longer (d(T2) = 16) but
there are less branching nodes,k(T2) = 4 and the factor
f(T2) = 1, 67. The total communication cost of this tree
f(T2) · d(T2) = 26, 67 is less then the cost per bit using the
encoded Steiner tree.

B. Minimum cost solution with header segmentation

When the multicast group is large and the number of
significant nodes in the multicast tree is high, a single
encoded tree cannot ensure the coverage of the destination
set. The group should be segmented in the optimal solution.
Let us notice that in some cases some segmentation may
be naturally given by the sub-trees at the source (cf. Fig-
ure 3/b)). These sub-trees are edge disjoint. In other casesthe
solution may contain non-disjoint trees. An example can be
found in Figure 5, where the number of encoded significant
nodes is supposed to be limited to4. In the given graph, the
five destinations cannot be spanned by a unique spanning
tree from the sources. Segmentation is necessary. The figure
illustrates a segmentation where two non-disjoint trees span
the destination set. The nodesc andd3 belong to both trees.
T1 should be encoded asT1 = (d3(f(d5, d4))) and T2

corresponds toT2 = (d3(c(d1, d2))) for routing. Note that
the noded3, which belongs to both trees is a destination

node. That does not mean thatd3 should consume any
message twice. On the contrary, this node must receive the
message for local consumption only once and the second
message must be transmitted to the next node without local
consumption. In other worlds: the noded3 is a destination
in only one tree and serves as relay node in the other. So,
anexclusively served destination node setis associated with
each spanning tree of a segmented solution. This exclusively
served destination node set contains the real destinationsin
the tree (and not the relays even if they are destinations in
the original problem).

s a

b c
e

f g

h

d1

d2
d3

d4
d5

T1

T2

Figure 5. Two spanning trees with intersection

Lemma 2. 1) If the segmentation of the destination set is
needed, the optimal explicit multicast routing structure is a
set of partial spanning trees. 2) Each tree of this optimal
set is rooted at the source and corresponds to a partial
spanning tree minimizing the total communication cost for
its exclusively served destinations.

Proof: 1) The optimal solutionΘ connects the des-
tinations to the source. Since the maximum length of the
datagrams limits the number of the significant nodes en-
coded in the headers, a single datagram header cannot be
used for all destinations. A partitioning of the destination
set is required. To connect a sub-set of the destinations to
the source with a unique sub-graph in the optimal solution
only a spanning tree can be used (cf. Lemma 1). So, the
optimal solution Θ is a set of trees. 2) Each spanning
tree in Θ should be a partial spanning tree minimizing the
total communication cost relative to its exclusively served
destinations. Let us suppose that a treeT ′ ∈ Θ does not
minimize the communication cost relative to its exclusively
served destination setDT ′ . In this case, there is an other
tree T ′′ minimizing the communication cost for the same
destinations. So the overall solution containingT ′ cannot
reach minimum cost.

After segmentation, each header contains a tree spanning
a sub-set of the multicast group. Let us suppose that the
segmentation results a set of treesF = {Ti, i = 1, ..k(F )}
spanning{s} ∪ D with not necessary disjoint treesTi.
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Here k(F ) indicates the number of trees in the segmented
solution.

Trivially, to reach the destinations, each tree of the solu-
tion should be rooted at the source node. So, the minimum
cost multicast route forms a set of trees routed at the source.
This kind of set of trees is often called a ”forest” in the
literature. Recently, a new spanning structure was introduced
in [18] to describe hierarchical structures which are, con-
trarily to trees, not obligatory exempt of redundancies. A
hierarchy in a graph is a connected structure of consecutive
nodes and edges that allows the some nodes and edges to
be repeated such that for each node occurrence there is at
most one predecessor node occurrence in the structure. In
other worlds, a hierarchy is a tree-like structure permitting
the repetition of the graph elements. A non-elementary path
may contain a node several times. An elementary path is a
path without repetition of the graph elements. The hierarchy
is a more general concept than the tree concept and it may
contain a node several times. Hierarchies without repetition
are trees. Evidently, a set of trees routed at the same source
node is a hierarchy since nodes and edges may be repeated in
the set of the trees but each node occurrence has only one
predecessor in the set. The source node can have several
sub-hierarchies which are, in this particular case, spanning
trees.

Generally, the different trees (sub-hierarchies) do not
contain the same number of significant nodes. On the tree
Ti, which hask(Ti) significant nodes, the maximal payload
per datagram isp(Ti) = Lmax−k(Ti) · la−c. It was shown
in the last section that a treeTi is optimal for the sub-set of
destinations, if the total cost

C(Ti) = (1 +
k(Ti) · la

Lmax − k(Ti) · la − c
)d(Ti) (8)

is minimal. Using the previously mentioned set of trees (or
hierarchy)F , the total transmission cost of a message ofL
bytes corresponds to

CL(F ) =

k(F )
∑

i=1

(

L +

⌈

L

Lmax − k(Ti) · la − c

⌉

·

(

k(Ti) · la + c
)

)

d(Ti) (9)

The optimal solution (which results in the minimum cost
per bit whenL tends to infinite) is a hierarchy (set of trees)
F ∗

M spannings ∪ D (Problem 2) such as:

F ∗
M : arg min

F∈SF

k(F )
∑

i=1

Lmax

Lmax − k(Ti) · la − c
d(Ti) (10)

whereSF denotes the set of hierarchies spannings ∪ D,
each hierarchy is composed of partial spanning trees. The
complexity of this new problem is discussed later, at the end
of the next sub-section. Here we propose first a simplifica-
tion of the data fragmentation.

In the optimal solution presented above it is possible that
the header length and the payload are different from one
tree to another. The differing fragmentation of the same
message depending on the different trees may significantly
complicate the data transmission procedure at the source.
Organizing multicast communication around a set of trees
that use the same data transmission procedure facilitates the
explicit routing protocol.

C. Minimum cost solution with homogeneous fragmentation

Generally, the different trees in the segmented solution do
not contain the same number of significant nodes. On the
tree Ti, which hask(Ti) significant nodes, the maximum
payload per datagram isp(Ti) = Lmax − k(Ti) · la − c. The
fragmentation of the message ofL bytes is optimal inTi, if
this maximum payload is applied in the tree. To obtain the
maximum payload a customized fragmentation is needed on
each tree. In each tree, the data should be sent using different
fragments, which results in a very complicated transmission
procedure at the source.

Homogeneous fragmentation constraint.To simplify
the fragmentation task at the source, let us suppose that the
source implements a common fragmentation algorithm and
always sends the same content (payload or fragment) on the
trees covering the multicast group.

To satisfy the Homogeneous fragmentation constraint the
maximum number of significant nodes per tree is trivially:

kmax(F ) = max
Ti∈F

k(Ti) (11)

Consequently in a simple data transmission procedure, each
header contains at mostkmax(F ) encoded significant nodes
and the payload is the same in simultaneously sent data-
grams. To transmit a message of lengthL, the source should
use

np = k(F )

⌈

L

Lmax − kmax(F ) · la − c

⌉

(12)

datagrams. Using the aforementioned hierarchy correspond-
ing to a set of treesF the total cost of the communication
is equal to

CL(F ) =

k(F )
∑

i=1

(

L +

⌈

L

Lmax − kmax(F ) · la − c

⌉

·

(

kmax(F ) · la + c
)

)

d(Ti) (13)
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The optimal hierarchy (which induces the minimum cost
per bit) corresponds to the set of trees spannings ∪ D
(Problem 3) such that:

F ∗
M : arg min

F∈SF

k(F )
∑

i=1

Lmax

Lmax − kmax(F ) · la − c
d(Ti) (14)

whereSF denotes the set of hierarchies spannings ∪ D
composed only from trees under the mentioned constraint.

The difference between the optimization problems 10 and
14 resides in the factorf(T ), which weights the different
trees in the sums. These weights are typical of each tree in
Problem 10 but they have the same value within a partition in
Problem 14. So, optimization 14 with homogeneous weights
is more simple but the complexity of both problems is high.

Theorem 2. The optimization (10) and (14) are NP-difficult.

Proof: In both problems, the optimal solution corre-
sponds to a setF of trees. The destination sub-sets spanned
exclusively by the different trees inF correspond to a
partition P = {Di, i = 1, . . . , k(F )} of D. Each sub-set
of destinationsDi in this partition is covered by a partial
spanning treeTi ∈ F . Trivially, the treeTi is of the mini-
mum cost per bit regardingDi, and the result corresponds to
the partition minimizing the total cost (the sum of the sub-set
costs). So, the solution corresponds to the selection of the
minimum cost partition and this problem corresponds to the
well known set cover problem, which is NP-difficult [19].
Trivially, each partial spanning treeTi in the solution should
be a partial spanning tree of{s}∪Di inducing the minimum
cost per bit while respecting the constraints (otherwise there
is a solution with less cost when using the minimum cost
spanning tree instead ofTi). For example, to find the optimal
cost partial spanning tree of{s}∪Di in a given partition, the
Homogeneous fragmentation constraint should be respected.
A tree with minimum cost per bit must be computed while
respecting the maximum homogeneous header size and thus
while respecting the maximum number of significant nodes.
This latter computation itself is a NP-difficult problem (itcan
be considered as a particular case of Theorem 1). Combined
with the optimal partitioning Problems (10) and (14) are NP-
difficult.

IV. A LGORITHMS TO FIND COST-AWARE EXPLICIT

MULTICAST ROUTES

Without completeness, some basic ideas to find minimum
cost and cost aware solutions for the tree-based explicit
multicast routing can be found in this section. Since the
problem is NP-difficult, exact algorithms are expensive.
Cost-aware but non-optimal solutions can be obtained by
heuristics taking reasonable (polynomial) execution time.

A. Exact and heuristic solutions of Problem (5)

In Problem (5) we suppose that a single spanning tree is
sufficient to solve the problem.

1) Exact algorithms:Modified Spanning Tree Enumer-
ation Algorithms and Topology Enumeration Algorithms
(cf. [17]) can be used to find the optimal tree. In the
original algorithms, the possible partial spanning trees are
enumerated and the tree with minimal cost is selected as
the solution. The cost of each tree is computed as the sum
of the costs of its edges. In our case, as Formula 5 indicates,
this cost is weighted by the factorf(T ), which can be unique
for each tree. In order to solve our problem, the enumeration
algorithms can be applied but the tree with the minimal
weighted cost should be selected. Let us notice that, in some
cases, this factorf(T ) can also be used to eliminate excess
trees in the enumeration algorithms. Since the functionf(T )
is concave and increases rapidly depending on the number
k(T ) of significant nodes, the optimal solution is probably
among the spanning trees having few branching nodes. The
complexity of the exact enumeration algorithms is always
exponential and inO(n22n−d−1) (where n denotes the
number of nodes andd is the number of destinations) [20].

2) Heuristic algorithms: Contrarily, shortest path based
heuristics originally proposed to find a 2-approximation for
the Steiner problem cannot guarantee the same approxi-
mation ratio for the optimization problem (5). Indeed, the
”penalty” factor f(T ) (which is a function of the number
of significant nodes) cannot be included in the shortest path
based heuristics.

The following simple example illustrates that a shortest
path based Steiner heuristic finds an arbitrarily bad solution
for Problem (5). Let there be a topology, a sources and a set
of destinationsD given as shown in Figure 6. Let us suppose
that all the edges have a unit cost andd = |D|. In this partic-
ular topology, the optimal treeT ∗ (represented by a dotted
line) uses a unique branching node. Shortest paths between
the multicast group members do not traverse this node. A
shortest path based heuristic (e.g.,the Takahashi-Matsuyama
heuristic [21]) constructs the treeTh (the continuous line in
the figure).

The costs ared(T ∗) = 2(d + 1) and d(Th) = 2d
respectively. Since there are2d significant nodes inTh and
d + 1 in T ∗, the approximation ratio in this case can be
expressed as

A =
C(Th)

C(T ∗)
=

Lmax − (d + 1) · la − c

Lmax − 2 · d · la − c
·

d

d + 1
(15)

Increasing the group sized causes this ratio to increase
rapidly and an upper-bound cannot be given.

To find trees with low communication cost, we propose
a modified version of the Takahashi-Matsuyama algorithm.
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Figure 6. Shortest path based heuristics give an arbitrary solution

A simple objective function can be formulated if the costs
(the cost of the usage of the edges and the overhead due to
the headers) are expressed by additive metrics. Edge costs
are basically additive. Moreover, the use of new branching
nodes in the multicast tree can be penalized by additional
cost factors. LetBT be the set of branching nodes of the tree
T and let us suppose that the inclusion of a new branching
nodev ∈ BT , which is not a destination, corresponds to an
additional costb(v). So, a partial spanning tree resulting in
a low communication cost can be obtained by minimizing
the sum of edge and node costs :

T ∗
D : arg min

T∈T
(d(T ) +

∑

v∈BT \D

b(v)) (16)

This expression can be considered as an approximation of
the communication cost. Trivially, similarly to the Steiner
tree problem, this problem is also NP-difficult. The advan-
tage of the formulation (16) is that simple and efficient
Steiner heuristics can be adapted to resolve it. Starting from
this modified problem formulation we propose a heuristic
to compute advantageous partial spanning trees for explicit
tree based multicast routing.

Avoidance of Branching node Creation (ABC) algo-
rithm

Following the objective function given by (16), a simple
algorithm can be designed by modifying the well-known
Steiner heuristic proposed by Takahashi and Matsuyama
[21]. In each step of the original algorithm, the nearest
destination node is added to the tree using the shortest path
from node to tree.

In the modified ABC algorithm, the creation of a new
branching node in the tree is penalized. For this reason, the
”distance” d̄(n, T ) between the treeT and the noden is
defined as

d̄(n, T ) = d(n,m) +

{

0 if m ∈ D ∪ BT

c otherwise
(17)

wherem ∈ T is the node connectingn to T , d(n,m) is the
distance fromm to n and c is the penalty associated with

creating a new branching node in the tree. This modification
does not affect the favorable complexity of the algorithm.
Figure 7 illustrates one step of the algorithm. Let us suppose
that each edge has unit cost. The cost of the nodes in the tree
T are indicated in the figure. To connect the noden to the
tree, the algorithm does not use the shortest path(n, b) but
an alternative (the path(n,m)), which connectsn to the leaf
nodem. This connection results in a lower communication
cost because new branching nodes are not created.

0

00

3

0

s

a

b

c

m

n
T

Figure 7. Add a new destination to the tree using the ABC algorithm.

To illustrate the performance of the ABC algorithm,
simulation has been performed in the Eurorings topology,
which has 43 nodes and 55 edges (cf. an example in [22]).
In this topology, the Shortest Path Tree (SPT) algorithm,
the Takahashi-Matsuyama (TM) heuristic and the ABC
algorithm have been executed for different multicast requests
the group size of which varied between 10 and 35. For each
group size, 100 groups were generated randomly. Figure 8
shows the number of significant nodes in the computed
multicast trees. Supposing a maximal packet size equal to
lmax = 1600, addresses encoded in 128 bits and a constant
part in the headers occupying 200 bytes, the communication
cost corresponding to the three different trees is illustrated
in Figure 9. In this network, the ABC algorithm reduces the
communication cost by 10 - 20 % compared to the shortest
path tree and the approximated Steiner tree using explicit
routing.

B. Exact and heuristic solutions of Problems (10) and (14)

To the best of our knowledge, exact algorithms are not
known that solve the recently formulated size-constrained
minimum-cost partial spanning problem. Since a single tree
is not always sufficient, Steiner Tree Enumeration Algo-
rithms do not work. A trivial exact solution can be proposed
as follows.

1) Exact algorithm: As demonstrated in Section III and
illustrated with Figure 2, the optimal solution corresponds
to an optimal partition of the destination set. So, exact
algorithms solving the Set Cover Problem (cf. [19]) can be
applied with the following adaptation: the cost associatedto
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Figure 9. The communication cost associated with the multicasttree.

a sub-set of destinations in the partition is the communica-
tion cost of the partial spanning tree minimizing this cost.

Most of the exact algorithms to solve the Set Cover
Problem are brute force and dynamic programming based
algorithms [23]. In both cases, the associated optimal com-
munication cost per bit must be computed for each sub-set of
destination nodes in the partition. For this, a simple modified
Steiner Tree Enumeration Algorithm (cf. [17]) can be used
as indicated in the previous sub-section.

Let kmax be the maximal number of significant nodes
in our size-limited spanning problem. The maximal number
k of destinations in a spanning tree respecting the size
constraint is given byk(k − 1) = kmax. If P k

D denotes the
number ofk-limited partitions ofD, then the exact algorithm
complexity is bounded withO(P k

D2k+1n2).
2) Some heuristic algorithms:Since the exact computa-

tion is very expensive, only heuristic algorithms can compete
for potential use in networks. Heuristic solutions can be
obtained in two different manners.

• The heuristics in the first group aim todirectly build a
set of trees with respect to the size constraint (moreover,

the algorithms can eventually balance the size of the
trees).

• The second type of algorithms works in three phases
to compute the final solution:

1) at first a low cost partial spanning tree is computed
(regarding the overhead generated by the headers)

2) then this unique spanning tree is segmented into
several trees when the size constraint is exceeded

3) the size of the trees may also be balanced.

A simple algorithm in the first category can be obtained
by modifying the ABC algorithm proposed in the last sub-
section.

ABC algorithm with respect to the size constraint
The modification of the ABC algorithm presented in

the previous section consists of the insertion of the size
constraint. Letkmax be the maximum number of significant
nodes. In the modified version, the destination associated
with the lowest additive cost (in term of edge cost and new
significant node creation cost) is added to the tree if and
only if the number of significant nodes in the tree under
construction is less thankmax. Otherwise, a new tree is
created by connecting the nearest unspanned destination to
the source node.

The second class of heuristics can be designed as follows.
Spanning tree segmentation

• At first, a partial spanning tree computation algorithm
is used to compute a tree spanning the destination set
(for example the original algorithm of Takahashi and
Matsuyama or the original ABC algorithm can be used
for this purpose). This unique tree does not necessarily
respect the size constraint.

• In the second phase (which is the segmentation of the
unique spanning tree), this low cost tree is segmented
by distributing the destinations between several sub-
trees taking the size constraint into account.

• If the tree set contains unbalanced numbers of signifi-
cant nodes in the different trees, then a final balancing
algorithm can be applied to obtain a balanced tree set.

In the following, we present our proposals for tree seg-
mentation and charge balancing. In the segmentation prob-
lem, a tree spanning the entire destination set is given but the
number of significant nodes exceeds the size upper bound
kmax. The result of the segmentation is a set of trees; each
tree in the set corresponds to a sub-tree of the delivery tree
and the number of significant nodes in each tree is less than
the size constraint. The segmentation can also be considered
as a particular case of the Set Cover Problem. A heuristic
segmentation approach has two potential objectives:

• minimize the number ofkmax-limited trees
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• minimize the overall cost of the set ofkmax-limited
trees covering the original tree.

The solutions obtained by the two different objectives can
be different as illustrated in Figure 10, where the first figure
shows the original delivery tree. Let us suppose thatkmax =
5. Figure 10/b) presents the result when the number of trees
is minimized. There are two trees to span the8 destination
nodes and the total length of this solution is equal to18.
Figure 10/c) illustrates the minimal cost solution under the
constraintkmax. In this case, there are three trees and the
cost is equal to15.

a) b) c)
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Figure 10. Segmentation with two different objectives

In the following, we propose a heuristic solution for this
particular Set Cover Problem.

Maximal Common Path First algorithm
The Maximal Common Path First (MCPF) algorithm

proposes a new alignment of the destinations in the spanning
treeT . To achieve this it uses a new metricκ(di, dj) between
two destinationsdi anddj corresponding to the number of
common edges of the paths froms to di and froms to dj

in T .
κ(di, dj) = |path(s, di) ∩ path(s, dj)|.

Using this metric, a complete graph (a special metrical
closure) can be computed for the destinations. Figure 11/b)
illustrates the metrical closure of the tree presented in
Figure 11/a).
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Figure 11. The metrical closure of the destinations with the new metric

The MCPF algorithm computes akmax-limited spanning
forest in the metrical closure. It is based on the well-known
Prim’s algorithm and consists of extending a treeTi started
at the source until no new destinations can be added. At each
step, the destination with the maximal number of common
edges is added toTi, If a tree is saturated according to the
size constraint, a new tree is initiated from the source to
the next destination. The pseudo-code of MCPF is given by
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 MCPF algorithm using the Prim approach

Require: a treeT spanning the multicast group(s,D), the
maximum numberkmax of significant nodes

Ensure: a setF = {Ti, i = 1, . . . , p} such that each tree
Ti has no more thankmax significant nodes
Initialization
Build the metrical closureḠ of the set of membersD,
using the ”distance”κ
F ← ∅
i ← 1
Ti ← a new tree initialized with the sources
repeat

(d,m) is an edge ofḠ of maximum value, such asd
is in D andm is in Ti

if Ti ∪ path(d,m) has no more thankmax branching
nodesthen

connectd to Ti

D ← M\{d}
recompute the cost of the edges in̄G

else
F ← F ∪ Ti

i ← i + 1
Ti ←a new tree initialized with the sources

end if
until D = ∅
F ← F ∪ Ti

Let d denote the number of destinations andt the number
of trees after segmentation. Let us suppose that the des-
tinations are distributed uniformly in the trees and there
are ⌈d/t⌉ destinations per tree. In the worst case, there
are ⌈d/t⌉ − 1 branching nodes per tree to cover⌈d/t⌉
destinations. So

2

⌈

d

t

⌉

− 1 ≤ kmax (18)

This relation gives the following approximated upper-bound
of the number of trees after segmentation :

2d

kmax + 1
≤ t (19)
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To examine the real number of trees after segmentation with
the MCPF algorithm, simulations in the Eurorings topology
have been executed. For each group size 100 groups have
been generated randomly and a multicast tree has been
computed using the Takahashi-Matsuyama algorithm. The
size limit kmax on the headers has been set to 20. Figure 12
shows the observed number of trees per group after the
segmentation.
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Figure 12. The number of trees after the segmentation by the MCPF
algorithm.

The set of trees should be balanced if necessary. For
example, using the MCPF algorithm, the resulting trees
contain a number of significant nodes near to the given
limit kmax except the last tree, which may contain only a
few members. The equilibrium of the number of significant
nodes in the different trees decreases the maximal length of
the explicit routing header information and so increases the
payload. So, the balancing operation can decrease the total
cost of multicast communication.

Member Switching Algorithm
To balance the trees, the Member Switching algorithm

considers the tree having the largest encoding. It removes
a destination from it, then adds this destination to the tree
having the smallest encoding. This process is repeated until
the encoding of the largest tree is close to the encoding of
the smallest tree.

The worst-case time complexity of the algorithm is
O(|D| · |N |), where|D| is the number of destinations and
|N | is the number of nodes of the graph.

V. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

Explicit multicast routing is an alternative solution to
resolve the scalability of multicast routing in IP. Flat explicit
routing protocols generate significant overhead in routers
due to the intensive processing of the datagram headers.
Tree-based explicit routing could simplify the task of the
routers by encoding the multicast tree in the datagrams

Algorithm 2 Member Switching Algorithm

Require: a set of treesF = {Ti, i = 1, . . . , p}
Ensure: the balanced setF

repeat
Ts ←the tree ofF of smallest encoding
Tl ←the tree ofF of largest encoding
if encoding(Tl) > encoding(Ts) + 2 then

remove the destinationd from Tl such as the signif-
icant father ofd in Tl has the lowest degree
add the memberd to Ts

end if
until encoding(Tl) ≤ encoding(Ts) + 2

and by using conventional unicast data forwarding between
the significant nodes of the tree. The computation of the
multicast route corresponding to the minimum communi-
cation cost per bit is a hard optimization problem. We
formulated and illustrated this optimization in several cases:
when the multicast group can be spanned with only one
tree but also when several trees are needed for the group
due to limitations on header size. In this latter case, we
introduced the important homogeneous message fragmen-
tation constraint to avoid complicated data transmission
procedures at the source. The optimization problems are
NP-difficult in these aforementioned cases and well known
Steiner heuristics cannot guarantee limited cost solutions. To
illustrate the introduced problems, some exact algorithms
were presented but they are very expensive. For explicit
multicast routing, we also proposed heuristics providing low
cost, explicitly encoded multicast routes. These algorithms
find approximate solutions in polynomial execution time. In
particular, the ABC algorithm permits the construction of
multicast trees with low communication cost when the tree
should be encoded in the packet headers. If the number of
significant nodes is high, tree segmentation and balancing
can be performed with good performance using the presented
MCPF and Member Switching algorithms.
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Abstract—One of the difficulties with optical packet switched
(OPS) networks is buffering optical packets in the network. The
research on optical RAM presently being done is not expected
to achieve a large capacity soon. However, the burstiness
of Internet traffic causes high packet drop rates and low
utilization in small buffered OPS networks. In this article, we
investigate and compare optical-buffered switch architectures
and pacing algorithms for minimizing the buffer requirements
of OPS switches. We simulate two mesh topologies (NSFNET
and Abilene) for goodput and packet drop rate comparisons
and optimization of XCP parameters. We show that XCP-based
pacing algorithm with a shared buffered switch architecture
yields high TCP goodput and low packet drop rate in a core
OPS network when very small optical RAM buffers are used.

Keywords-small buffer, OPS, optical RAM, optical switch

I. INTRODUCTION

A well-known problem in realizing optical packet
switched (OPS) networks is buffering. Recent advances in
optical networks such as dense wavelength division mul-
tiplexing (DWDM) have allowed us to achieve ultra-high
data-transmission rates in optical networks. This ultra-high
speed of optical networks has made it necessary to do some
basic operations like buffering and switching in the optical
domain instead of the electronic domain due to high costs
and limitations with electronic buffers. However, the lack
of high-capacity optical RAM makes it difficult to buffer
enough optical packets in OPS networks [1]. According
to a rule-of-thumb [2], the buffer size of a link must be
B = RTT × BW , where RTT is the average round trip
time of flows and BW is the bandwidth of the output link,
to achieve high utilization with TCP flows. However, as this
requires a huge buffer size in optical routers due to the ultra-
high speed of optical links, this buffer size is unfeasible.

The only available solution that can currently be used
for buffering in the optical domain is using fiber delay lines
(FDLs), where contended packets are switched to long FDLs
so that they can be delayed. However, FDLs pose severe
limitations such as signal attenuation, and bulkiness. Most
FDL architectures lack the real O(1) reading operation of
RAM as it may not be possible to access a packet circulating
an FDL until the packet departs the fiber and arrives back
to the switch, which causes extra delays depending on the

FDL length. Moreover, all-optical RAMs, which can solve
the problems with FDLs, are still being researched (e.g.,
NICT project [3]) and this may become available in the
near future. Furthermore, optical RAMs are expected to have
a lower rates of power consumption, which is a serious
problem with electronic RAMs. However, optical RAMs
are not expected to attain large capacities. Therefore, it
is necessary to decrease the buffer requirements of OPS
networks to make use of optical RAMs.

Appenzeller et al. [4] recently demonstrated that when
there are many TCP flows sharing the same link, a buffer
sized at B = RTT×BW√

n
, where n is the number of TCP

flows passing through the link, is sufficient to achieve high
utilization. However, there should be many flows on a link to
significantly decrease the buffer requirements of ultra-high-
speed optical networks. Enachescu et al. [5] proposed that
O(logW ) buffers are sufficient where W is the maximum
congestion window size of flows when packets are suffi-
ciently paced by replacing TCP senders with paced TCP
[6] or by using slow access links. TCP pacing is defined as
transmitting ACK (data) packets according to special crite-
ria, instead of immediately transmitting packets when data
(ACK) packets arrive [6]. Paced TCP is usually implemented
by evenly spreading out the transmission of a window of
data packets over a round-trip time. However, the O(logW )
buffer size depends on the maximum congestion window
size of TCP flows, which may change. Moreover, using slow
access links, which is an extreme way of applying node
pacing, is not ideal when there are applications that require
large amounts of bandwidth on the network. Furthermore,
replacing TCP senders of computers with paced versions can
be difficult. Furthermore, this proposal was based on the as-
sumption that most IP traffic is from TCP flows. Theagarajan
et al. [7] demonstrated that even small quantities of bursty
real-time UDP traffic can increase the buffer requirements
of well-behaved TCP traffic on the same link. Therefore, it
may be better to design a general architecture for an OPS
network that can achieve high utilization in a small buffered
OPS network independent of the number of TCP or UDP
flows, and that does not require a strict limit to be placed
on the speed of access links, and that does not require the
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sender or receiver TCP and UDP agents of computers using
the network to be replaced.

We recently proposed [8] an all-optical OPS network
architecture that can achieve high utilization and a low
packet drop ratio by using small buffering. We took into
consideration an OPS domain where packets entered and
exited the OPS domain through edge nodes. We proposed
using an Explicit Congestion Control Protocol (XCP)-based
[9] intra-domain congestion control protocol to achieve high
utilization and a low packet-drop ratio with small buffers.
XCP is a new congestion control algorithm using a control-
theory framework, which was specifically designed for high-
bandwidth and large-delay networks. XCP was first proposed
by Katabi et al. [9] as a window-based algorithm for reliably
controlling congestion and transmission. We selected the
XCP framework because it allows the utilization level of
each wavelength to be individually controlled. Moreover,
there is no need to modify the TCP and UDP agents of
computers or limit the speed of access links to decrease
burstiness.

Another difficulty in attaining OPS networks is the switch-
ing fabric, which is usually one of the biggest factors deter-
mining overall router cost. Many switching fabric architec-
tures like MEMS, optomechanical, electrooptic, thermoop-
tic, and liquid-crystal based switches have been proposed for
optical switching [10]. However, the number of switching
elements in the fabric increases together with the overall
cost, and crosstalk and insertion losses as the number of
ports for the switch increases. In our previous papers, we
evaluated the performance of our proposed architecture with
UDP and TCP-based traffic and output buffering [8][11][12].
In Alparslan et al. [1], we proposed and investigated different
optical-buffered switch architectures to further minimize the
size of the optical switching fabric of core nodes while
achieving higher goodput with small optical RAM buffers.
We evaluated the optical RAM requirements of our proposed
architecture on a mesh NSFNET topology with TCP traffic.
We also compared the performance of our architecture with
paced TCP, which is the solution generally proposed for
small buffered networks. Our simulations revealed that the
average goodput of standard TCP flows in our proposed
architecture could even surpass the goodput of paced TCP
when buffers were small.

This article discusses the extension of our work and
presents our results in Alparslan et al. [1] verified by
simulating an Abilene network, which is a larger topology
with a higher nodal degree than NSFNET. We optimized
XCP parameters on both NSFNET and Abilene topologies
to demonstrate what effect XCP parameters have on overall
performance. Moreover, we introduce one more metric,
which is the overall packet-drop rate in a small buffered
core network, that enables better comparison of switch
architectures and algorithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

TCP, UDP Flows

XCP XCPXCP XCP

XCP Macro Flow

XCP

IP Routers
IP Routers

Figure 1. XCP pacing

describes the XCP algorithm and switch architectures. Sec-
tion III describes the simulation methodology and presents
the simulation results. Finally, we conclude the paper and
describe future work that we intend to do in Section IV.

II. ARCHITECTURE

This section describes the XCP algorithm and switch
architectures.

A. Optical Rate-based Paced XCP

XCP is a new congestion control algorithm that has been
specifically designed for high-bandwidth and large-delay
networks. XCP makes use of explicit feedback received from
the network. Core routers are not required to maintain per-
flow state information. Each XCP core router updates its
control decisions calculated with an Efficiency Controller
(EC) and a Fairness Controller (FC) when timeout of a per-
link control-decision timer occurs.

EC controls input aggregate traffic to maximize link uti-
lization. A required increase or decrease in aggregate traffic
for each output port is calculated by using the equation,
Φ = α · S − β · Q/d, where Φ is the total amount of
required change in input traffic, α and β correspond to spare
bandwidth-control and queue-control parameters, and d is
the control-decision interval. S is the spare bandwidth that
is the difference between the link capacity and input traffic
in the last control interval. Q is the persistent queue size.

After EC has calculated the aggregate feedback Φ, FC
fairly distributes this feedback to flows according to AIMD-
based control. However, convergence to fairness may take
a long time when Φ is small. Bandwidth shuffling, which
redistributes a small amount of traffic among flows, is used
to solve this problem. The amount of shuffled traffic is
calculated by h = max(0, γ·u−|Φ|), where γ is the shuffling
parameter and u is the rate of aggregate input traffic in the
last control interval.

In Alparslan et al. [8], we proposed optical rate-based
paced XCP, which is a modified version of XCP adapted
to work as an intra-domain traffic shaping and congestion
control protocol in an OPS network domain. In our architec-
ture, when there is traffic between an edge-source destination
node pair, a rate-based XCP macroflow is created as shown
in Figure 1, and the incoming TCP and UDP packets of
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Figure 2. Switch architectures

this edge pair are assigned an XCP macroflow similar to
TeXCP [13]. The edge nodes of the OPS network apply
leaky-bucket pacing to the macroflows by using the rate
information provided by XCP to minimize burstiness.

In our optical rate-based paced XCP, XCP feedback is
carried in separate probe packets that XCP sender agents
only send once in every control period. As there is no
feedback information carried in the header of data packets,
there is no need to calculate per-packet feedback in core
routers unlike in the original XCP [9]. We separated the
control channel and data channels. Probe packets are carried
on a separate single control wavelength that is sufficiently
slow to only carry probe packets. The low transmission rate
to control wavelength allows electronic conversion to be
applied to update the probe feedback and buffer the probe
packets in an electronic RAM in case of a contention.

When a probe packet of macroflow i arrives at a core
router, the XCP agent responsible for controlling the wave-
length of i calculates positive feedback pi and negative
feedback ni for macroflow i. Positive feedback is calculated
as

pi =
h+max(0,Φ)

N
(1)

and negative feedback is calculated as

ni =
ui · (h+max(0,−Φ))

u
, (2)

where N is the number of macroflows on this wavelength,
ui is the traffic rate of flow i estimated and sent by the XCP
sender in the probe packet, and h is the shuffled bandwidth.

N can be estimated by counting the number of probe
packets received during the last control interval. Another
possible method is using the number of LSPs if GMPLS is
available [13]. The control interval is the maximum RTT
in the network. The control interval can be selected to
be a bit longer than the maximum RTT to compensate
for the processing and buffering delays in control packets.
Feedback, which is the required change in the flow rate,
is calculated as feedback = pi − ni. If this feedback is
smaller than that in the probe packet, the core router replaces
the feedback in the probe packet with its own feedback.
Otherwise, the core router does not change the feedback in
the probe packet.

B. Switch Architectures

In this paper, we compare the performance of output
buffering (OB), input buffering (IB), shared buffering (SB)
and worst-case shared buffering (WCSB), as shown in
Figure 2. The internal speedup is 1 in all switches, which
means the line rates are equal in both inside and outside the
switch. Switch size is shown as I ×O, where I and O are
the number of input and output ports, respectively. Output
buffering has a large switch size of N ×N2 to prevent
internal blocking where N is the nodal degree as seen in
Figure 2a. It has buffer size B at each output link. As input
buffering has a switch size of only N ×N , as seen in Figure
2b, it has the smallest switches. However, a well-known
problem with input buffering is head-of-line blocking, which
limits the utilization that can be accomplished. We applied
virtual output queuing (VOQ) scheduling, which is the
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Figure 3. NSFNET

generally proposed solution in the literature, by dividing
each input buffer into N sub-queues to minimize the head-
of-line blocking problem [14]. Input buffering has buffer
size B at each input link. Shared buffering and worst-case
shared buffering have a switch size of 2N × 2N . As shared
buffering has a single buffer with a size of N ·B, this is in
direct proportion to its capacity and the nodal degree. Shared
buffering has the same total buffer size per node as input and
output buffering to enable fairer comparisons with them at
the same B value in the simulations. As worst-case shared
buffering has a single buffer with a size of B independent
of the nodal degree, it has a buffer capacity of only a single
link in input or output buffering.

III. EVALUATION

This section describes the simulation methodology and
presents the simulation results. We investigated and com-
pared optical-buffered switch architectures and pacing al-
gorithms for minimizing the buffer requirements of OPS
switches. We first simulated a wide range of XCP parameters
to find the optimum XCP parameters for two mesh topolo-
gies. In the second step, we simulated both topologies with
four different switch architectures to compare their perfor-
mance under standard TCP traffic, XCP-paced standard TCP
traffic, and paced TCP traffic.

A. Simulation Settings

The proposed network architecture and buffering mod-
els were implemented over the ns simulator version 2.32
[15]. The simulator used cut-through packet switching and
buffering for data wavelengths. There was a single store-
and-forward switching slow control wavelength dedicated
to probe packets. The edge nodes had 0.25 s of electronic
buffering, which is commonly used on the Internet. However,
core routers only used small optical RAM for buffering
optical packets on data wavelengths. The contention of
probe packets on the control-wavelength was resolved by
an electronic RAM as O/E/O conversion was not a problem
in the control-wavelength due to its low speed. As the IP

datagram for TCP data (ACK) packets was 1500 Bytes (40
Bytes), the TCP data (ACK) segment was 1480 Bytes (20
Bytes). Maximum segment size (MSS) was 1500 Bytes. The
size limit of the congestion window was 20 packets. The
target utilization (TU) parameter of XCP was set to 100%
at both core and edge links to maximize link utilization.

B. NSFNET Results

Figure 3 plots the simulated NSFNET topology. The
nodes numbered from 0 to 13 are the core nodes and the
rest are the edge nodes connected to the core nodes. All
links (including edge and core links) had a single data
wavelength and the same XCP target utilization. We selected
a propagation delay for links between the core and edge
nodes of 0.1 ms. We selected an XCP control period for core
routers and the sending interval of probe packets for edge
routers of 50 ms by taking extra processing and queuing
delays in the core routers into account. The capacity of the
data and XCP control wavelengths were set to 1 Gbps for
the former and 100 Mbps for the latter. TCP Reno traffic was
applied between the edge nodes of the network. Throughout
the simulation, 1586 TCP flows entered the network between
randomly selected edge-node pairs according to a Poisson
arrival process. The total simulation duration was 40 s. Only
the simulation results in the last 5 s were used for the
evaluation.

1) Optimization of XCP Parameters: XCP’s α, β and γ
parameters were chosen as 0.2, 0.056, and 0.1 in Alparslan
et al. [1]. In this paper, we first optimized XCP parameters to
demonstrate what effect XCP parameters had and to increase
overall performance. Figure 4 plots the average goodput of
TCP flows under XCP pacing and packet drop rate at the
core nodes when shared buffering is used. The x-axis is the
γ parameter and each line plots a different α value. Figures
4a and 4c use a small shared buffer with a size of 1 KByte
per link, while Figure 4b uses a larger shared buffer with a
size of 100 KBytes per link. As no packets were dropped
in the core when the shared buffer size per link was 100
KBytes, this has not been plotted. Figures 4a and 4c indicate
that when the buffer is small, the average flow goodput and
core packet drop rate increase with increasing α values,
while they are relatively less sensitive to the γ parameter.
Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the drop rate and
goodput as we change α. This is an expected result, because
XCP behaves more aggressively and utilizes links faster with
an increasing α value, which causes more frequent buffer
overflows and thus packet drops as a side effect in the core
routers. However, XCP may become unstable when α is
too large. Katabi et al. [9] proved that the system is stable
independent of delay, capacity, or the number of sources
when α and β satisfy

0 < α <
π

4
√
2

(3)
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Figure 4. Optimization of parameters in NSFNET

and
β = α2

√
2. (4)

Figure 4b shows that when the buffer is larger, goodput
becomes more sensitive to the γ parameter. As γ decreases
or α increases, the average goodput increases. The reason for
this is that XCP encounters a well-known max-min fairness
problem under various special conditions. XCP’s mechanism
to control congestion in a multi-bottleneck environment can
cause a flow to receive an arbitrarily small fraction of its
max-min allocation, which may cause some bottleneck links
to be under-utilized [16]. XCP may end up utilizing only
80% of the bottlenecked bandwidth in the worst case with
the default XCP parameters in Katabi et al. [9]. As they give
a high goodput in Figure 4, we chose α=0.4 and β=0.226,
which are the default values suggested in Katabi et al. [9].
However, we chose γ=0.1, which is half the default value
in Katabi et al. [9]. Although choosing a lower γ than the
default value decreases the speed of fairness convergence,

XCP achieves better max-min fairness and higher worst-case
link utilization with higher average goodput as seen in Figure
4b.

2) Comparison of Switches and Algorithms: After XCP
parameters were optimized, we simulated the NSFNET
topology by using the four different switch architectures
shown in Figure 2. The switch architecture was a parameter
in the simulations, which was applied to all nodes in
the network. We compared the performance of the switch
architectures under standard TCP, paced TCP, and XCP-
paced standard TCP traffic. Figure 5 plots the average
goodput of TCP flows on different switch and network
architectures based on the optical RAM buffer size per link.
In all the figures, the x-axis is the buffer size per link,
which is designated as B in Figure 5 on a log scale and
the y-axis is the average TCP goodput on a linear scale.
Figure 5a plots the TCP goodput when our XCP pacing
algorithm was applied to standard TCP Reno traffic. We
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Figure 5. Goodput comparison of algorithms and switch architectures in NSFNET

can see that input, output, and worst-case shared buffered
switches yield almost the same goodput when the buffer
size is less than a 1 MSS or more than around 6 MSS.
However, shared buffering yields a much higher goodput
than the others even though its per node buffer capacity
is the same as that for input and output buffering. If we
can use a single shared buffer instead of splitting it into
input or output links, it clearly yields much higher goodput
as a small buffer capacity is being used with maximum
efficiency. When we compare input and output buffering, we
can see that when the link buffer is between 1–6 MSS, input
buffering yields higher goodput while using the smallest
switch in switch architectures. This result was expected,
because input buffering can handle packet contentions better
than output buffering when the input traffic is sufficiently
smooth. For example, let us assume that we have a switch
with only single packet capacity output buffers. When there
is contention with five packets arriving from five input links

that are going to the same output link, if the buffers and links
are idle, one packet will be sent to the output link, one packet
will be buffered in the output buffer, and the remaining three
packets will be dropped as there is no more buffer left.
However, if we use an input buffered switch, one packet will
be sent to the output link and the other four packets will be
buffered at the input ports. As buffered packets can be sent
to the output link as the link becomes idle, its tendency to
drop packets when there is a contention is lower than that
for output buffering. Input buffering greatly benefits from
pacing as it smooths the packet arrival from its link, which
gives it time to drain its queue. When we check the goodput
of worst-case buffering, we can see that it is very close to
output buffering even though the whole switch in worst-case
buffering has the same buffer capacity of only a single link in
output buffering. In other words, worst-case shared buffering
yields almost the same goodput as output buffering with a
much smaller buffer capacity per node.
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Figure 6. Comparison of algorithms in NSFNET with shared buffering

The packet level tracing of simulations with our XCP pac-
ing algorithm revealed that there was actually still room for
improvement. We saw that the well-known ACK compres-
sion problem [17] had caused some utilization inefficiencies,
which decreased the average goodput. It is possible in our
architecture to solve this problem and increase utilization
by simply using separate XCP macroflows for TCP ACK
packets [12]. Figure 5b plots the TCP goodput when our
optical rate-based paced XCP architecture was used with
separate XCP macroflows for TCP ACK packets on the same
wavelength. We can see that TCP goodput becomes higher
than XCP with the combined ACK architecture in Figure
5a.

Figure 5c plots the TCP goodput when paced TCP Reno
is used without XCP control. We can see that its goodput
pattern is very similar to that in Figures 5a and 5b when the
buffer size per link is less than around 6 MSS. When the
buffer size per link was larger than 6 MSS, the simulations
yielded some varying results. Figure 5d plots the TCP
goodput when standard TCP Reno was used without XCP
control. We can see that it has much lower goodput than
the simulated paced architectures had. More than 10-fold
buffering is necessary to achieve utilization that is as high
as that of paced architectures. When the buffer is small, the
goodput of input buffering is almost the same as that of
output buffering, which indicates that pacing is necessary to
surpass the goodput of output buffering.

As shared buffering has the highest goodput for all
simulated architectures, we did a general comparison of
algorithms with shared buffering. Figure 6 plots the average
goodput and core packet drop rate of XCP-paced standard
TCP, paced TCP, and standard TCP on a shared buffered
switch architecture based on the optical RAM buffer size
per link. We can see that when the buffer is small, XCP
pacing methods yield higher goodput and lower packet drop

Figure 7. Abilene topology

rates in the core nodes than paced and standard TCP.

C. Abilene Topology Results

Abilene is an Internet backbone network for higher ed-
ucation and part of the Internet2 initiative. The Abilene-
inspired topology in Figure 7 from Li et al. [18] was used
in the simulations. The topology has a total of 869 nodes
that are divided into two groups of 171 core nodes and 698
edge nodes. A total of 2232 TCP flows started randomly
and sent traffic between randomly selected edge node pairs.
The total simulation time was 40 s. There was a single data
wavelength on the links. The propagation delay of the edge
and core links corresponded to 0.1 ms and 1 ms. All the
links had a 1 Gbps capacity.

1) Optimization of XCP Parameters: First, we simulated
a range of α and γ parameters to optimize the XCP param-
eters on the Abilene topology. Figure 8 plots the average
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Figure 8. Optimization of parameters in Abilene topology

goodput of TCP flows and packet drop rate at the core
nodes when shared buffering was used. We can see that
both the average goodput and packet drop rate in the core
nodes increase with increasing α as occurs in optimizing
the NSFNET topology. However, under-utilization due to
the max-min fairness problem is more visible in the Abilene
topology in Figure 8b. Changing the α or γ parameter yields
a wider change in goodput than in NSFNET. Figure 8 shows
that the α, β, and γ values selected in Sec. III-B give high
goodput, so we chose the same values as those in NSFNET.
If the time for fairness convergence is not a concern, a lower
γ value can be chosen to further increase goodput.

2) Comparison of Switches and Algorithms: Figure 9
plots the average goodput of TCP flows on different switch
and network architectures based on the optical RAM buffer
size per link. We can see that the goodput plots of XCP
pacing in the Abilene topology in Figures 9a and 9b are
similar to those of the NSFNET simulations in Figures

5a and 5b. However, the goodput gap between worst-case
shared buffering and output buffering is higher due to the
higher nodal degree of the Abilene topology. Figure 9c
shows that as we increase the buffer size, the goodput of
TCP pacing in the Abilene topology yields even wider
fluctuations than those in NSFNET. It seems that output
buffering can handle the paced TCP traffic better than other
switch architectures and even surpasses the goodput of
shared buffering greatly when the buffer is small. Figure
9d shows that output buffering with standard TCP yields
a performance boost over input buffering in the Abilene
topology, because output buffering can handle bursty TCP
traffic in a node with a high nodal degree better.

As a last step, we did a general comparison of algorithms
in the Abilene topology with shared buffering. In Figure 10,
we can see that when the buffer is very small, XCP pacing
methods yield almost the same goodput as TCP pacing.
However, when the shared buffer is larger than 1 MSS,
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Figure 9. Goodput comparison of algorithms and switch architectures in Abilene topology

the goodput of TCP pacing stalls and XCP pacing methods
yield higher goodput than TCP pacing. XCP pacing methods
reach their maximum goodput when around 2–3 MSS per
link of shared buffer is used. However, paced TCP and
standard TCP require around 30–60 MSS per link of shared
buffer to reach the goodput of XCP pacing methods. When
the buffer is larger, standard TCP and paced TCP achieve
slightly higher utilization than XCP due to the max-min
fairness problem with XCP, which causes some bottleneck
links to become under-utilized. However, as our aim is to
increase performance with small buffers, the difference in
goodput with such large buffers is not a concern. Optical
RAM is not expected to attain a large capacity, so shared
buffering is good. Figure 10b shows that XCP pacing yields
a lower packet drop rate in the core nodes than paced or
standard TCP just like in the NSFNET simulations. When
we compare the two XCP pacing methods in Figure 10, we
can see that their goodput and packet drop rates are very

close, which indicates that the ACK compression problem
in the Abilene topology is much less than that in NSFNET.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We investigated and compared optical-buffered switch
architectures and pacing algorithms for minimizing the
buffer requirements of OPS switches. By using two mesh
topologies, our simulations revealed that even under bursty
TCP traffic, using our architecture based on optical rate-
based paced XCP, which is a modified version of XCP
adapted to work as an intra-domain traffic shaping and
congestion control protocol in an OPS network domain,
could yield equal or higher TCP goodput and lower packet
drop rates in the core nodes than using paced TCP, which
is the solution that has generally been proposed in the
literature. Moreover, simulations in the Abilene topology
revealed that the goodput of paced TCP might exhibit some
fluctuating behaviors, which adversely affect its performance
even with relatively small buffers.
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Figure 10. Comparison of algorithms in Abilene topology with shared buffering

There are many advanced switch architectures in the
literature like combined input output buffered switches, but
most of them have have high scheduling complexity, which
may become a bottleneck at ultra high speed of optical
networks, so we limited our work to simpler architectures
with lower scheduling complexity. When we compared the
small buffered switch architectures simulated in this work,
we could see that shared buffering yielded much higher
TCP goodput than input or output buffering as it used small
buffer capacity in the node more effectively. When the traffic
was paced, input buffering yielded higher TCP goodput
than output buffering while using much smaller switches.
In NSFNET topology, where the nodal degree of nodes was
small, worst-case shared buffering yielded almost the same
goodput as output buffering with a much smaller buffer
capacity per switch. Therefore, output buffering looks as
though it is the worst choice as a switch architecture for
small buffered optical networks with a low nodal degree.

Overall, the combination of applying XCP pacing and
using shared buffered switches generally yielded the highest
performance in terms of goodput and packet drop rate for
small buffered OPS networks. Our XCP pacing proposal
only operates at the edge/core routers of OPS domains
and there are still no optical-RAM-buffered OPS networks
deployed on the Internet, so it can be applied to OPS
networks when they become commercially available, while
paced TCP solution is harder to deploy as this requires
replacing the TCP stack of computers on the Internet.

As a future work, we will work on the max-min fairness
problem of XCP, which causes some bottleneck links to be
under-utilized. Our work has revealed that shared buffering
requires much less buffering than input and output buffering,
but the required buffer size is not clear. Therefore, we will
try to formulate the relationship between the number of
wavelengths, traffic type, nodal degree, and the required

shared buffer size. We intend to simulate other state-of-the-
art congestion control algorithms and pacing methods with
different types of traffic to gain a broader understanding of
their performance in different switch architectures in future
work.
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Abstract—In this work, a novel framework for designing Web 
Information Retrieval systems with particular reference to 
semantic search engines is presented. The key idea is to add the 
semantic dimension to the classical Term-Document Matrix 
thus having a three-dimensional dataset. This enhancement 
allows for defining a lexico-semantic user interface where the 
query process is performed at the conceptual level thanks to 
the use of a Semantic Lexicon. WordNet Semantic Lexicon is 
used here as golden ontology for handling polysemy and 
synonymy, hence it is useful for disambiguating user queries at 
the semantic level. A layered multi-agent system is employed 
for supporting the design process. Particular emphasis is given 
to formal system knowledge representation, the interface layer 
managing user-system interaction and the markup layer 
performing the semantic tagging process. 

Keywords-component; information retrieval; semantic 
lexicon; WordNet; MAS; semantic query 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Since its advent, the World Wide Web (hereinafter WWW 

or simply the Web) has increased dramatically in size and 
number of interlinked resources. This trend enforces search 
engine developers to adopt Web document indexing 
techniques, which exchange scalability for fair 
precision/recall performances. Surveying the literature of the 
latest years it is easy to notice the growing consensus about 
the need for involving semantics in retrieval systems. 
Approaches that employ low-level features as indexing 
parameters are prone in fact to a number of pitfalls,  like the 
inherent ambiguity of polysemous query words. At the 
present time,  commercial search engines provide relevant 
responses if the user is good enough when submitting the 
right query. Therefore, the access to high-quality information 
on the Web may be still problematic for unskilled users. 

Traditional search engines are conceptually based on a 
term-document look-up table (also known as Term-
Document Matrix or TDM for short). Lexical terms 
conveyed by the user query play the role of entries; 
documents populate a (ranked) list of weblinks that match 
user query terms according to a given metric. The user is 
required to discern among the given options and choose the 
one that is supposed to be closest to his/her intentions.  

A more sophisticated type of Web information retrieval 
systems is represented by meta-search engines, which relay 

user query to several search engines, collect their responses 
and finally propose them to the user according to certain 
criteria. Meta-search engines, however, have still to deal 
with the problem of mixing information coming from 
different sources, which is an awkward task to accomplish, 
unless some semantic approach is pursued.  

Semantic search engines should attempt to understand the 
user query at the ontology level. They should also offer a 
pictorial representation of the retrieved dataset, letting the 
user have the impression to move within a semantic search 
space. In  order to be really effective, they require a strong 
theoretical knowledge model, which has to be sufficiently 
robust to allow for indexing heterogeneous data scattered 
across the Web. 

In this work, a novel framework for designing textual 
information retrieval systems with particular reference to 
semantic search engines is presented. A semantic dimension 
is added to the classical term-document matrix thus having a 
three-dimensional dataset. In this view, the user is forced to 
adopt a new semantic query paradigm, which is closer to 
human understanding than to traditional keyword-based 
techniques. The query process is performed at the conceptual 
level thanks to the use of a Semantic Lexicon considered as a 
golden ontology useful for the sense disambiguation task. A 
layered Multi-Agent System (MAS) is employed for 
supporting the whole design process. 
    This article is an extension of a previous work presented in 
the ICIW 2009 Conference [1] specifically focused on 
semantic tagging of Web resources using MAS architecture.  
In the present paper, the critical point of including semantics 
in text retrieval systems is handled under a more general and 
complete perspective that involves Web ontology modeling. 
The final aim is to bridge the gap between traditional search 
engines based on term-document indexing and emerging 
semantic requirements by means of a suitable model, which 
embeds terms, documents and semantics into a single 
knowledge representation. 

The outline of the paper is as follows: Section II reports 
related work in Information Retrieval with particular 
reference to search engines and semantic tagging aspects; 
Section III describes WordNet architecture [2] and its 
usefulness for the scope of this work; Section IV proposes 
the new three-dimensional information retrieval framework; 
Section V presents the used multi-agent system architecture; 
Section VI comments the carried out experiments and 
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prototypal implementations; conclusions are sketched in 
Section VII. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Information Retrieval (IR) is finding material (usually 

documents) of unstructured nature (usually text) satisfying 
an information request from within large collections (usually 
stored on computers) [3]. Automated IR systems are 
conceptually related to object and query. In the context of IR 
systems, an object is an entity, which keeps or stores 
information in a database, i.e. in a structured repository. User 
queries are then matched to objects stored in the database. A 
document is, therefore, an opportune collection of data 
objects.  

Often the documents themselves are not kept or stored 
directly in the IR system, instead they are represented in the 
system by document surrogates automatically generated by 
the same IR system by means of a document analysis. 
Nowadays there are two approaches to document analysis: 
statistical and semantic.  

The statistical approach was initially proposed by Lhun. 
In 1958 he wrote: “It is here proposed that the frequency of 
word occurrence in an article furnishes a useful 
measurement of word significance. It is further proposed that 
the relative position within a sentence of words having given 
values of significance furnish a useful measurement for 
determining the significance of sentences. The significance 
factor of a sentence will therefore be based on a combination 
of these two measurements” [4]. It is interesting to note that 
this approach is still used in many modern IR systems.  

On the other hand, a Semantic Information Retrieval 
system exploits the notion of semantic similarity (based on 
lexical and semantic relations) between concepts to 
determine the relevancy of a certain document. One way of 
incorporating semantic knowledge into a representation is 
mapping document terms to ontology-based concepts. In [5], 
for example, a formal ontology-based model for representing 
Web resources is presented. Starting from semantic Web 
standards as well as established ontologies the authors 
reformulate the IR task into a data retrieval task assuming 
that more expressive resources and query models allow for a 
precise match between content and information needs. In this 
work instead, the term-concept mapping is provided by a 
golden ontology expressed in the form of a Semantic 
Lexicon like WordNet.  The usefulness of this choice will be 
explained throughout the text further on. 

A. Traditional IR  techniques 
    The most widespread and popular applications of IR are 
Web search engines. They are designed to answer to a 
human query with an HTML page containing a ranked list of 
links to Web sites or documents. Every traditional Web 
search engine represents each retrieved webpage in its own 
search space by using a set of sentences that are considered 
as relevant to the user query. The relevancy of the retrieved 
documents is essentially dependent upon the chosen metric 
and the ranking strategy. As far as now, the most common 
document retrieval approach is searching for word-to-word 
correspondences (after stemming and stop-word procedures) 

between the set of query keywords and the set of document 
terms. Although the query search may be restricted by using 
Boolean and/or operators (thus providing a more selective 
filtering on the search space), the quality of document 
retrieval is significantly affected by the ranking strategy. A 
simple comparison among the principal Web search engines 
shows in fact how different the retrieved document could be, 
even in response to the same user query word.  

The well-known Page Rank Algorithm [6] has been one 
of the keys to success for the Google Web search engine. It 
represents undoubtedly one of the most single important 
contributions to the field of IR in the latest years. The Page 
Rank Algorithm employs a fast convergent and effective 
random-walk model for ranking graph nodes like 
hyperlinked Web resources [7]. It is based on the bright 
assumptions that weblinks may be interpreted as “votes” 
given from the source page to the destination page. The vote 
expressed by a link is in fact weighted by the “reference” 
(Page Rank value) of the pages from where the links come, 
in accordance with the formula provided by the authors:  

 ( ) ( ) ( )
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where PR(X) function gives the Page Rank value of page X, 
A is the webpage pointed by T1, T2,... Tn webpages, C(Ti) is 
the number of links outgoing from page Ti and finally d is a 
properly set constant value. The previous formula is 
recursive. By highly ranking the most referenced pages, Page 
Rank represents a good prior filter to the enormous 
heterogeneous search space. In addition to this, the simple 
graphic view provided by Google home page can be easily 
understood by a great variety of users. In many real cases, 
Google apparent precision, however, can be partially 
ascribed to the poor syntax underpinning the user query and 
to the self-influence it has had on users in the way they 
formulate the query. Everyone can experience how much the 
retrieval performances decrease with more complex human-
like queries.  
    The adoption of more sophisticated retrieval functions can 
help reduce the misbalance now pending on the ranking 
algorithms.  

B. Semantic IR  techniques 
To overcome the limits of the traditional approaches, new 

semantics based techniques are being investigated in the 
latest years, although there is no ground-breaking technology  
at the moment that can be considered sufficiently mature to 
compete with traditional IR systems on a large scale. In the 
preface to the proceedings of a late international workshop 
on semantic search held in 2008 [8] it is explicitly stated: 
“…the representation of user queries and resource content 
in existing search appliances is still almost exclusively 
achieved by simple syntax-based descriptions of the resource 
content and the information need such as in the predominant 
keyword-centric paradigm.”. A recent study [9] shows that 
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retrieval performances are still low for both keyword-based 
search engines and the semantic search engines. 

Provided this, one of the most relevant semantic 
techniques which has had a number of useful applications in 
various fields spanning from information discovery to 
document classification is Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI). 
LSI implements a strictly mathematical approach based on 
applying Single Value Decomposition (SVD) to the TDM. 
SVD decomposes the TDM into the product of three 
matrices: 

 000 DSTTDM ′∗∗=  (2) 

T0 and D0 are the matrices of left and right singular 
vectors and S0 is the diagonal one with its elements 
representing singular values in decreasing order. D0’ is the 
matrix transpose of D0. Taking only the largest values offers 
a good approximation of the original TDM, thus reducing the 
whole search space to a relatively smaller “concept space” 
called LSI [10]. From this point of view, LSI is more 
powerful than a traditional document search algorithm: it 
overcomes the limits of Boolean query allowing for 
clustering documents semantically. LSI represents a right 
compromise between simplicity and good retrieval 
performance (measured as recall/precision values). This 
makes it a powerful, generic technique able to index any 
cohesive document collection in any language. It can be used 
in conjunction with a regular keyword search, or in place of 
one, with good results.  Unfortunately, LSI suffers from 
scalability problems since large document sets require heavy 
computing on massive matrices. Furthermore, although it has 
been shown that LSI is able to handle correctly data 
structured into taxonomic hierarchies [11], it is not suited to 
make these taxonomies explicit in the search results. In other 
words, LSI is a good tool for finding semantic similarities, 
but it clusters output data in a flat (nonhierarchical) manner.  

To deal with both semantics and lexical issues, a more 
comprehensive approach than TDM-based techniques is 
needed. This work grounds on the idea that, for an efficient 
information retrieval, lexical forms must be endowed with 
semantic tags in order to disambiguate their meaning. To 
carry out the disambiguation task, WordNet Semantic 
Lexicon is used. 

C. Semantic Tagging 
    Semantic tagging (or markup) is conceived to define 
metadata for describing a given resource. A tag can be 
interpreted as a placeholder that helps user (human or 
computer) understands the context in which to interpret the 
tagged resource. An HTML tag, for example, lets browser 
interpret how to render a webpage; an XML tag instead 
allows for defining an entity name in a syntactically 
structured way. However, despite the initial enthusiasm  
around this new (meta)language [12], XML alone proved to 
be insufficient for most ontology-driven applications. XML 
in fact supplies a well-defined syntax (which is a desirable 
for data integration) but lacks in providing semantics.  For 
example, XML does not resolve the lexical ambiguity that 

may arise when two applications share data having the same 
tag names, unless a Document Type Definition (DTD) or a 
XML Schema Definition (XSD) file is attached.  
    The authors are confident that any kind of semantic 
application cannot exist without prior defining the 
knowledge representation model, which is suitable and 
sufficient to express the given problem ontology. In the 
semantic engineering process, the ontology that 
conceptualizes (ideally in the best way) the common body 
knowledge is generally called  golden or gold standard 
ontology. Its counterpart is the individual ontology, which 
strongly depends on the person who actually performs the 
ontology engineering process. 

Generally, Web ontology modeling requires an 
engineering effort that can be yielded only by experts with 
the aid of auxiliary ontology editing tools [13][14]. In the 
last decade much attention has been devoted to designing 
layered XML-based languages such as RDF(S) [15], DAML-
OIL and OWL [16], all based on formal semantics. The final 
attempt was to find out a good compromise among 
expressiveness, inferential capabilities and computability to 
use in the Web context.  
    The gap between software engineering methodologies 
based on the above languages and real-world ontology 
modeling is still a debated issue [17]. Web ontology 
representations have to deal with a spectrum of drawbacks 
spanning from language inherent ambiguity to context 
dependency, presence of incoherent statements, scattered 
pieces of information, difficulty in ontology matching and so 
on. It seems that all these issues have twofold reason: they 
lay both on the semantic (ontology) level and on the lexical 
(language) level. Consequently, semantic annotation of Web 
resources is prone to produce weak structure metadata. This 
is particularly true for collaborative (wiki) approaches [18] 
where personal conceptualizations are rather difficult to be 
mapped one another. Although such collaborative 
environments represent a challenge for the research 
community, they are still tailored to generic semantic 
services [19]. A top-down solution is to provide the tagging 
system with a well-defined and widely-accepted ontology: 
choosing the right ontology may be demanding in complex 
environment like the whole Web.  

This work employs an agent-based architecture model for 
supporting the whole information retrieval process, from the 
user interface to the semantic tagging of Web resources. The 
agents that perform the annotation task use a Semantic 
Lexicon (hereinafter SL) as their golden ontology. In its 
actual implementation, the chosen SL was WordNet 3.0. 

III. USING WORDNET AS GOLDEN ONTOLOGY 
    The golden ontology paradigm focuses on comparing how 
well a given ontology resembles the gold standard in the 
arrangement of instances into concepts and the hierarchical 
arrangement of the concepts themselves [20]. A copious 
literature exists on golden ontologies [21][22][23]. In [24] Di 
Lecce and Calabrese address the new emerging approach of 
SL-based systems for modeling semantic Web applications. 
Starting from a preliminary survey on the different use of the 
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concepts ‘taxonomy’ and ‘ontology’ in the literature, they 
identify SL as a good mediator between the two extremes. 
The authors also provide a SL-based abstract model suitable 
for multi agent system implementation. According to the 
authors’ view, an indicative exemplar for the SL class is 
WordNet [2]. 
    WordNet is a SL purposely engineered for text mining 
and information extraction. For example, it has been used to 
carry out Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), for an 
overview of such characteristic the reader can refer to 
[25][26]. WordNet is referred to in the literature in several 
ways: 

• Lexical Knowledge Base [27][28] 

• Lexical Taxonomy [29][30] 

• Lexical Database [31][32] 

• Machine Readable Dictionary [33][34] 

• Ontology [35][36] 

• Semantic Lexicon [1][37] 

Although, the above definitions can be considered 
synonyms, they emphasize different aspects of the same 
object. In this paper, only the latter definition will be used, 
since it accounts for the two elements (lexicon and 
semantics) which are relevant for the IR task, as explained 
forth. In this view, an important WordNet feature supplied 
by its underpinning data model is the capability of handling 
polysemy and synonymy. To this end, the concept of ‘Sense 
Matrix’ is introduced. 

A. Defining the Sense Matrix 
Two prominent causes of language ambiguity are 

polysemy and synonymy. Synonymy decreases recall and 
polysemy decreases precision, leading to poor overall 
retrieval performances [38]. It is interesting to note that 
synonymy represents a lexical relation among word forms 
while polysemy occurs when the same lexical form has 
multiple meanings. To define the relation among lexical and 
semantic entities at a finer grain, the definition of Sense 
Matrix is due. Thereby, a (feasible) sense is defined as 
particular element of such a matrix. Formally: 
 
Def. (Sense Matrix). If L represents the set of lexical 
entities and C the set of concepts of a given SL, a Sense 
Matrix S is defined as the matrix CL × such 
that 1],[ =jiS if SLcl ji ∈),( and 0],[ =jiS  
otherwise. The set of feasible senses  is defined as: 

 { }1],[|: == jiSsFS ij  (3) 

Throughout the text only feasible senses will be considered.  
    The concept of Sense Matrix is not new in the literature. 
In 2006 Swen [39] introduces almost the same notion. There 
is however some difference in terminology. The term 

‘sense’ for Swen corresponds to our ‘concept’, thus, for 
Swen, a ‘sense’ is a term-document matrix. Our model can 
be considered as a specification to that of Swen assuming 
that  senses are provided by a golden ontology.  
    It is noteworthy that S induces a binary matrix M on the 
Cartesian product L x C that is generally called ‘lexical 
matrix’ in the literature [40][41]. In [42], the lexical matrix 
is presented as an integral part of the human language 
system. Since there is no preference between the two 
dimensions represented by M (lexical and semantic), the 
authors prefer to refer to M as a Sense Matrix. This matrix 
can be considered as the base computational support for 
dictionary-based retrieval systems. Actually, it works as a 
look-up table that allows for switching from one dimension 
to another. An illustrative example of matrix M is provided 
in Table I. 

TABLE I.  EXAMPLE SENSE MATRIX . SENSES ARE DEFINED AS 
MATCHES BETWEEN LEXICAL ENTITIES (ROWS) AND CONCEPTS (COLUMNS) 

CONCEPTS SENSE 
MATRIX c1 c2 C3 c4 

l1 0 0 0 1 

l2 0 1 1 0 

L
E

X
IC

O
N

  

l3 1 1 0 0 

 

B. WordNet data model  
WordNet is organized around the idea of synsets, i.e. 

group of cognitive synonyms, each one representing a 
specific concept in a given context. Synsets are interlinked 
by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations. Any 
synset pertains to the concept layer, i.e. it is an instance of 
the set of concepts. The one-to-one relation between the 
synset and the word form produces the sense. Hence, a 
synset can be defined as the union of senses sharing the same 
concept entity (i.e. synonyms). 

The ‘sense’ table combines tuples of the ‘word’ table 
with tuples of the ‘synset’ table. According to SL definition, 
the three tables define respectively the Sense Matrix, the set 
of lexical entities and the set of concept entities. 

The WordNet taxonomic hierarchies (comprising the set 
of lexical and semantic relations) are covered by the two 
tables ‘lexlinkref’ and ‘semlinkref’. Semlinkref defines only 
semantic relations, while lexlinkref defines lexico-semantic 
relations. In other words, lexlinkref provides recursive 
relations over the set of senses. An index to all kind of 
relations is contained in the  ‘linkdef’ table. 

WordNet is an ongoing project, since minor bugs and 
refinements characterize new version releases (in this work 
WordNet 3.0 was finally adopted). An excerpt of WordNet 
3.0 class diagram is reported in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1.  An extract of WordNet data model. Tables belonging to sense 

matrix and lexico-semantic taxonomy are grouped separately. 

C. Formal Knowledge Representation  
    A formal representation of WordNet SL can be adapted 
from Dellschaft and Staab [21]. Referencing to a previous 
work on the subject [43], they provide a simple, but formal 
definition of a Core Ontology as the triplet:  

CO = <C, root, ≤C >   (4a) 

where C represents the set of concepts, root the uppermost 
superordinate concept and ≤C  a partial order on C (hence a 
taxonomical relation). Core Ontology seems to be an 
effective representation because it synthesizes the different 
layers constituting an ontology  [44]. As a consequence of 
the introduction of the Sense Matrix, the Core Ontology 
definition used in this paper slightly changes. The set C is 
substituted by the set of feasible senses FS: 

CO = <FS, root, ≤C >   (4b) 

It is evident that Core Ontology definition still has a 
taxonomical structure (actually a directed acyclic graph 
form)1.  
    In WordNet, nouns, verbs, adjectives and  adverbs can be 
considered as four lexical categories (also known as part-of-
speech in the literature) each one defining a corresponding 
sub-ontology. Thus, the following partition generally2 holds 
for a generic SL:  

advadjvn OOOOSL ⊕⊕⊕=   (5) 
                                                           

1 This complies with some relations like hypernymy/hyponymy and may be 
not sufficient for others where cyclic relations may occur. For the aim of 
this paper however, DAG structures only are considered. More complex 
grap-like structures are left to future work on the subject. 
2 It can happen that some relations (especially the morphological ones, like 
derivational forms) make this assumption not valid. In this sense, the 
provided partition should be intended as an opportune simplification for a 
working hypothesis. 

The overline is used to stress that the ontology is a golden 
one.  
    WordNet considers different semantic and lexical relation 
among concepts such as hyponymy/hypernym, 
meronym/holonym, antonyms, entailment and so on. Some 
relations are specific to certain categories like entailment for 
verbs; moreover, there are some relations having a single-
rooted structure while some others are not. nO  is the only 
one having one single root (the synset conceptualizing the 
‘entity’ lexical entry) hence, it suits the formal (4b) 
definition perfectly.  
 
Notation. For the sake of conciseness, the following 
notation is introduced:  

rel
concO    (6) 

where rel represents a lexico-semantic relation, i.e. one 
element of the set {hyponymy, hypermymy, holonymy, 
meronymy,…}and conc is one of the four lexical categories, 
i.e. one element of the set {nouns, verbs, adjectives, 
adverbs}. hyper

nO , for example, indicates an ontology 
defining hypernymy (relation) among nouns (concept 
nodes).  In this paper only hypernymy has been employed in 
the considered golden ontology:  

hyper
nn OO =    (7) 

In [26] more WordNet relations are used with the aim of 
building semantic graphs. The authors adopt these structures 
in the Structural Semantic Interconnection (SSI) algorithm 
for the word sense disambiguation task. The semantic 
context is used in each iteration of the algorithm to 
disambiguate the lexical terms. Thus the accuracy of the 
algorithm is strictly related to the chosen context. The major 
difference between SSI and our approach is that, in the latter, 
the context is not an input for the sense disambiguation 
system. 

IV. PROPOSED IR MODEL 
The perfect search engines should respond to user query 

by listing exactly what the user actually queried for. 
Provided that this desirable situation is an ideal one, it is 
more feasible to reason about what current search engines 
generally do. They provide a ranked list of websites 
matching the user query according to a given algorithm. 
Upon search engines response, user chooses the website to 
browse, occasionally coming back to the search engine 
webpage to submit another query (Figure 2 reports an UML 
representation of the whole mechanism). Since the most of 
currently available search engines are not semantic-based, 
they index Web documents in a way similar to the Sense 
Matrix reported in Table I. User query is performed only at 
the lexical layer, being exposed to misinterpretation due to 
erroneous synonymy and polysemy interpretation. This 
means that the semantic gap is left totally to the user 
understanding. 

word 
- worid:long 
- lemma:string 

lexlinkref 

- synset1id:long 
- word1id:long 
- synset2id:long 
- word2id:long 
- linked:int 

linkdef 
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synset 

- synsetid:long 
- pos:char 
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- synsetid:long 
- rank:int 
- lexid:int 
- tagcount:int 

semlinkref 
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In fact, in general a small text preview is fed back to the 
user, to let him/her decide the best option, basing on the 
semantics he/she gives to the displayed preview. This is an 
elegant way of bridging the semantic gap: the lack of this 
approach is that semantics is pushed in the query-response 
mechanism only from the user side. However, this “try and 
look” paradigm can be overcome in the light of the proposed 
IR system (Figure 3 depicts an UML representation of the 
mechanism characterizing the proposed IR system). 

 

 
Figure 2.  UML representation of the mechanism characterizing traditional 

search engines. The searching process starts with the user’s query. 
Keywords are the entry points for the search engine alghoritm. 

 

 
Figure 3.  UML representation of mechanism characterizing the proposed 
semantic search engine. As in figure 2, the searching process starts with the 

user’s query. In this case, instead, senses related to the keywords are the 
entry points for the proposed semantic search engine alghoritm. 

In the proposed system, as in traditional keyword-based 
systems, the user enters one or more keywords that he/she 
considers as significant for the kind of document he/she is 

searching for. Contrarily to retrieval systems based on term-
document matrix, our IR system queries the golden ontology 
in order to get all possible senses related to (lexical) user 
query. The sense is explained by means of a short gloss, 
which is actually a meta-description of the sense itself. Once 
that the user has chosen the sense he/she wants to search for, 
the system retrieves all documents previously indexed by 
that sense. 

 

A. New Browsing Paradigm 
Our approach is based on a three dimensional dataset 
comprising respectively term, synset and document 
dimensions (Figure 4). 

User query begins at the lexical level and then moves 
towards semantics thus becoming a two-step request/reply 
process: 

1. The first step is a traditional keyword-based query 
performed at the lexical level. The system replies by 
listing the possible related senses. 

2. The second step consists in user choosing the right 
sense thus entering the ‘semantic browsing mode’ 
which also allows for selecting the semantically 
indexed documents. 

In this new framework, documents are indexed by senses. 
This does not affect the chosen document ranking criteria 
(like Page Rank) since dimensions are orthogonal. The real 
difference from traditional IR models is that user moves 
within a semantic space, eventually deciding to open a sense-
related webpage (as examples related to a gloss in a 
dictionary).  
    System response in the first step is not possible unless 
some sense disambiguation technique is applied. For a 
previously published sense disambiguation technique, the 
readers may refer to the work of Di Lecce et al. [25]. 

 
Figure 4.  The proposed 3-dimensional IR model. It can be considered as 
the 3d space projection of the tuple f(t, s, d) characterized by term, synset 

and document. 
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V. SEMANTIC LEXICON-BASED MAS 

MAS design has been gaining the attention of research 
community for  many years [45]. Software agents are 
designed to cooperate (either with other agents or with 
humans) for managing the system knowledge base (KB) in 
different situations.  In this paper a MAS implementation 
that employs WordNet as golden ontology is used to support 
the design of the proposed SL-based information retrieval 
system. The used MAS architecture is a hierarchical one [46] 
and is composed of the following layers:  

• Interface Layer: it responds to user query. User 
may be human or computer such as crawlers and 
parsers; 

• Brokerage Layer: it mediates among 
computational resources according to environment 
constraints; 

• Markup Layer: it performs the tagging and other 
related activities.  

• Knowledge Layer: it manages system knowledge 
base. 

    This agent-based approach is scalable because many 
features can be added to the SL-based system without 
affecting the underpinning model. For example, an inference 
engine may be added to the system in order to inference on 
new semantic relations among concept words.  Tests in this 
direction are currently under way. Their aim is to assess the 
feasibility of domain-specific search engines that would 
enhance domain browsing and document retrieval.  
    The used MAS architecture has been inspired by previous 
works in other fields (see for example [46]). An overview of 
the proposed MAS architecture is depicted in Figure 5.  
 

 
Figure 5.  Multilayered MAS architecture used for semantically tagging  
Web resources. It is noteworthy the use of SL as golden ontology for the 

system knowledge. 

    Hereinafter an insight into the proposed MAS architecture 
is provided. Each different layer is described, with particular 

emphasis to the interface layer which handles user-system 
interaction, on the markup layer, which provides the Web 
resources semantic tagging process, and on the knowledge 
layer formally before presented. 

A. User Level 

It is the top level of the hierarchy and interacts with the 
MAS. It represents the communicational channel from and 
towards the system’s environment. The user level is suitable 
composed of the three following elements: user interface – 
i.e. the human-machine interface; spider – a computer 
program that analyses the taxonomy structure of considered 
websites;  parser – a computer program that extracts the 
relevant information from Web documents. The 
crawling/parsing processes are thoroughly described in [47]. 
Instead, a prototypal version of the user interface has been 
developed and presented in this paper (Figure 8 represents its 
actual implementation). 

B. Interface Layer 

The semantic browsing options handled by the interface 
agent are synthesized by the following Extended-BNF 
representation. 

<interface> ::= <frame_header> <frame_www>  

<frame_semantics> 

<frame_header> ::= {<sense>} 

<frame_www> ::= {<href>} 

<frame_semantics> ::=  [<forward_sense>]  

[<backward_sense>] 

<forward_sense> ::= {<sense>} 

<backward_sense> ::= {<sense>} 

<sense> ::= <word> <gloss> 

The interface is composed of three frames: 
1. Header: reporting the considered sense i.e. word-

synset pair. The sense is described by means of the 
gloss associated to it; 

2. WWW (traditional browsing): lists all Web resources 
indexed by the current sense; 

3. Semantics (semantic browsing): allowing the user to 
move within the semantic space; 

    The choice of the extended version of the Backus Normal 
Form is due to the need to easily represent the cardinality for 
both elements sense and href. While curly brackets indicate 
the cardinality of a symbol, the square brackets represent the 
optional element in the derivation rule. Forward_sense and 
backward_sense are the parts of semantic space linked to the 
header sense. A graphical illustration explaining the BNF is 
presented in the next Section. 
    It is noteworthy that this interface shows recursive 
characteristics. The user can perform semantic browsing 
moving towards similar concepts in the query refinement 
process. In the experiment Section a screenshot of the 
prototypal implementation is commented in more detail. 
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C. Brokerage Layer 

The MAS is triggered by user query submitted to the 
interface agent. Once the query has been correctly decoded, 
the interface agent leaves control to the Brokerage Layer. 
This layer is managed by two agents: broker and coach. 

Broker Agent analyses which Tag Agents can satisfy the 
requirement. It manages all inbound communication coming 
from the Interface Agent. Starting by one query, it relays 
user service request to available resources of the lower layer, 
according to the chosen scheduling policy. 

Coach Agent receives message from all the Tag Agents, 
collects and ranks the results. Next, it sends a message to the 
Broker Agent to inform that service request has been  
fulfilled. 

Both agents of this layer are poorly detailed because that 
goes beyond the scope of this paper. 

D. (Semantic) Markup Layer 

In [25], a WSD algorithm was proposed to find the 
nearest common WordNet subsumer among words extracted 
from two link texts (also known as anchortexts). These 
couples of textual descriptions are taken from any possible 
pair of inbound and outbound links of a given webpage. If a 
concept subsumer (which is a synset) is found, lemmas, 
which lexicalize it, are used to tag the webpage. 

 
Figure 6.  Actions performed by a Tag Agent. For any couple of inbound 
and outbound text links (step 1) the nearest common subsumer is searched 

in the WordNet database (step 2) according to the semantic relation 
pertaining the agent (e.g. hypernymy). If such synset element is found, its 

related lemmas are used to tag the corresponding webpage (step 3). 

A tag agent (Figure 6 helps explaining how Tag Agent 
actually works) repeatedly performs this tagging activity on 
the list of webpages received by the Broker Agent. 

For modularity purposes, each Tag Agent searches for 
semantic tags exploiting one of the possible semantic 
relations provided by the chosen SL. There can be one or 
more Tag Agents for hypernymy, others for holonymy and 
so on. 

E. Knowledge Layer 
Starting from the notations given in Section III.C, the 
system KB can be then formally expressed as follows: 

{ }U
i

i
href
nn OOKB =   (8) 

{ }i
href
nO represents the individual ontology of the i-th 

inspected webpage; n represents the nouns (webpage 
semantic tags) identified by the tagging agent, finally href 
represents the HTML hyperlinks connecting tagged 
webpages. As shown in Figure 5 the Knowledge Layer can 
be split in many Semantic Lexicon units as much as Tag 
Agents exist in the upper layer. This ensures more flexibility 
and scalability of the system too. 

VI. EXPERIMENTS 
Our experiments have been carried out on a data set of 48 

distinct websites clustered in four semantic domains. Table 
II reports the number of analyzed websites for each 
semantic domain. 

TABLE II.  NUMBER OF INSPECTED WEBSITES FOR THE CHOSEN 
SEMANTIC DOMAINS 

Semantic Domain # inspected websites 
University 17 
Low-cost airline 10 
Seaport 8 
Airport 13 

 
The crawling and the parsing phases have been limited to 
the analysis of the crawled first one hundred webpages for 
each website. This choice ensured the coverage of the main 
taxonomical structures of the inspected websites (general 
categories). 
 

A. Prototypal Interface Implementation 
According to the previously presented E-BNF 

representation a prototypal Web-based user interface has 
been implemented. Apache, PHP, MySQL and Ajax 
technologies have been used for this scope. Figure 8 shows 
an example screenshot of the user interface developed for the 
proposed semantic search engine. The interface can be 
divided into the following three frames: 

1. header frame: it supports the user in the sense 
disambiguation process as specified in the UML of 
Figure 3. Thanks to this frame, the user selects the 
right sense in the synset-word (WordNet) plain 
depicted in Figure 4. 
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2. www frame: this area lists the hyperlinks indexed by 
the sense that results from the user query. By 
clicking one of the listed hyperlinks the user is 
redirected to the corresponding webpage as in 
traditional search engines (UML of Figure 2). 

3. semantics frame: it allows the user for browsing the 
WordNet plain. The user is supposed to be in the 
sense chosen in header frame and can move forward 
or backward towards “neighbour” senses. Given two 
senses a and b they are considered here as 
neighbours if they exhibit a common subsumer. 
When the user selects a new sense the interface is 
reset (i.e. the user “is moved” to the new sense), thus 
showing a recursive behaviour. 

 

B. Semantic tagging experiments 
The semantic tagging process has been applied to the 

experiment set according to what was explained in the 
previous section. The considered semantic relations were 
hypernymy extracted from WordNet 3.0 release. The 
inspection depth in the WordNet taxonomy for finding the 
nearest common subsumer was thresholded to 5. This choice  
was affected by these reasons: 

• Higher depth level in taxonomy accounts for very 
general concepts that are conceptually distant from 
the analyzed domain 

• Computational effort may increase more than 
proportionally as depth level increases. 

To evaluate the proposed architecture the presented 
results refer to the hypernym (IS-A) relation. Two different 
evaluations have been carried out during the test process. 
One of these is related to the evaluation of human 
agreement with the automatic markup system (qualitative 
test). The other one evaluates the amount of results given by 
the proposed system regarding the completeness of 
information (quantitative test). 
 
Quantitative test. Figure 7 depicts the coverage index (in 
percentage) of the semantic markup grouped by the 
semantic domains defined in Table II. This value is useful to 
understand how much of the WordNet taxonomical structure  
is retrieved in the link-based architecture of a website. 
Coverage index (ci) has been computed for any webpage 
according to the simple formula: 

w
tci

#
#% =    (9) 

where the numerator stands for the number of tagged 
webpages and the denominator equals the total number of 
inspected webpages for the website. Then, data have been 
grouped by domain. A box plot representation is adopted to 
have a synoptic view of mean, variance, minimum and 
maximum values for each domain. Moreover, it also 
represents outliers for the data set. It is noteworthy that 
nearly 25% of webpages are tagged by IS_A relations. As 

shown in Figure 7 the semantic domains of University, 
Seaport and Airport have a ci near to 28%, while semantic 
domain of low-cost airline has a lower ci. This is because 
inspected low-cost airline websites provide a flat cross-
domain semantic structure (many heterogeneous services 
like car rental, hotel booking, tours, etc.). 

 
Figure 7.  Coverage of IS-A relation for the considered semantic domains. 
The coverage values are considered in percentage. Any represented element 
is characterized by a continuous line (mean value) in a rectangle (variance 
range) and by two broken line ending with horizontal lines (minimum and 

maximum coverage for the data set). 

 
Qualitative test. Table III reports an extract from the 
semantic mark-up process on the Manchester University 
website. Yet considering IS-A relation, the table is 
characterized by the uniform resource location (URL) of 
webpage, the lemmas associated to the sense markup and 
the anchortexts that caused the webpage to be tagged. The 
results are grouped by the URL identifier, in order to 
underline all sense markups assigned to a Web document. 
Table IV reports the semantic neighbors in WordNet 
semantic plain for data listed in Table III. 

C. Evaluation of the proposal 
The current semantic search panorama is quite a 

fragmented one. Although a lot of proposals can be found 
especially in recent years [49], they are still tailored to 
solving engineering aspects rather than being focused on 
performance. This conclusion can be fairly drawn by 
observing that even in the preface of the recent SemSearch 
2008 International Workshop on semantic search [50] one of 
the major questions pointed out is: how can semantic search 
systems be evaluated and compared with standard IR 
systems? 

Generally, small-sized comparison among the two 
approaches result in traditional IR systems largely 
outperforming semantic counterparts, at least for the recall 
performance. In [51] an attempt is made to fuse the two 
approaches by preserving the moderate recall of traditional 
system with the improved precision of the semantic-based 
ones. However, overall performances are still quite low and 
evaluation is confined to restricted datasets. In fact, one of 
the major pitfalls of corpus-based evaluation is the cost 
associated to the annotation. While in natural language 
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processing (NLP) and word sense disambiguation (WSD) 
such datasets already exist and allow for good performances 
[52], in the general framework of Semantic Web it is 
currently impossible to think to a wide-covering semantic 
annotation for Web resources, at least until  new standards 
like OWL will be sufficiently spread. In the meanwhile 
(which the authors think will last for many years ahead), the 
solution should be based on using available information at 
the maximum possible extent but from a different 
perspective, possibly by using new user-system interaction 
paradigms. 

With reference to this paper, the focus was on the 
architecture that may leverage the simple mechanism of 
knowledge extraction and semantic annotation from the 
linked structure of the Web. This is an easy to run process 
which contributes to building a skeleton of semantic 
structures to which append (index) the crawled web pages. 
This allows the user to exploit a different navigation 
paradigm based on surfing a semantic graph rather than a 
web graph, thus reducing the semantic gap between the user 
and the retrieval system. Such an enhancement shifts the 
problem of retrieval to sense tagging and semantic 
disambiguation. More detailed numerical assessments of the 
proposed semantic tagging technique along with WSD 
aspects can be found in [47]. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
In a recent survey on existing semantic search 

technologies [48], the authors categorize the 35 reviewed 
systems under three main facets: query, system, result. They 
conclude that a next step for the semantic search community 
is to foster the use of semantics in each of the three places. 

They also point out three main hinders to the evolution of 
semantic approaches: (1) lack of evaluation of semantic 
search algorithms, (2) lack of user evaluation of user 
interfaces, (3) lack of API and middleware support. The 
approach proposed in this work attempts to provide a way 
out to all these points by proposing a holistic framework 
centered on the idea of the SL-based architecture for Web 
IR. The main idea is to enlarge traditional TDM indexing 
structure up to a third dimension by adding a semantic layer. 
In this new model the user experiences a novel query 
paradigm which requires two consecutive steps: first to 
identify the sense related to documents he/she is querying for 
and then to access the semantically indexed document. In the 
line of a previous work specifically focused on semantic 
tagging of Web resources, this article proposes a MAS 
approach to Web IR design. Particular emphasis has been 
given to the interface layer managing user-system interaction 
and the markup layer performing the semantic tagging 
process. Since the proposed approach is highly modular, 
enlarging the experiment set will be the subject of our 
prospective research on this matter. The user interface will 
be also enriched and optimized in order to be effective for an 
extended number of inspected websites. 
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Figure 8.  Screenshot of the prototypal interface. The three frames described in the text are confined in separate blocks. In the “semantics frame” each sense 

is quoted with a semantic relevance degree (star icons). Sense definition, along with original inbound and outbound anchortexts are also provided. 
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TABLE III.  EXCERPT FROM THE SEMANTIC TAGGING PROCESS APPLIED TO MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY WEBPAGES ON NOVEMBER 2008 [1]. THE FIRST 
COLUMN REFERS TO THE URL OF THE TAGGED RESOURCES. THE NEXT COLUMN SHOWS THE FOUND SEMANTIC TAGS. THE 3RD AND 4TH COLUMNS REPORT THE 

INBOUND AND OUTBOUND ANCHORTEXTS RESPECTIVELY. IN PARTICULAR THE LEXICAL ENTRIES (WORDS) THAT PRODUCED THE SEMANTIC TAG ARE 
CAPITALIZED AND BOLDED. IT IS NOTEWORTHY THAT THE SAME WEBPAGE MAY BE REFERRED TO BY MORE THAN A COUPLE OF ANCHORTEXTS; HENCE IT MAY 

BE ANNOTATED BY MORE SENSE TAGS. 

Url WordNet Sense Tag       
{# synset_id} Anchortext 1 Anchortext 2 

ability, power                  
{105616246} computer SCIENCE FACULTY of engineering 

and physical sciences 

bailiwick, discipline, field, 
field of study, study, 
subject, subject area, 
subject field             
{105996646} 

computer SCIENCE 
faculty of 
ENGINEERING and 
physical sciences 

http://www.eps.manchester.ac.uk 

body                                    
{107965085} 

physics and 
astronomy SCHOOL 
of 

FACULTY of engineering 
and physical sciences 

body                                    
{107965085} 

construction, structure         
{104341686} 

educational institution           
{108276342} 

languages linguistics 
and cultures 
SCHOOL of 

UNIVERSITY language 
centre 

building, edifice                    
{102913152} 

languages linguistics 
and cultures 
SCHOOL of 

university language 
CENTRE 

http://www.langcent.manchester.ac.uk 

cognitive content, content, 
mental object                   
{105809192} 

find an academic 
department or 
DISCIPLINE 

language CENTRE 

http://www.manchester.ac.uk/aboutus/jobs/research work                                    
{100575741} JOB opportunities RESEARCH jobs 

activity                                
{100407535} 

ART and museums in 
manchester SPORT 

activity                                
{100407535} 

diversion, recreation           
{100426928} 

nightlife and 
ENTERTAINMENT SPORT 

activity                                
{100407535} 

http://www.manchester.ac.uk/aboutus/manchester/sport 

diversion, recreation           
{100426928} 

NIGHTLIFE and 
entertainment SPORT 

artefact, artifact                     
{100021939} 

ART and museums in 
manchester university STRUCTURE 

body                                    
{107965085} GOVERNANCE UNIVERSITY structure 

construction, structure         
{104341686} 

UNIVERSITY 
structure university STRUCTURE 

construction, structure         
{104341686} 

university 
STRUCTURE UNIVERSITY structure 

construction, structure         
{104341686} SUPPORT services UNIVERSITY structure 

construction, structure         
{104341686} SUPPORT services university STRUCTURE 

http://www.manchester.ac.uk/aboutus/structure 

construction, structure         
{104341686} 

chancellors of the 
UNIVERSITY university STRUCTURE 
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TABLE IV.  SUBSUMPTION HIERARCHY FOR NEIGHBOUR SENSES EXTRACTED FROM TABLE III. SENSE NEIGHBOURS ARE REPORTED IN THE LEFT COLUMN, 
WHILE THE RIGHT COLUMN ACCOUNTS FOR FIRST OR SECOND LEVEL COMMON SUBSUMER. SOME SENSE NEIGHBOURS SHARE THE SAME SYNSET SUBSUMER 

BOTH AT FIRST LEVEL AND SECOND LEVEL SYNSET DISTANCE. 

WordNet Synset Common Subsumer 
Neighbour WordNet Sense 

First Level Distance Second Level Distance 

‘Science’, {105636887} 

‘Faculty’, {105650329} 
{105616246}  

‘Science’, {105999797} 

‘Engineering’, {106125041} 
{105996646}  

‘School’, {108275185} 

‘Faculty’, {108287586} 
{107965085}  

‘School’, {108275185} 

‘University’, {108286163} 
{107965085}  

‘School’, {102913152} {104146050} 

‘University’, {103297735} {104511002} 
{104341686} 

‘School’, {108277393} 

‘University’, {108286569} 
{108276342}  

‘School’, {104146050} 

‘Centre’, {102993546} 
{102913152}  

‘Discipline’, {105999266} {105996646} {105809192} 

‘Centre’, {105921123} {105809192}  

‘Job’, {100576717} {100575741}  

‘Research’, {100633864} {100636921} {100575741} 

‘Art’, {100908492} {100933420} 

‘Sport’, {100582388} {100433216} 
{100407535} 

‘Entertainment’, {100426928} {100429048} 

‘Sport’, {100582388} {100433216} 
{100407535} 

‘Entertainment’, {100429048} 

‘Sport’, {100523513} 
{100426928}  

‘Nightlife’, {100426928} {100582388} 

‘Sport’, {100431292} {100433216} 
{100407535} 

‘Nightlife’, {100431292} 

‘Sport’, {100523513} 
{100426928}  

‘Art’, {103129123} {102743547} {100021939} 

‘Structure’, {104341686} {100021939}  

‘Governance’, {108164585} 

‘University’, {108286163} 
{107965085}  

‘University’, {103297735} {104511002} {104341686} 

‘Structure’, {104341686} {104341686}  

‘Support’, {104361095} {104360501} 

‘University’, {103297735} {104511002} 
{104341686} 

‘Support’, {104361095} {104360501} {104341686} 

‘Structure’, {104341686} {104341686}  
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